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I.0 INTRODUCTION 

This Maintenance Activity Work Plan reviews OHM Remediation Services Corp.‘s (OHM) approach 

to implementation of the scope of work under Delivery Order No. 0 15 I Modification No. 2 of Navy 

Atlantic Division (LANTDIV) Contract N62470-93-D-3032. The elements of this work plan are based 

on the OHM Proposal/Cost Estimate for Range A-l and D-29 Remediation dated September 3, 1997 and 

the Statement of Work Design Package and Specifications dated June 24, 1997. 

This work plan identifies and describes how OHM will implement the major tasks encompassing the 

removal and separation of bullet fragments, chemical stabilization of lead-contaminated soil, and site 

restoration at Ranges A-I and D-29 in conformance with the contract requirements. It includes the 

following sections: 

. Section 2.0 Pre-construction Activities 

l Section 3.0 System Construction Tasks and Methods 

l Section 4.0 Field Activities 

l Section 5.0 Site Restoration 

l Section 6.0 Electrical Power Installation 

l Section 7.0 Demobilization and Final Report 

l Section 8.0 Project Schedule 

1.1 SITE BACKGROUND 

The D-29 pistol and rifle battle site zero (BZO) range was commissioned in 1955 and has 17 firing 

points. The A-i pistol and shotgun range was commissioned in the 1950’s and has 10 firing points. 

These ranges are currently in use for small-arms target practice. Lead reclamation has not occurred at 

either range. 

u SITE DESCRIPTION 

Camp Lejeune is a training base for the U.S. Marine Corps, located in Onslow County, North 

Carolina. The base covers approximately 234 square miles and includes 14 miles of coast line. MCB 

Camp Lejeune is bounded to the southeast by the Atlantic Ocean, to the northeast by State Route 24, and 

to the west by U.S. Route 17. The town of Jacksonville, North Carolina is located north of the Base. 

Ranges D-29 and A-l are located adjacent to the New River as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Range 

D-29 is located on River Road near F Street in the Hadnot Point Area. Range A-l is located at Montford 

Point, Camp Johnson. The ranges are essentially flat with earthen berms located parallel to the shoreline 

of the New River to prevent bullets from leaving the range area. 
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1.3 MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES FOR SOIL 

Munitions on an active range are not considered “discarded material” (thus not solid waste) for 

RCRA purposes until the range is closed or transferred as specified in the Military Munitions Rule 

(MMR), 40 CFR 266, subpart M of 12 February, 1997, and as interpreted in the DOD Interim Policy 

developed to prepare the services of MMR implementation. The objective of this maintenance activity 

for soii at Ranges D-29 and A-l at Camp Lejeune is to recover bullet metals and reduce the mobility of 

lead present in the surface soils of the existing berms. This is being accomplished as part of the range 

management program to minimize the potential for environmental releases at the small arm ranges. 

Recovered bullet metals will be shipped to an off-site recycling facility. The soil will be physically 

screened, chemically stabilized on-site and used as backfill material during construction of the upgraded 

range berms. In addition, a new bullet trap with a dust collector will be installed at Range A-l to capture 

bullets and prevent further lead contamination of the berm soil. 

1.4 REFERENCES 

The following reference documents were utilized as the basis for preparing the elements of this work 

plan: 

Battelle and HEPACO, Inc., Contract DAAL03-9 l-C-0034, Scientific Services Program Task 

Number 96-198, Delivery Order 1960, Draft Implementation Report for Maintenance of a 

Small-Arms Range Berm at MCB Camp Lejeune, N.C., July I, 1997. 

OHM Remediation Services Corp., Contract N62470-93-D-3032, Delivery Order 0 15 1, Modification 

2, Proposal for Range Remediation, Ranges A-l and D-29, MCB Camp Lejeune, N.C., September 

3,1997 

LANTDIV, Statement of Work Design Package with Specification, Remediation of Ranges D-29 

and A- 1. MCB Camp Lejeune, N.C., June 24, 1997 
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2.0 PRE-CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 
=- 

2.1 PRECONSTRUCTION SUBMITTALS 

The following plans have been developed for this delivery order and are to be considered as 

complementary components to this work plan: 

. Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan (SHSP) (included herein as Appendix A) 

l Construction Quality Control Plan (CQCP) (included herein as Appendix B) 

l Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) (included herein as Appendix C) 

l Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) (included herein as Appendix D) 

l Transportation and Disposal (T&D) Plan (included herein as Appendix E) 

Additional reports, certifications, etc., will be submitted in accordance with the submittal register. 

The submittal register is included in the Construction Quality Control Plan. 

2.2 PERMITS 

OHM will prepare all permit applications for submission by the Base as required for construction 

of this remediation system. Permits required for this project include the following: 

Utility clearances 

Base construction/digging permits 

Electrical Permits 

2.3 J’ROCUREMENT 

Upon approval of this Work Plan, OHM will initiate procurement of new equipment, materials, and 

subcontractors necessary for the execution of this project. The major equipment and materials to be 

procured include: 

l Bullet Trap with roof and dust collector 

l Timber for retaining wall 

l Concrete for Range A- 1 Bullet Trap Foundation 

Specialty subcontractors will be procured to execute certain portions of work at Ranges D-29 and 

A-l. The following is a list of anticipated subcontractors to be procured: 

. Installation of Bullet Trap with roof and dust collector 
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l Electrical contractor for power distribution to the bullet trap 
. Laboratory services for analyses 

l Transportation and disposal for residuals management 

2.4 PRECONSTRUCTION MEETING 

OHM will participate in a pre-construction meeting at MCB Camp Lejeune with Base, LANTDIV, 

and other parties prior to mobilization to the site. OHM representatives will include at a minimum the 

Project Manager and Site Supervisor. The purpose of this meeting will be to: 

l Confirm roles and responsibilities of key personnel and flow of communication for project execution 

. Review the project schedule, work hours, sequence of tasks, and key milestones 

. Identify and discuss Base-specific issues relative to the upcoming mobilization and construction 

activities 

l Obtain the necessary security clearances for operations personnel 
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3.0 SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION TASKS AND METHODS 

3.1 MOBILIZATION 

OHM will mobilize personnel and equipment as necessary from its Southern Region offices, 

including Covington, Georgia; Clermont, Florida; and Gallatin, Tennessee. Prior to beginning work on 

site, a training meeting will be conducted to brief all site personnel on the Site-Specific Health and 

Safety Plan, construction drawings, and other relevant site-specific plans. Site hazards and conditions 

will be discussed and all personnel will acknowledge their understanding and compliance with the plan 

by signing an approved acceptance form. 

3.2 SITE PREPARATION 

Project mobilization and site setup will consist of the following main activities: 

Temporary Facilities Installation - OHM will utilize its office trailer already located at Lot 203 as 

an administrative area and command center. In addition a canopy/lab trailer will be set-up on-site 

at Ranges D-29 and A- 1. The lab trailer/canopy will serve as the control check point for contractor/ 

subcontractor personnel entering the site. 

Site Survey - OHM will survey the height of the existing berms and layout the limits of area affected 

by extending the existing berms. The berm limits will be visibly marked using reinforcing bars 

and/or wood stakes. OHM will also mark the location of other features such as equipment lay down 

areas, retaining walls, concrete trenches, and new side walks. 

Excavation Limits-OHM will visibly mark the top and front face of the berms to be excavated for 

easy recognition using paint and/or wooden stakes. Visibly marking the excavation areas allows for 

better determination of the work/safety zones and clearly defines the work area for the equipment 

operator. 

Erosion and Sedimentation Control - OHM will establish controls to prevent erosion and 

sedimentation through the use of sediment fencing. In this manner, OHM will mitigate the 

possibility of run-off to other areas and minimize run-on into the active work area. Silt fencing will 

be placed at the base of down gradient sides of the berm face being modified. The Environmental 

Protection Plan included with this RAWP provides details on environmental controls. 

Decontamination Areas - Personnel and equipment decontamination areas will be provided within 

the Contamination Reduction Zones (CRZ) upon exiting the contaminated working areas. The 

Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan addresses these areas in detail. 

Site Security - All persons entering the site will be required to sign in and out daily. OHM reserves 

the right to deny access to any individual not showing proper identification. 

Health and Safety Zones - The site will be segregated into work areas on the basis of degree of 

hazard and PPE requirements. In general, the fenced area excluding the open excavations will 
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SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION TASKS AND METHODS 

comprise the contamination reduction zone (CRZ). Personnel working within the CRZ will be 

required to wear the appropriate PPE as outlined in the Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan. 

Excavation areas within the CR2 will be designated the exclusion zone and will be delineated by 

orange safety fencing. OHM health and safety personnel will provide site air monitoring and will 

adjust work zone boundaries as appropriate. 

l Personnel Decontamination Facility - OHM will set up a personnel decontamination area at the site. 

The location will be near construction areas depending on the phase of remediation activities. It will 

be furnished with portable wash basins. All decontamination and cleaning water generated from the 

decontamination activities will be collected and stored prior to disposal. 

3.3 UTTLITY CLEARANCES 

OHh4 will contract with No-Cuts or JPL to provide utility location services consisting of 

identification and marking of all known utilities potentially within the work zones. OHM will exercise 

caution while performing intrusive work and will implement its Standard Operating Procedures for 

excavation near utilities. Techniques for minimizing damage to existing utilities include the use of 

location devices, utility location services, and hand digging. OHM’s Health and Safety Plan also 

addresses these concerns. 
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4.0 FIELD ACTIVITIES 

4.1 PRE-EXCAVATION FIELD SCREENING/SITE CHARACTERIZATION 

A field sampling crew will collect samples at Ranges D-29 and A- 1 in accordance with the Sampling 

and Analyses Plan and ship samples off-site for analyses to characterize the berm soil. Samples will also 

be sent to OHM’s laboratory in Finlay, Ohio for limited treatability testing necessary to optimize 

chemical addition rates for soil stabilization. The goal target contaminant is lead. The overall goal of 

the treatability study is to reduce leachable lead to below 5 mg/l as determined by the Toxic 

Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) test. A more complete discussion of this activity is provided 

in the Sampling and Analysis Plan. 

In the unlikely event that laboratory results indicate that stabilization of the lead-contaminated berm 

soil is not feasible, OHM will notify the Navy Technical Representative (NTR) and propose additional 

sampling and analyses or off-site disposal of the soil as appropriate. 

4.2 CLEARING AND GRUBBING 

The areas will be cleared and grubbed on the top and side face of the berm adjacent to the range as 

shown in Figures 3 and 4. The under growth, tree limbs, roots, concrete, material generated during 

demolition of existing drainage trough, and other non-contaminated debris shall be stock piled for 

disposal at a nonhazardous solid waste landfill in accordance with the Transportation and Disposal 

(T&D) Plan. This material will be sampled as specified in the sampling and analysis plan. Timbers from 

the existing retaining walls to be demolished will be cut to a maximum of 4-feet in length and placed in 

a roll-off container for disposal in accordance with the Transportation and Disposal Plan. 

4.3 BERM SOIL EXCAVATION 

The soil on the top and side face of the berm adjacent to the range will be excavated until no lead 

particles remain visible in the soil. The depth of excavation using a backhoe is anticipated to be between 

2-feet and 4-feet. A total of approximately 1,155 bank cubic yards (BCY) of soil are estimated to be 

excavated based on the following estimated excavation depths: 

l 3-feet on the top face of the berm on the active portion of Range D-29. 

9 4-feet on the face of the berm adjacent to the active portion of Range D-29. 

l 2-feet on the top face of the berm on the intermittent portion of Range D-29. 

l 3-feet on the face of the berm adjacent to the intermittent portion of Range D-29. 

l 3-feet on the top face of the berm of Range A- 1. 

l 4-feet on the face of the berm adjacent to the Range A- I. 
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FIELD ACTIVITIES 

4.4 EXCAVATED MATERIAL HANDLTNG AND SCREENING 

This section describes excavation, handling potentially contaminated soils, stockpiling, and soil 

screening of berm materials. Excavation will proceed with the removal of soil on the top and front 

surface of the berms. After the berm soil is excavated, a visual inspection will be performed on the 

surrounding soil for metal bullet fragments. If metal bullet fragments are visible, additional soil will be 

excavated. Excavation depths will be manually monitored with a tape measure or equivalent measuring 

device to determine excavation depth. The final depth of excavation at each berm face will be recorded 

in the field notebook to document the extent of soil removal. 

The objective of the screening operation is to physically separate the metal bullet fragments from 

the remaining soil and debris such that the lead based materials can be recycled at an off-site facility. 

Two other streams will be generated in this process, an oversize fraction greater than 4-inch (which will 

consist of debris, rocks, etc), and an undersize fraction less than l/4-inch. The oversize will be managed 

as non-hazardous solid waste debris. The undersize soil may contain leachable lead which will undergo 

on-site stabilization prior to reuse at the site. 

Potentially contaminated soil excavated by the backhoe from the berm area will be stockpiled on 

plastic sheeting. Stockpiled soil which may be lead contaminated shall be covered with plastic sheeting 

prior to leaving the site at the end of each day and when rain occurs to minimize the potential for 

contaminated stormwater run-off at the site. 

A front end loader will deliver excavated soil to a grizzly with a live bottom feeder to separate large 

debris, rocks, and oversize material greater than 4-inch diameter. Oversize material will be stockpiled. 

Material less than 4-inch will be conveyed to a vibratory shaker screen which will further size segregate 

the soil particles. The vibratory screen will be capable of making further cuts to separate the metal 

bullet fragments, which are expected to be greater than 3/16-inch (or roughly 5 mm). Screens will be 

selected based on the percent of material greater than % to I -inch. Material greater than l-inch will be 

diverted as debris to a separate stockpile. Material less than 1 -inch and greater than 3/l 6-inch will be 

conveyed back to the head of the screening plant. Bullet fragments (assumed to be > 3/16-inch) will be 

separated from the bulk of the soil and debris as a separate stream. Soil passing the 3/l 6-inch diameter 

screen will be stockpiled and chemically stabilized as necessary as discussed below. 
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4.5 SOJL STABILIZATION 

The less than 3/16-inch screened soils shall be placed on plastic sheeting in the designated soil 

stabilization area in piles containing 100 cubic yards or less. Trisodium phosphate or an approved 

equivalent stabilization agent at a mix ratio determined by treatability testing will be added to each of 

these stock piles of soil to stabilize the lead. The stockpiled soil will be mixed with the trisodium 

phosphate material on the plastic sheeting using the backhoe. A five-point composite sample will be 

collected from each stabilized soil stockpile and sent off-site for analyses as indicated in the sampling 

and analyses plan. Once it is determined that lead the contaminated soils have been stabilized, the 

treated soils will be used as backfill on the berms that have had the bullet fragments removed. If the soil 

is not suitable for use as backfill for the berms, OHM will notify and consult with the NTR to evaluate 

available options. OHh4 will make recommendations for additional testing/stabilization and/or other 

disposal options based on laboratory results. 
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5.0 SITE RESTORATION 

Once the bullet fragments have been removed from the excavated berm soil and this material 

stabilized, OHM will begin site restoration activities. 

5.1 BERM RESTORATION, RANGES D-29 AND A-l 

Berm restoration operations will be implemented as soon as possible after the excavated berm soil 

has been stabilized in order to reduce the potential for berm erosion. Stabilized berm soil will be 

returned to the berm. To raise the existing berm an additional 2-feet additional suitable backfill material 

from the borrow area at Camp LeJeune or an off-site location will be required. Fill will be spread evenly 

above surface to be filled in lifts not exceeding 12 inches and compacted in horizontal layers as nearly 

even as possible using the backhoe. Refer to Figures 3 through 5 for berm restoration details. Following 

berm site restoration OHM will survey the height of the berm for inclusion on the as-built drawings. 

5.2 EXCESS NON-BERM SOIL EXCAVATION. RANGES D-29 AND A-l 

Clean soil that is free from organic material which is excavated during removal of existing walk 

ways, installation of drainage trenches, installation of side walks, installation of retaining wall posts, and 

installation of the bullet trap foundation slab will be used on-site as fill during restoration activities. 

Stockpiling of this clean soil on-site is permissible providing appropriate erosion controls measure at 

taken as specified in the Environmental Protection Plan. Site restoration activities requiring clean fill 

include increasing the height of the both range berms, adjustments to site drainage, and construction of 

a soil filled double timber side wall for Range D-29. 

5.3 REPLACEMENT RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION. RANGE D-29 

A new 3-feet tall retaining wall shall be constructed along at the bottom of the front face of the active 

portion of Range D-29 as shown in Figures 2 and 4. The wall shall be constructed of 12-inch x 12-inch 

rough cut treated timber. No spikes or metal components will be required to connect the horizontal 

timbers wall to the vertical posts. 
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5.4 CONCRETE FOUNDATION FOR BULLET TRAP 

A 83-feet by 22-feet by 4” thick concrete foundation slab will be installed to support the bullet trap 

at Range A-l as shown in Figures 3 and 5. An 8 feet by 12 feet by 6 inch thick slab will also be provided 

for the dust collection equipment. 

5.5 BULLET TRAP WITH DUST COLLECTOR. RANGE A-l 

The bullet trap with dust collector for Range A-l will be supplied, installed, tested, and started-up 

by the manufacturer. The location of the bullet trap and dust collector are shown in Figures 3 and 5. The 

bullet trap shall meet the following requirements: 

l Consist of 14 trap lane modules 5-feet wide separated by a center 3 foot module and with 3-foot 

modules on each end to form a single aperture 79 feet wide. The trap will include a trip style steel 

roof covering the entire are occupied by the trap. 

l The trap will employ a single stage air collection and filtration system to collect and purify the air 

within the main deflection aperture/collection chamber. 

l The dust collector will be weather proof, suitable for outdoor installations. 

l The dust collector and duct work shall be protected from stray bullets. 

l Start-up of dust collector to verify air flow meets design requirements, duct work system does not 

leak, and dust collector system functions as designed. 

5.6 SITE DRAINAGE AND REVEGETATTON. RANGES D-29 AND A-l, 

The ranges will be graded to drain as shown in Figures 2 and 3. OHM will Hydroseed the entire 

disturbed area and provide erosion control netting on berm slopes. 

5.7 OTHER ACTIVITIES 

The base will contract with another firm to perform additional activities associated with range 
restoration. A summary of these activities is: 

Range D-29 

. Install a new 24” thick wall at the edge of the new 14 line active range. 

l Raise the height of the existing walls to meet the new bafflos. 

l Install new bafflos on both active ranges. 
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. Install new 2” wide sidewalks at each firing position, adjacent to each wall and down the middle of 

EBCAF active range. 

Range A-l 

. Install two new 24” thick walls as indicated on the drawings. 

l Install 6 new baffle 
. Install new 2 feet wide sidewalks at each firing position, adjacent to each wall and down the middle 

of the range 

Layout of the ranges is depicted on figures 2 and 3 and sections shown on Figures 4 and 5. Drawings 

depicting the details of the above construction are included as Figures 8 and 9. 
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6.0 ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION 

OHh4 will provide primary electrical power to the dust collector by tapping into the Base’s existing 

aerial 12.47 kV power line. OHM’s electrical subcontractor will install a new power pole with three 

15 kVA transformers and a 100 amp service entrance rated panel board. Approximately 1,000 feet of 

new overhead power lines and associated power poles will be installed between the existing power pole 

and the new power pole with the transformer as shown on Figure 6. 

The main distribution panel board will be enclosed in a NEMA 3R enclosure and it will be mounted 

on the new service pole. Prior to start-up, all electrical equipment will be tested to ensure proper 

operation. All electrical work shall be in accordance with NFPA 70. An electrical one-line diagram is 

provided in Figure 7. 
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7.0 DEMOBILIZATIONAND FINAL REPORT 

All equipment, support trailers and personnel will be demobilized from the project site. A 

Contractor Close-out Report will be completed and submitted for review and comment. The Contractor 

Close-out Report will include the following: 

Summary of maintenance activities 

Quality Control Daily Reports 

On-site sample test results 

Laboratory analyses 

Quality assurance sample results 

Contaminated material disposal and recycling documentation including manifests 

“As-built” drawings showing the elevation of the range berms 

Corrective actions taken (if required) 

Bullet trap and dust collector operation and maintenance manual 
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8.0 SCHEDULE 

The project schedule depicts the major tasks and durations to perform the maintenance activities at 

Ranges D-29 and A- 1. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This Health and Safety Plan (HASP) has been developed for United States Navy, 

LANTDIV, Delivery Order entitled, Site Al and D29 Rifle Range, MCB Camp Lejeune, North 
Carolina. The Delivery Order will be executed per the requirements stated in the Final 
Statement of Work (SOW) for Service Delivery Order per Contract No. N62470-93-D-3032, 
Delivery Order 0 15 1, in cooperation with the Navy. This Delivery Order will also be executed 
in accordance with Naval Facilities Control Plan (NAVFAC) Specification No. 05-93-3124 
dated September 27,1994. 

This HASP documents the policies and procedures which protect workers and the public 
from potential hazards posed by work at this site. OHM considers safety the highest priority 
during work at a site containing potentially hazardous materials and has established a goal of 
zero accidents for all projects. All projects will be conducted in a manner which minimizes the 
probability of injury, accident, or incident occurrence. This HASP is a key element in the 
proper planning of project work which is necessary to assure the goal of zero accidents. The 
HASP Certification (Appendix A) will be signed by all who actively participate at this project. 

Although this plan focuses on the specific work activities planned for this site, it must 
remain flexible because of the nature of this work. Conditions may change and unforeseen 
situations may arise that require deviations from the original plan. This flexibility allows 
modification by the OHM supervisors and health and safety officials with approval from the 
project CM. 

This plan has been prepared in accordance with OSHA’s “Hazardous Waste Operations and 
Emergency Response” standard contained in 29 CFR 1910.120 and the U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers’s (US ACE’s) Safety and Health Requirements Manual (COE EM-385-1- 1, 
October 1992). 

SITE HISTORY 

The ranges D-29 and A-l are currently active ranges used for small arms target practice at 
MCB Camp Lejeune. General locations of each range are indicated on the attached maps. 
Both of these ranges are located immediately adjacent to the New River and without adequate 
maintenance may represent a potential source of contamination to the New River sediment. 
General information about the two ranges is presented below: 

D-29 Pistol and Rifle Battle Site Zero (BZO) Range 
l Located on River Road near F Street in the Hadnot Point area 
l Commissioned in 1955 
l No lead reclamation has occurred at this location 
l Approximate length of berm is 84 feet (17 firing points) 
l Approximate berm dimensions - see attached diagram 
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A-l Pistol and Shotgun Range 
l Located at Monford Point, Camp Johnson 
l Commissioned in the 1950s 
l No lead reclamation has occurred at this location 
l Approximately length of berm is 50 feet (10 firing points) 
l Approximately berm dimensions - see attached diagram 

1.2 SCOPE OF WORK 

OHM will be mobilizing to the site to complete a facility decontamination which will 
include demolition and construction operations. The completion of Delivery Order 0151 will 
include performance of the following major tasks: 

Mobilization and site preparation 
Excavate contaminated soil/replaced processed soils 
Screen soils for bullet metals 
Process excavated soils with binder to stabilize metal contaminants 
Collect samples 
Site restoration 
Decontaminate equipment 
Demobilization 
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The Project Manager (PM), Site Supervisor (SS), Certified Industrial Hygienist (CM) and 
Site Safety Officer (SSO) are responsible for formulating and enforcing health and safety 
requirements, and implementing the HASP. 

2.1 PROJECT MAN- 

The PM has the overall responsibility for the project and to assure that the goals of the 
construction remedial action are attained in a manner consistent with the HASP requirements. 
The PM will coordinate with the SS and the SSO to assure that the remedial action goals are 
completed in a manner consistent with the HASP. The PM will identify contacts and telephone 
numbers, with assistance from LANTDIV, of local health care providers, the 
NOSC/NOSCDR, the LEPC and other agencies that may be asked to provide emergency 
support during project activities. The PM will conduct a monthly health and safety audit of the 
project using the Management Health and Safety Report Form, 

2.2 SITE SUPERVISOR 

-- 

The SS is responsible for field implementation of the HASP. The SS will coordinate with 
the SSO to establish communications with local health care providers, the NOWNOSCDR, 
the LEPC and other outside organizations and agencies that may be asked to provide 
emergency support during project activities. The SS will be the main contact in any on-site 
emergency situation. The SS will conduct periodic inspection of the work site to confirm 
compliance with all health and safety requirements. The SS is also responsible for 
coordinating remedial actions for all deficiencies and for enforcing the OHM “Cardinal Safety 
Rules” (included in Appendix E) and the site specific health and safety procedures (included in 
Appendix B). 

The SSO has responsibility for administering the HASP relative to site activities, and will 
be in the field full-time while site activities are in progress. The SSO’s primary operational 
responsibilities include personal and environmental monitoring, coordination of job safety 
analyses, personal protective equipment maintenance, and assignment of protection levels. The 
SSO will direct all field activities involved with safety and is authorized to stop work when an 
imminent health or safety risk exists. The SSO is responsible for assuring that all on-site 
personnel understand all safety requirements. 

2.4 CERTIFIED INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST. 

--. 

The CM is responsible for the contents of the HASP and ensures that the HASP complies 
with all federal, state and local health and safety requirements. If necessary, the CIH can 
modify specific aspects of the HASP to adjust for on-site changes that affect safety. The CM 
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will coordinate with the SSO on all modifications to the HASP and will be available for 
consultation when required. The CM will not necessarily be on site during OHM activities; 
however, he may perform site safety audits to confirm field compliance with the HASP. 

2.5 EMPLOYEE SAFETY RESPONSIIHLIT~ 

Each employee is responsible for personal safety as well as the safety of others in the area. 
The employee will use all equipment provided in a safe and responsible manner as directed by 
the SS. All OHM personnel will follow the policies set forth in OHM’s Health and Safety 
Procedures Manual, with particular emphasis on the OHM “Cardinal Safety Rules.” which 
will be maintained on-site by the site safety officer. Specific health and safety procedures 
applicable to this project are provided in Appendix D of this plan. 

2.6 MEYSAFETYPERSONNEL 

The following individuals share responsibility for health and safety at the site. 

Project Manager James A. Dunn, Jr. P.E. 
(770) 453-8072 
l-800-999-67 10 PIN 9968061 (pager) 

Site Supervisor Randy Smith 
(910) 451-2390 
(Pager) (910) 346-7110 

Site Safety Officer TBD 
(site phone) 

Program Manager for John Franz, P.E. 
LANTDIV (609) 584-8900 

SR Health and Safety 
Director/Project CM 

J. Angelo Liberatore, CM 
(770) 453-767 1 (office) 
l-800-999-6710 PM 997-6102 (pager) 
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3.0 JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS 
This section outlines the potential chemical and physical hazards which workers may be 

exposed to during work on this project. Table 3.1 lists significant contaminants identified at 
the site and their respective published occupational exposure limits. The OSHA permissible 
exposure limits (PELs) and the ACGM threshold limit values (TLVs) were reviewed for these 
contaminants, evaluated, and the more stringent value of the two selected as exposure 
guidelines. An MSDS list is included in Appendix C. 

3.1 CHEMICAL HAZARDS 

Lad Permissible Exposure Limit - 0.05 mglm3 
Exposure to lead can be from inhalation of dusts or from skin exposure. Symptoms are 

nonspecific and can be hard to distinguish from minor seasonal illnesses. The symptoms are 
decreased physical fitness, fatigue, sleep disturbance, headache, aching bones and muscles, 
digestive disorders (particularly constipation), abdominal pains, and decreased appetite. 

3.2 HAZARDS 

To minimize physical hazards, OHM has developed standard safety protocols which will be 
followed at all times. Failure to follow safety protocols will result in expulsion of an employee 
from the site and appropriate disciplinary actions. 

The SS and SSO will observe the general work practices of each crew member and 
equipment operator, and enforce safe procedures to minimize physical hazards. Hard hats, 
safety glasses, and steel-toe safety boots are required in all areas of the site. Site-specific 
hazards and all necessary precautions will be discussed at the daily safety meetings. The 
Health and Safety Procedures Manual for LANTDIV will be maintained at the project site as a 
reference document. 

3.2.1 Safety Hazards 

All OHM personnel will become familiar with the field activities which will be conducted at 
the site. All OHM personnel are trained to work safely under various field conditions. 

In addition, the SS will observe the general work practices of each crew member and 
equipment operator, and enforce safe procedures to minimize safety hazards. Procedures from 
the OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual that specifically apply to planned project 
activities will be attached to the SHSP as Appendix D. The following sections are typical 
safety hazards that may occur at project site along with relevant hazard control procedures. 

l Heavy and Bulky Loads 
Intelligent thought shall be exercised before heavy and bulky loads are lifted or handled 
manually by personnel. Mechanical equipment such as fork-lifts, wheel barrows, 
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hand-trucks, loaders, and cranes shall be utilized when possible and needed. Note: 
Back injuries are real, debilitating, unproductive, and costly to both employees and 
employers, and sometime permanent. Back injury prevention must be given high 
priority on all project sites. If you think the load you are about to lift is too heavy or 
bulky, it probably is! Get help or utilize mechanical equipment. 

l Flame, Heat or Spark Producing Operations 
Because of the possibilities of flammable materials being present at this site, flame, 
heat, or spark producing operations will be limited. If a case arises where hot work is 
necessary, OHM will follow the hot work procedures and permit detailed in the 
appendix. 

l High Pressure Washing 
Washing or cleaning certain pieces of equipment may require the use of high pressure 
washers, referred to as lasers. These devices can be hazardous if not used properly. 
Specific laser safety instructions are provided in Procedure No. 30. The following 
protective equipment will be worn: safety shoes or boots, metal foot and shin guards, 
goggles and face shield, hard hat, heavy-duty PVC rain suit, heavy chemical resistant 
gloves. Only trained personnel will operate the high pressure washer. The operator 
must have an assistant to move the hose and back-up the operator. Other personnel 
must remain a minimum of 25 feet from the area. The equipment cannot be altered. 
(Trigger shall never be tied down.) Operator should be changed every hour. 
Hydroblasting lacerations are serious and must be reported. 

l Small Quantity Plammable Liquids 
Small quantities of flammable liquids will be stored in “safety”cans and labeled 
according to contents. 

l Electrical Hazards 
Overhead power lines, downed electrical wires, and buried cables all pose a danger of 
shock or electrocution if workers contact or sever them during site operations. 
Electrical equipment used on-site may also pose a hazard to workers. To help 
minimize this hazard, low-voltage equipment with ground-fault interrupters and water- 
tight, corrosion-resistant, connecting cables will be used on-site. In addition, lightning 
is a hazard during outdoor operations, particularly for workers handling metal 
containers or equipment. To eliminate this hazard, weather conditions will be 
monitored and work will be suspended during electrical storms. An additional 
electrical hazard involves capacitors that may retain a charge. All such items will be 
properly grounded before handling. OSHA’s standard 29 CFR Part 1910.137 
describes clothing and equipment for protection against electrical hazards. 
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Electrical devices and equipment must be de-energized prior to working near them. All 
extension cords must be kept out of water, protected from crushing, and inspected 
regularly to ensure structural integrity. Temporary electrical circuits must be protected 
with ground fault interrupters. Only qualified electricians are authorized to work on 
electrical circuits. 

l Slip/Trip/Fall Hazards 
Some areas may have wet surfaces which will greatly increase the possibility of 
inadvertent slips. Caution must be exercised when using steps and stairs due to 
slippery surfaces in conjunction with fall hazards. Use of handrails when climbing 
stairs will be enforced, and handrails will remain secure until the support itself is 
removed and lowered to ground level. Good housekeeping practices are essential to 
minimize trip hazards. Safety belts or harnesses will be required by personnel working 
four feet or more above surfaces, including manlifts. 

The work area shall be kept clean and orderly. Tools and debris must be picked up and 
placed in the proper place to prevent a tripping hazard. Walkways and grating shall be 
kept in good condition. Spills will be cleaned up immediately. Personnel shall not 
walk or climb on piping, valves, fittings, or any other equipment not designed as 
walking surfaces. 

l Ground Personnel 
All ground personnel should be constantly aware of the possibility of slips, trips, and 
falls due to poor and possibly slippery footing in the work areas. before crossing 
either in front of or behind a piece of heavy equipment, ground personnel will signal 
the equipment operator and receive confirmation before moving. 

l Head and Back Injuries 
As minimum requirements, hard hats and safety glasses will be donned prior to 
performing any site activities. This requirement will prevent minor injuries caused by 
bumping one’s head while working around and under piping and other process related 
structures. At the daily safety meeting, personnel are instructed in proper lifting 
techniques and reminded not to lift heavy items without assistance. 

l Falling Objects 
OHM believes that the dismantlement process as well as other remediation processes 
can be accomplished without any object, regardless of size, free falling to the ground. 
All support structures will be slowly lowered to the ground using a grapple and/or skip 

bucket. No personnel shall work under this equipment at any time. Also, the SSO 
will ensure that an adequate area is clear of personnel while the equipment is in 
operation. 
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l Confined Space Entry 
A Confined Space Entry (ES) is defined as an enclosed area having a limited means of 
egress where ventilation is not adequate to remove a toxic or flammable atmosphere or 
oxygen deficiency which may exist. Examples of ESs include, but are not limited to 
the following: tanks, boilers, vessels, bins, manholes, tunnels, below grade well-head 
enclosures, pipelines, underground utility vaults, or any open top space more than 4 
feet in depth, such as pits, tubes, trenches, or vessels. Procedure No. 24 in the OHM 
Health and Safety Procedures Manual outlines OHM’s entry procedures in detail. 

The OHM Confined Space Permit will be completed before entry. The written rescue 
plan will include the type of equipment to be used and the names of the rescue and 
standby personnel. The atmosphere will be monitored for oxygen, combustible gases, 
and toxins. All personnel will be txained for confined space entry. The confined space 
will be ventilated, purged when possible and isolated. and locked out and tagged out if 
there are mechanical or electrical hazards. 

The SS will be responsible for securing the permit. The permit will list employees 
performing work, monitoring the work, and will also list rescue personnel and 
employees conducting the pre-entry briefing. The permit will provide type of confined 
space preparation performed, pre-entry atmosphere testing results, emergency/rescue 
procedures, entry/egress requirements, other potential hazards, subcontractor 
notifications, and the permit authorization signature. 

l Equipment and Hand Tools 
All hand tools and power tools shall be in good repair and will be used only for the 
task for which they were designed. All damaged tools will be tagged “Out of Service.” 
All tools will be kept clean. Sharp tools shall not be carried in pockets. When 
working, overhead tools will be placed in a holding receptacle or secured when not in 
use. Tools cannot be thrown or dropped from heights. Only non sparking tools will 
be used in flammable or explosive atmospheres. Cheater pipes will not be used. 

l Equipment and Hand Tools 
All hand tools and power tools shall be in good repair and will be used only for the 
task for which they were designed. All damaged tools will be tagged “out of service.” 
All tools will be kept clean. Sharp tools shall not be carried in pockets. When 
working, overhead tools will be placed in a holding receptacle or secured when not in 
use. Tools cannot be thrown or dropped from heights. Only nonsparking tools will be 
used in flammable or explosive atmospheres. Cheater pipes will not be used. 
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Access to high places will be obtained by using approved ladders and stairs in 
accordance with ANSI 14.1-3. Ladders will be used for access to and from the 
excavation. 

3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL 

Environmental factors such as weather, wild animals, insects, and irritant plants pose a 
hazard when performing outdoor work. The SSO and SS will take all necessary measures to 
alleviate these hazards should they arise. 

3.3.1 Heat Stress 

The combination of warm ambient temperature and protective clothing result in the potential 
for heat stress. Heat stress disorders include: 

l Heat rash 
l Heat cramps 
l Heat exhaustion 
l Heat stroke 

Heat stress prevention is 
Safety Procedures manual. 
Workers will be encouraged 
beverages (eg, Gatorade). 

outlined in procedure No. 22 of the OHM Corp. Health and 
This information will be reviewed during safety meetings. 
to increase consumption of water and electrolyte-containing 

The following is a summary of the signs and symptoms of heat stress disorders. 

l Heat rash - characteristic rash which may develop on the skin in areas which may be 
chapped by clothing. Frequent clothing changes help to prevent chapping from contact 
with wet clothes. 

l Heat cramps - caused by heavy sweating and inadequate electrolyte replacement. 
Provide frequent breaks with fluid replacement. Cramps are usually relieved when 
victim is moved to a cool resting place and provided fluids every 15 minutes for 
approximately 1 hour. Symptoms include: 
- Muscle spasms 
- Pain in the hands, feet, abdomen 

l Heat exhaustion - caused by increased stress of various body organs including 
inadequate blood circulation due to cardiovascular insufficiency or dehydration. 
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Immediately remove the victim from the hot environment and provide rest while lying 
the victim down with feet elevated, and care for shock. Attempt to cool the victim by 
fanning or applying wet towels. Provide fluid replacement every 15 minutes and refer 
for medical evaluation if not improved within 30 minutes. Symptoms include: 
- Pale, cool, moist skin 
- Heavy sweating 
- Dizziness 
- Nausea 
- Fainting 

l Heat stroke - temperature regulation fails and the body core temperature rises to critical 
levels. Immediate action must be taken to cool the body. Competent medical care must 
be obtained immediately since this is a life threatening disorder. Symptoms include: 
- Hot, dry skin, usually red, mottled or cyanotic 
- 104” temperature 
- Confusion, dizziness 
- Loss of consciousness 
- Convulsions 
- Strong, rapid pulse 

It is recommended that workers break at least every two hours for 10 to 15 minute rest 
periods when temperatures rise above 72.5 degrees F and protective clothing is worn. 
Ambient temperatures will be determined from a Hg/glass thermometer shielded from radiant 
heat. In addition, workers are encouraged to take rests whenever they feel any adverse effects 
that may be heat-related. The frequency of breaks may need to be increased upon worker 
recommendation to the SSO and SS. Heat stress can be prevented by assuring an adequate 
work/rest schedule; guidelines are printed below. 

AMBIENT 
TEMPERATURE LEVEL D PPE I 

LEVEL C i’PE/ 
MODIFIED LEVEL D I 

90’ F or above After 45 minutes of work 

87.5 F-90 F After 60 minutes of work 

82.5-87.5 F After 90 minutes of work 

77.5-82.5 F After 120 minutes of work 

72.5-77.5 F After 150 minutes of work 

After 15 minutes of work 

After 30 minutes of work 

After 60 minutes of work 

After 90 minutes of work 

After 120 minutes of work 
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The work/rest schedule can be calculated based on heat stress monitoring results. 
Monitoring consists of taking the radial pulse of a worker for 30 seconds immediately after 
exiting the work area. If the heart rate exceeds 110 beats per minute at the beginning of the rest 
period, shorten the next work cycle by l/3 and keep the rest period the same. If the heart rate 
still exceeds 110 beats per minute at the next rest period, decrease the work period by l/3. The 
initial rest period should be at least 10 minutes. 

Monitoring for heat stress will begin when the ambient temperature reaches or exceeds 70 
degrees Fahrenheit when wearing Level C PPE, or 80 degrees Fahrenheit for site activities 
performed in Level D. Monitoring will include pulse rate,weight loss, oral temperature and 
signs and symptoms of heat stress. The employees radial pulse will be monitored for 30 
seconds to determine heart rate. When monitored, oral temperatures (OT) will be obtained 
utilizing a clinical thermometer or equivalent, If the employees’ OT exceeds 99.6”F, the work 
period will be reduced by l/3. If after this work period, the oral temperature still exceeds 
99.6”F, the work period will again be shortened by l/3. If the employee’s OT exceeds 
100.6”F, the employee will not be permitted to wear PPE. See Procedure 22 LANTDIV 
Health and Safety Procedures Manual. 

3.3.2 Exposure to Cold 

With outdoor work in the winter months, the potential exists for hypothermia and frostbite. 
Protective clothing greatly reduces the possibility of hypothermia in workers. However, 
personnel will be instructed to wear warm clothing and to stop work to obtain more clothing if 
they become too cold. Employees will also be advised to change into dry clothes if their 
clothing becomes wet from perspiration or from exposure to precipitation. Since wind chill 
temperature takes into account the potential for loss of body heat through convection, the 
wind-chill adjusted temperature will be used to evaluate for potential cold stress occurrence. 

In cold weather, the potential for frostbite exists, especially in body extremities. Personnel 
will be instructed to pay particular attention to hands, feet, and any exposed skin when 
dressing. Personnel will be advised to obtain more clothing if they begin to experience loss of 
sensation due to cold exposure. 

Employees will be encouraged to use the heated shelters on site at regular intervals 
depending upon the severity of ambient temperatures. When temperatures are less than 20°F 
(actual or wind chill) workers should break regularly to the heated shelter to warm up (every 
45 minutes at a minimum). Since cold weather does cause significant water loss as a result of 
the dryness of the air, fluid intake will be encouraged to prevent dehydration which directly 
affects blood volumes and flow to the extremities. Warm, sweet, caffeine-free, nonalcoholic 
drinks and soup offer the best fluid replacement and provide calorie energy. Symptoms of 
cold stress, including heavy shivering, excessive fatigue, drowsiness, irritability, or euphoria 
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necessitate immediate return to the shelter. 

3.3.3 Project Hazard Communication 

The purpose of hazard communication (Employee Right-to-Know) is to ensure that the 
hazards of all chemicals located at this field project site are transmitted (communicated) 
according to 29 CFR 1926.59 to all OHM personnel and OHM subcontractors. OHM’s 
Corporate Hazard Communication Program is included in Appendix B for reference. Hazard 
communication will include the following: 

l Container Labeling 
OHM personnel will ensure that all drums and containers are labeled according to 
contents. These drums and containers will include those from manufacturers and those 
produced on site by operations. All incoming and outgoing labels shall be checked for 
identity, hazard warning, and name and address of responsible party. 

l Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) 
There will be an MSDS located on site for each hazardous chemical known to be used 
on site. All MSDSs will be located in Appendix C of the SHSP. The site safety plan 
can be found in the project office trailer. 

l Employee Information and Training 
Training employees on chemical hazards is accomplished through on ongoing 
corporate training program. Additionally, chemical hazards are communicated to 
employees through daily safety meetings held at OHM field projects and by an initial 
site orientation program. 

At a minimum, OHM and related subcontractor employees will be instructed on the 
following: 

l Chemicals and their hazards in the work area 

l How to prevent exposure to these hazardous chemicals 

l What the company has done to prevent workers’ exposure to these chemicals 

l Procedures to follow if they are exposed to these chemicals. 

l How to read and interpret labels and MSDSs for hazardous substances found on OHM 
sites 
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* Emergency spill procedures 

l Proper storage and labeling 

Before any new hazardous chemical is introduced on site, each OHM and related 
subcontractor employee will be given information in the same manner as during the safety 
class. The site supervisor will be responsible for seeing that the MSDS on the new chemical is 
available for review by on site personnel. The information pertinent to the chemical hazards 
will be communicated to project personnel. 

Morning safety meetings will be held and the hazardous materials used on site will be 
discussed. Attendance is mandatory for all on site employees. 

Refer to Appendix C of the site safety plan to find a list of hazardous chemicals anticipated 
to be brought to the site and the corresponding MSDSs for these chemicals. 

3.3.4 Noise 

Hearing protection is required for workers operating or working near heavy equipment, 
where the noise level is greater than 85 dbA (Time Weighted Average) as well as personnel 
working around heavy equipment. The SSO will determine the need and appropriate testing 
procedures, (i.e., sound level meter and/or dosimeter) for noise measurement. 

3.4 TASK-SPECIFIC RISK ASSESSMENT/ACTIVITY HAZARD 
ANALYSIS 

Prior to beginning each major phase of work, an activity hazard analysis (form included in 
Appendix E) will be performed. The analysis will define the activity being performed, identify 
the sequence of work, the specific hazards anticipated and the control measures to be 
implemented to eliminate or reduce each hazard to an acceptable level. 

Work will not proceed on that project phase until the activity hazard analysis has been 
accepted by the designated on-site authority, as well as being discussed with all site personnel 
that will perform the activity. The following Task-Specific Risk Assessment/Activity Hazard 
Analysis identifies the major project phases and anticipated hazards to be encountered and 
control measures that will be instituted during the execution of the scope of work, previously 
approved by LANTDIV for this project. 
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Task Breakdown - Mobilization and Site Preparation - Equipment mobilization; installation of 
facilities: utilitv connections: stahe eauiument 

P o t e n t i a 1 Hazard Control Measures 

Hazards 

Chuck by, Against l Use reflective warning vests when exposed to vehicular traffic 
Heavy Equipment, l Isolate equipment swing areas 
Ww3 Debris, l Make eye contact with operators before approaching equipment 
Protruding Objects l Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 

l Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and steel-toe safety boots at 
alllimes 

l Understand and review posted hand signals 

Handling Heavy l Observe proper lifting techniques 
Objects l Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds matium per person manual lifting) 

l Use mechanical lifting equipment (hand cark, trucks) to move large awkward loads 
l Do not exceed equipment/crane load spedfications when hoisting loads 
l Do not suspend loads over ground personnel 

Electlicalshock l De-energize or shut off utility lines at their source before work begins 
l Use double insulated or properly grounded elecbic power-operated tools 
l Provide an equipment-grounding conductor program or employ ground-fault circuit interrupters 
l Use qualified electricians to hook up electrical circuits 
l Inspect all extension cords daily for structural integrity, ground continuity, and damaged insulation 
l Cover or elevate electric wire or flexible cord passing through work areas to protect from damage 
l Keep all plugs, cords, and receptacles out of water 
l Use approved water-proof, weather-proof type if exposure is likely 
l Inspect all electrical power drcuits prior to commencing work 
l Follow Lockout/Tagout procedures in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

Slips, Trips, Falls l Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 
l Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 
l Use body harness and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

l3dExplosion l Eliminate sources of ignition from the work area 
l Prohibit smoking 

l Provide ABC (or equivalent) fire extinguishers in all work areas, flammable storage areas, generator and 
compressor facilities 

l Store flammable liquids in well ventilated areas 
l Post “NO SMOKING” signs 
l Store combustible materials away from flammables 
l Store all compressed gas cylinders upright, caps in place when not in use 
l Separate Flammables and Oxidizers by 20 feet 

Insect/Snake Bites l Review injury potential and types of snakes with workers 
l Avoid insect nests areas, likely habitats of snakes outside work areas 
l Use the Buddy System where such injury potential exisdsts 
l Use insect repellant, wear PPE to protect against sting/bite injuries 

Underground / l Identify all underground utilities around the excavation site before work commences 
Overhead Utilities l Cease work immediately if unknown utility markers are uncovered 

l Maintain a minimum 15-foot buffer between the trackhoe stick and overhead electrical lines or dwnergize 
overhead lines within 15 feet of equipment operations 
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‘ask Breakdow 
Potential 
Hazards 

Struck by, Against 
Heavy Equipment, 
flying Debris, 
Protruding Objects 

Handling Heavy 
Objects 

Slips, Trips, Falls 

Inhalation and 
contact with 
hazardous 
subslances 

Shooting hazard 

Excavation Care-in 

utility klectlic/gas) 

- Excavate contaminated soils/replace processed soils 
Hazard Control Measures 

m Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 
p Wear hard hats, safety- glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and steel-toe safety boots at 

anlimes 
n Personnel approaching heavy equipment will make eye contact and signal the operator to o?ase activity 
l Do not carry personnel or lift anyone except in an approved safety platform 
B Personnel shall be cognizant of the boom swing area and stay clear 
l Heavy equipment shall have fuIly functioning safety devices 

. Observe proper lifting techniques 
l Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds maxjnum per pason manual lifti@ 
l Use mechanical lifting equipment (hand carts, trucks) to move large awkward loads 

l Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 
l Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 
l Use body hamess and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

l Provide workers proper skin, eye and respiratory protection based on the exposure hazards present 
l Review hazardous properties of site contaminants with workers before operations begin 
l Wear specified level of protection 

l Ensure shooting range is dosed and posted to warn of workers in shooting range 

l All underground installations will be located and marked 
l All materials must be kept 2 feet from the excavation edge 
l Daily inspections of the excavations will be conducted by a competent person and soil type determined 
l ‘Ihe OHM excavation permit will be used 
l Excavations for piping trenches and others requiring personnel entry will not be greater than 4 feet deep 
l Excavations with potential hazardous atmosphere must be tested oz/LEL/toxic 
l Follow OHM XIP for excavation 

l Locate all burled utilities prior to excavation operations 
l Maintain S-foot buffer between heavy equipment and overhead electrical utilities 
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sk Breakdown: Screen soils for bullet metals 

‘otential Hazards 

itruck by, Agdnst Heavy 
huipment, Flying Debris, 
‘rotruding Objects 

Hazard Control Measures 

l Isolate equipment swing areas 
l Make eye contract with operators before approaching equipment 
l Barricade or enclose the work area 
l Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 
l Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and gogglea, and steel- 

toe safety boots at all times 

Tigh Noise Levels l Use hearing protectlon when exposed to excessive ndse levels (greater than 85 dBA over an 
g-hour work period) 

Xandllng Heavy ObJects 

Iaught In/Between Moving 
‘art3 

Ups, Trips,Falts 

‘nhalation and Contact with 
Iazardous Substances 

ralfs from Elevations 

Zlectrical Shock 

l Observe proper IlNng techniques 
l Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds maximum per person manual UN@ 

l Use mechanical IiNng equipment (hand carts, trucks) to move large awkward loads 

- Identify and understand parts of equipment which may cause crushing, pinching, rotating or 
dmilar motions 

l Ensure guards are la place to protect from these parts of equipment during operatfon 
l Provide and use proper work gloves when tbe possibility of crush, pinch, or other injury may 

be caused by moving/stationary edges or objects 
l Malntaln all equipment In a safe condition 

l Keep all guards in place during use 
l De-energize and lockout machinery before maintenance or service 

l Clear walkways of equipment, consbuction debris and other materials 
l Mark, ldentlfy or barricade other obstructlons 
l Use body harnesll and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

l Provide workers proper skin, eye and respiratory protection based on the exposure hpznrds 
present 

l Review haxardous properties of site contaminants w’kh workers before operations begin 
l Monitor for dust eanlssions In personnel breathing zones 

l Provide safe access to elevated work areaa 
l Safety belts and lanyards required at unguarded elevated work areas 6 feet and greater In 

l gfgi belts and lanyards required when personnel work from man-llfb 

l De-energize or shut off utility lines at their source before work begins 
l Electrical circuits must be tested and proved to be de-energized before work begins 
l Use double insulated or properly grounded electric power-operated tools 
l Provide an equipment-grounding conductor program or employ ground-fault circuit 

interrupters 
l Use qualified electricians to hook up electrical circuits 
l Inspect all extension cords daily for structural integrity, ground continuity, and 

damaged insulation 
l Cover or elevate electric wire or flextble cord passing through work areas to protect 

from damage 
l Keep all plugs, cords, and receptacles out of water 
l Use approved water-proof, weather-proof type if exposure is likely 
l Inspect all electrical power circuits prior to commencing work 
l Follow LockoutIPagout procedures in accordance with OHM Health and Safety 

Procedures Manual 
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rask Breakdown - Process excavated soils with binder to stabilize metals 
Potential Hazard Control Measures 
Hazards 

Struck by, Against 
Heavy Equipment, 
Flying Debris, 
Protruding Objects 

Handling Heavy 
Objects 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Resect entry to the work area to authorized pexsonnel 
Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and steel-toe safety boots at 
alltimes 
Personnel approaching heavy equipment will make eye contact and signal the operator to cease activity 
Do not carry personnel or lift anyone except in an approved safety platform 
Pasonnel shall be cognizant of the boom swing area and stay dear 
Heavy equipment shall have fully functioning safety devices 

Observe proper lifting technique 
Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds madmum per person manual lifting) 
Use mechanic4 lifting equipment (hand carts, trucks) to move large awkward loads 

Slip, Trips, Palls l Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 
l Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 
l Use body harness and lifeline when worldng 6 feet or more above the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and safetv Procedures Manual 

Inhalation and 
contact with 
hazardous 
SUbSkUlCeS 

l Provide workers proper skin, eye and respiratory protection based on the exposure hazards present 
l Review hazardous properties of site contaminants with workers before operations begin 
l Wear specified level of protection 

Contact Dermatitis 1 l Wear PPE to avoid skin contact with contaminated surfaces 

spills/splash I 
l Wear splash protection 
l aaupspillsimmediately 
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‘ask Breakdown 

:ollezct samples 

Potential Hazards 

Struck by, Against Heavy Equipment, 
Flying Debris, Protruding Objects 

Hazard Control Measurecl 

. Restrict cutry to the work area to authorized pcnonncl 

. Wear hard hats, safety 
shields and goggles. an P 

su with side shields, or rplashjfacc 
steeLtoe safety boots at all tuner 

Sharp Objexts l wear Nt mistant Work dovea when the 
or other injury may be caused by sharp er 

sibility d lacerations 
gcs or objects 

High Noise Levels l Use huring protcdion whm exposed to excessive noise levels 
(greater than 85 dBA over an S-hour work period) 

Handling Heavy Objrxts l Ohserve proper lifting tcduai ou 
l Obey renrible lifting limits ( 6% 

lifting) 
pounds maximum px penoa manual 

l Use mechanical lifting quipment (band carts. trucks) to move large 
awkward loads 

.Slip. Trips, Falls l Cllti;lkways of quipmen& constructiaa debris and other 

l Mark. identify or barricade other obstructions 
l Use body hamcsr and lifeline when working 6 fwt or more above 

the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety 

Pmcedurcs Manual 

ebylonsand Contact with Hazardous l Provide worken 
Lard 

roper skin. eye and respiratory protection based 
on the exposure s present 

l Review hazudour pro~rtiea of site contaminants with workers 
bcforc operations begin 

l Wear spcciticd level of practction 
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uk Breakdown: Site restoratic 

Potential Hazards 

Struck by, Against Heavy 
Equipment. Flying Debris, 
Protruding Objects 

Sharp Objecta 

High Noise Levels 

Handling Heavy Objects 

slips, Trips. Falls 

lnsecthake Bites 

Underground Utilities 

inhalation and Contact with 
Hazardous Substances 

Haxard Control Measures 

l Isolate equipment swing areas 
l Make eye contract with operators before approaching equipment 
l Barricade or enclose the work area 
l Restrict entry to the work atea to authorized personnel 
l Wear hard bats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and sti- 

toe safety boots at all times 

l Wear cut resistant work gloves when the possibility of lacerations oc other injury may be 
caused by sharp edges or objects 

l Maintain all hand and power tools in a safe condition 
l Keep guards in place during use 

l Use hearing protection when exposed to excessive noise levels (greater than 85 dBA over an 
g-hour work period) 

l 

l 

Observe prfe’ l+tinp t+n$u” 
Obey sensrb e hfbng lrmrts ( pounds maximum Par Person manual lifting) 

l Use mechanical liftiig equipment (hand carts. trucks) to move large awkward loads 

l Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 
l Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 

l Use body harness and lifeline when working 10 feet or more above the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

l Review injury potential and t s of snakes with workers 
l Avoid insect nests areas, Eke y habitats of snakes outside work areas rp” 
l Use the Buddy System where such injury Potential exists 

l Use insect mpellant. we.ar PPE to prote~ against sting/bit injuries 

l Identify all underground utilities around the excavatiat site before work commences 
l Cease work immediatelv if unknown utilitv markers are uncovered 

l Provide worker with proper protective eqnipment 
l Review hazardous properties of ccntaminants 
l wear SDecifid level of DNbhll 
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<n Services Corp. JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS 

Task Breakdown - Equipment Cleaning/Decontamination 
Potential Hazards Hazard Control Measures 

Strudc by, Against l Use reflective warning vests when exposed to vehicular traffic 
Heavy Equipment, l Isolate equipment swing areas 
lqing Debris, l Make eye contract with operators before approaching equipment 
Protruding Objects l Eanicade or enclose the work area 

l Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 
l Wb: ttarr hz+safety glasses with side shields, or splash/faoe shields and goggles, and steel-toe safety 

Sharp Objects l Wear cut resistant work gloves when the possibility of lacerations or other injury may be mused by 
sharp edges or objects 

High Noise Levels l Use hearing protection when exposed to excessive noise levels (greater than 85 dBA over an &hour 
work period) 

Handling Heavy l Observe proper lifting techniques 
Objects l Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds maximum per person manual lifting) 

l Use mechanical lifting equipment (hand carts, trucks) to move large awkward loads 
l Do not exceed equipment load specifications 
l Do not suspend loads over ground personnel 
l Ground personnel near deaning vats wear splash shield and apron 

Slips,Trips,EJls l Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and other materials 
l Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 
l Use body harness and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

Inhalation and Contact l provide workers proper skin, eye and respiratory protection based on the exposure hazards present 
with Hazardous l Review hazardous properties of site contaminants with workers before operations begin 
substances l Wear splash shield and saran coveralls when soaking, handling wet materials, pressure washing 

l Collect and contain spent wash water for proper disposal 

Burns l Use proper gloves, face shield/safety goggles, shin and toe guards, and splash suik to protect workers 
from skin burns and injury when operating hot water/steam laser (high pressure washers) 
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Potential Hazards Hazard Control Measures 

buck by, Against l Use reflective warning vests when exposed to vehicular traffic 
heavy Equipment, l Isolate quipment swing areas 
3ying Debris, Protruding l Make eye contact with operators before approaching equipment 
3bjeck l Restrict entry to the work area to authorized personnel 

l Wear hard hats, safety glasses with side shields, or splash/face shields and goggles, and steel-toe safety 
bootsatalltimes 

JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS 

Handlhg Heavy Objects l Observe proper lifting techniques 
l Obey sensible lifting limits (60 pounds mhum per person manual Ming) 
l Use mechanical lifting equipment (hand carts, trucks) to move large awkward loads 
w  Do not exceed equipment/crane load specifications when hoisting loads 
l Do not suspend loads over ground personnel 

Electlicalshock l De-energize or shut off utility lines at their source before work begins 
l Use double insulated or properly grounded electric power-operated tools 
l Provide an equipment-grounding conductor program or employ ground-fault drcuit interrupters 
l Use qualified electridans to hook up electrical circuits 
l Inspect all extension cords daily for structural integrity, ground continuity, and damaged insulation 
l Cover or elevate electric wire or flexible cord passing through work areas to protect from damage 
l Keep all plugs, cords, and receptacles out of water 
l Use approved water-proof, weather-Proof type if exposure is likely 
l inspect all electrical power drcuik prior to ammendng work 
l Follow Lockout/Tagout procedures in accordance with OHM Health and Safety Procedures Manual 

Slip, Trips, Falls l Clear walkways of equipment, construction debris and 0th~ materials 
l Mark, identify or barricade other obstructions 
l Use body harness and lifeline when working 6 feet or more above the ground 
l Use approved ladders in accordance with OHM Health and safety Procedures Manual 

- p 

- 
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4.0 WORK AND SUPPORT AREAS 

To prevent migration of contamination caused through tracking by personnel or equipment, work areas 
and personal protective equipment will be clearly specified prior to beginning operations. OHM has 
designated work areas or zones as suggested by the NIOSH/OSHA/ USCG/EPA’S document titled, 
“Occupational Safety and Health Guidance Manual for Hazardous Waste Site Activities.” Each work area 
will be divided into three zones as follows: 

. An Exclusion or “hot” Zone (EZ) 

. A Contamination Reduction Zone (CRZ) 

. A Support Zone (SZ) 

4.1 EXCLUSION ZON& 

The EZ is the area suspected of contamination and presents the greatest potential for worker exposure. 
Personnel entering the area must wear the mandated level of protection for that area. In certain instances, 
different levels of protection will be required depending on the tasks and monitoring performed within that 
zone. 

4.2 CONTAMINATIONREDUCTTON ZONE 

The CRZ or transition zone will be established between the EZ and SZ. In this area, personnel will 
begin the sequential decontamination process required to exit the EZ. To prevent off-site migration of 
contamination and for personnel accountability, all personnel will enter and exit the EZ through the CRZ. 

4.3 SUPPORT 

The SZ serves as a clean, control area. Operational support facilities are located within the SZ. Normal 
work clothing and support equipment are appropriate in this zone. Contaminated equipment or clothing 
will not be allowed in the SZ. The support facilities should be located upwind of site activities. There will 
be a clearly marked controlled access point from the SZ into the CRZ and EZ that is monitored closely by 
the SSO and the SS to ensure proper safety protocols are followed. 

4.4 SrrECONTWLLOG 

A log of all personnel visiting, entering or working on the site shall be maintained in the main office 
trailer location. The log will record the date, name, company or agency, and time entering or exiting the 
site. 
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No visitor will be allowed in the EZ without showing proof of training and medical certification. 
Visitors will supply their own boots and respiratory equipment, if required. Visitors will attend a site 
orientation given by the SSO and sign the HASP. 

4.5 GENERAL 

The following items are requirements to protect the health and safety of workers and will be discussed 
in the safety briefing prior to initiating work on the site. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

h 
c 

. 

. 

. 

Eating, drinking, chewing gum or tobacco, smoking, or any practice that increases the 
probability of hand to mouth transfer and ingestion of contamination is prohibited in the 
EZ and CRZs. 

All personnel exiting the exclusion zone or the contamination reduction zone, must at a 
minimum, thoroughly wash their face and hands. 

A buddy system will be used. Hand signals will be established to maintain 
communication. 

During site operations, each worker will consider himself as a safety backup to his 
partner. Off-site personnel provide emergency assistance. All personnel will be aware 
of dangerous situations that may develop. 

Visual contact will be maintained between buddies on site when performing hazardous 
duties. 

No personnel will be admitted to the site without the proper safety equipment, training, 
and medical surveillance certification. 

All personnel must comply with established safety procedures. Any staff member who 
does not comply with safety policy, as established by the SSO or the SS, will be 
immediately dismissed from the site. 

Proper decontamination procedures must be followed before leaving the site. 

All employees and visitors must sign in and out of the site. 
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5.0 PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

This section addresses the various levels of personal protective equipment (PPE) which are or may be 
required at this job site. OHM personnel are trained in the use of all PPE utilized. 

5.1 NTTCIPATED PROTECTION LEVELS A 

Task Protection Level 

Mobilization and site preparation Level D 

Excavate contaminated soil/replace processed soil Level C with tyvek 

Screen soils for bullet metals Level C with tyvek 

Process excavated soils with binder to stabilize metal contaminants Level C with tyvek 

Collect samples Level C with tyvek 

Site restoration Level C with tyvek 

System operation and maintenance Level C with tyvek 

Decontaminate equipment Level C with tyvek 

Demobilization Level D 

5.2 P-LEVELRI- 

This sections lists the minim urn requirements for each protection level. Modification to these 
requirements will be noted above. 

5.2.1 Level D 

Level D consists of the following: 

. Safety glasses with side shields 

. Hard hat 

. Steel-toed work boots 

. Work clothing as prescribed by weather 

5.2.2 Modified Level D 

Modified Level D consists of the following: 

. Safety glasses with side shields 

. Hard hat 
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PROTECTiVE EQUIPMENT 

I- . Steel-toed work boots 

. Nitrile, neoprene, latex or PVC overboots 

. Outer nitrile, neoprene, or PVC gloves over latex sample gloves 

. Face shield (when projectiles or splashes pose a hazard) 

. Tyvek coverall [Polyethylene-coated Tyveks required when workers have a potential to 
be exposed to contaminated liquids or sludges.] 

5.2.3 Level C 

Level C consists of the following: 

. 
r- 

5.2.4 

Full-face, air-purifying respirator with appropriate cartridges 

Hooded Tyvek Coveralls polyethylene- or saran-coated Tyveks required when 
workers have a potential to be exposed to contaminated liquids or sludges]. 

Hard hat 

Steel-toed work boots 

Nitrile, neoprene, latex or PVC overboots 

Nitrile, neoprene, or PVC gloves over latex sample gloves 

Face shield (when projectiles or splashes pose a hazard) 

Level B 

Level B protection consists of the items required for Level C protection with the exception that an air- 
supplied respirator is used in place of the air-purifying respirator. 

5.2.5 Level A 

Level A protection consists of the items required for Level B protection with the addition of a 
fully-encapsulating, vapor-proof suit capable of maintaining positive pressure. 
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5.3 SUPPLIED AIR m RES~~~KI’ORS 

If air monitoring shows that Level B protection is needed, OHM personnel will wear Survivair 9881-02 
Hippack Airline respirators with 5-minute egress bottles. Personnel requiring Level “B” protection and 
high mobility will wear Survivair Mark 2 SCBA units. 
5.4 

Code of Federal Regulations 29 CFR 1910:134 states breathing air will meet the requirement of the 
specification for Grade D breathing air as described in the ANSI/CGA Specification G-7.1-1989. OHM 
requires a certificate of analysis from vendors of breathing air in order to show that the air meets this 
standard. Breathing air will be obtained in cylinders exclusively and will be stationed in the exclusion zone 
WI. 

5.5 AIR-PURIFYING RESPIRATORS 

A NIOSH-approved full-face respirator with appropriate air-purifying cartridges will be used for Level 
C work. 

The crew members working in Level C will wear respirators equipped with air-purifying cartridges 
approved for the following contaminants. 

. Organic vapors <l,OOO ppm 

. Chlorine gas cl0 ppm 

. Hydrogen chloride <50 ppm 

. Sulfur dioxide c50 ppm 

. Dusts, fumes and mists with a TWA 4.05 mg/m3 

. Asbestos-containing dusts and mists 

. Radionuclides 

5.7 CARTRIDGE CHANGES 

All cartridges will be changed a minimum of once daily, or more frequently if personnel begin to 
experience increased inhalation resistance or breakthrough of a chemical warning property. Cartridges will 
be labeled with the date service began. 

5.8 

Respirators are checked periodically by a qualified individual and inspected before each use by the 
wearer. All respirators and associated equipment will be decontaminated and hygienically cleaned after 
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each use. 

All personnel required to wear an air-purifying respirator as part of their employment will be fit-tested at 
the time of assignment and a minimum of annually thereafter. The test will use isoamyl acetate or irritant 
smoke. The fit test must be for the style and size of the respirator to be used. 

5.10 FACIAL Hm 

Personnel who have facial hair which interferes with the respirator’s sealing surface will not be 
permitted to wear a respirator and will not be permitted to work in areas requiring respirator use. 

5.11 CORRECTIVE LENSES 

Normal eyeglasses cannot be worn under full-face respirators because the temple bars interfere with the 
respirator’s sealing surfaces. For workers requiring corrective lenses, special spectacles designed for use 
with respirators will be provided. 

5.12 CONTACT LENSES 

- i 
Contact lenses will not be worn with any type of respirator. 

5.13 MEDI[CAL CERTTFICATION 

Only workers who have been certified by a physician as being physically capable of respirator usage 
will be issued a respirator. Personnel unable to pass a respiratory fit test or without medical clearance for 
respirator use will not be permitted to enter or work in areas on site that require respiratory protection. 
Employees receive a written physicians opinion that they are fit for general hazardous waste operations as 
per 29 CFR 1910.120(f)(7). 

5.14 SITE-SPECIFIC RESPTRATORY PROT-N PROGRAM 

The primary objective of respiratory protection is to prevent employee exposure to atmospheric 
contamination. When engineering measures to control contamination are not feasible, or while they are 
being implemented, personal respiratory protective devices will be used. 

The criteria for determinin g respirator need have been evaluated based on the site contaminants and 
expected levels of protection are outlined in Section 5.1. Air monitoring will be conducted to confirm that 
respiratory protection levels are adequate (Section 7.0). All respirator users are OSHA trained in proper 
respirator use and maintenance. The SS and SSO will observe workers during respirator use for signs of 
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stress. The SS, CIH, and SSO will also evaluate this HASP periodically to determine its continued 
effectiveness with regard to respiratory protection. All persons assigned to use respirators will have 
medical clearance to do so. 

- 
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6.0 DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES 

This section describes the procedures necessary to ensure that both personnel and equipment are free 
from contamination when they leave the work site. 

6.1 

Decontamination procedures will ensure that material which workers may have contacted in the EZ does 
not result in personal exposure and is not spread to clean areas of the site. This sequence describes the 
general decontamination procedure. The specific stages will vary depending on the work area, the task, 
the protection level, etc. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

y 
12. 

Go to end of EZ 
Wash outer boots and gloves in detergent solution 
Rinse outer boots and gloves in water 
Remove outer boots and let dry 
Remove outer gloves and let dry 
Cross into CRZ 
Remove SCBA or hip pack (Level B) 
Remove first pair sample gloves 
Remove outer saran or tyvek 
Remove and wash respirator 
Rinse respirator and hang to dry 
Remove second pair sample gloves and discard 

6.1.1 Suspected Contamination 

Any employee suspected of sustaining skin contact with chemical materials will first use the emergency 
shower. Following a thorough drenching, the worker will proceed to the decontamination facility. Here 
the worker will remove clothing, shower, don clean clothing, and immediately be taken to the fast-aid 
station. Medical attention will be provided as determined by the degree of injury. 

6.1.2 Personal Hygiene 

Before any eating, smoking, or drinking, personnel will wash hands, arms, neck and face. A 
personnel decontamination facility will be provided for site operations consisting of showers, change 
rooms, and separate lockers for street clothes and work clothes. Site personnel are required to shower 
daily at the completion of that day’s work. Also, eye wash facilities and emergency showers will be 
provided at personnel decontamination facilities and at the water treatment system where hazardous 
chemicals are handled. 
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6.2 JXHJIP~T DECONTV 

All contaminated equipment will be decontaminated before leaving the site. Decontamination 
procedures will vary depending upon the contaminant involved, but may include sweeping, wiping, 
scraping, hosing, or steaming the exterior of the equipment. Personnel performing this task will wear the 
proper PPE as prescribed by the SSO. 

6.3 DTSPOS& 

All decontamination liquids and disposable clothing will be collected, containerized and treated as 
contaminated waste, unless deter-ruined otherwise by accepted testing methods. Wastes will be disposed of 
according to state and federal regulations. 
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7.0 AIR MONITORING 

Air monitoring will be conducted in order to determine airborne contamination levels. This ensures that 
respiratory protection is adequate to protect personnel against the chemicals that are encountered. The 
following air monitoring efforts will be used at this site. Additional air monitoring may be conducted at 
the discretion of the SSO. 

The following chart describes the air monitoring required and appropriate action levels. 

Monitoring Action Action 
Device Level 

LJZQ (work area) >lO% LEL Evacuate area, ventilate, upgrade to 
To be performed at start-up and four ~20.8% 02 Level B if necessary, continue to 
times daily during soil disturbing *See 7.1 below for confined space monitor 
activities entry action levels 

PID (Breathing Zone) >10 meter units for 5 min. Level C 
To be performed at star&-up and four >250 meter units for 5 min. Stop operations and allow vapors to 
times daily during soil disturbing dissipate to Q50 before continuing 
activities 

Mini-Ram (Breathing Zone) >0.2 mg/m3 for 5 min. Level C 
To be performed at start-up and four 
times daily during soil disturbing 
activities 

7.1 LOWER EXPIQSIVE m/OXYGEN two21 ME= 

Prior to entering a confined-space area or performing hot work involving welding, cutting, or other 
high heat-producing operations where flammable or combustible vapors may be present, LEL/02 
measurements will be taken. 

7.2 

A PID will be used to monitor total ionizable organic content of the ambient air. A PID will prove 
useful as a direct reading instrument to aid in determinin g if respiratory protection needs to be upgraded 
and to define the EZ. 

For known contaminants only, to determine a protection level from PID data, the SSO will multiply the 
TLV of the known compound by 25. This will be the limit for Level C protection for that compound. If 
PID readings exceed 25 times the T’LV, Level B protection will be required. Also, regardless of the TLV, 
a PID reading of 1,000 ppm or more will indicate that the GMC-H cartridges may become overloaded and 
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will necessitate Level B protection. (Note: PID readings do not always indicate the actual air concentration 
of a compound. Consult the manual, HNU, or the CIH for clarification.) 

The SSO will take measurements before operations kegin in an area to determine the amount of organic 
compounds naturally occurring in the air. This is referred to as a background level. 

Levels of volatile organic compounds will be measured in the air at active work sites once every hour 
and at the support zone once every hour when levels are detected above background in the exclusion zone. 
If levels exceed background at any time in the support zone, work in the exclusion zone will cease and 
corrective actions will be taken, e.g., cover soil with polyethylene sheeting. Work will not resume until 
levels reach background in the support zone. 

7.3 WTXMESOL MONITQR (MINI&i&j) s 

A real-time aerosol monitor (miniram) will be used to measure airborne particulate in personnel 
breathing zones and site work area locations. A breathing zone action level has been specified that requires 
upgrading to Level C protection based on sustained (5-minute average) miniram results of 0.1 mg/m3. 
This action level is based on the maximum concentration of lead identified in dust (approximately 5.6 
percent), the lead PEL and a safety factor (10x). The miniram will also be used to monitor personnel 
breathing zone when wearing Modified Level D protection and to determine when an upgrade to Level C is 
WZUXllltKl. 

7.4 HYDROGEN CYANIDE MONITQB 

Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) monitors are required to measure personnel breathing zones when site 
personnel are potentially exposed to HCN during site remedial operations. An action level of 5 ppm for 5 
minutes requires an upgrade to Level B protection because air monitoring respirators are not appropriate 
(respiratory protective) for HCN exposures. An HCN action level of 25 ppm for 5 minutes requires 
operations to be shut down until HCN vapors vent to 10 ppm before continuing operations. The 25 ppm 
HCN action level represents 50 percent of the published “Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health” 
(IDLH) atmosphere for HCN which is 50 ppm. 

7.5 BIp SAMH,JNG AND Am 

Personal air samples will be collected in personnel breathing zones to document that the appropriate 
level of protection was worn during remedial actions on-site. Perform personal lead air sampling on RTs 
and operators (3 per day) for 4 days. Perform perimeter lad air sampling at the four compass points each 
day for 4 days. Air samples will be collected on personnel with the greatest potential for exposure during 
each major project phase. Air samples will be taken according to 29 CFR 1926.62 and analyzed by an 
AIHA accredited laboratory. 
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The SSO will ensure that all air-monitoring data is logged into a monitoring notebook. Data will 
include all information identified in Procedure 12 of the ER Safety Procedures Manual. The Project CM 
will periodically review this data 

7.7 CAWTION BNTS 

The PID, LEIJO;? meter and sampling pumps required with fixed-media air sampling will be calibrated 
daily prior to and after each use. A separate log will be kept detailing date, time, span gas, or other 
standard, and name of person performing the calibration. 

7.8 AIR MONITORING Rm 

Air monitoring results will be posted for personnel inspection, and will be discussed during morning 
safety meetings. 
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8.0 EMERGENCY RESPONSE 

8.1 PRE-EMERGENCY PI.J,NNING 

Prior to engaging in constrnction/remediation activities at the site, OHM will plan for possible 
emergency situations and have available adequate supplies and manpower to respond. The PM will 
coordinate this plan with the NOSJNOSCDR prior to commencing work. In addition sire personnel will 
receive training during the site orientation concerning proper emergency response procedures. This 
training will include review of the elements of this plan and all action procedures described herein. 

The following situations would warrant implementation of the Emergency Response and Contingency 
Plan (ERCP): 

Fire/Explosion *The potential for human injury exists 
*Toxic fumes or vapors are released 
*The fire could spread on site or off site and possibly ignite other 
flammable materials or cause heat-induced explosions 

*The use of water and/or chemical fire suppressants could result in 
contaminated run-off 

*An imminent danger of explosion exists 

Spill or Release of Hazardous Materials *The spill could result in the release of flammable liquids or vapors, 
thus causing a fire or gas explosion hazard 

*The spill could cause the release of toxic liquids or fumes in 
sufficient quantities or in a manner that is hazardous to or could 
endanger human health 

Spill or Release of High Temperature *The spill can be contained on site, but the potential exists for 
Liquid or Vapor ground-water contamination 

*The spill cannot be contained on site, resulting in off-site soil 
contamination and/or ground-water or surface water pollution 
-The spill quantity is greater than the reportable quantity limit for 
the material 

NatumlDisaster *A rain storm exceeds the flash flood level 
*‘The facility is in a projected tornado path or a tornado has damaged 
facility property 

*Severe wind gusts are forecasted or have occurred and have caused 
damage to the facility 

Medical Emergency -0vexexposure to hazardous materials 
*Trauma injuries (broken bones, severe lacemtions/bleeding, bums) 
*Eye&n contact with hazardous materials 
*Loss of consciousness 
*Heat stress (Heat stroke) 
<old stress (Hypothermia) 
l Heartattack 
4Xespiifailure 
Allergic reaction 
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The following measures will be taken to assure the availability of adequate equipment and manpower 
resources: 

l Sufficient equipment and materials will be kept on site and dedicated for emergencies only. The 
inventory will be replenished after each use. 

l On-site emergency responders will be current in regards to training and medical surveillance 
programs. Copies of all applicable certificates will be kept on file for on-site personnel required to 
respond. 

l It will be the responsibility of the emergency coordinator to brief the on-site response team on 
anticipated hazards at the site. The emergency coordinator shall also be responsible for anticipating 
and requesting equipment that will be needed for response activities. 

l Emergency response activities will be coordinated with the Local Emergency Planning Committee 
(LEPC) in compliance with SARA Title III requirements. 

Communications will be established prior to commencement of any activities at the remediation site. 
Communication will be established so that all responders on site have availability to all pertinent 
information to allow them to conduct their activities in a safe and healthful manner. The primary 
communication device will be two-way radios. Air horns may be used to alert personnel of emergency 
conditions. A telephone will be located at the command post to summon assistance in an emergency. 

Primary communication with local responders in the event of an emergency will be accomplished using 
commercial telephone lines. 

8.2 EMERGENCYRECOGNITION ANDPRWENTIW 

Because unrecognized hazards may result in emergency incidents, it will be the responsibility of the 
Site Supervisor and Site Safety Officer, through daily site inspections and employee feedback (Safety 
Observation Program, daily safety meetings, and activity hazard analyses) to recognize and identify all 
hazards that are found at the site. These may include: 
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Chemical Hazards . Makrials at the site 
. Materials brought to the site 

Physical Hazards 
I 

. FirJexplosion 

. sli&$/Gll 

I 

. J2ledmatiosl . confined spu . lDLH lcmospheles 

. Excessive a&e 

Mechanical Hazards 

Environmental Hazards 

. Heavy quipmeat 

. sloled ulelgy system 

. Fkchpuints 

. Elcxtncal quipmcnt 

. Vehicle traffic 

. Elcurial storms 

. High winds 

I . H&y Rain/Snow 
. Tan~~~raturc Extrcaw @.atKold Stmr) 

Once a hazard has been recognized, the Site Supervisor and/or the SSO will take immediate action to 
prevent the hazard from becoming an emergency. This may be accomplished by the following: 

l Daily safety meeting 
l Task-specific training prior to commencement of activity 
. Lockout/tagout 
l Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) selection/use 
l Written and approved permits for hot work, confIned space 
l Trenching/shoring procedure 
l Air monitoring 
l Following all OHM standard operating procedures 
l Practice drills for fire, medical emergency, and hazardous substances spills 
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Table 8.1 
Emergency Telephone Numbers 

I .oca.I Agencies All services 
Police Dept. 

Fine Department 
Ambulance 

911 on-base (910) 451-3855 (off-base) 
9 11 on-base 
911 on-base (910) 455-9119 (off-base) 

Hospital 
Onslow County Hospital 

On-Base Facilities 
USMC Hospital 

(910) 577-2240 

(910) 451-4840 

Federal Agencies 
EPA Region Branch Response Center (404) 347-393 1 
National Response Center 800424-8802 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (404) 639-0615 (24 HR) 

Navv ROICC / NTR 
National Response Center 

Project Manager 
James DUM 
Director, Health and Safety, Angelo Liberator-e, CIH 

OHM Corporation (24 hour) 

NOSQ’NOSC DR 
Brent Reuse 

800-424-8802 

(770) 734-8072 
(770) 453-7671 

800-537-9540 

(910) 45 l-2583 

Note: 
Additional Phone Nos’s in Section 2.0 this HASP 

Routes to Hospital: (MAPS ARE POSTED ON-SITE) 
ON-BASE 
1. From Range D-29 proceed west to Holcomb Blvd. and turn left (north). 
2. Proceed north on Holcomb Boulevard and turn left on Brewster Street 
3. Base hospital is approximately l/2-mile ahead on right. 
4. Follow signs to the emergency room entrance. 
OFF-BASE 
1. From Range D-29 proceed west to Holcomb Blvd. and turn left (north). 
2. Proceed north on Holcomb Boulevard and exit MCB Camp Lejeune through the main gate. 
3. Follow Highway 24 West (approximately 2.4 miles) to Western Boulevard and turn right (north). 
4. Continue on Western Boulevard (approximately 1.5 miles) to the firth stoplight and the hospital is on the left side of the 

street. 
5. Follow signs to the emergency room entrance. 

A map depicting the route to the Onslow County Memorial Hospital and the Base Naval Hospital will be posted in each 
trailer. 
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f- 8.3 PERSONNEL ROLES. UES OF AUTHORITY. AND 
COMMTJNTCATIONS 

This section of the ERCP describes the various roles, responsibilities, and communication procedures 
that will be followed by personnel involved in emergency responses. 

The primary emergency coordinator for this site is the Site Supervisor. In the event an emergency 

occurs and the emergency coordinator is not on site, the Site Safety Officer or the highest ranking 
employee on site will serve as the emergency coordinator until he arrives. The emergency coordinator 
will determine the nature of the emergency and take appropriate action as defined by this ERCP. 

The emergency coordinator will implement the ERCP immediately as required. The decision to 
implement the plan will depend upon whether the actual incident threatens human health or the 
environment. Immediately after being notified of an emergency incident, the emergency coordinator or his 
designee will evaluate the situation to determine the appropriate action. 

8.3.1 Responsibilities and Duties 

This section describes the responsibilities and duties assigned to the emergency coordinator. 

It is recognized that the structure of the “Incident Command System” will change as additional 
response organizations are added. OHM will follow procedures as directed by the fire department, LEPC, 
State and Federal Agencies as required. OHM will defer to the local Fire Department chief to assume the 
role of Incident Commander upon arriving on site. Additional on-site personnel may be added to the Site 
Emergency Response Team as required to respond effectively. 

8.3.2 On-site Emergency Coordinator Duties 

The on-site emergency coordinator is responsible for implementing and directing the emergency 
procedures. All emergency personnel and their communications will be coordinated through the 
emergency coordinator. Specific duties are as follows: 

l Identify the source and character of the incident, type and quantity of any release. Assess possible 
hazards to human health or the environment that may result directly from the problem or its control. 

l Discontinue operations in the vicinity of the incident if necessary to ensure that fires, explosions, 
or spills do not recur or spread to other parts of the site. While operations are dormant, monitor 
for leaks, pressure build-up, gas generation, or ruptures in valves, pipes, or other equipment, 
where appropriate. 

l Notify the NOSQNOSCDR if outside emergency response help is necessary to control the 
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incident. Table 8.1 provides telephone numbers for emergency assistance. 

Direct on-site personnel to control the incident until, if necessary, outside help arrives. 

Ensure that the building or area where the incident occurred and the surrounding area are evacuated 
and shut off possible ignition sources, if appropriate. The Emergency Response Team is 
responsible for directing site personnel such that they avoid the area of the incident and leave 
emergency control procedures unobstructed. 

If fire or explosion is involved, notify Base Fire Department. 

Notify LANTDIV ROICC 

Notify OHM Project Manager 

Have protected personnel, in appropriate PPE, on standby for rescue. 

If the incident may threaten human health or the environment outside of the site, the emergency 
coordinator should immediately determine whether evacuation of area outside of the site may be necessary 
and, if so, notify the Police Department and the Office of Emergency Management 

When required (as determined by the NOSCYNOSCDR), notify the National Response Center. The 
following information should be provided to the National Response Center: 

l Name and telephone number 
l Name and address of facility 
l Time and type of incident 
l Name and quantity of materials involved, if known 
l Extent of injuries 
l Possible hazards to human health or the environment outside of the facility. 

The emergency telephone number for the National Response Center is 800-424-8802. 

If hazardous waste has been released or produced through control of the incident, ensure that: 

l Waste is collected and contained. 

l Containers of waste are removed or isolated from the immediate site of the emergency. 

l Treatment or storage of the recovered waste, contaminated soil or surface water, or any other 
material that results from the incident or its control is provided. 
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Ensure that no waste that is incompatible with released material is treated or stored in the facility 
until cleanup procedures are completed. 

Ensure that all emergency equipment used is decontaminated, recharged, and fit for its intended use 
before operations are resumed. 

Notify the USEPA Regional Administrator that cleanup procedures have been completed and that 
all emergency equipment is fit for its intended use before resuming operations in the affected area 
of the facility. The USEPA Regional Administrator’s telephone number is included in the 
Emergency Contacts. 

Record time, date, and details of the incident, and submit a written report to the USEPA Regional 
Administrator. Report is due to USEPA within 15 days of the incident. 

Perform post incident evaluation and response critique and submit a written report to the Regional 
Health and Safety Director within 30 days of the incident conclusion. 

E DISTANCES ANDUGREFUGF, 

The emergency coordinator for all activities will be the SS. No single recommendation can be made 
for evacuation or safe distances because of the wide variety of emergencies which could occur. Safe 
distances can only be determined at the time of an emergency based on a combination of site and 
incident-specific criteria. However, the following measures are established to serve as general guidelines. 

In the event of minor hazardous materials releases (small spills of low toxicity), workers in the affected 
area will report initially to the contamination reduction zone. Small spills or leaks (generally less than 55 
gallons) will require initial evacuation of at least 50 feet in all directions to allow for cleanup and to prevent 
exposure. After initial assessment of the extent of the release and potential hazards, the emergency 
coordinator or his designee will determine the specific boundaries for evacuation. Appropriate steps such 
as caution tape, rope, traffic cones, barricades, or personal monitors will be used to secure the boundaries. 

In the event of a major hazardous material release (large spills of high toxicity/greater than 55 gallons), 
workers will be evacuated from the building/site. Workers will assemble at the entrance to the site for a 
head count by their foremen and to await further instruction. 

If an incident may threaten the health or safety of the surrounding community, the public will be 
informed and, if necessary, evacuated from the area. The emergency coordinator, or his designee will 
inform the proper agencies in the event that this is necessary. Telephone numbers are listed in Table 8.1. 

Places of refuge will be established prior to the commencement of activities. These areas must be 
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/1.. identified for the following incidents: 

l Chemical release 
l Fire/explosion 
l Power loss 
l Medical emergency 
l Hazardous weather 

In general, evacuation will be made to the crew trailers, unless the emergency coordinator determines 
otherwise. It is the responsibility of the emergency coordinator to determine when it is necessary to 
evacuate personnel to off-site locations. 

In the event of an emergency evacuation, all the employees will gather at the entrance to the site until a 
head count establishes that all are present and accounted for. No one is to leave the site without notifying 
the emergency coordinator. 

8.5 JWACUATION ROUTES AND PROCEDUW 

All emergencies require prompt and deliberate action. In the event of an emergency, it will be 
necessary to follow an established set of procedures. Such established procedures will be followed as 
closely as possible. However, in specific emergency situations, the emergency coordinator may deviate 
from the procedures to provide a more effective plan for bringing the situation under control. The 
emergency coordinator is responsible for determinin g which situations require site evacuation. 

8.5.1 Evacuation Signals and Routes 

Two-way radio communication and an air horn will be used to notify employees of the necessity to 
evacuate an area or building involved in a release/spill of a hazardous material. Each crew supervisor will 
have a two way radio. A base station will be installed in the OHM office trailer to monitor for emergencies. 
Total site evacuation will be initiated only by the emergency coordinator, however, in his absence, decision 
to preserve the health and safety of employees will take precedence. Evacuation routes will be posted in 
each outside work area. Signs inside buildings will be posted on walls or other structural element of a 
building. Periodic drills will be conducted to familiarize each employee with the proper routes and 
procedures. 

8.5.2 Evacuation Procedures 

In the event evacuation is necessary, the following actions will be taken: 

l The emergency signal will be activated. 
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. No further entry of visitors, contractors, or trucks will be permitted. Vehicle traffic within the site 
will cease in order to allow safe exit of personnel and movement of emergency equipment. 

l Shut off all machinery if safe to do so. 

l ALL on-site personnel, visitors, and contractors in the support zone will assemble at the entrance 
to the site for a head count and await further instruction from the emergency coordinator. 

l ALL persons in the exclusion zone and contamination reduction zone will be accounted for by their 
immediate crew leaders (e.g., foreman). Leaders will determine the safest exits for employees and 
will also choose an alternate exit if the first choice is inaccessible. 

l During exit, the crew leader should try to keep the group together. Immediately upon exit, the 
crew leader will account for all employees in his crew. 

l Upon completion of the head count, the crew leader will provide the information to the emergency 
coordinator. 

l Contract personnel and visitors will also be accounted for. 

. The names of emergency response team members involved will be reported to the emergency spill 
control coordinator. 

l A final tally of persons will be made by the emergency coordinator or designee. No attempt to find 
persons not accounted for will involve endangering lives of OHM or other employees by reentry 
into emergency areas. 

l In all questions of accountability, immediate crew leaders will be held responsible for those 
persons reporting to them. Visitors will be the responsibility of those employees they are seeing. 
Contractors and truck drivers are the responsibility of the Site Supervisor. The security guard will 
aid in accounting for visitors, contractors, and truckers by reference to sign-in sheets available 
from the guard shack. 

l Personnel will be assigned by the emergency coordinator to be available at the main gate to direct 
and brief emergency responders. 

+ Reentry into the site will be made only after clearance is given by the emergency coordinator. At 
his direction, a signal or other notification will be given for reentry into the facility. 

l Drills will be held periodically to practice all of these procedures and will be treated with the same 
seriousness as an actual emergency. 
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8.6 EMERGENCY SPILL RESPONSE PROCjTDURES AND E(‘J~J~MENT 

In the event of an emergency involving a hazardous material spill or release, the following general 
procedures will be used for rapid and safe response and control of the situation. Emergency contacts 
found in Table 8.1 provide a quick reference guide to follow in the event of a major spill. 

8.6.1 Notification Procedures 

If an employee discovers a chemical spill or process upset resulting in a vapor or material release, he or 
she will immediately notify the on-site emergency coordinator. 

The on-site Emergency Coordinator will obtain information pertaining to the following: 

l The material spilled or released. 
l Location of the release or spillage of hazardous material. 
l An estimate of quantity released and the rate at which it is being released. 
l The direction in which the spill, vapor or smoke release is heading. 
l Any injuries involved. 

l Fire and/or explosion or possibility of these events. 
l The area and materials involved and the intensity of the fire or explosion. 

This information will help the on-site emergency coordinator to assess the magnitude and potential 
seriousness of the spill or release. 

8.6.2 Procedure for Containing/Collecting Spills 

The initial response to any spill or discharge will be to protect human health and safety, and then the 
environment. Identification, containment, treatment, and disposal assessment will be the secondary 
response. 

If for some reason a chemical spill is not contained within a dike or sump area, an area of isolation will 
be established around the spill. The size of the area will generally depend on the size of the spill and the 
materials involved. If the spill is large (greater than 55 gallons) and involves a tank or a pipeline rupture, 
an initial isolation of at least 100 ft. in all directions will be used. Small spills (less than or equal to 55 
gallons) or leaks from a tank or pipe will require evacuation of at least 50 ft. in all directions to allow 
cleanup and repair and to prevent exposure. When any spill occurs, only those persons involved in 
overseeing or performing emergency operations will be allowed within the designated hazard area. If 
possible the area will be roped or otherwise blocked off. 

If the spill results in the formation of a toxic vapor cloud (by reaction with surrounding materials or by 
- 
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outbreak of fire) and its release (due to high vapor pressures under ambient conditions), further evacuation 
will be enforced. In general an area at least 500 feet wide and 1,000 feet long will be evacuated downwind 
if volatile materials are spilled. (Consult the DOT Emergency Response Guide for isolation distances for 
listed hazardous materials.) 

If an incident may threaten the health or safety of the surrounding community, the public will be 
informed and possibly evacuated from the area. The on-site emergency coordinator will inform the proper 
agencies in the event this is necessary. (Refer to Table 8.1) 

As called for in regulations developed under the Comprehensive Environmental Response 
Compensation Liability Act of 1980 (Superfund), OHM’s practice is to report a spill of a pound or more of 
any hazardous material for which a reportable quantity has not been established and which is listed under 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, or TSCA. OHM also follows the same 
practice for any substances not listed in the Acts noted above but which can be classified as a hazardous 
waste under RCRA. 

Clean up personnel will take the following measures: 

l Make sure all unnecessary persons are removed from the hazard area. 

l Put on protective clothing and equipment. 

l If a flammable material is involved, remove all ignition sources, and use spark and explosion proof 
equipment for recovery of material. 

+ Remove all surrounding materials that could be especially reactive with materials in the waste. 
Determine the major components in the waste at the time of the spill. 

l If wastes reach a storm sewer, try to dam the outfall by using sand, earth, sandbags, etc. If this is 
done, pump this material out into a temporary holding tank or drums as soon as possible. 

l Place all small quantities of recovered liquid wastes (55 gallons or less) and contaminated soil into 
drums for incineration or removal to an approved disposal site. 

l Spray the spill area with foam, if available, if volatile emissions may occur. 

+ Apply appropriate spill control media (e.g. clay, sand, lime, etc.) to absorb discharged liquids. 

l For large spills, establish diking around leading edge of spill using booms, sand, clay or other 
appropriate material. If possible, use diaphragm pump to transfer discharged liquid to drums or 
holding tank. 
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8.6.3 Emergency Response Equipment 

The following equipment will be staged in the support zone and throughout the site, as needed, to 
provide for safety and first aid during emergency responses: 

l ABC-type fire extinguisher 
l First-aid kit, industrial size 
l Eyewash/safety shower (This equipment will be in conformance with ANSI 2358.1-1990.) 
l Emergency oxygen unit 
l Emergency signal horn 
l Self contained breathing apparatus (two) 
l Stretcher/backboard 

In addition to the equipment listed above, OHM maintains direct reading instrumentation that may be 
used in emergency situations to assess the degree of environmental hazard. This equipment will only be 
used by the Site Safety Officer or other specially trained personnel. This equipment will be stored, 
charged and ready for immediate use in evaluating hazardous chemical concentrations. The equipment 
will be located at the OHM office trailer. 

EQUIPMENT NAME 

Portable H-NU Photoionization Meter 

APPLICATION 

Measures selected inorganic and organic chemical 
concentrations 

MSA Oxygen and Combustible Gas Meter 

Draeger Detector Tubes 

Measures oxygen and combustible gas levels 

Assorted detector tubes to measure specific chemical 
concentrations 

8.6.4 Personal Protective Equipment 

A supply of two (minim urn) SCBAs wilI be located in the support zone for use in emergency response 
to hazardous materials releases. They will be inspected at least monthly, according to OSHA 
requirements. In addition, all emergency response personnel will have respirators available for use with 
cartridge selection determined by the Site Safety Officer based on the results of direct reading instruments. 
Emergency response personnel will also be provided with protective clothing as warranted by the nature of 
the hazardous material and as directed by the Site Safety Officer. All OHM personnel who may be 
expected to wear SCBAs are trained at assignment and annually thereafter on the proper use and 
maintenance of SCBAs and airline respirators. 

8.6.5 Emergency Spill Response Clean-Up Materials and Equipment 
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A sufficient supply of appropriate emergency response clean-up and personal protective equipment will 
be inventoried and inspected, visually, on a weekly basis. 

The materials listed below will be kept on site for spill control, depending on the types of hazardous 
materials present on site. The majority of this material will be located in the support zone, in a supply 
tiailer or storage area. Small amounts will be placed on pallets and located in the active work areas. 

l Sand or clay to solidify/absorb liquid spills. 

l Lime (calcium oxide), soda ash (sodium carbonate), or baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) for 
neutralizing acid (pH 4) spills. 

l Activated charcoal (carbon) to adsorb organic solvents (hydrocarbons) and to reduce flammable 
vapors. 

l Citric acid for neutralizing caustic (PH >7) spills. 

l Vapor-suppressing foam, if required by the Client, for controlling the release of volatile organic 
compounds. 

l Appropriate solvents e.g. CITRIKLEEN, for decontamination of structures or equipment. 

The following equipment will be kept on site and dedicated for spill cleanup: 

l Plastic shovels for recovering corrosive and flanunable materials. 
l Sausage-shaped absorbent booms for diking liquid spills, drains, or sewers. 
l Sorbent sheets (diapers) for absorbing liquid spills. 
l Overpack drums for containerizing leaking drums. 
l 55-gallon open-top drums for containerization of waste materials. 

*NOTE: All contaminated soils, absorbent materials, solvents and other materials resulting from the 
clean-up of spilled or discharged substances shall be properly stored, labelled, and 
disposed of off-site. 

8.7 EMERGENCY CONTINGJ%NCY PLq 

This section of the ERCP details the contingency measures OHM will take to prepare for and respond 
to fires, explosions, spills and releases of hazardous materials, hazardous weather, and medical 
emergencies. 
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.-- 8.7.1 Medical Emergency Contingency Measures 

The procedures listed below will be used to respond to medical emergencies. The SSO will contact the 
local hospital and inform them of the site hazards and potential emergency situations. A minimum of two 
First-Aid/C!PR trained personnel will be maintained on site. All OHM fist aid and CPR Responders have 
received training as required by 29 CFR 1910.1030 Bloodborne Pathogen Standard. A copy of the OHM 
exposure control plan may be obtained from the Site Safety Officer or Regional Health and Safety 
Director. 

8.7.1.1 Response 

The nearest workers will immediately assist a person who shows signs of medical distress or who is 
involved in an accident. The crew foreman will be summoned. 

The crew foreman will immediately make radio contact with the on-site emergency coordinator to alert 
him of a medical emergency situation. The foreman will advise the following information: 

l Location of the victim at the work site 
l Nature of the emergency 
l Whether the victim is conscious 
l Specific conditions contributing to the emergency, if known 

The Emergency Coordinator will notify the Site Safety Officer. The following actions will then be 
taken depending on the severity of the incident: 

. Life-Threatening Incident--If an apparent life-threatening condition exists, the crew foreman will 
inform the emergency coordinator by radio, and the local Emergency Response Services (EMS) 
will be immediately called. An on-site person will be appointed who will meet the EMS and have 
him/her quickly taken to the victim. Any injury within the EZ will be evacuated by OHM personnel 
to a clean area for treatment by EMS personnel. No one will be able to enter the EZ without 
showing proof of training, medical surveillance and site orientation. 

. . on Life-Threatenmg&crde~ --If it is determined that no threat to life is present, the Site Safety 
Officer will direct the injured person through decontamination procedures (see below) appropriate 
to the nature of the illness or accident. Appropriate first aid or medical attention will then be 
administered. 

*NOTE: The area surrounding an accident site must not be disturbed until the scene has been cleared 
by the Site Safety Officer. 

Any personnel requiring emergency medical attention will be evacuated from exclusion and 
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contamination reduction zones if doing so would not endanger the life of the injured person or otherwise 
aggravate the injury. Personnel will not enter the area to attempt a rescue if their own lives would be 
threatened. The decision whether or not to decontaminate a victim prior to evacuation is based on the type 
and severity of the illness or injury and the nature of the contaminant. For some emergency victims, 
immediate decontamination may be an essential part of life-saving first aid. For others, decontamination 
may aggravate the injury or delay life-saving ftrst aid. Decontamination will be performed if it does not 
interfere with essential treatment. 

If decontamination can be performed, observe the following procedures: 

l Wash external clothing and cut it away. 

If decontamination cannot be performed, observe the following procedures: 

l Wrap the victim in blankets or plastic to reduce contamination of other personnel. 

. Alert emergency and off-site medical personnel to potential contamination, instruct them about 
specific decontamination procedures. 

l Send site personnel familiar with the incident and chemical safety information, e.g. MSDS, with 
the affected person. 

All injuries, no matter how small, will be reported to the SSO or the Site Supervisor. An 
accident/injury/illness report will be completely and properly filled out and submitted to the Regional 
Health and Safety Director/Project CM, in accordance with OHM’s reporting procedures. 

A list of emergency telephone numbers is given in Table 8.1. 

8.7.1.2 Notification 

The following personnel/agencies will be notified in the event of a medical emergency: 

l Local Fire Department or EMS 
l On-site Emergency Coordinator 
l Workers in the affected areas 
l Client Representative 

8.7.2 Fire Contingency Measures 

OHM personnel and subcontractors are not trained professional firefighters. Therefore, if there is any 
doubt that a fire can be quickly contained and extinguished, personnel will notify the emergency 
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coordinator by radio and vacate the structure or area. The emergency coordinator will immediately notify 
the local Fire Department. 

The following procedures will be used to prevent the possibility of fires and resulting injuries: 

. Sources of ignition will be kept away from where flammable materials are handled or stored. 

l The air will be monitored for explosivity before and during hot work and periodically where 
flammable materials are present. Hot work permits will be required for all such work. 

. “No smoking” signs will be conspicuously posted in areas where flammable materials are present. 

l Fire extinguishers will be placed in all areas where a fire hazard may exist. 

l Before workers begin operations in an area the foreman will give instruction on egress procedures 
and assembly points. Egress routes will be posted in work areas and exit points clearly marked. 

The following procedures will be used in the event of a firp: 

- --- 

l Anyone who sees a fire will notify their supervisor who will then contact the Emergency 
Coordinator by radio. The emergency coordinator will activate the emergency air horns and 
contact the local Fire Department. 

l When the emergency siren sounds, workers will disconnect electrical equipment in use (if 
possible) and proceed to the nearest fire exit. 

l Work crews will be comprised of pairs of workers (buddy system) who join each other 
immediately after hearing the fire ahum and remain together throughout the emergency. Workers 
will assemble at a predetermined rally point for a head count. 

l When a small fire has been extinguished by a worker, the emergency coordinator will be notified. 

8.7.3 Hazardous Weather Contingency Measures 

Operations will not be started or continued when the following hazardous weather conditions are 
present: 

l Lightning 
l Heavy Rains/Snow 
l High Winds 
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8.7.3.1 Response 

l Excavation/soil stock piles will be covered with plastic liner. 

. All equipment will be shut down and secured to prevent damage. 

l Personnel will be moved to safe refuge, initially crew trailers. The emergency coordinator will 
determine when it is necessary to evacuate personnel to off-site locations and will coordinate 
efforts with fire, police and other agencies. 

8.7.3.2 Notification 

The emergency coordinator will be responsible for assessing hazardous weather conditions and 
notifying personnel of specific contingency measures. Notifications will include: 

l OHM employees and subcontractors 
l Client Representative 
l Local Civil Defense Organization 

8.7.4 Spill/Release Contingency Measures 

In the event of release or spill of a hazardous material the following measures will be taken. 

Any person observing a spill or release will act to remove and/or protect injured/contaminated persons 
from any life-threatening situation. First aid and/or decontamination procedures will be implemented as 
appropriate. 

First aid will be administered to injured/contaminated personnel. Unsuspecting persons/vehicles will be 
warned of the hazard. All personnel will act to prevent any unsuspecting persons from coming in contact 
with spilled materials by alerting other nearby persons. Without taking unnecessary risks, personnel will 
attempt to stop the spill at the source. This may involve activities such as uprighting a drum, closing a 
valve or temporarily sealing a hole with a plug. 

Utilizing radio communications, the emergency coordinator will be notified of the spill/release, 
including information on material spilled, quantity, personnel injuries and immediate life threatening 
hazards. Air monitoring will be implemented by the emergency coordinator and SSO to determine the 
potential impact on the surrounding community. Notification procedures will be followed to inform on-site 
personnel and off-site agencies. The emergency coordinator will make a rapid assessment of the 
spill/release and direct confinement, containment and control measures. Depending upon the nature of the 
spill, measures may include: 
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l Construction of a temporary containment berm utilizing on-site clay absorbent earth 

. Digging a sump, installing a polyethylene liner and diverting the spill material into the sump 
placing drums under the leak to collect the spilling material before it flows over the ground 

l Transferring the material from its original container to another container 

The emergency coordinator will notify the LANTDIV ROICC, of the spill and steps taken to institute 
clean-up. Emergency response personnel will clean-up all spills following the spill clean-up plan 
developed by the emergency coordinator. Supplies necessary to clean up a spill will be immediately 
available on-site. Such items may include, but are not limited to: 

l Shovel, rake 
l Clay absorbent 
l Polyethylene liner 
l Personal safety equipment 
l Steel drums 
l Pumps and miscellaneous hand tools 

The major supply of material and equipment will be located in the Support Zone. Smaller supplies will 
kept at active work locations. The emergency coordinator wiIl inspect the spill site to determine that the 
spill has been cleaned up to the satisfaction of the ROICC. If necessary, soil, water or air samples may be 
taken and analyzed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the spill clean-up effort. The emergency 
coordinator will determine the cause of the spill and determine remedial steps to ensure that recurrence is 
prevented. The emergency coordinator will review the cause with the ROICC and obtain his concurrence 
with the remedial action plan. 
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9.0 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 

, - -  
I  As a prerequisite to employment at OHM, all field employees are required to take a 40-hour training 

class and pass a written examination. This training covers all forms of personal protective equipment, 
toxicological effects of various chemicals,hazard communication, bloodbome pathogens, handling of 
unknown tanks and drums confined-space entry procedures, and electrical safety. This course is in full 
compliance with OSHA requirements in 29 CF’R 1910.120. In addition, all employees receive annual 8- 
hour refresher training and three day on-site training under a trained experienced supervisor. Supervisory 
personnel receive an additional g-hour training in handling hazardous waste operations. Copies of 
certification of this training will be maintained on-site for all workers assigned to this project 

All personnel entering the exclusion zone will be trained in the provisions of this site safety plan and be 
required to sign the Health and Safety Plan Certification in Appendix A. 
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10.0 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM 

All OHM personnel participate in a medical and health monitoring program. This program is initiated 
when the employee starts work with a complete physical and medical history and is continued on a regular 
basis. A listing of OHM’s worker medical profile is shown below. This program was developed in 
conjunction with a consultant toxicologist and OHM’s occupational health physician. Other medical 
consultants are retained when additional expertise is required. Medical certification for all site workers 
assigned to the project will be maintained on-site. 

The medical surveillance program meets the requirements of the OSHA Standard 29 CFR 1910.120 

(0. 

Table 10-I 
Worker Medical Profile 

Item Initial Annual 

Medical History X X 

Work History I XI x 

II Visual Acuity and Tonometty X X 

Pu.hnona.ry Function Tests 

Physical Examination 

Audiometry Tests 

Chest X-Ray 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Complete Blood Counts I x I X 

Blood Chem. (SSAC-23 or equivalent) I x I X 

II 
urinalysis X .X 

Dermatology Examination 

Electrocardiogram/Stress Test 

X 

X 

X 

X (based 
on age) 

Specific Tests (as required): 
l Blood lead with zinc protoporphyn consistent with 29 CFR 1910.1025 
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10.1 BNSCREDUI,E 

Employees are examined initially upon start of employment, annually thereafter, and may be examined 
upon termination of employment, Unscheduled medical examinations are conducted: 

l At employee request after known or suspected exposure to toxic or hazardous materials 

l At the discretion of the client, the CIH, SSO, or OHM occupational physician after known or 
suspected exposure to toxic or hazardous materials 

. At the discretion of the OHM occupational physician 

All nonscheduled medical examinations will include, as a minimum, all items specified above for periodic 
surveillance examination, with the exception of the chest x-ray, which will be conducted at the discretion of 
the occupational physician performing the examination. 
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HEALTH-ANTSSAFETY PLAN CERTIFICATION 

By signing this document, I am stating that I have read and understand the Site Specific Health-and-Safety Plan 
for OHM Remediation Services Corp. personnel and visitors entering the site. 

-. / 
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APPENDIX B - OHM HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM 

1.0 GENERAL 

The following written hazard communication program has been established for OHM 
Corporation. The purpose of this program is to transmit information about the various Chemical 
hazards in the work place to the workers using various media. The transmittal of information will 
be accomplished by means of a comprehensive hazard communication program, which will 
include container labeling and other forms of warning, material safety data sheets, and employee 
training in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.1200 and 29 CFR 1926.59. 

The program will be available in corporate and regional Health and Safety Departments 
for reviews by all employees. It will also be available in the corporate library and clearly marked 
“Employee Right-to-Know” stations located within each individual shop and on each job site. 
OHM Corporation will accomplish the hazard communication requirements through formal 
safety training, departmental safety meetings, and job site safety meetings. 

Purpose: Overall responsibility rests with all corporate officers of OHM Corporation. A 
brief outline of responsibilities for those persons directly involved with the program will follow. 
These responsibilities are not all inclusive, but are designed to give guidance in initial and long- 
term program development since each area is different. These responsibilities may vary. 

Scope: This program is intended to cover those employees who are directly involved 
with the handling of hazardous materials or supervision of those activities. 

2.1 Health and Safety Department Responsibilities 

1. Review operations with supervisors to determine what tasks require hazard 
communication training. 

2. Advise supervisory people as to which materials may need to be considered 
hazardous initially and eventually to ensure that hazard task determination is 
being done according to the written policy. 

3. Follow up through safety meetings and safety audits to ensure that supervisors are 
carrying out prescribed company policy. 

4. Notify supervisors of any operating changes affecting the hazardous materials 
being used. 

5. Periodically audit the Hazard Communication Program’s progress. Initially, this 
should be done biweekly, but later the audit may be done on a monthly or 
quarterly basis. 

2.2 Training Department Responsibilities 

1. Ensure that up-to-date records are maintained on training of all employees 
required to handle hazardous materials. The supervisor should keep copies of 
these records and should also send copies of the initial training to the corporate 
training secretary for the training file. 

2. Educate personnel upon initial training to the requirements of the Hazard 
Communication Standard. 



2.3 Supervisor Responsibilities 

1. Identify jobs requiring the use of hazardous chemicals and provide lists of those 
jobs and chemicals to the Health and Safety Department. 

2. Provide the training required by the Hazard Communication Standard and 
document training of employees in the safe handling of hazardous materials. 

3. Inspect engineering controls and personal protective equipment before each use. 
Health and Safety can help determine a suitable inspection plan for each 
application as needed. 

4. Make daily surveys of the work area to ensure that safe practices are being 
followed. Advise employees of unsafe work practices on the first occasion and 
consider further violations as disciplinary violations. 

5. Ensure required labeling practices are being followed. Labeling should be 
affixed to the container when it arrives. If the contents are transferred to another 
container, then all label information (manufacturer, product name, and product 
number) must also be affixed to the new container, so that all containers of the 
material, regardless of size, are labeled. 

6. 

7. 

Enforce all applicable safety and health standards through periodic audits. 

Before ordering a material, determine if a Material Safety Data Sheet exist on file. 
Request an MSDS for any material without one. 

8. Send all new MSDSs to the Health and Safety Department after making a copy 
for the Employee Right-to-Know file. 

2.4 Employee Responsibilities 

1. Obey established safety rules and regulations 

2. Use all safety procedures and personnel protective equipment as required by 
company procedures 

3. Notify supervisor of the following: 

a. Any symptoms or unusual effects that may be related to the use of 
hazardous chemicals. 

b. Any missing or unreadable labels on containers. 

C. Missing, damaged, or malfunctioning safety equipment. 

4. Use approved labels on containers: do not remove labels (labels will be located in 
the warehouse). 

5. Do not use unapproved containers for hazardous materials. (are materials and 
containers compatible?) 

6. 

7. 

Know where emergency equipment and first-aid supplies are located before 
considering a possibly dangerous task. 

Know location of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs). These will be located in 
the “Employee Right-to-know” station for the respective shop/job site. 
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8. Know what you are expected to do in case of an emergency. Before the 
commencement of any task, emergency considerations shall be made. 

2.5 Shipping/Receiving Personnel Responsibilities 

1. Ensure MSDS are received with initial shipment of a hazardous material; if not, 
contact purchasing to request the appropriate MSDS and also call the Health and 
Safety Department to determine if there is an MSDS available until the requested 
MSDS arrives. 

2. Ensure labels are affixed to all containers. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Store hazardous materials in designated locations. 

Use proper personal protective equipment when handling hazardous materials. 

Report damaged containers or spills to the appropriate Health and Safely 
Department immediately. 

6. Request an MSDS from the manufacturer for any hazardous material that arrives 
in Findlay from a job. Also, a MSDS shall accompany any hazardous material 
that is sent to a job. 

3.0 &UA,RD DETERMINATION 

OHM Corporation will rely on Material Safety Data Sheets from hazardous chemical 
supplier to meet hazard determination requirements. Other relevant data from laboratory 
analyses, chemical reference materials, and chemical manufacturers’, written evaluation 
procedures will be utilized when warranted. No other method shall be used to determine 
chemical hazard unless approved by the Health and Safety Department. 

The shipping and receiving supervisors will be responsible for seeing that all containers 
arriving at OHM Corporation are properly and clearly labeled. Shipping and receiving 
supervisors shall also check all labels for chemical identity and appropriate hazard wamings. If 
the hazardous chemical is regulated by OSHA in a substance specific health standard, the 
supervisor or department manager shall ensure that the labels or other forms of warning used are 
in accordance with the requirements of that standard. Any container that is not labeled shall be 
immediately labeled correctly after initial discovery. 

Each supervisor or department manager shall be responsible for seeing that all portable 
containers used in their work area are properly labeled with chemical identity and hazard 
warning. 

Supervisors or department managers shall also ensure that labels on hazardous chemical 
containers are not removed or defaced unless the container is immediately marked with the 
required information and that all labels are legible in English and prominently displayed on the 
container or readily available in the work area throughout each shift. 

If any container is found and the contents cannot be identified, the supervisor or 
manager shall be contacted immediately. When proper identification is made, a label shall be 
affixed to the container immediately. If it is discovered that no MSDS is available, the 
manufacturer and the Health and Safety Department shall be contacted to assist in locating the 
proper MSDS. If there is no way to identify the material in the container, the container should 
be set aside, away from all personnel until it can be tested by the Health and Safety Department 
or laboratory personnel. Supervisors and managers shall communicate their findings or 
awareness of such containers to all personnel in the area and to those who enter later. 



5.0 MATERIAL SAFETY DAIlXSHEETS ~MSDSsl 

Each supervisor or department manager at OHM Corporation will be responsible for 
maintaining a current MSDS relevant to the hazardous chemicals used in their area The Health 
and Safety Department will be responsible for compiling the master MSDS file for the facility 
and aiding all shops/job sites with the completion and maintenance of their respective MSDS 
files. 

All MSDSs will be readily available for review by all employees during each work shift. 
Each shop/job site will designate a clearly marked “Employee Right-to-Know” station where 
employees can immediately obtain a MSDS and the required information in an emergency. 

Although manufacturers are required to provide employers with MSDSs on an initial 
chemical shipment, OHM Corporation purchasing agents (and supervisors purchasing their own 
material) shah request MSDSs and updates to MSDSs on all purchase orders. Supervisors and 
department managers that are without proper MSDSs shall be responsible for requesting this 
information from manufacturers for chemicals. A file of follow-up letters shall be maintained 
for all hazardous chemical shipments received without MSDSs. 

6.0 LOm INFORMBTU)N AND TR- 

It is the responsibility of the supervisor in charge of each employee to ensure that the 
employee is properly trained. Training employees on chemical hazards and chemical handling 
is accomplished at the time of initial employment at OHM Corporation, whenever a new chemical 
(or physical) hazard is introduced into the work area, and through ongoing formal and informal 
training programs. Additionally, chemical hazards are communicated to employees through 
daily, morning, shop specific safety meetings, which shall be documented according to topic, 
major points discussed, and names of those attending (attendance is mandatory). Also, biweekly 
hazardous chemical safety meetings will be prepared by the Health and Safety Department using 
similar documentation for shop areas. Attendance is mandatory for these meetings also. 
Documentation for shop safety meetings will be available in the respective Employee Right-to- 
know stations and biweekly safety meeting documentation will be available in the Health and 
Safety Department to all employees for further referencing and questioning. Records of all 
formal training conducted at OHM Corporation are coordinated and maintained by the Training 
Department secretary. 

At a minimum, OHM Corporation will inform employees on the following: 

. The requirements of 29 CFR 1910.1200--Hazard Communication--EvaIuating 
the potential hazards of chemicals and communication of information 
concerning hazards and appropriate protective measures to employees. This is 
accomplished in several different ways including, but no limited to, 40-hour 
OSHA Hazardous Waste Worker Training (29 CFR 1910.120), shop safety 
meetings, job site safety meetings, Health and Safety Department safety meetings, 
and formal and informal training about specific chemical hazards. 

. The location and availability of the written hazard communication program, list 
of hazardous chemicals, and MSDS sheets--Notices will be periodically posted on 
the employee bulletin boards providing the location of the above material. 

. Any operations in their work area where hazardous chemicals are present. 

. What the company has done to lessen or prevent workers’ exposure to these 
chemicals. 

Employee training shall include at least: 



. Methods and observations that may be used to detect the presence or release of a 
hazardous chemical in the work area (monitoring instruments, visual appearance 
or odor), and acute and chronic health effects. 

. The physical and health hazards of chemicals in the work area (accomplished 
through periodic physical and chemical hazard awareness sessions developed by 
the Health and Safety Department). These sessions shall serve as chemical 
hazards refreshers. 

. The methods of preventing exposure to hazardous chemicals including the 
measures OHM Corporation has taken to protect the employees. 

. Procedures to follow if OHM Corporation employees are exposed to hazardous 
chemicals (location of nearest phone, emergency eyewash, and shower will be 
included). These discussions shall include proper operating procedures for all 
emergency equipment. 

. The details of the hazard communication program developed by OHM 
Corporation, including an explanation of the labeling system and the Material 
Safety Data Sheets, and how employees can obtain and use the appropriate 
hazard information. 

. Standard operating procedures within each respective shop. OHM Corporation 
company policy determines what is considered standard operating procedures. 

. Procedures for workers involved in non-routine tasks. 

Each supervisor or department manager shall ensure that the above training is 
emphasized to OHM Corporation employees. The Health and Safety Department will ensure that 
each shop, department, and job site is properly informing and training all employees through 
daily group meetings and individual discussions. Whenever a new hazardous chemical is placed 
into use, the supervisor or department manager shah inform the employees of the hazards which 
that chemical may pose. The supervisor or manager shah also be responsible for obtaining and 
making available a MSDS for the new chemical. 

7.0 ROUTINE 

Occasionally, employees at OHM Corporation are required to perform tasks which are 
considered to be non-routine. All tasks considered to be non-routine shall be carefully discussed 
among the supervisor and those performing the task This safety briefing shall include all 
possible hazards that may be encountered while completing the task, including: 

. Hazard recognition 

. Chemicals involved and their hazardous properties 

. Physical hazards 

. Methods of avoiding all hazards (technical instruments, proper personal 
protective equipment, etc.) 

The following is list of some of the non-routine tasks which may occur at OHM 
Corporation together with some information needed to complete the tasks safely. 

. Confined Space Entry 

Obtain confined space entry procedure/permit from Health and Safety 
Department and follow all protocol before beginning task. Complete and 



. . 
-f- have supervisor sign permit before any work begins. 
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Monitor atmosphere with explosimeter, oxygen meter, and any toxic gas 
meter as may be appropriate. 

Discuss specific chemical hazards. 

Discuss protective/safety measures the employee can take (e.g., Personal 
protective equipment and engineering controls, use of life lines, lock- 
out/tagout procedures, etc). 

Measures the company has taken to lessen the hazards including 
ventilation, respirator, presence of another employee, and emergency 
procedures. 

. Excavation, Trenching, and Shoring 

Obtain guidelines from Health and Safety Department before beginning 
task. 

Comply with all requirements set forth for this activity in 29 CFR Subpart 
P(excavating, trenching, shoring). 

Discuss specific chemical hazards. 

Follow confined space entry procedure above if trench is above shoulder 
height. 

s Discuss protective/safety measures the employee can take. 

Review appropriate accident prevention steps. 

. Decontamination of Equipment 

Determine possible contaminants and the hazards associated with them. 

Determine personal protection needed by contacting the Health and 
Safety Department. 

Alert all personnel in areas of contamination and decontamination 

Contain and secure all contaminated materials and decontamination 
materials. 

Contact the Health and Safety Department for proper disposal. 

It is company policy that no OHM Corporation employee will begin work on any non- 
routine task without first receiving a safety briefing from their supervisor or a Health and Safety 
Department representative. 

8.0 ORMING CONTRACTORS 

. Hazardous chemicals to which they may be exposed while performing a task 
including the following: 

Chemical properties 



- Physical properties 
Acute/Chronic health effects 

. Location of “Employee Right-to Know” station which includes the following: 

MSDS for work area 
Hazard Communication Program 
Other relevant safety material 

. Precautionary measures to be taken to protect employees from chemical and 
physical hazards. 

. Location of nearest emergency equipment (fire extinguisher, eyewash, shower, 
phone, first-aid kit, etc.) 

. Procedures to follow in the event of employee exposure. 

. Steps OHM Corporation has taken to reduce the risk of exposure to physical and 
chemical hazards including the following: 

Safety meetings 
Hazard Communication Program 
Proper storage and labeling of hazardous chemicals 
Health and Safety Department shop audits 

. The methods used to label all hazardous chemicals. 

The Health and Safety Department shall offer assistance in providing the above 
information to contractors working at OHM Corporation. On initial visit by a contractor to OHM 
Corporation, a “Contractor Right-to-Know” release form shall be completed. This form will state 
that the above information has been communicated to the perspective contractor. 



Anti-fog 
Bleach 
Breathing air 
Diesel fuel 
Fire extinguishers 
Gasoline 
Gear lube 
Grease 
Hydraulic oil 

Site Contaminants 
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Hydrogen cyanide (calibration gas) 
Hydrogen sulfide (calibration gas) 
Isobutylene (calibration gas) 

. Isopropyl alcohol 
Liquid detergent 
Methane (calibration gas) 
Motor oil (hydraulic) 
Pentane (calibration gas) 
Stati.ng fluid 
WD-40 
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Botiing Pointz 3164 ‘F(1740 ‘C) 
Melting Point: 6213 ‘F (327.4 l C) 

Molecular Welgbt: 207.20 

Vapor Presure: 1.77 mm Hg at 1832 ‘F (1000 l C) 
speak Cravlty (20 ‘C/4 ‘c): 11.34 

Vkcodty: 3.2 cp at 6213 ‘F (327.4 l C) 
Water Solubillty: Relatively insoluble in hot or cold wat.& 

Appearance and Odor: Bluish-white, silvery, gray, very soft me&J. 

l LuddisrdvumofeusilyualowpH. 

Flash Point: None reported Autolgnldoo Temperature: None e 

Extlngulsblng MedIn: Use dry chemical, cptbon dioxide, water spray, or foam to extinguish fire. 
Unusual Fire or Expldon Hazardsz l%mmabk and moderately explosive in the form of dust when exposed to heat or flame. 
Sped Fire-fighting Procedures: Isolate hazard area and deny entry. Since fire may produce toxic fumes, wear a self-contained breathing 
qparams @CBA) ~th a full faccpiece operated in the pressure-demand or positive-pressure mode and full protective equipment Be aware of 
runoff from fire control methods. Do not release to sewers or waterways. 
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StabUltylPolymerhtlon: Lad is stable at room tempexatme in closed containers under normal storage and handling conditions. It tarnishes on 
exposurg to air. Hazardous polymerization cannot o&z. 
Cbemkal IncompatibUltlez% Mixhnu of hydrogen peroxide + trioxane explode on contact with le8d. Lead is incompatible with sodium azide, 
zirconium, disodium aEetylide, and oxidants. A violent reaction on i 
sodium acetylide (with powdered lead). ammonium nitrate (below 2 I%* 

‘ticm may occur with umcentratcd hydrogen peroxide., chlorine trifl~ride, 
C with powdered lead). Lead is attacked by pure water and weak organic 

acids in the presence of oxygen. Lead is resistant to tap water, hydrofluoric acid, brine., and solvent. 
Condltioos to Avoid: Rubber gloves containing lead may ignite in nitric acid. 
Hazardous Produets of Dcamp06ltlon: Thermal oxidative decomposition of lead can produce highly toxic fumes of lead. 

.‘i-~:......~i....~~~. _... 
~~~A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CarcInogetddty: Although the NTP and OSHA do not list le$ as a carcinogen, the IARC lists it as probably carcinogenic to humans, but having 
(usually) no human evidence However, the liter- reports mstances of lead-ir&ced ncoplasms, both benign and malignant, of the kidney and 
other organs in laboratory rodents. Excessive exposure to lead has resulted in neurologic disoti in infants. Experimental studies show lead has 
reproductive and tnatogcnic effects in laboratory animals. Human male and female reproductive effects are also documented. 
Summary of Risks: Lead is a potent, systemic poison that affect a variety of organ systems. includiig the nervous system, kidneys, reproductive 
system blood formation. and gastrointestinal (CT) system. The most important way lead enters the body is through inhalation, but it can also be 
ingested when lead dust or unwashed hands contaminate food. drink, or cigarem. Much of ingested lead passes through feces without absorption 
into the body. Adults may absorb only 5 to 15% of ingested lead; children may absorb a much larger fraction. Once in the body, lead enters tie 
bloodstream and circulaks to various organs. Lead concenwates and remains in bone for many years. The amount of lead the body stores 
increases ss exposure continues. with possibly cumulative effects. Depending on the dose entering the body, lead can be deadly within scvcral 
days or affect health after many years. Very high doses can cause brain damage (encephalopathy). 
Medkal Conditions Aggravated br Exposure: Lead may aggravate nervous system disorders (e.g.. epilepsy, neuropathies), kidney diseases. 
hi=? pressure (h-ion). mfertility, and anemia. Lead-induced anemia and its effect on blood presssure can aggravate cardiovascular 

Continue on next pope 



No. 7 13 Lead (Inorganic) 8/90 

Tamet Organs Blood. central and peripheral nervous systems. kidneys. and aastrointestinai (GGn tTact. 
‘rtiar E&y Routes: Inhalation’ing&ion 

. I 

Mute E ffectsz An acute. short-term dose of lead could cause acute encephalopathy with seizures, coma. and death. However, short-term 
exposures of this magnitude are rare. Reversible kidney damage can occur from acute exposure. as well as anemia. 
Chronic Effects: Symptoms of chronic long-term overex 
(gum) tissue, constipation. anxiety. anemia. pallor of the r 

sure include appetite loss. nausea, metallic taste in the mouth, lead line on gjrtgivai 
ace and the eye grounds, excessive tiredness, weakness, insomnia, headache. navous k- 

ntability, fine tremors. numtmess. muscle andjo+ pain, and colic accompani~ by severe abdominal pain Paralysis of wrist and, less often, 
ankle extensor muscles ma 
any: syr?ptoms appear UrllJ 

occur ti.ter years of mcreased lead absorption..&dney dis+e may + result from chronic overexposure, but few, if 
sewre~k$ne~iamy has ocamd. Reprodu+ve +mag! ts ch- by decreased sex drive, un 

stenhty m men; and deueased fer&y. a arm menstrual cycles, and mtscamages m women. Unborn children may suffer neum ogic damage p” 
fence. md 

or developmental problems due to excessive lead exposure in pregnant women. Lead poisoning’s severest result is encephalopathy manifested by 
E&hzache, convulsions, coma, dehnum, and possibly death. 

Eyes: Gently lift the eyelids and flush immediately and continuously with flooding EUIIO~~B of water until transported to an emergency m&d 
facility. Consult a physician +nediately. 
Skin: Quickf~ remove M- clothing. Rinse with flooding amounts of water for at least 15 mb~ Consult a physician ifmy health 

complaints develop. 
Inbalatloa: Remove exposed pason to fresh air and support breathin 
Ingestion: Never give an fs. 

as needed Consult a physician. 

Ipecac syrup. Consult a p h 
thin8 by mouth to an unconscious or convu 
ysiclan immediately. 

trig person. If large amounts of lead were ingested, induce vomibg with 

After first aid, get appropriate in-plant, paramedic, or community medical support. 
PhysIcian’s Note: For diagnosis, obtain blood 
anemia and basophilic sti lin , urinalysis, an % 

essure. blood lead level (PbB), zinc proto 

gingival lead line. Use C%D’! 
blood urea nitrogen (BU 

r 
of creatimne. fF. 

hyrin (ZF’P), complete blood count for microcytic 
xarmne peripheral motor neuropathy. 

A to treat poison, but never chelate prophy actically. Consult an occupational physician or toxic0 P 
allor, and 

ogist. 
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Spill/Leak: Notify safety pem.el and evacuate all unnecessary personnel immediately. Cleanup personnel should protect q&t i&&&n of 

dusts or fume and contact W&I &III or eyes. Avoid creating dusty conditions. Water sprays may be used in large quantities to prevent &e forma- 

tion of dust. Cleanup methods such as vacuuming (with an a 
material into closed containers for disposal or reclamation. ep” 

priate filter) or wet mopping miniizes dust dispersion. Scoop the spilled 
ollow applicable OSHA re ulatlons (29 CFR 1910.120). 

Dis osal: Contact your supplier or a hcensed contractor for detailed recommendations. 
EPI Designations 

%o llow applicable Federal, state. and local regulations. 

Listed as a RCRA Hazardous Waste (40 CFR 261.33, A 
Listed as a CERCLA Hazardous Substance* (40 CFR 3%) 

ndix II-EP Toxicity Test procedures) 
Re 

SARA Extremely Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 355): Not hst :e%F 
table Quantity (RQ): I lb (0.454 kg) [* per Clean Water ACL Sec. 307(a)] 

Listed as a SARA Toxic Chemical (40 CFR 372.65) 
WHA Designations 

isted as an Air Contaminant (29 CFR 1910.1000, Table Z-l-A) 

Transportation Data (49 CFR 172.102) 
,fO Shlpping Name: Lead compounds. soluble, n.o.s. 

I MO Hazard Class: 6.1 
ID No.: UN2291 
MO Label: St Andrews Cross (X. Stow away from foodstuffs) 
IMDG Packaging Group: Ill ’ 

MSDS Collection References: 26,38.73.84.85.88.89.90.100. 101. 103.109.124.126.132.133. 134.136, 138. 139.142. 143 
, Prepared by: MJ Allison, RS; Industrial Hygiene Review: DJ Wilson. CIH; Medlcal Revlew: MJ Upfil. MD, MPH; Edited by: JR Stuan. MS 1 
I 

C-&lo199o~CknnmlPuhlLbm~C ~JXW&XL hnyczmmmd ~a~rirtDm~prbl~~,~~iolLpohib~Ah~auloIhc ruiubiliryof~-~~~inla~pllrcbvdr~ 
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supersedes: . 

~~~~~~I:-~CALmrO;DUClrAM)COMPA)(Y~E~CA~O~ 
I * 1 :- . . : i 
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I I PqhkzNamr; 

._ 
I PlKdljGiGXk 

SIGKr SAJ@S btanii ANT: -FOGLIQuID 
24,25.68,69,8565,8569,8570,143060 

. YdFmNA 

Far Iidimdoa: 1-800-m-5340 
For- t-800-553-5340’ 

-_ . . I . ‘- I 
-cc 

I 
Bausch & Lamb, Ix. , 

. I 
Perswal.-Divisim 

i P. a BojL 450 : 
. . . . . 1 1400N.hSi 

I t I ; 
Itcx&sb, +wYofk 14692 ;. . 

i ! . . I 

400 500 400 -5Qo &pm:’ 
100 IS0 loo .i50 ppm’ : 
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ISect& i5: FIRE FIGHTING MEASUKEj 
: , 

I 

FiaAMfMLE PROPERTIES: 

US DE%Xh@OS~ONI 

, 

80-d C06E6tL0UT6 

Up&rFhrrubkLimit NA 

Cldd StlIW& LZWrSN03 1’89 WOW 
81: :60 966’1-0C-tldtl 
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[Sectiim 9 PHYSICAL AND CIIEMICA 
I 

PRO+JCT APPEAB;wCE: Purpkjiquid. 1 
slight akx ofn 
w 

i I 

CHJ$!lICAL PROPERTIES: 

i 
BOIlJNG PcXNF 21Z°F 
VAP~RPRESSURE: 3omlt@770, 
SOLIJBILRY XN WATER: Soluble 

SiUWaSwater 
7 
NA 

ISect.& 10: STABLlTY AMI l@dX’l 

: G a& STNjmrY CLAsSlFIcATION: 
r”. 

INCC) ATIBLEMATElUhSI L 
CO lTIONST0 AVOID: 

“i 
HAzApDOUS DECObfPOSlTION: 

I 
I 

(Se&n 11: TOXKOL~IG4L&?OR 
I 

-- 

iquid Page4of5 

1 
I ROPElRTTE23 ; 

iMF.LTlNG PO&T: NA 
VAPOR DEN@; NA 
SPECIFIC GRpcvTTy: 1.0 
EvL4PoR.4no~ RATE 
% voL#ATILE: i 

4Ji.e. Buty! Acetate 7 I) 

FREEZLNGPOhyT; 
lop% 
O”:Car32 OF 

‘f 
SCENTAGE WY TO2CICOLx)(;IcAL~DATA 

12 i LCLQ 16.000 ppld4 bdnfi; 
2 I iDsa(dog) 75~mg/kg 

-- ___-_- - -- 
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BA#CH & LO@, INCORPORATED 
’ PER+Nfi PRODUCX DIVISION 

lZffkc(ve Date: August 30,199s 

:i 
i 

Pd Name: 
Proclu~ code: 

SIGHT S&vERs bm.idANTI- OG LIQvn, 
68OM. @GM, 8565GM, 856 

Cknkjd Family: NA 
M,f557OGM, 1430 

j 

ikhdfam: Eiausch&Lurub, Inc. 

I 
Pcrsod Pro&lcts Divisim 

i P. 0. Box 450 i I 
I 1400 N. (Zcdman St. 

Of& AcGIti 
i 

i 
TWA!S’IHLTWASIE&UNlTS 

12 
j 

‘&xl ‘500 400 50@ 
2 loo ,150 loo 150; “” 
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The CIorox Company 
7200 Johtwm Drive Materid Safety 
Pleasanton, Cafilorria 94588 
Tul. (510) w7-61c9 

I Product: 

Description: 

CLOROX BLEACH. FOR INSTlTUTfONAl USE 

CLEAR, LIGHT YELLOW UCUlO Wf?H CHLORINE ODOR 

Clofox Chrmlcidal Bleach 

he Chrox Company 
122l Broadway 

Oahhrd. CA 44612 

cause ~EIUSIX and vomk 

Sodium hypochlorite 5.2% not e&dished 
CAS W 7681-52-Q 

NOM d the ingmdiints in this prrduct are on the IARC, MP or 0s~~ 
carcinogen list Occasional c6nical repo13.5 suggest a low potential for 
sunsitizalort won exoggerahd exposure to s&.~m hypochlorke if *in 
damage (e-g. lrritoth) occurs during exposure. ioutine chical tesb 
conducted on intact skin with Cbrox Lkpld Bleach fourd no sen$ithation 
in the !sst subjects. 

V Special Protection and Precautions 

me. wear gloves. 

hObefh0 C0ntds: Us0 general ventilafkn to mtir&e expowru to 
‘apor or mkt 

Hypahlaita salu~!on with not more 

Practices: Avoid op and tin coned and inhPlatbn of ~por or 
nkt. 

Cmp ou of the reach d chit&en. 

in accordance u&h local raguhtbnr. 

2) Wash down residual to rardqy sewer.* 

) Abswt~. conUwi2e. and landfll! in acco&ance wifh loerl regutatiow: 

wash down rusidurl to sannituy sewer.* - OR - (2) Pump mammal to 
taste drwn(s) ad cfbpvso in remdance with bcJ regutatbns: w.sh 

bwn residual to ranibry sewer.. 

Slablo under nomwl use and storage condii~n~. Strong o~idhing agent 
Reacts with other housahdd chomica& such a.3 toilet bowl cleaners. rust 
rernavem vlnqar, adds or unrnonh contahhg poducs to produce 
huudous gases, such as chkrino and other ctdai;\stad species. 
Prdwged contact w#h mual may cause pitting o( Qssobration. 

. . . . . . . . ..I.. a.........- TFnotrC dee 
vlty (&O-l) . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . -. . , . . . . . 
Watn _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . _ . _ . _ . . . . . 
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Material Siifety 
Dati Sheet 

. . 

I Product: REGUIAR CLOAOX BiEAcn 

Descrlptlon: CLEAR, ww YELlow lJaul0 WITH c+il.ORINE ODOR 

Other Deslgnatlons Manufacturer Emergency Telephone No. 
kDfy Y= h--a 

Scdii hypoohbcl, sdti Th Cbrm Carrpq Rocky Mamcrh Poism Cmbr 
~~bieach la Brwlny (8!m) 446.1014 

COOL L;pud Bba& Oakland. CA W612 Fa TrPnsporhtkn &.?loqancbs Chemka 

II Health Hazard Data 
I 

IV Special Protectlon and Precautions V TranspoRatlon and Regulatory Data 

U.S. DOT Huvd clau: Not met&d 

Keepcddbnmu&dchl&sn. 

VI SpllI or Leak Procedures PII Reactlvity Data 

111 Hazardous lngredlents 

In?- Gm2o~rtlm Wofkor Exposure LinR 

Sdhm hypochbriie 
CA.5 b 7661-52-9 

5225% nol es~bhod 

IX Physical Data 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . 2lZFtIO’J-C &com~ora~ 
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SYUPTO~~~FL~POSUR~ Alr IS non:3xic ant necessary to support Ilfe. Inhala:ian of air 
in a high pressure envimrment sue:? as underdater diving, caissons or hypekaric c?laakers 
cm resu 1 t in sflpmns similar to overexposure t3 pure oxygen. These include tingi ing 
of fingers and tees , aknomai sznsazicns , imoai red cjordinaiion and cxfusion. 
OeczmFressfon SiCkneSj gains or “5enCs” are jossibie follcuing rapid decxcrzssic~. 

rOXICcLoG;~L PQCPERWS 

High pressure eifecc,ts (grea Ctr than t;ro afzzospheres of oxygen) arc OR the ce5tra.i 
nervous systefn. [mprcper deccmpressian r?sults in the accmulation of nitrogen in the 
blocd. 

R~~MMENO~IJ FIAS; A10 ;acArkcwr 

Facilities or practices at whic'l air is breathed in a high pressure envimment should- 
be prepared to deal with the illnesses associated with deccmptession (bends or caisson 
disease). Oerzmpression equipment irray be required. 
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OOT Shibping Label: Ncnfl~ahle gas 
- 

t.0. ido.: UN LOO2 

S?FcsL mANCtA-4G aEtc~ME.rOr:!CNS 
Valve prcrt tctian cays must remain in plac, = unless container is secured with vaive 
outler, gi;eC i3 use ;oin?. Co no: drag, slide or ~11 cylinders. Usa a sui:able hanc ; 
t,FJCk fat cyl inc!er inzvernent. Us2 2 pressure reducing regulator when connecting cylinczr 
to lcwer pr2ssure (<3,OCO psig) giping or systzns. 00 nc: heat cylinder by any meins :z 
increase the disc;la:.ge rat? of prcducc frm the cylinder. Us2 d check valve c1r :r3~: in : 

tk.e discharge 1 in2 tc gtevent harardcus Sack flew in:o the cylinder. 

Far adCit!cna! hand1 !ng recmzendazicns, c:r,si;i t 22 Ccn:resse4 CdS AS5CCiaCicn’s 

h Pampni2ts ?-5, G-7 a,Sc G-i.!. 

ST$JZAL SXRAGz 1E~~MMEUOA:ICNS 

PtatEct cylinders frcm physical damage. Stgre in ~301, dry, well-ventilated area away 
I 
; 

frcm heavily trzfficke4 areas and emergency exits. 00 not allaw the tmpetature where I 
cylinders are st3reA tc excte4 !fOF (SK). Cylinders should he state4 uprigir: and 1 
fimly s2c~f24 :J pr2ven; falling cf being lcnocke4 over. Full and empty c~lindets j 
shouId he segregated. us2 a "fits: in-first oui" inventcrj system to prevenrL full 
cylinders being sxre4 far excessjive geriads of tke. 

For addit’onal s~~r~c;e recxmdatfcns, consul: L?e Ccmcressed Gas Asszciatjcn’s 

Pamphlets ?-I, G-7, and G-7.!. 

i _I 
YECAL ?bCWG;NG ;IEC%U.IENOAi~CU~ i 

Or- air is ncncornsive and may be use4 wit.!! all materials of construction. Moisture 
fomed with air to be hydra:ed sa that they increase in 

( 
causes metal oxides ?crhic> are I 

volume and Ias2 :heir protective role (Nst formtion). . . Concen:racions of Xl 2’ Cl*. I 

salt, e:c. in c.?e acis:ure 2nnances :Ye rJs;ing of metals in air. I 
I 

I 

OrkEa ~~~~MM~.~CA~ICNS ca 2ae?;UrlCHs 

Ccmpresse4 gas cylinders skculd no: be refilled except by qualified ptoducers of I I 
CXFreSj2i 51525. ji?i jeer.: sf a C2Xt~Sj24 gas cylinder srhickl has not been fill24 b;y 

, the ckner 07 .+icn tlij (,ririt',zn) Ccnsan; is a ,riciat<cn C1 -' Fe4era.T kw (2X3). 
I 
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Oxygen 

Argcn 

CarScn Oioxide 

Neon 

He? ium 

Krfptiln 

Hydragen 

Xaon 

,--" Radon 

.- Water vapa r 

*Concentrations may have slight variatians. 

5.239 x d 

0.986 x lo-' 

6 x 1o-L3 

Varyi ng cm23 tra tians 

Cmpressef air is alsa grmducsd by re,- +ns:itutian using only oxygen and nitrogen. 31’s 
prcducz cmtains 7g molar pe?TZli nitrogen and 2- 1 molar percent oxygen plus trzce 

amounts or’ other at:osgheric gases khic.CI are pr- esent in the oxygen and nitrogen. 
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Genium Publishing Corporation 
1145 catalyn Sues Sheet No. 470 

Schenectady, NY 12303-1836 USA Diesel Fuel Oil No. 2-D 
(518) 377-8854 

Issued: 1018 1 Revision: A, 1 l/90 
Section 1. Materiai Identification ,:. :.-,. ,.I 
Diesel Fuel Oil No. 2-D Description: Diesel fuel is obraincd from the middle distillate in petmleum separation; a dishate R 

33 
1 NFP.4 : 

oil of Iow sulfur COUML It is co-mposed chiefly of unbranched paraffins. Diesel fuel is available in va&s grad&, one of I 
which is synonymous with fucf oil No. 2-D. This diesel fuel oil requires a minimum Cetane No. (efficiency rating for 
diesel fuel comparable to octane number ratings for gasoline) of 40 (.&SIX D613). Used as a fuel for trucks, ships, and 

si 07-O 
K 2 

49 
. 

other automotive engines; a mosquito conirol (coating on breeding waters); and for drilling muds.. 
Other Designations: CXS No. 68334-30-5, diesei fuel. 
Yvfanufacturer: Conucr your supplier or distributor. Consult the 1-t Cti&~& B~ycr~‘Gti&~ for a suppliers list 

Cautions: Diesel fuel oil No. 2-D is a skin irritant and central nervous dqnssant wilh high mist coacennarions. It is an environmental 
; ; 
ppC* 

hazard acd modaate fire risk. ‘Sec.3 / 

Section 2.. Ingredients and Occupational Ekpostxre Limits I 
Diesel fuel oil No. 2-D* 
1989 OSHA PEL -. 1990-91 ACCM TLV 1988 XfOSH REL 1985-86 Toxicity Data* I 
Yoae established ,Mincrd oil Mst None established Rat. oral. LD,: 9 g/kg products gasuointestinal (::ypermotility, dihel: I 

TWA: 5 IngIn’? effects 
STEL: 10 rng/rnl I 

l Diesel fuel No. 2-D ends to be low in aromatics and high in parafinics. This fuel oil is complex mixture ofz 1) ~95% praffinic, oletinic, nrptienic, and I 
UTXTUI~C byd-on% 2) sulfur (<OJ%). and 3) benzene (cl00 ppm). [A low benzeae level reduces ureinogenic risk. Fuel oils can be exempted under t)c 
xnzene standard (29 CFX 1910.102S)1. Ahha@ low in the fuel &elf. benzene concewations are likely to be muc!~ higher in processing xea 

I 
, 

t & sampled by nonvapor-zollecting method. 
t .Manitor NOSH, RTECS (H.Zl8COWl~. for future toxicity dau 

Section 3. Physical Data:. 
Boiling Point Range: 340 (0 675 ‘F (171 to j58 l Cj 
Vkcosity: 1.9 to 4.1 centistoke at 104 ‘F (40 ‘C) 

Appearance and Odor: Brown. slightly viscous liquid. 

i ..i _,.. . . . . : 
Spkfic Gravity: iO.6 

: .._ ; 

Water Solubillty: Insoluble 

section 3. Fire a& &pIosion Da& .: . . . . :.: .: ..:: .-y:.: . . ,:,; : :::... :. ‘::..j .,-,-.:,.:,~:...I’.:‘- -;... 
Flash Point: 125 ‘F (52 ‘C-j min. 1 Autoignition Temperature: >500 ‘F (932 ‘C) ! LEL: 0.6% v/v 1 UEL: 75% v/v 
Extinguishing Media: Use dry chemical, carbon dioxide, or foam to fight fue. Use a waltr spray to cool fm exposed containers. Do not use a 
?orced warn spray directly on burning oil since this will scatter the fm. Use a smothering technique for extinguishing fm. 
Unusual Fire or Explasioa Hazards: Diesel fuel oil No. 2-D is a OSHA Class II combustible liquid. Its volatility is similar to thatofgas oil. 
Vapors may rave1 to a source of ignition and flash back. 
Special Flre-fighting Procedures: Isolate hazard area and deny entry. Since fuc may produce toxic fumes, wear a self-contained breathing 
apparatus (SCBA) with a full facepiece operaled in the pressuredemand or positive-pressure mode and full protective clothing. If feasible, 
remove containers from fm. Be aware of runoff from fire control methods. Do not release to sewers or waterways due to poWion and fire or 
:xplosioa hazard. 

section 5. Reactivity Dab :?.: 1.. :[. __ .. ‘:~:,:I.::;,;y : :.: ,:...::,; .. ,,: ,:: ,::;- .....: .:. : ‘::!:: :‘.-:. : :.c;;:..:.,:: :.yi C$ ;: :,Y.:< .c: ,,:. ‘.,.:+;:: :; :.::. i:yi:. ..‘. .:.,&:.,‘.:> .+:.: 
Stability/Polymerizadon: Diesel fuel oil No. 2-D is stable at room temperature in closed containen under normal storage and handling condi- 
tions. Hazardous polymerizatioa cannot occur. 
Chemical Incompatibilltles: It is incompatible with strong oxidizing agents; heating greatly increases %e fin: bawd. 
Conditions to Avoid: Avoid heat and ignition sources. 
Hazardous Products of Decompasltfon: ‘I’hermal oxidative decomposition of diesel fuel oil No. 2-D can produce various hydxncarbons and 
hydrocarbon derivatives, 2nd other par&l oxidation prcducLs such as carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and sulfur dioxide. 
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xtion 6. Health Hazard Data . . . . ..:. . . . . . . . 
~rcinogenlcity: Alt~ou h the IhRC has coc assiga,ti an ovaall evaluation to diesel fuels as a group, it has evaluated occupaoon& exposms k 
“$-A re<mlng as an ARC probable human carcXrogen (Group 7_A). It has ev&ared distillate @ght) diesel o& as not cl&fiable as human B 
.-c 1: s (Group 3). 
imi of Risks: Although diesei fuel’s aticologic effects should resemble kernsme’s, they are somewhat more pronounced due to additives 
:h as sugurized esters. Excessive inhalation of aerosol or mist can cause respiratory Fact irritation, headache, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, and 
IS of coordination. depeadiag oa coacenrntioo and qxposure rime., When removed fi-om exp,osure area, affecred persons usually recover 
mplerely. If vomiti,ng occurs after ingestion and if otl 1s aspirated nuo the lungs, hemorrhagmg and pulmonary edema, progressing lo mnd m- 
Ivement aad chermcal pneumoaitis, a~?y result X compmhve raho of,oral to aspira+d lethal doses may be 1 pt vs. 5 ml. Asphar~on may &o 
,slt in naasient CNS depressron or excltemeat Secondary effects may mclude hypoxia (insufficient oxygen m t&y cells), iofecnon pneumato- 
.e formauon, and chroarc lung dysfunction. Inhalation may result in eu horia, 
~;ooged or repeated skin conic: may LITIW.~ hair follicles aad block se t 

cardiac dysrhythmias, respiratory arrest, aad CNS toxicity. 

zs and legs. 
aceous glands, producing a rash of acne pimples and spots, usudy on 

?dical Conditions A qavated by Long-Tern Exposure: None reported. 
.rget Organs: Cen d- nervous system, skin, and IIWCOUS membranes. 
imarv Entry Routes: Inhalation, ingestion. 
ute cflects: Systemic effects .%m iagescon inc!ude gastrointestinal irritation. vomiting, diarrhes. and in severe cases cen& nervous svstem 
zessioo. pFJglTsSiOg U, coma Or death. Inhalation Of semsols or SisrS may rtSUlt in increased ntc of respirr&oa, tachyca&a (excessively rapid 
2: beat). and cyanosis (dark purpiish discoloration of the skin and LOUCOUS membranes caused by deficient blood oxygenation). 
ronic EfTecrs: Repeated coauct with the skin causes dermatitis. 

XST .uD 
es: Gently 2.f~ the eyelids and flush immedi;ite!y and continuously with flooding ~IXOUOLS of water unti.J a;insponed r.o M emergency mdid 
L:ty. Coasulr s physician imrcediately. 
m: Quick!v :emove cootaminared clothin 

F- 
Rinse wirh flooding amounts of water for at least 15 min. If large areas of the body have beea 

:osed or iftintioa persists, get medical .elp Imrcediately. Wash affected area with soap and water. 
!alstion: Remove exposed person to ,%esh ~LT and support breathin as needed. 
zestion: Sever give anyting by mouth t0 an unconscious or coavu &, 
:‘YICZ a phvsician imrnediateiy. ?osit.ion to avoid aspiration. 

mg person. If ingested do MI indue vo&iq due ‘9 ~p&~ao~ hac+rd. 

:cr first aid, get appropriate in-plant, paramedic, or community medIca support 
re to Physicians: Gasmc Lavage 1s conrrrtindicated due ‘9 aspiration hazard. Preferred antidotes Jre charcoal and m& In cases of severe 
_atioa pneumonitis. consider monitoring flatial blood gases to ensure adequate ventilation. Observe hhe patient for 6 hr. If vital signs become 
:zn~I or symproms develop, obtain a chest x-ray. 

ction 7. Spill, Leak, and Disposal Procedures 
ILLeali: %otrfy safety personnel. evacuate s.rea for large rpi&, remove all heat and ignition sources and provide maximum explosion- 
.:Liauoc. Cleanup persooael should protect 
: 3 noncombusuble absorbent matenai to p~c 3 

ainst vapor mhalauoo and liauid coor~c~ Clean up spills promptly to reduce fm or v 
up small spills or residues. For large spills, dike far ahead to contain. Pick 

: Jr disposal. Do not release ‘XI sewers or waterways due 10 health and fire and/or explosion hazard. Follow applicable OS 
?. lo?“” 120). Diesel fuel oil No. 2-D sprlls may be environmental hazards. Report lar e spills. 
PO onract your supplier or a licensed coauacmr for detailed recommendations. 30 
.I L+-,nations 

llow applicable Fedemf, state, and local regulations. 

?A Hazsrdous Waste (40 CFR 261.21): Ignitable waste 
XCLA Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 302.4): Not listed 
2.4 Extremely Hazardous Subst.-mce (40 CFR 355): Nor listed 
XA Toxic Chemical (40 CFR 372.65): Not listed 
HA Designations 
Cooaminmt (29 CFR 1310.1ooO. Subparr 2): Not listed 

ction 8. Special Protection Data ‘. .:. . . ...” :.. . . . . 
$es: Wear protective eyeglasses or chemical safety goggles, per OSHA eye- and face-protection regulations (29’CFR 1910.133): 
pirator: Seek 

use a NlOS I-f 
rofessional advice prior to respirator selection and use. Foollow OSHA respiratorregulations (29 CFR 1910.134) and, if aeces- 

-aopmved respirator with a mist filter and organic vapor ctidge. For emergency or nonroutine operations (cleaning spilbs. 
:&r vessels, or &rage tanks), wear an SCBA.Waming! Air-purifying rcspirarors do not protect workers in oxygen-deficient atmosph~cr. 
:er: Wear mpervious gloves, boots, aprons, and gauntlets to prevent sfi contact 
I tilation: Provide general and local explosion-proof veatilatioa systems to maintain airborne concentrations that promote worker safety and 
iuctivitv. Local exhaust ventilation is preferred since it prevenrs Motarninant dispersion into the work area by controlling it at its source.(‘~ 
zry Staiions: ,Make available in the work area emergency eyewash stations, safety/quickdreach showers, and washing facilities. 
ltaminated Equipment: Never wear contact lenses in the work ana: soft ~COSU may absorb, and all lenses concentrare, irritant. Remove this 
enal from vour shoes and equipment Launder contaminated clothing before wearing. 
nments: ?lever ea4 drink, or smoke ia work areas. Practice good personal hygiene afW using this material, especially before eating, drinking, 
:Lng, using the toilet or applying cosmetics. 
Ition. 9. Special precautions and Comments . . :. ., t ,, “. .::<.I: 1; C.. .::i:. .~..:;.-~:..-i~j:~:,:l”c. :..sF.< ,,zi:~.:)-‘y:~ .:~ :,y:.. ::... .,. 

Store in closed ~~ataiaers in a 

nsportatioo Data (49 CFR 171.101) 
T Sk--ing Name: Fuel oil 
I- F~ f Class: Combustible squid 
7’0.: >A:993 
F Label: Nooe 
T Packaging Exceptions: 173.118a 
Y Packaiing Requirements: Yooe 
S: Collection References: 1,6,7. 1 2. 73.84, 101, 103, 126. 127. 132. 133. 136. 143, 146 
\red by: ?A .Allison. BS; Industrial Hygiene Review: DJ Wilson, CIH; .Medlcal Review: AC Darlingron, MD: Edited by: JR Stuart. MS 

..-,--r(~r--“-I^(~..C--....------.. -- .^---I .-, . . 1 .yalJh”,‘I.,> ~.a:LI(*,llr.-*l..CI ,y.:n- -.,, 
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b?s L-tan 1 6314-F-2 NOA 
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I Maten’al Safety D&a Sheets Collection: 
4~ vb Genium Publishing Corporation 

1145 catalyn srreet 

Schenectady. NY 12303-1836 USX I 

Sheet No. 467 
Automotive Gasoline, Lead-free 

(5 18) 377-8854 I 
1 Issued: lo/81 Revision: A, 9fil 

Section 1. Material Identification : _ :... .: :. . . . . . . .i . . . .._ : .,y:. ,:.. .:.. 35 
Automotive Gasoline, Lead-kee, Descrfptlon: A mixture of volatile hydrocarbons composed mainly of branched-chain R 1 NFPA 
paraffii. cycloparaffii. olefm. naphthena. and aromatics. In gemal. gasoline is produced kom petrolcrm. shale oil. 
Athabasca tar sands. and coal. Motor gasolines are made chiefly by cracking pmce~ses. which convert heavier petrokurn 
kctions inro more volatile fractions by &mal or caralyric decomposition. Widely used as fuel in internal combusdon 

i $0 p. 
K 4 

engines of the spark-ignited. rtiproating typa Automotive gasoline has an octane numba of approximately 90. A high ~~m;pdoa 49 - 
contmc of aromatic hydrocarbons and a consequent high toxicity are also associated with a high cczitne rating. Some 
gssoiines sold in che US contain a minor proportion of rctraerhyllead, which is added in concentrations MI exceeding 3 ml Pi 
per gallon to prevmt engine ‘Knock.” However. merhykert-bury1 ether (MTBE) has almost complertiy repiartd F 3 n , 
wra.cthylIead. 
Other Designations: C.-G No. 8006-61-9, beruin gasoline, gasolme. motor spirin. natural gasoline. pcrruL 
Manufacturer: Contact your supplier or distributor. Consult latest CJwnical Week Bqers’ GuidO for a suppliers list 

&Gt tSecs 

C3udoas: Inhalation of automotive gasoline vapors can cause intmse burning in throat and lungs, central nervous system (CNS) 
depression, and posfible fatal pulmonary edema Gasoline is a dangerous fue and explosion hazard when exposed to ha and flames. 

Section 2. Iqpxtients and OccupationaI Exposure Liti& :. .. . . . . ...:: Y.. 1. . . . .:/:... .. 
Aummotive gzsoiine. lad-kee’ 

1990 OSHA PELs 1990-91 ACGIH TLVs 1985-86 Toxicity Data* 
9-hr TWA: 300 pp. 900 mg/m’ TWA: 300 ppm. 890 mglm’ .Maca inhalarion, TC,: 900 ppfl hr; toxic effccu include sense 
15-min STEL: 500 ppm. 1500 mg/m’ STEL 500 ppm. 1480 m&m’ organs and special senses (conjunctiva initarion), behavioral 

(hallucinations, distorted perceptions). lungs. thorax. or 
1990 NOSH REL respiration (cough) 
None established Human. eye: 140 ppm/X hr: toxic effects include mild irritation 

Rat. khakion, LC,: 300 g/m+‘5 min 

l A cypiul modem proline ccmporidm is 80% pnffh, 14% anmadcr. and 6% olcfins. Tbc mean bamne ccnunt is qwcsima~y 1%. G&r &I~C+IU &Iu& 
sulfur. phcn.phoms, and -WE. 
+ See NOSH. RTECS (LX33aoa)c)). for uididonll toxicity dam 

Section 3. Physical Data 
Boiling Point: Initially. 102 l F (39 ‘C); afrer 10% distikd. 140 ‘F 

(60 l C); after 50% discihi. 230 ‘F (110 ‘C); after 90% distilled. 
338 l F (170 ‘0; final boiling point. 399 ‘F (204 ‘C) 

Vapor Density (air = 1): 3.0 to 4.0 

.:;., .:.: :. > . . .:-1.‘. .: :.:.. : ..: .‘. --. . . ..: ., ,. 
DensityiSpecl~c Gnhy: 0.72 rn i.76 a.60 ‘;(I& ‘C) 
Water Solubillty: Insoluble 

Appearance and Odor: A clear (gasoline may be colored wirb dye), mobile liquid with a characteristic odor recognizable at about 10 ppm i.n air. 

S&ion 4. Fire and Explosion Da&, .A :. ‘1 : .:.: :. .. ‘-:.:,: I. .:i-: f.-,. ;~:,‘.<;~,, .!.: i,~~l.,C~-~i:::-~~~:;.: ::.I. ,-:Y ..: ..: .;::> .: -.. .. : 
Flash Point: 45 ‘F (a3 ‘C) 1 Autolgnltlon Temperature: 536 to 853 ‘F (280 to 456 l C) 1 LEL: 1.3% v/v UEL: 6.0% v/v 
Extinguishing Media: Use dry chemical. carbon dioxide. or alcohol foam as exdnguishing media Use of water may be ineffecrive to extinguish 
fiie. but use water spray to knock down vapors and to cool fue-exposed drums and tankx to prevmt prcsnxc rupture. Do not use a solid stream of 
water since it may spre3d the fueL 
Unusual Fire or Explosion Hazards: Auromobile gasoline is an OSHA Class IB flammable liquid and a dangerous fire and explosion hazard 
when exposed to heat and flames. Vapors can flow to an ignition source and fIash back. Automobile gasoline can also reactviolmtly with 
oxidizing agmo. 
Special Fire-flghtiug Procedures: Isolate hazard area and deny may. Sirre fue may @uce toxic fumes. weat a self-contained breathing 
appararus (SCBA) with a full facepiece operated in pressuredemand or @rive-pressure mode. and full pPtective clothing. When the fire is 
extinguished. use nonsparking took for cleanup. Be aware of runoff from fue control methods. Do not release to sewezx or waterways. 

Section 5. Reactivity Data ,....: ! ‘,. ,;_. ,:; 1: .: ..:.::. : ‘. 
Stabillty/Polymerfzatlon: Automotive gasoline is stable at room temperamre in closed containers under mrmal storage and handling conditions. 
i-fazardolls polymerizaKion cannOC cccur. 
Chemical Incompatibilltles: Automotive gasoline can rcacr with oxidizing mare&s such as peroxides. niuic acid, and perchlorates. 
Conditions to Avoid: Avoid hear and ignition sources. 
Hazardous Products of Decomposition: Thamal oxidadve decomposition of automodve gasoline can produce oxides of carbon and partially 
oxidized hydrocarbons. 

- -._. ir e.. -. --._ ____- _.__ 
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.Section 6. Health Hazard Da&-_ 
Carcinogenicitv: In 1990 repot, : he NRC list gasoline as a possibie human carcinogen (Group 2B). iuthough the L&RC has assigned an overall 

*a g&line. it ha.ss’not zAgned an ovzrall evaiuadon to speciiic substances within this group (inadequate human evidence). 
ummary of Risks: Gasoline vapors are considered moderately Isonous. 

s.d mucous membrme md respxxory tact timion. Brief inh ape. 
Vapor inhalation Carl axe central nervous system (0J.S) depression 

rss~rses :o gasoline npor concennadors are: 160 to 270 
anons of high concentrations can cause a fatal pulmonary edema. Report& 

ppm causes eye and throat irritation in several hours; 500 to 900 ppm causes eye. nose, 
ar.d L!oat irritation. and dizziness in 1 hr: and 2&%3 ppm produces mild anesthesia in 30 min. Hi 
minutes. If large a.rezs of skin are exposed to gasoline, toxic mounts may be absorbed. R 

er concentrations are intoxicating in 4 to 10 

Cer.ai.. individuals may develop hypersensitivity. Ingestion can cause CNS depression. 
aattx& prolonged skin exposure causes dermatitis. 

neumomds. In adults. mgestion ot 20 to 50 
onary aspiration after ingestion cm c3use severe 

t ledical Conditions Aggravated by Lone- + 
gasoline may produce severe sympmms of poisoning. 

erm E.xuosure: None rezorted. 

Inhalation: Remove exposed person IO fresh air and support breathin as needed. 
Ingestion: Yever give mydung by mouth to 3n unconscjous or conw K. 
Give conscious victim a mixture Of 2 

mg person. If ingested. do twf induce vomiring due m aspiration hazard. 
tablrspoons of aczvated chvcoal mixed in 8 oz 01 water ‘9 drink Consult a physician immediately. 

After first aid. get appropriate in-plant, paramedic, or community medlcal support 

Section 7. Spill, Leak, and Disposal Procedures 

i 

Spill/Leak: Not& 53 fecy pnonne!. evacuate all unnecessary personnel, remove heat and ignition sources, and provide maximum explosion-proof 
v&t:lation C!aup personnel should protect against vapor <mhalation and liquid conucL L’se nonsparking tools. Take up small spills wim sand or 
3che: noncombusuble adsorbent Dike storage areas to connol leaks and spills. Follow applicable OSHX regulations (29 CFR 1910 l?_fl\ 
Aquatic Toxicity: Bluegill, freshwater. LC, ,8 pprm96 hr. 

_ --.- -_,. 

Disposal: Contact your supplier or a licensd conuactor for detailed recommendations. Follow applicable Federal. state. and local re-qulations. - - 
P.1 Designations 

.CRX Hazardous Waste (40 CFR 251.21): Characteristic of ignitability 
CERCLX Hazardous Substance (40 Cl=R 302.4): Nor listed 
SXRX Extremely Hazardous Substance (40 CFR 355): Not listed 
Sr\RA Toxic CSemical(40 CFR 372.55): Not listed 
OSHX Designarions 
Listed as an ti Contaminant (29 CFR 191O.lOC0, Table Z-l-A) 

Section 8. Special Protection Data 
Goggles: Wear prorective eyeglasses or chemical safety goggies. per OSHA eye- and face-protection regulations (7.9 CFR 1910.133). Since 
cormct lens use in industry is controversial. establish your own policy. 
Respirator: Seek 

G 
ofessional advice prior to respirator selection and use. Follow OSHA respirator regulations (29 CFR 1910.134) HL~ if 

necessary, wear a i OSH-approved respirator. There are no specitic MOSH recommendations. However, for vapor concentrations not mum& 
scely dangerous to life or health. use chemical caraidge respirator equipped with organic vapor cartridge(s), or a su@ed-air respirator. For 
emergency or nonroutine operations (cl&g spills, reactor vessels, or storage tanks). wear an SCBA. wwning! Av-purifying respirators & mr 
prmecr worlrers in oxygen-def’iciem amspheres. 
Other: Wear impervious gloves. boots. aprons, and 
polyvinyl alcohol provide excellenrfgood resistance H 

auntlets to prevent prolonged or repeated skin contact Materials such as neoprene or 
or protective clothing. NOW Resisrance of specific materials can vary born product to 

product. 
!‘entiIation: Provide general and local explosion-proof exhaust ventiIation s.srerns to maintain airborne concentrations betow the OSHA PEL 
(Sec. 2). Local exhaust ventilation is preferred since it prevents contaminant dispcnion i.nr~ the work area by controlling it at its source.(*m 
Safery Stations: .Make available in the work area emergency eyewash s~tions. safetv/quickdrench showers. and washing facilities. 
Contaminated Equipment: Remove this material from your shoes and equipmat. Lunda contaminated clothing before wearing. 
Comments: Yever ear. &ink, or smoke in work areas. Practice good personal hygiene after using this material, especially before &ng, Mg, 

smo’kmg, using me toilet. or applying cosmetics. 

Section 9. Special Precautions and Comments :: 
Storage Requirements: Store in ciosed containers in a cool. dry. well-ventilated area away from heat and i 
agents. Protect containers born physical damage. Avoid direct sunlight Storage must meet requirements of f!?’ 

‘tion sources and strong oxi&g 

detached stora e preferred. 
SHA Class IB liquid. Outside or 

Engineering E ontrols: Avoid vapor inhalation and skin or eye contax Consider a respirarory protection program that includes regular eg, 
matntenance. inspection, and evaluation. Indoor use of this material requires explosion-proof exhaust venalaaon to remove vapors. only USC 
gasoline as a fue! source due to irs volatility and flammable/explosive nature. Practice good personal hygiene and housekeeping procedures. Wear 
clean work c!oching daily. /c 

Transportation Data (49 CFR 172.101, .102) 

Tqet Organs: &in. ife. respiratorv andcenaal nervous systems. * 
Primarv Entry Routes: Inhalation. ingestion. skin contac: 
.-\cute effects: Acurc inhalation prcduces intense nose. rhro~ and lung irritation; headaches: blwed vision: conjunctivitis; flushing of the face; 
mental confusion: staggering gaiit: slurred speech; and unconsciousness. sometimes with convulsions. Ingestion causes inebriation (dmnkenness), 
vomiting, dizziness, fever. drowsiness. contusion and cyanosis (a blue to dark purplish coloration of skin and mucous membrane caused bv lack 
of oxygen). Xspirarion cause choking, cough. shortness of breath. increased rate of respiration. excessively rapid heartbe% fever, bronc,h&s, and 
pneu.Tonitis. Other symptoms foilowmg acute exposure include acute hemorrhage of the pancreas. fatty degeneradon of the liver snd kidneys, 
Ir.d passive congesrlon of spleen. 
Chronic Effects: Chronic irhalation :esults in appetite loss, nausea. weight loss. insomnia. and unusual sensitivity (hyperesthesia) of the distal 
enucmiues followed ‘by motor weakness, .muscular degeneration. and diminished tendon reflexes and coordination ReDeared skin e-sure can 
cause kdisren;lg, drymg. and lesions. 
FIRST .UD 
Eyes: Gently lift the eyelids and flush immediately and continuously with flooding amounts of water until aansported to an emergency medical 
iacilirv. Consult a ohvsician immediarelv. 
Skin:*QGUv rem&k contaminated clo;hin 
physician. W&l 3ifecced 3rea with soap an 8’ 

Rinse with tlooding amounts of water for ar least 15 min. For reddened or blistered skin, consult a 
waLer. 

OT Shipping Yame: Gasoline (including cming-head und nnrwaf) MO Shipplng Name: Garoline 
DOT Hazard Cl=: Fiammable iiquid MO Hazard Class: 3.1 
ID So.: UN1203 ID X0.1 UN1203 
DOT Label: F!ammable liquid 
DOT Packaging Exceptions: 173.118 

MO Label: flammable liquid 

DOT Packaging Requirements: 173.119 
MDG Packaging Group: II 

.CfSfl.S CoUlcc~nn References: 16.73. 99. 100. 101. !03. 124. 13, 127. 132, 133, 136. 138. lu), 133, Iti, 153, 159 
Preuared bv: \! .\lhsnn. 9s. Industrial Hvciene Review: DJ Wlism. CH: .Medical Review: W S;lvcrman. .?tfLl: Edited bv: JR Stuart. .MS 

- __._. -.Y). .__ ._ .._. r ^_.. - ,- _.~ .- _. 



APR-29-96 13:40 FROM:WITCO SALES ENC. ID:8143681363 PAGE 131:: 

WITCO MATERIAL SAFETY OATA SHEET 
3---1=1----3alll1l====~==-------=-- -- ,3-------tb----L---r-------~-------- 

AMALIE MULTI-PURPOSE LS GEAR LUBRICANT PAGE 1 
Product Code: 473 6752 

NFPA HAZARD RATING 
Fire 

!l 
- Extreme 
- High 1 

2 - Moderate Toxicity I 0 
I - Slight 
0 - Insignificant 49 

Reactivity 

Special 
--I------------ - -- 
DIVISION AN-D LOCATION---SECTION I 
-suIw------ ----- -I_-- - -- 
Division: AMALIE REFINING COMPANY 
Location: BRADFORD, PENNSYLVANIA 

ONE AMALIE UAY,BRADFORD,PA,I670I 
prneraencv Telephone Number: (814) 3684111 
Transportation Eme_rcrena: CHENTREC I-(800) 424-9300 (U.S. and Canada) 

a----w -- w-c- 
CKEMICAL AND PFiYYSICAL PROPFlRTIES---SECMON II 
-s-----d-B------. 
Chemical Name: 

- 

< 

(-- petroleum hydrocarbon plus additives 
Formula: not applicable 
Hazardous DecomBosition Products: 

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide from burning. 
oxides of phosphorous from burning 
oxides of sulfur 

IncomDatibilitv 1Reeo away from): 
strong oxidizers such as hydrogen peroxide, bromine, and chromic acid. 

Toxic and Hazardous Imredients: 
none 

1 iquid ~ormr Odox: pungent, sul fur type 
Appearancq: viscous liquid coloq: green to brown 
Soecif ic Gravitv Cwater=I): .89 
Boilina Point: greater than 330-C (625‘F) 
Meltina Point: -18’C (O’F) 
Solubility in water (bv weisht %I: 0 at ZO’C 
Volatile (by weiaht $1: 0 
Evaooration Rate: 0 
Vapor Pressure (mm Her at 2OOCJ: 0 
Vapor Densitv f ir==ll: not Volatile 
pH (as is): not &pl icable 
sgabiutv: Product is stable under normal conditions 
Viscositv SUS at IOOOF: Less than 100 

(Continued on next page) 



UITCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
_- ------C--=--FI=-~=EI---. - 

WALIE MULTI-PURPOSE LS GEAR LUBRICANT PAGE 2 
Product Code: 473 6752 

-- 

FIRX AND EXPLOSION DATA---SECTION III 
- -p-p- --- 
SDecial Fire Fishtins Procedures: 

00 not use water except as fog. 
Unusual Fire and Exblosion-Razards: 

none 
Flashpoint: (Method Used) Cleveland open cup greater than I9O’C (375’F) 
Flammable limits %: not applicable 
Extincruishina aaents: 

Drychemical or Waterfog or CD2 or Foam 
Closed containers exposed to fire may be cooled with water. 

w-w- -- - - -- 
KEALTH HAZARD DATA---SECTION W 

Permissible concentrations (air): 
If used in applications where a mist may be generated, observe a TWA/PEL of 5 
mg/m3 for mineral oil mist (OSHA and ACGIH). 

Chronic effects of overemosure: 
Prolonged or repeated skin contact may cause dermatitis (skin irritation) 

Acute toxicological ProPerties: 
na data available 

Smeraencv First Aid Procedures: 
IEv_es : Ilrnnediately flush with large quantities of water for at least 15 

minutes and call a physician. 
Skin contact : Remove excess with cloth ar paper. Wash thoroughly with soap and 

water. 
Inhalation: Remove victim to fresh air. Call a physician. 
If Swallowed: Call a physician immediately. DO NOT induce vomiting. (Vomiting 

may cause aspiration into lungs resulting in chemical 
pneumonia.) 

SPECIAL PROT&CTfON INFORHATION---SECTION V 
. . Ventilation Twe R auired ILo al, echanlca1,sveclaI.I 

Local if necessary to maintainCallo~able PEL(pennissible e!xposure limit) or 
TLV(threshhold 7 imit value} 

Reseiratorv Protection (SDecifv tvne)- 
Use NIOSH/MSHA certified respirator with: dual organic vapor/mist and particulates 
cartridge if vapor concentration exceeds permissible exposure 1 imi t. 

Protective Glovesi 
neoprene type 

Eye Protectioq: 
chemical safety goggles 

Other Protective EauiDment: 
P--- none 

(Continued on next page) 



WITCO HATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
5x-- -='c=zc===-- --*-=IE---=t-=I - -~=ru11=!45--~--,~ .F- MALIE MJLTI-PURPOSE I5 6EAR LUBMCAHT PAGE 3 

Product Code: 473 6752 

HANDLING OF SPXIS OR LEAKS---SECTION VI 
e-- -p- 

-Procedures for Clean--Up: 
Transfer bulk of mixture into another container. Absorb residue with an inert 
material such as earth, sand, or vermiculite. Sweep up and dispose as solid waste 
in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations. 

Waste Disposal : 
Dispose of in accordance with a17 applicable federal, state and local 
regulations. 

, 411 

SPECIAL PRECA~---SECTION VII 
-- -- 

- ---I 
Precautions to be tak . In ha ndlina and 

Do not handle or stoFenat temperatures over 
: 

EQximnu Storaae TernDerature: 38'C (ZOO'F) 

TRANSPORTATION DATA---SECTXON VIII 
> 

- D._O.T.: Not Regulated . Reuortable OggmZ&y : not applicable . --, Frelaht Classification: Petroleum Lubricatfng Oil . Special Trav N otes : 
none 

COMMENTS 
--- 

* STATE REGULATORY INFORMATION: 
Pennsylvania Worker And Comunity Right To Know Act: This product contains the 
following ingredient(s). 
Hydrocarbon oi 1s CAS. NO. 8020-83-5 
The additive mixtures in this product have been declared a trade secret by the 
additive manufacturers. 

Preuared bv: Robert Kellam 
;ifl?;aro;pt~pervisor, Lubricants Testing, Maintenance, and Safety 

t1u1 a : 05/20/81 Sent to: 
Revision Date: 07/19/94 
Suv3ersedes : 04/01/93 
Date Sent : 

(Continued on next page} 
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WITCO MATERIAL SAFETY UATA SHEET 

_ - WIE MULTI- 
-==Z--D--e-- 

R LU8RIcANT -- 
R.zw- L - _ _ -w-----== 

PACE 4 
F~oduc-t Code: 473 6752 

We believe the statements, technical information and rsoamendations contained herein 
are reliable, but they are given without warranty or guarantee of any kind, express 
or implied, and we assume no responsibility for any loss, damage, or expense, direct 
or consequential, arising out of their use. 
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--“‘ 

UITCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ---- ----PIIUIII------------~==~*~===--=-~==~ 3=-m ==Iicm:r=3RC 
Kendall C-915 Grease PAGE 1 

s: 563 7’834 

NFPA HAZARD RATING Fire 
4 - Extreme 
3 - High 1 
2 - Moderate Toxicity 1 0 Reactivity 
1 - Slight 
0 - InslgnifFcant a 

Special -w--=-p- -- 
DIVISION AND LOCATION---SECTION I 
----=a- -- ----m 41 

on* . KENDALL REFTNING COMPANY 
I&a&&n: BRADFORD, PENNSYLVANIA 

77 N. KENDALL AVE. ,BRADFORD,pA,16701 
F;nersencv TeleDhone Number: (814) 368-6111 
Transportation Emersency: CHEMTREC l-(800) 424-9300 (U.S. and Canada) 

------_l_--m--- ---v-m- ------- - -.-p -= 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICKL PROPERTIES---SECON II 

--. 

Chemical Name: 
petroleum hydrocarbon and calci urn stearate 

.Fomula: not appl icabl e 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: 

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide from burning. 
fncompatibilitv (KeeD away from) : 

strong oxidizers such as hydrogen peroxide, bromine, and chromic acid. 
Toxic and Hazardous Xnqpzdients: 

none 
semi -sol id Fonq: Odor: mineral oil 

*Dearance: grease black Color: 
SDeCif iC Gravity (wntcpl): .94 
Boilinff Point: greater than 26O'C (5aa.F) 
Meltixm Point; not applicable 
Solubilitv in Water fbv eiaht %1 - negligible 
Volatile (bv weiaht %J: regligible l 

EvaDoration Rate: negligible 
VaDoz Pressure (mm Ha at ZO*Cl: negligible 
Vawr Densjtv ( * L' 11 : not applicable 
pY tas isl : no: &licable 
Stabilitv: Product is stable under normal conditions 
Viscositv SUS at 100eF: Greater than or = to 100 

-- -m-e --- _--- 
FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA---SECTION III 

SDecial Fire Fjm ProCedures: 
Do not-use water except as fog. 

UIIU~IIA~~F! and Explosion Hazard?: 
none 

(Contfnued on next page) 



WITCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET -------w----e----- ---we- me- ------------‘----r-----E----------~ 
,_Kendall C-915 Grease 

os35=I3=PLB---,,=z=-- -Ic=======z--;p 
PAGE 2 

Product code: 563 7834 

(Section III continued) 

FlashDoint: (Method Used) ASTM D92 greater than 21O'C (410-F) 
Flammable limits %: not applicable 
Extinouishina asents: 

DrychemicaJ or Waterfog or CO2 or Foam or Sand/Earth 
Water may cause frothing. 
Closed containers exposed to fire may be cooled with water. 

. 

--- - -- v-w --- 

HIEALTH EiAZAl?D DATA---SECTION IV 
- - ---- 
Permiss ible concentrations (air): 

not applicable 
Chronic effects of OverexDosure: 

Extended skin contact may cause dermatitis to some individuals. 
Acute toxicaloaical ProDerties: 

no data avaiJabJe 
Emercrencv First Aid Procedures: 

: Eves Immediately flush with large quantities of water for at least 15 
minutes and call a physician. 

Skin Contact: Remove excess with cloth or paper. Wash thoroughly with soap and 
water. 

--‘“‘ Inhalation: Remove victim to fresh air. Call a physician. 
If Swallowed: Contact a physician immediately. 

---- 

SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION---SECTION V 
--- -z ,-1- -- - --- -- 
Ventilation TM e Rewired tLocal,mechanical.sDecial): 

none required 
Resniratorv Protection tSDecifv tme): 

nane required 
Protective Gloves: 

rubber 
Eve Protection: 

chemical safety goggles 
&j.Ser Protective Equipment: 

none 

-  * -  v--w- - - -  -  
- - -  - 

HANDLING OF SPILLS OR LEAKS---SECTION VI 
--- --m-- -w-a - 
Procedures for Clean-Up: 

Transfer bulk of mfxture into another container. Absorb residue with an inert 
material such as earth, sand, or vermiculite. Sweep up and dispose as solid waste 
in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations. 

Waste Dimosal: 
Dispose of in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local 

_I@-"- regulations. 

(Continued on next page) 
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/ 

HITCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ===q~x’------ -===EEPX=3P~t===-,------=====-~=--- 31o=x’m3zP 
Kendall C-9X Grease PAGE 3 

J?roduct Code: 563 7334 

--- -- --------m- ----- -- --- 
SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS---SECTION VII 
-w-v-* 
Precautions to be taken in handlim and storaae: 

Do not handle or store at temperatures over 
Maximum Storacre Temr>erature.: 38-C (LOO’F) 

nm- --- 
TRANSPORTATION DATA---SECTION VT11 

--- 

ReDortable Ouantitv: not appl icab'le 
Freisht Classificatioq: Petroleum Lubricating Grease 
Special Transportation Notes: 

=----- -----_-- ~ a---- ---I_--- 
-- --- -- --- 

COMMENTS 

---------------- --- -- _ 
-- 

* STATE REGULATORY INFORMATION: 
Pennsylvania Worker And Community Right To Know Act: This product contains the 
following ingredient(s). 
Hydrocarbon oils CAS. NO. 8020-83-5 
Partial contents are withheld as trade secret information. 

or Pared bv : Robert Kel 1 am 
Ti.&.e: Group Supervisor, Lubricants Testing, Maintenance, and Safety 
Original Date: O6/18/82 Sent to: 1 
Revision Date: 08/09/94 
supersedes : 04/01/93 
Pate Sent . w 

We believe the statements, technical information and recomendations contained herein 
are reliable, but they are given without warranty or guarantee of any kind, express 
or implied, and we assume no responsibility for arty l~s, damage, or expense, direct 
or consequential, arising out of their use. 



;\PR-25-36 lL:34 FROIY:VITCO SALES ENC. ID~Ei1436al363 PAGE 21 1.: 

w I T c 0 HATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET =fr'f===,,=3'=r====f~==E='l~==-- --Pmlt=DPle3--91 
KENDALL FOUR SEASONS HYDRAULIC FLUID 

-c-=Psll'd*dllrl 

AM-22,32,46,68,100 2nd 150 F=-- r 
PAGE I 

NFPA HAZARD RATING Fire 

3" 
- Extreme 
- High - . 

!OXiC ity m 
0 - insignificant 

Special 

Reactivity 

-- ,--Y-e-- ------U-d---- 

DTVISION AND LOCATION---SZCTION I 
-9-- a== --__I 
Division: KENDALL REFINIIk COMPANY 
Location: BRADFORD, PENNSYLVANIA 

77 N. KENDALL AVE.,BRADFORD,PA,1670~ 
Emzrsencv Telebhone EJumber: (814) 368-6111 
Transmortation Emersencv: CHEMTREC l-(800) 424-9300 (U.S. and Canada) 

v 

-- 

Mm- ----- P----p----- 

cHEMzC9L AND PE-TYSICAL PROPERTIES---SEC&N II 
w-m -w-m 

-- ---------e- 
- Chemical-Name: 

petroleum hydrocarbon 
Formula: not appl i cab12 e 
jkzardeus DecamDosition Products: 

8-T carbon monoxide.and carbon dioxide from burning. 
oxides of phosphorous from burning 
oxides of sulfur 

IncomDatibiJ&-tv fKeeb away from) : 
strong oxidizers such as hydrogen peroxide, bromine, and chromic acid. 

Toxic and Hazardous Insredients: 
none 

Form: liquid bland Odor: 
ADnearance : 7 i quid amber Coloy: 
SmCific Gravitv (wate+-11: .a7 t0 .aa 
Boiling PoGt: greater than 330-C (625’F) 
preltincr Point: less than -18'C (O'F) 
Solubilitv in-Water--lbv weiuht %I: 0 at 2O'C 
Volatile (bv weiuht %J: 0 
Emporation Rate: 0 
VaDor Pressure (mm Rq at 2OOC): 0 
VaDor Density ( Lr=1) : not voi atile 
pH (as is2.: not :bplicable 
Stability: Product is stable under normal: conditfons 
Viscositv SUS at lOOoF: Greater than or - to 100 

(Continued on next page) 



ALJR-‘Y-3ti 1 j: 33 FKOtI: Wi TCO SALES ENC m ID:e143681363 PAGE 3/. 1 

WIT-CO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ==3'af===~='rOar _--- ------3======p--=II=~===--- ------- 
KENDALL FOUR SEASONS HYDRAULIC FLUID 

---i--------~-r=-------= 

A&22,32,46,68,100 and 150 
PAGE 2 

=f- 

- - - -  
- m m -  

- - - - - - -  
WD 4-w 

FI,RE AND EXPLOSION DATA---SECTION 
----Y__- _ - 

--=-- -2-e 
=1 Tire Ficrhtinc Procedures: 

-- 

Do not use water except as fog. 
Unusual Fire and Emlosion Eezards: 

none 
Flashmint: (Method Used) Cleveiand open cup greater than 200-C (390-F) 
'Flammable limits %: not applicable 
Extincmishinu asents: 

Drychemicai or Waterfog or CO2 or Foam 
Closed containers exposed to fire may be cooled with water. 

w-w c-p--- ---u--- --I- 
ZALTIf HAriZUlD DATA---SECTION IV 

--w-p--- ---- ___~~ m-- 
Per-mis~ible concentrations (air): 

see COMMENTS section 
Chronic effects of overemosure: 

no data available 
Acute toxicolosical moperties: 

no data available 
Emersencv Fira Aid Procedures: 

=--. EVes : Immediately flush with large quantities of water for at least 15 
minutes and call a physician. 

Skin contact: Remove excess with cloth or paper. Wash thoroughly with soap and 
water. 

Tnhalation: Remove victim to fresh air. Call a physician. 
If Swallowed: Contact a physician immediately. 

--- 

SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION---SECTION V 
-w--p --- 

Ventilation-Tvme Required (Local.mechanical.saecial): 
see COMMENTS section 

sesoiratorv Prbtecttin (Specifu vri ) 
Use NIOSH/MSHA certffied respirat; wyti 
cartridge if vapor concentration exceeds 

Protective Gloves: 
neoprene type 

Eve Protection: 
chemical safety goggles 

Qther Protective~EquiDmentr 
none 

dual organic vapor/mist and particulates 
permissible exposure limit. 

(Continued on next page) 

.%- 



W IiCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA 
l~3)l=zsll"~~c=~_,_,,, SHEET -e---M --F--=='=---Y=V= 

K-ALL FM SEASONS HYDRAULIC FUIID 
=f~===I~=ll~l- -lr13=3=.-'..-'.--------- ----a--- 

AW-22,32,46,68,100 and X50 PAGE 3 

=31-.,,--- 
- ------- 

,WDL,tNG OF SPfLLS OR LZXS---SECTION VZ 
--%a I__------ --- - 

aocedw tor Clean-Ug: 
- 

Transfer bulk of mixture into another container. Absorb residue with an inert 
materfal such as earth, sand, or vermicu7ite. Sweep up and dispose as solid waste 
!n accordance with ‘local, state, and federal rqulations. 

Yaste ITiszmral: 
Dispose of in accordance wj th a77 app7 icab e federal, state and 70ca7 
regulations. 

-Z- -M-  -  ----w-L_ 

----====-p- 

SPECI= ?RE~UTIONS---SECTION Vi?1 
--__L __I. --- -c-p, -- 
precautims to be t&ken kS handlina and 

Do not handle or store at temperatures over 
storage: 

Maximm Storacre Tpanerature: 38'C (ZOO’F) 

I----- ezz7 

. TZANSPORTATION DATA---SECTTON 
u- -- - - 

-a---- -- B-P -T-------p- 
D,O.T. : Not Regulated 
geDort&& Quantitv: not applicable 

Classification: R-e- Petrol cum Lubricating Oi 7 
SD@C~& Trarxmortation Notes: 

--- 

=- 
none 

_--.--y---v- -- 

&VIRONKENTAC/SAFETY REGUUUXONS---SECTION IX 
-- -- 

This product does not contain any chemical in sufficiant quantity to be subject 
to the reporting requirements of Section 313 of Title III of the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 and 40 CFR Part 372. 

COHHENTS 

If used in appi ications where a mtst may be generated, observe a TK&'PEL of 5 
mg/nt3 for mineral oil mist (OSHA and ACGIH). 
* STATE REGUATORY INFORMATION: 
Pennsylvania Worker And Cawunity Right TO tiow Act: This product contains the 
following ingredient(s). 
Hydrocarbon oi 7 s CA-S. NO. 8020-83-S 
The additive mixtures in thrs product have been declared a trade secret by the 
additive manufacturers. 

(Continued on next page) 
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APR-29-96 13~36 FROM:WITCO SALES ENC. ID:81436@1363 PAGE 5.‘:~ 

WI TC 0 MATE R I At SAFETY DATA SHEET 
III------liSP====lilSPE='t-- w-w--- --=POI=SPllt===~p===-==- -l=lll="-=-=r===-=== 

KENDALL FOUR SEASONS HYDRAULIC RU'ID PAGE 4 
I -Y-22,32,46,68,100 znd 150 

(COMMENTS continued) 

Preuq red bv: Robert KeI lam 
Group Supervi SW, ;-r$l~: 

u nal Date: 
Lubricants Testing, idaintenance, and Satoty 

05/24/89 Sent to: 
Revision Datq: 08/09/94 
Suuersedes : 04/01/93 
Date Sent : 

We believe the statements, ‘technicai information and recommendations contained herein 
are reliable, but they are given without warranty or guarantee of any kind, exwess 
or imp?ied, and we assume no responsibility for any loss, damage, or expense, direct 
or consequent f al , :ari sing out of their use. 



UQUlDAIRCORPO~AllON 
AlPw~ DMSIOH 

p.wza 

ALPHAGAZ 

Speclaity Gas 

Material Safety Data Sheet ’ 

. 
Pnooucl1u(r 

Hydrogen Cyanide 
~=-y~~*pIof2 

TMDEllAME~E~ Hydrogen CAS Nurrber; 
Cyanide, Hydmcvanic acid 74-9OA 
CHEYICAL luy~ MQ VM Hydrogen 

Cyanide, Formonitrile 
FORUM MOLEalAn npcIM CMEntcAL fAYILV - 

HCN 27.018 Cyanide compct?gd 

\' 

! 

HMLTHHAZAADDATA 

nwwa~AwaE~u~L*nT Pure hydrogen cyanide is a liquid, is unstable, and must be 
stabll-lted with the addition of sulfuric or phosphoric acid. Liquid Air corporation - trm - -;c: . .:- yj&-& 
AVMPTOYI w CxPWRe 

Inhalation: At approximately 1 molar PPM concentratfon, the detection of it; ,..,r of 
#"'1tter almonds" is possible, w 

..G levels of 20-40 molar PPM, slight symptoms of digestive irritation, mental confusion, 
land slowing of the breathing rate are evident after several hours of exposure. 
also appears even though the circulator' 

Cyanosis 
function is only slightly impair.;!. 

(Continued on last page.) 
-- - 

TOIKXKOQlCAL PwPEnTm 

It is one of the quickest acting poisons; It hinders the vital oxydation-.-eduction 
reactions in the body resulting in anoxla affecting the central nervous sj*stm 
resulting in respiratory paralysis. 

Usted a8 Carcinogen Nattonal lbxkology Yea 0 I.A.R.C. Yes 17 OSHA Yer 0 

or Potendal Carcinogen Prog-Jll No q Monographs No a No a 

~~yEwE0 FIRI A0 TuEAlmEuT 
'OROMPT RENDERING OF FIRST AID IS IMPERATIVE. 

F ROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION IS MANDATORY IN ALL CASES OF OVEIXXPOSURE TO HYDWGEN CYANIDE. 
ESCUE PERSONNEL WOULD BE EQUIPPED WITN SELF-CONTAINED 3RUTHING APPARATUS AND BE 
OGNIZANT OF EXTREME FIRf AND EXPLOSION HAZAsll. 

L reatment is based on forming methemagi&in in the blood which complexes *Gth the 
, ,anide Ion rendering it incapable of al:ting as a poison. It is reported that up to 20% 

the hemoglobin can be converted to methennaglobin without danger of anoila. The 
ormation of methemoglobin is accomplished by fnjecting Intravenously 10 ml of a sterile 
X solution of sodium nitrate followed l&iately by 50 ml o sterile solution of 

Id Q-+wP-L 



L4rogen cyanide is slowly polymerized in mmid. In the presence of moisture, 
Ilides, potassium and bases, this exothermic , wtctntalytic reaction Is accelerated. 

Acids retard this reaction. 

; . 

PHYSJCAL DATA 

FIREANDEXPCOSION HAURDDATA 
Ft.@4 POWt (rrwolj8Eo) -0.4”F ALIT0 IoNrnOH TEwEaATum FUY~84.ELluJT8YBYMLuw 

1jJOC CPA C-Ill-l LEL = 5,6 UEL = 40 
anmimn~a muw EU~T~~~CIL~~~ICICITIOW 
Hater, carbon dioxide Class 1, Group not c,oes!'fied 

wccuL RAL Fmlmw PROQWAEI 

.  . I  

.  REACTlVI'lYDATA 
8TuvTr COWomoltl TO AVOID 

UtW8UV I .x - See Hazardomvw,izat&n bplow r 

Moisture, cyanides, potassium or bases 
-0a wcw- raoDucm 
Asmonia .i 

maw aLvuEILI*nw ~~yomow~~o~ww Pure HCN slowly polymerizes to atuuonia. With 1 
Ma1 o- 

wuwoloctu 

X incompatible materials this r'eactlon is accelerated. Acids ar 
added to pure HCN to retard this exothermic polymerization. 

SP!LLOR LEAKPPOCEDURES 
~toIL.TILlEWiMutc~~~~E~~OR~ 

/ Evacuate all personnel from affected area. Use appropriate protective equiprknt. If 
leak 1s In user's equipment, becertain to purge piping with an inert gas prfor to 
attempting repairs. If leak is in container or conlainer valve, contact the closest 
Liquid Air Corporation location. , : 

WMtf m8PDaL -0 
of -)t attempt to dispose of residu9.l or unused quantittes. Return in the shibplng 
cc. -diner pmperly tabled, with any valve outlet plugs or caps secured and valve 
protection cap in place to Liquid Allr Corporation for proper disposal. 
disposal, contact the closest Liqujd Air Corporation location, 

For emergency 

~MEfCiUICY @PONhE INRXIMATION 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY INVOLVING wit3 HATERIAL, CALL DAY 0R NIGHT (800) 231-13&j 

OR CALL CHEMTREC Af (RW 424-9300 



SPEClAL PRECAUTIONS’ 

w~~L~~“~oG;? Hydrocyanic acid, liquefied (RQ 10/4.54) I.D. No.: NA 1051 ; 
DOT Shipping Label: Poison gas and flammable gas DOT Hazard Class: Foison A ' 

- 
YZ~~LHU(OUUORE~~YLLCWOI~W 

Use only in well-ventilated areas. Valve protection caps must remain in place unless 
container is secured with valve outlet pfped to use point. Do not drag, 'slide or 
roll cyljnders. Use a suitable hand truck for cylinder movement. Use a grassure 
reducing regulator when connecting cylinder to lower pressure (c3,OoO psig‘j piping 
or systems. 00 not heat cylinder by any means to increase the discharge rt~t of 
product from the cylinder. Use a check valveSor trap in the discharge II;,:2 9 prevent 
hazardous back flow intc the cylinder. 

for sddl$oMl twdlq roco(pmandaPwa WWt L’Alr LkWW’r GlcydopsdU da Ou or Comglrmd 0aa k#larcn Pampnyt p-1. 

WEcaL amMae rwcouwLuMM Protect cylinders from physfcal damage. Store jn cool, dry, 
well-ventilated area of non-combustible canstructlon away from heavily trafficked area 
and emergency exits. Do not allow the temperature where cylinders are stored to excee 
130F (54C). Cylinders should be stored upright and firmly secured to p+went falling 
or being knocked over. Full and empty cylinders should be segregated. I;;e a "first 
in-first out" inventor;, system to prevent full cylinders being stored for c;..;.=ssive 
periods of time. Post "NO Smoking or Upen Flames" signs in the storage I-:* : 2rea. 
There should be no sources of ignition in the storage or use area. It rni+ CL-, Se 
advIsible to post signs indicating that a poison is stored in this area, 

1 

lrkst comndn structural materials are compatible wfth hydrogen cyanide. Equipment 
for containing HCN must be kept scrupulously dry and leak-tight. 

. 

mtm -AnoYa m rrrruunowr B ecause of hydmgen cyanide's extreme toxicity, It is 
recmended that a continuous monitoring system with alarm be installed to monitor the 
atmosphere wherever hydrogen cyanide is being handled or used. The system should have 
sensitivity and accuracy to a level at least one half of the TWA. EarthYground and 
bond all lines and equipment associated with the hydrogen cyanide system! Electrical‘ 

3 equjpment should be non-sparking or explosion proof. Compressed gas cylinders should 
not be refilled except by qualified producers oi cumpre.ssed gases. .Shipment of a 
compressed gas cylinder whjch has not been filled by the owner or with his (written) 
consent is a violation of Federal Law (49CFR). 

! 
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UQUfD AIR CORPORATION 
ALPHAAU DwIww 

TIME WEIGHTED AVERAGE EXPOSURE LIMIT: (Continued) 

only offers HCN for sale as low concentrations of vapor diluted in other gases. 
The Ceiling limit for hydrogen cyanfde is 10 molar PPM. (ACGIH, 1984-85) I 
Twa (8kq ICar Pm @SEA, 1985). "' 

SYMPTOMS aF'wasuw (Cod inued) 

135 Molar PPM - death within 30 minutes of exposure. 

180 Molar PPM - death within 10 minutes of exposure. 

270 Molar PPM - death within 5 minutes of exposure, 

RECOWENDED FIRST AID TREATMENT: (Continued) 

sodium ihiosulfate - both solutions injected at a, rate of 2.5-5.0 ml per minute. 
. .:i. 

&f the victim is unconscious,.assisted respiration should be started-imedi~tely 
on clearing the contaminated.area, . 

For further informatiin refer td ('Air Llqufde's Encyclopedte des Gaz. 
:' ', 
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LIQUID AIR CORPORATION 
AwluazONW 

Specialty Gas 

Material Safety Data Sheet 

HEALTH HAZARDDATA 
na wwm 4nmb2iz - umu 

10 molar PPH; STEL - 15 ;nolar PPH (ACGIH, i9W-85) 

Continuous exposure to 1 ow (15-50 PPM) concentrations will generally cause irritation 
to mucous membranes and conjunctivae of the eyes. It ma 
dizziness uf nausea. Higher concentrations (2CO-30C PPM 7 

also cause headache, 
can result in respir..tory 

arrest leading to coma or unconsciousness. Exposures for more than 30 minutes at 
concentrations of greater than 700 PPH i.ave neen fatal. Continuous inhalation cf low 
concentrations ma cause olfactory fatisJe cr ;aralysis rendering rhr detactior, of its 
otesence budor neffwtlve. .- 

romcmmsh momam 
Inhalation of hydrogen sulfide is highly toxic. It is also an irrltant to muc~tis 
ttssue, membranes and the conjunctivae of the ayes. Continued exposure renders the 
olfactory sensors inoperative. Toxicoloqicall:+ i;s reaction with enzymes in t;Y blood 
stream inhibit cell respiration resulting in pulmonary paralysis, sudden collzl-.se 
and death. This overshadows its irritant effect on mucous membranes and tissL3 which 
at worst will cause pulmonary edema or conjunctival lesions. 

Lisled as carctnog4fl NationalTorlcology Yes a IARC. n330 OSHA bs cl 
or Potential Carcinogen Program No !B Monographs No q No @ 

PROflPT MEDICAL ATTENTION IS WNDATORY TN ALL CASES OF OVERU(POSURE TO HYDROGEN 
SULFIOE. RESCUE PERSONNEL SHOULD BE EOUiPPED WITH SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS. 
RESC'JE PE.XONNEL SHOULD RECOGNIZE ME HAZARDS 3F OVEREXPOSURE DUE TO OLFACTORY 
FATIGUE. 

Inhalation: Extreme fire hazard uhen rescuing semi-conscious or unconscious persons 
due to flammability of hydrogen sulfide. Avoid use of rescue equipment which might 
contain ignitlon sources or cause static discharge. Move affected person to an 
uncontaminated area. if breathing has stopped, give assisted tespiratfon. Oxygen or 
a mixture of 5X carbon dioxide in oxygen should be administered by a qualified person. 
Keep victim walTn and calm. Seek iiT?I’itdiate UtediCal aSSiStZU!Ce. (Continued on list page. 

3263C35C B2S/AI,? 



Page2 

1 
Hydrogen sulfide will explode ur burn over a iride range of mixtures in air. It 
becomes dangerously reactive when mixed tich corcentrated nitric acid or other 
strong oxidizers sucn as sulfuric acid. Vapors *i!l combust spontaneously when 
mixed with vapors of chlorine, oxygen difluaride or nitrogen trffluorjde. 

PHYSICAL DATA 

I 

wwm3 WYI uoum DcII(w Al loluw wwf 
-76.4”; (-6C.Z’C) 57.!1 lb/f+ (914.9 kg/n?) 

*APoll - w  Dmam AT TO-F 1 a 
266.9 usia (1840 k?a) .0X 1bs/ft3 (1.45 kg/m3) 

sumuw Ju WATEh FllElya mm 
Soluble -122.3'F (-85.7"C) 

*CWMM~~~~OQ~ Shipped and stored as-a liquid under its own vapor pressure. Vapor is 
colorless with a chara&Wistic "rotten eqq" odor,fpQcific gravi?v (Air~1.0) is 1.211 

FIREAND EXPLOSJON HAZARDDATA 
w mm acmco usa) AUTO IC- TM-NRE NLYWLlNTS(rBYW*OLLYE 

Gas 554'F (29C'C) _ LE',: 4.0 UEL: 44.0 
~OLIWIYG yuw 0.Em-L -urn 

_ . ~a- drv chu&a? or & so ray - I 
seu~ FIN wmuma mocmuw 

Shut off flow of gas. Cool surrounding t'ire-expcZ?d containers with water spr-ai::. 
Fire fighters should use self-contained brearhlng apparatus. 

Hydrogen sulfide is sldghtly heavier than air so 
s-- may "travel" 

my accumulate fn low spots and 
.?- a considerable distance :a a flame or other source of ignition. 

Lx Avoid heat, flame or other sources of ignition, 
Y~~~~A~~JuTI~~L-~ Concentrated nitric acid 

. . . 
difluoride or other ste 

I cclonne~ nitrogen trifluorlde, o..ygen 
aaents. 

mmlaT*s*JhC-M-Wl- muum 
Evacuate all personnel from affected ama. 
If leak is in user’s equipment, 

Use appmpriata protective equipllent. 

to attempting repairs. 
be certain to purge piping with an inert gas prior 

If leak is in container or contafner valve, contact the 
closest Liquid Air Corporation location. 

Do not attempt to dtspose of waste or unused quantities. Return in the shipping 
container properly labeled, with any valve outlet plugs or caps secured and valve 
protection cap in place t4 Liquid Air Corporation tar proper disposal. 
emergency d7sposa1, contact the clortst Llquld Air Corporation lacatlon. 

For 

I 
f-- EMEWEMCYRESPONSEINFOFIW~ 

itd =SE OF f%tEFiGam #d~LvttdG Tidi!% -mu, c*LL oA;r OR ffim (800) 23+7=6 
ORCaLLOIEMlXC AT (MO) 424-9360 

. 
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SPECIAL PROTECTION LNFORMATION ‘age 3 

Hood with forced 

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS’ 
WCuILUaEulo -uAnol 
DOT Shipping Name: Hydrogen sulffde (RQ-IDC/45.4) I.D. No.: UN 1053 
DOT Hazard Class: Flammable gas DOT Shioping Label: Flmble gas, Foison 

¶?ccuL)(I*DuMc Recoa-Tlw 
'Jse only in well-ventilated areas. Valve protection caps must remain in p'lace unless 
container is secured with valve autlet piped to use point. Do not drag, siide or tell 
cylinders. Use a suitable hand truck for cylinder movement. Use a pressure reduc!ng 
regulator when connecting cylinder to lower pressure (<750 psig) piping or systems. 
Do not heat cylinder by any means to increase the discharge rate of product irm the 
cylinder. Use a check valve ar trap in the discharge line to prevent hazardcus 
back flow into the cylinder. 

sMuALrronAaJiaec#YeuMlmw 

Protect cylinders from physical damage. Store in cool, dry, well-ventilated a:?a 
of non-combustible construction aray from heavily trafficked areas and emergemy 
exits. Do not allow the temperature where cylinders are stored to excel 130F (54C). 
Cylinders should be stored upright and firmly sexred to prevent falling or ts<-; 
knocked over. Full and aapty cylinders should Le segregated. Use a "fist in. ;; 'I'C 
out" inventory system to prevent full cylinders being stored for excessive per 
of time. Past '90 Smoking or Open Flames" signs in the storage or use area. . . . . . _ 
should be no sources of ignition in the ctorage or use area. 

ml?cuL l AaAam 04tQYUDo*TH# 

Many metals corrode rapidly nfth wet hydrogen sulfide. Anhydrous (water conterlt 
<-4Of or C) hydrogen.sulfide can be handled in carbon steel, aluninwn, Inconep, 
Stellite* and 304 and 316 stainless staels. Avoid hard steels which are highly 
stressed since they may be susceptible to hydrogen ambrittlemrnt from hydrogen 
sulfide. 

Earth-ground and bond all lines and equipment associated with the hydrogen sullide 
system. All electrical equipment should be non-sparklng or explosion proof. Do 
not rely on the olfactory sense to detect. the presence of hydrogen sulfide. Analytical 
devices and insthlmentation are readily &vailab?e for this purpose. Perform frequent 
analytical tests to be certain that the WA is not being exceeded. 

Cmpressed gas cylinders should not be mfilled except by qualified producers of 
(CaMwed on last page.) 

--- 

32500'350 E2S/'XZ 



Recommended First Aid Treaunent: (Continued} 

Eye Contact : PERSONS WITH POTENTIAL EXPOSCRE TO HYDROGEN SULFIDE SHOULD NOT 
KEAR CONTACT LENSfi. 

Flush ccntaminated eye(s) with copious quantities of water. Par? eyelids with 
fingers to assure complete flushing. Continue fct at least 15 minutes. 

. 
Other Aeconmendations or PrecautSons: (Continued) 

compressed sases. Shipment of a compressed gas cylinder which has not been 
fflled by the owner or with his (\urittenl consent is a violation of Federal 
Law (49CFR). 

32530050 u3c /I’3 



LIQUID AIR CORPORA~ON 
AV- OWKIOM ALBHAGAZ 

‘Specialty Gas 

Material Safety Data Sheet 

PROOUCT IIAMC 
t 

Isobutylene I 
TElWHOME (415) 9n&00 
EWRGENCI RESPONSE WFORUATlOM ON P&GE 2 

I 
4138 Caliiomla P&a, Suite 354 

2l2-l N. CaMomia Blvd. 
Walnut Cm&. Califemia 94596 

uemww+ms isobutene, 
Isobutylene, 2-Methylprooene 

19slJE DATE ocro6En 1. l¶el FORYUU MO~ChAB WEWiT 
AN0 RMSIONS CORPORATE sm DEPT. 

CMMICAL FAMILY 

(iso) C&J 56.03 Monolefin 

HEALTH HAZARD DATA 

7 

-- 

-p 

:=OSU~EUW lso~utylene is defined as a simple asphyxiant. Gxygen 
-& levels should be maintained at greater than 19 molar percent at noma aQospheric 

pressure which is equivalent to a oarti;rl pressure of 135 rran Ho. (ACGI:, 1984-85) 
S'TWPTOMS OF RmsURE 
Inhal ation: Moderate concentrations so as to exclude an adequate supply rjr’ oxygen 
to the lungs causes dizziness, drowsiness and eventual unconsciousness. It also has 
a very mild anesthetic effect which mignt cause lack of co-ordination or ;essen& 
mental alertness. 

Skin and Eye Contact: 
rate of evaporation, 

It is mildly irritating to mucous membranes. Due to its rapid 
it can cause tissue freezing or frostbite on detmal cantxt, 

It has a very mild anesthetic effect; however, 
of an adequate supply of oxygen to the lungs. 

the major property is the exclusion 

Frostbite effects are a change in color of the skin to gray or white possibly 

followed by blistering. 

Listed as Carcinogen National Toxicology Yes a 
or Potential Carcinogen Program No El 

I ARC Yes cl 
Monographs No @l 

OSHA Yes @ 
No &l 

REc4YYENOE4 FIRST uo l-MAl-MEKr 
PROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION IS MANDATORY IN ALL CASES OF OVEREXPOSURE TO ISCzUTYLmE. 
RESCUE PERSONNEL SHOULD BE EQUIPPED WITH SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARAT'Jj ANQ BE 
COGNIZANT OF EXTREME FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZ4RB. 

Inhalation: Conscious persons should be assisted to an uncontaminated area and 
1 inhale fresh air. Quick removal from the contaminated area is most important, 

Unconscious persons should be moved to an wcontaminated area, given mouth-ta-mouth 
resuscitation and supplemental oxygen. Medical assistance should be sought irrmediately 

Dermal Ccntact or Frostbite: Remove contaminate4 clothing and flush aff?:ted areas 
CCsnTintied nn Ilist 7,:ap.l 



ljObUty lene is flarrnab e over a wide range in air. 

PHYSICAL DATA 
eoluwc ?OIWT uau~0D~rfATaOiuNG~l~ 
10.18'F (-7.12'C) 39.09 lb/ft3 (6X.2 k&) 

VAPOR PRESSURE GAS PuISrn AT 70.2: 1 mw 

@ 7O*F (21.1aC) = 38.63 psia (265 k?a) ,148 lb/ft3 (2.37 ka/m3) 
I SoLUBILm IN WATER FREPIffi POlMt 
I 

Insoluble -220.63:F J-140.3SW 
1 AP~WWCCEANO OOOR Colorless gas with an unpleasant odor similar to that WhlCn 1s efil~tnx 

i when burnina 4nthrZCit2 Coal. Yoecific qravitv @70af (Air = 1.0) ;s l-98. i 

FIREAND EXPLOSION HAZARDDATA 
FUSH F0lW-r (Mm00 USED) AUTO ICMnOM T’EMPERANRE 

-1OS"f (-76°C) Closed cup 869°F (465°C) 
FUYMABLL UYLTS % BY VOLWE 

LEL: 1.3 

Water, carbon dioxide. dr*! chemical 
c-u. FIRE FtGHnnG PAOCEDURES 

! 

I - 

possible, stop th'e flow of isobutylene. Use water spray to cool surroundjng 
containers. 

, UNUSUAL FIAE ANO EXPLOSIOW MROS Isobutylene is heavier than air and may travel a 
distance to a source of ignition. Should flame be extinguished and flow of gas 

increase ventilation to prevent Tlamnable mixture fonfiation in lot areas or 

REACTWITY DATA 
CaNOmONs TO AVOIO 

I 

St&l. X 
INCUIyPATIIIlLIT7 Wats~ir lo wad) 

Oxidizers 
, HAz4RaolJs 0EC0YP05m0N PRQOUCTS 

None 
HAiL4Roous P0LYMERILITl0N 

bi0.f ormr 

WI nol occv X 

SPlLLORLEAKPROC,EDURES 
/ m to as TAKEN IN CASE Y*XRIAL IS RSLCUED OI smuo 
1 Evacuate all personnel from affected area. Use appropriate protective equi prnent. 
/ &5-leak is in user's equipment, be certain to purge piping with an inert gas prior 
1 : tternpting repairs. If leak is in container or container valve, contact the 

c~usest Liquid Air Corporation location, 

WAS-R! OSPOSAL UcrWOO 

Do not attempt to dispose of waste or unused quantities. Return in the shipping 
container proDer?y labeled, with any valve outlet plugs or caps secured and valve 
zrotection cap in Dlace to Liquid Air Corporation for Troper disposal. For 
._______ :. m-e- ~- -. .. . ,. . . . 



SPECIAL PROTECTlON INFORMATlON Page 3 

, Hood with forced 
ventilaticn 

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS’ 
SPECUL UBELING INFORMATION 

DOT Shipping Nhme: Liquefied petroleum gas 
COT Shipping Label: Flammable gas 

GOT Hazard Class: Flammable gas 
I.D. No.: UN 2075 

SPEWL FUNDUNG R~COMYENDATWMS 

Use only in well-ventilated areas. Valve prDtec',ion caps must remain in place unless I 
ccntainer is secured with valve outlet piped t3 use point. 
roll cylinders, 

Do not drag, slide or 
Use a suitable hand truck for cylinder movement. Use 3 pressure 

reducing regulator when connecting cylinder 
; 

sys tefns l 

to lower pressure ((250 psigj pipina or 1 
Co not heat cylinder by any means to increase the discharge ratt of ;r;oCuct : 

frcm the cylinder. 'Jse a check valve or trap in fhe discharge i ine to prevent 
hazardous 5ack flow into the cylinder. 

For adlitionol handling recommendadons consul1 L’Air Liqu~e~‘s Encyoopada de Gaz or Compmss8d Gas Associ~~on Pamph!ef P-7. 

SPEClAC STORAGE RECouMENo*nONS 

Protect cylinders from physical damage, Xoro in cool, dry, well-ventil2:ed area of 
non-combustible construction away from heavily trafficked areas and emeriency exits. 
Do not allow, the temperature where cylinders are stored to exceed 13OF :SSC). 
Cylinders should be stored upright and firmly secured to prevent falling or being 
knocked over. Full and emptry cylinders should be segregated. Use a "f'rst in-first 
out" inventory system to prevent full cylinders being stored for excessice periods 
of time. Post "No Smoking or Open Flames" signs in the storage or use areA. There 
should be no sources of ignition in the storage or use area. 

For ad&ianal storage nxommendadont consult L’Air Liquidrt’s Encyclopedia de Gu or Campma Gas Association ?ampnet P-l. 

SOECLAL ZACKAGING RECOMYENOAnONS 

Isobutylene is noncorrosive and may be used with any common structural mcteriai. 

OTNER RECOMMENDATIONS OR PREUUT1ON.9 

Earth-ground and bond all lines and equ'pment associated tiith the isobutylene system. 
Electrical equipment should be non-sparking or explosion proof. Compressed Gas I 
cyli riders should not be refilled except by quai Ified producers of compressed gases. : 
Shipment of a ccmpressed gas cylinder which has not been filled by the obr,er or 
with his (writ: en) consent is a violation of Federal Law (49CFR), I 

I 
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RECZIWEIYDE~ FIRST AID TR~TMENT: (Continued) 

with lukewa~~~ water. DO NOT USE HOT WATEL A physician should see the patient 
promptly if the cryogcnfc "burn" has resulted in bldstering of the decal surface or 
deep tissue freezing. 
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Odor Threshold: Z! XI-Z’ 
Vapor Pressure: ” mm Xg 3c 25 f (7 ‘C, 
Sacumted Vapor Dertsit)l{Air = l-1 i#d, Xl75 ;bk$: 

12.7.: ,i& cr (1.C80 !b,kj 
Formula Wt’dghr: 54.29 
Densip (H;O= I. 3t 1 ‘C): 0.78505 3t 68” (2l ‘c-; 
Water joiubiiify : > 10 5~ 

O&C Solubilitia: Solub!e 5 ~CCIICI. :t.k. ~?Jcr~fc~~ 2nd 
be-!!crx. Insoluble in sd: xdcccns. 

Boiliny Point 180.5 F (822 ‘Q 
Freezing Poinr -129.! ‘F (495 ‘C) 
V’Lscmity: ‘,! c? 3f 77 T (25 ‘c) 
Rektcioa Index: !.X5 1~ 63 ‘f (3 ‘Cj 
Sudact Tension: XI.8 dyr.ticn x 7 Y (2 ‘Cl 
Ctitiai Tc.mpenture: 255 ‘? (23 ‘,7, 
C,-icial Pressure: A7 5or: 
Ocmna~V3ccr P3rtition Ctxflidene bg xcw = 0.05 

Ionization Pote&iz lO.!O eV 

Toxidty Dam:’ 



P3dcaging .Aucborinrions Quantity Imitations 
J) ExcepLions: !Z.ISO a) P3ssengtf, Airmk or R3ilu.r 5 I 
b) Non-bufk P3c!aging: lZ’cJ2 b) Cargo Aircraft Onlr 60 L 
c) Bulk F’x!agin~ 17224?, 

Vesxl Stowage Requirements 
a) Vesxf Stowage: 3 
b) Other. - 

Repad By .M Cannon, BA 
Indaraial Hygiene Review -?A Xoy. .W!?. a 
Medid Review TThobum. &MD. ?/8X 



MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 

NOTE: This IWaterlal Safety bata Sheet tMSDS1 Is prepared for 
Industrlallcommerclal une rltuations. me preperatlon of this MSDS may be 
required by law but this is not an assertion thet this product presents e risk in 
the normal consumer use situation. 

PRODUCT (AS LABELED); Dove@ Olshweshlng Liquid 

GENERAL USE: A consumer hand dishwashing liquid 

MANUFACTURf33’S NAME: LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY 
ADDRESS: 390 Perk Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

BUSINESS PHONE: 2 12-688-6000 

DATE OF PREPARATION 8101 I95 
MSDW: C024, Replaces version dated 2/2/95 

-a--..-..- .- --- 
2. COMPOSITION and INFORM&J-ION ON INGREDIENT 

INGREDIENTS: The cfemlng ogmts h Dove am blodagr&blr. Dow wntalns no ph~sphorws. 
pXPOSURE LIMITS IN w 

-_ - _- - - - - _ - 

CIIWCAL WAMrL CM0 
- .._.. -.._ -: _.._.. 
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meM 

. -.... - .-__-_- 
NA 

HA 

WA 

Nh 

. . .---_w.L ..-.-&--11------ --.--- , . .,, . 

3. HAZARD IDENTIFICATION 

001 ENTIAL HEALTH EFFECT% 

Dove* DIshwashIng LlquM MSDS - Pega 1 



CONTACT WITI I SKIN: No irritation with bticf contxl. Pnssible initetion from prolonged or rcpoalml inr(tl$:rtal COIII;ICI. 
CONTACT WITH f’+ESr Mny ~PU~C mild britatiun snd dincomfort. 
INGESTION: May cautx gaarrolnresrinal Irrltallon with nausea, VOnlllhQ, a11d dslsYyad diarrhea. 
INHALATION: While ir,haletion of e product mist ia ulllikely, such cxpobure lnily cause trnnsicnt upper respiratory kritalion. 
CHRONIC HEALTH EFFECTS: None cxpcctcd. 

CONSUMER PRODUCT PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT: Not lor 118s In sutomatlc dirhwashhen. DO not mix with chlorine bleach of 
ottrcr housshdd clarning products.KCCP OUT OF: REACH OF CHILDREN. 

4. 
SKIN EXPOSUIIC: Rlr~sv wirh wmer. 
EYE EXPOSURE: Flush 4tla waler tar 16 minutes. 
INGkSTlON: Do not m&cc volrliting. Drink e glass of milk of willw. 
INHALATION: Move individual IO frcJI air. 
Note: If symptoms pwrsis?, s-ok medical atlcntioll. 

. . . . 
,5. FIRE-FIGHTING MEASURES 

. 

FLASH POINT: No flash to 200 r.. 
AUTOIGNITION TEMPERATURC: Not iltq~lic~bl~. 
FLAMMABLE LIMITS(in air by volumc,%l: Nor spplicshlg. 
FIftC CXl INtiUlSHlNG MATERIALS: Not appliwbk 

W8tcr Spray: YYE C&JI.II~ Dioxide: YA’I Fobm; Yes 
Pry Chemical: Yor l-kllon: Yes 

UNUSUAL FIRE AN0 EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Product is 11~1 cnmhuttible. Uso ayproptiate lirn extinguishing agout for clan pscksginq 
material. 

SF’CCIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES; Nono. 

_- 
5. ACClDENTAi REiLEASE MEASURE-S’ 

SPII L AND LEAK RESPONSE: Di~pnscrl is to bo porformod in wmplianne with applic&lu luwr. Small or household quclr&iur may bR 
&p~sed oI in refuse or scwof. Product L!rrtoitrs hiodnqsdabb inorcdiantr. Cont;rins no phosphorous. Tur larya tinduetrisl) relorroos, 
prnvam spill ironr orllerha a waterwav. Abtofbom motcriolo mily bu unad. 

7. HANDLtNQ and STORAGE 

WORK PRACTICES AND HYGIENE PRACTICF.6: USC\ pcrsonal pucmctiva mquipment spptopriato fuc Um task. 
STORING AND HANDLING PRACTICtS: Notti ruquL6d with normal UCO. 
PI+01 ECTNE PRACTICES DURING MAlNTCNANCk OF CONTAMINATED EQUIPMtNT: Use personal protoclivu s(plipmPAt when 
ccmiact Is likely. 

. . 
8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS : PERSONAL PRO+ECT%lN 

VCNTILA’I ION AND ENGINFERING CONTROLS: Urs with adequsto vonlilccion. Mshrniut usnulrtion not normally rnr(llifed duriw 
normsl ommtion. 
EYE FJROTECTKm Wur safety plruua. 
HAND PROmCTION: Waar rubbo~ ulovus lar protonged contact. 

DnvaP Dishwsshina Liquid MSbS - Page 3 



BODY PROTECTION: Now required. 

- 9.. F%iYSlCAL and CHEMICAL PROPERTlES 

VAPOR DENSITY! Nor ~ppllc~blc. EVAWHATION IIATElweter - 1): 1 
SPECtFlC GRAVITY:l,O32 1.048 MELTING POINT OR RANGt: c 0 C 
SOLUEILIl Y IN WATER: soluble. BOlLING POINT: > 100 C 
VAPOR PriCSSURE,mm Hg @ 20 C:(opproximatelv) 18 pH(1 % xotutionl: 8.0 . 6.9 tar ic) 
APPEARANCE AND COLfX: This liquid ie II plnacrrrd srnolling. rlippory, OPP~FII) white rolutlon. 

. . 
10. SfABlLlTY and REAC%/lTY 

STABILIl’Y. Sloblc. 
DECOMpOSlTlON PRODUCTS: Nunu. 
MATERIALS WITH WHICH SUbSl ANCC IS INCOMPATIBLF. Do IIOI mix with chlorina Merrch. 
HAZARDOUS M)LYMERIZATION~ Will 1101 occur. 

CONDITIONS To AVOID: DO not IOR in strtornutk dkhweshcr. 

. 
.l 1. TRANSPORTATION INFORM&-ION 

THIS MATERIAL IS NOT HAZARDO~JS As DCTINED BY 49 CFR 1’12.101 0Y THE U.S. 0tzPmMtNI or 
TRANSPORTATION. 

PROPER SHIPPING NAME: NOI applicable. 
IlAZARO CIASS NUMBER and DESCRIPTION: Not npplioehk. 
UN IDENTIFICATION NUMDCR: Not sppicsble. 
PACKING GROUP: Nor epplicable. 
DOT I./IBELtSl HtQUlTtCD: Not spplicshla. 
EMERGENCY RESPONSC GUIDE NUMBER: Not epplicsblo. 
MAAlNt POLLUTANT: Not sppliucblu. 

CANADlAN TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS REGULATIONS: THIY MAlLilIAC IS NOT C~.~SSIRED AS” 
DANGEROUS GOODS’. 

PREPARED LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY 
BY: NEW YORK, NY 10022 

Dovee Diahwurling Liquid MSDS - Pago 3 



I Afaferzkl Safefy Data Sheets Coliection: 

- - 
Genium Publishing Corporation 

1145 Calalyn Slrcct Sheet No. 4-W 

S(.l~crm-~mly. NY 1370-t- I X76 I ISA M~tllllllC 1-#1111 111 lifl~l 
1 IssuclJ: 7/80 Kcvisioli: A. 8/89 

S&zctidn 1. ..M@&W Identjfication .:... :. .:;:.i’i:;.,:;: ..,;. . . ; ; ..:, 25 
IMethane Descrlptlon: Widely distributed in nature. methane comprises O.o0022% by volume ol the earth’s atmosphere. R 1 

American natural gas is mostly methane (85%). At lcmperatures greater than 2012 ‘F (I 100 ‘C), pure c&on combines I 4 - 

with pure hydrogen to form mel)mnc. Above 2732 ‘F (15(H) ‘C), rhc amount of methane produced increases wilh lempcra- S - 

ture. Obtained from sodium acetate and sodium hydroxide or from aluminum carbide and warcr. Commercially prepared K 4 cc 

1 0 

from narural gas or by fermentation of cellulose and sewage sludge. Consrirucnt of illuminating and cooking gas. Used in 

tie manufaclure of hydrogen, hydrogen cyanide, ammonia. acetylcnc. ~ormaldchyde. and many oher organ&. 

Other Designations: Fire damp; marsh gas: mclllyl hydride; Cl{,; CAS No. 0074-82-8. 

%fanufacturer: Contacr your supplier or disaibumr. Consult the la[zs[ Chemicnlweek Ouyers Guide (Genium ref. 73) 
for a suppliers list. 

SFP‘I 

HX1lS 
H 1 

f&jjab and Qccupatiollal Exposure Limits”‘>:. ::.:....:.,i:.:-. : .A ‘..~:-.ii:a’.~::~::.::~!-;~:r:..~i::~, ::....F, .:‘:;.5+ 

I- 
Methane, ca 100%+ 

OSHA PEL ACC;lII TLV, IYXX-XV SIOSH REL Toxlclty Datat 
None cst?blished None eslnhlishc(l None eslahlishod Nor listed 

’ Check wilh ywr Tupplicr 10 de~nniur drc CI~<I COIII~C~SII~CW ‘II !hc prcha~cJ wcthrne I’o~~~lrlr cmbm~nantc ITC cthanc (C,lIJ. prcy.anc (C,II,), kwone 

:C,lI,). higher molecular wclghl l Iknnc*, urtrw dioxide (CO,). rli!rogcn (N,). ud orygm(O,). 

t Monkor NIOSII. R7’ECS (PAl49ou(X)). f<,r furutc I~ITICIIY dau 

Sectidn 3. Physical Data -___ 
Boiling Polnt: -259 ‘F (161.6 ‘C) Water Solubility: Slighr’ 

Vapor Denslty (Air = 1): 0.544 at 32 ‘F (0 ‘C) 5lelting Polnt: -296.5 ‘F (-1X2.5 ‘C) 

Molecular Weight: I6 g/mol 

‘Soluble in alcohol and aher. 

Sqction.4. I?ire.and Explosion Data : :.:. ., ..::. :,: ., .:I.: ., .: :: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -.- . . j a..---..- ---_l .- 
Flash Point: -213 ‘F (-136.11 ‘C) hutoig~~lllon Temperature: 999 ‘F (537 ‘C) 1 LEL: 5% v/v* UEL: 15% v/v’ 

Extingulshlng Media: Mcthanc’s cxlrcmc flanlmahilily. cxlcnsivc cxplosihilicy range. and very low flach point rcprcscnt dangerous fire and 

:xplosion risk. 7rcaf anyjirr siruafion involvOtg rnritlly rscnping and hurting mrfhw far fir on emer~~nry. Extinguish mcthanc tires by 

hutting off the source of the pas. USC waler sprays III cool rirc-cxposctl conlaincrs and 10 prolcct the pzrsonncl altempling 10 seal the source of 

he escaping gas. 

[Inusual Fire or Explclchm Ilnxnrtls: hlrtl~nllr g:,z i-z vrry flnmmnhlc with an cxlmrivcr r~plocihili~y range. Tllc hrs~ fire-fi8hling tccbniciclr ma! 

)(: simply 10 let the burning gas escape from dlc prcs<uri/cd cylintlcr. tank car, or pipelines. Ncvcr extinguish the burning gas withoul firs.1 

mating and sealing its source. Othcrwisc. rhc still Ic:lking gas could cxplosivcly re-ignilc wilhoul warning and cause more damage Ihlan if i1 

Jumed &elf out. 

Special Fire-tlghtlng Procedures. * Wear a sclT.cnn~~irlrtl hrcalhing sppararus (SCRA) with a full faccpiccc opcrared in Lhe prcssurc-demand nr 

msitivc-pressure mode. 

’ The loudest mclhanc-wir cxPlosions occur uhcn I vo/~tmc or mc!hane is mixed with 10 volume7 d lir (or 2 volumes of oxygen). Warning: Air with more than 

14% by volume methane bums noi,re/cs.~ly. Methane hums with a pale. faintly lumintuc. not rlwayr easily dcreclcd flame. 

S&Jj~fi :$; ;iRj~~~@@ Da fa ; .: ; : :, : ; :.‘I., . . . . i~:i:‘.~..i.;:.s.:.‘:~:“‘.: ) ij; $ :Pi:~~~~~‘.;:ilii::j~,~~ :.‘~.::i.~~:~~~‘l.i:d~l~~.~:~~~:~~~~~ .j$g;.;.: ~~.~--j’i:;,;..~i.i:~.ii.j~:~. 3:g:-. ‘,, _ 

Stablllty/Polymerlzstlon: Methane is stahlc RI room rcmpcranrrc in closed. prcssurizcd containers during roulinc opcralionc. Hazardous polym- 

erizntion cam01 occur. 
Chemical Incompatlbllltles: Cenium rclcrcnce X4 rcporls tllal mcthrnc can react violcnrly with bromine pcntafluoride. chlorine. chlorine 

&oxide, nitrogen trifluoridc, liquid oxygen. and oxygen dilluoridc. 

Condltlons to Avoid: Never expose mcthanc 10 ignirion sources such as open flame. lighted cigarcrlcs or pipes. uninsulated healing elemcnu, or 

electrical or mechanical sparks. Prcvenr any accidcnral or rmcnntrollahly rapid release of nlerhanc gas lrom high-pressure cylinders. rank cars, or 

pipelines. 

Hazardous Prcxiucts or I)ecomposltlon: Thcrtnnl ~~ti~l~tivr tlrgratlnril\n of mcthnnr cnn p~~~(lucc cnrbnn dioxide and toxic carhn monoxitlc 

(CO). 



Se&m & Special Protection Dnta -- . . . .._.. --- - .._. . _ _..... -. . .-_. .-.- - ..__ ---- .--- ---___ --.-. 
<;lJgfteS: wear prolcclivr ryrgtnssrc or c-trc-ri#i~~:it c:ll~ly gogglvc. tw f )SitA vyc nrul f:~cc ~WCHI*I‘I~IUI rr~ut:~ticwrr (29 CFH lOI 0.133). (;lorrs: TII 

tncvcnt skin contacL workers hantlling liquid IIILY~I:III~ +1\11~1 u’rx qqvopri:I1c irlvllnring gltrvcs. wfc~y plnsscs. NKI splnrl~ aprons, as rcquircd by 

drc particular work conditions. Respirator: N’r:lr a NIOSI I ntlprovcd rcspiratcir rr ncccssary. FCIIIIPW OSllh rcspirx1or regularions (29 CFR 

1910.134). For emergency or nonroutine opcrntiooc (spills IV clrnning rcnch,r vrcscls anti storagr tanks). wear an SCRA. \VarninR: Air-purifying 

respirators do nof protect workers in oxygcndcticicrt[ nlrrrosptwcs; USC self-con[niwxl Ixcdring cquilmlcnt thcrc. Ventilation: I’rovidc gcncr:ll 

and local explosion-proof ventilation systems III mnintnin airhonlc concentrations below the 5% v/v LEL (See. 4). Local exhaust ventilation is 

preferred since it prevents methane dispersion into the work arcn hy eliminating it at its snurce (Gcnium ref. 103). Give spcciai attention IO proper 

ventilation of cncloscd arcns. Safety Stntlons: Mnkc nvaildr in the wrprk nrra cmrrgcnry rycwmh stations, sarctylquick-tlrcnct, showers. 

washing facilities. fire extinguishers. and oxygen IUIIIICS for cmcrgcncy first-aid. Contaminated Equipment: Never wear contact lcnscs in IJIC 

work area: soft lenses may absorb, and ail lenses conccntrntc, irritants. Launder contaminated clothing bcforc wearing. Remove thjs material from 

your shoes and equipment. Other: IT appropriate, c.onsitlcr installing automatic sensing cquipmcnt that warns workers of oxygen-dcficicnt . . . i 

atmospheres or of potentially explosive air-g= mixrurcs. All cnginccring sys:cms in any mcrhanc gw storage, handling, or processing area must 

be explosion-proof so they have no spark potential or hot spots. Prcssurizcd systems must use only approved valves, manifolds. flanges, and flame 

arrestors. Comments: Methane gas prcsrntc tlnngrrmis firr. explosion. and rcnctivity risks. Rcgulariy inspect and service ail the piping systems 

which transport methane gas in producrion and smrngc ,arcnc. Il&re uw, lhorotrgltly ICCI methane lirtcs with nitrogcrr gas for Icaking. espcciaily in 

enclosed arm. 

Sc!&ii~9;~ Spew Pil?cautions and Corrlrltcrll.~ ._-- -....-.-............. - . .-.. --... . . _ -... ----- -...--. 
Storage Rrqulrrnlrutu: SItjar r~wll~~clu* 111 c IGI\I.II. ~~Is’x-.III~~~-~I 4 ~lill~l~*lc, ItlllL L 111’: , I*ilu.lillm. 01 ~vllwr 4-~111i11;11vrv iI1 I( a 1x11. ~lry. well vrrblillllril. 

fireproof area away from heat and ignition sources ad incompatible chemicals (Sec. 5). Protect ti~csc conbairwrs l’rom physical damage and heal. 
Shield them from direct sunlight Speciai HandilnglStotape: Elccuically ground and bond all containers, tanks, cylinders. tank cars and pipelines 

used in methane shipping, rccciving. or transrcrring operations. Never smoke in any work arcn whcrc the possibility of exposure to methane gas 

(fire hazard) exits. Rccommndcd storage containrrs inrludc srrrl. 

Transportntlon l);lta (49 (‘FH 172.101-t) 
DOT Shipping Name: Mcthanc 11\10 Shipping Name: Mcthanc. cmnprcsscd 

DOT IIa7ard Clncq: l3ntnmnhlr ~nr IX10 11111111.~1 (‘IIIW ? I 

I,O’I’ II) No. : t 1N I’) I I I\10 I Illlrl: I l”1111111ll’lr pa,, 

DOT Label: Flammahlc gas 
DOT Packaging Requlremenls: 49 CFK 17?..U)? 

DOT Packaglng Exceptions: 49 CFR 173.306 
-~ 

MSDS Colkcrion Rererences: 1. 6, 7. 84-94. 100. I I h, I 17. I I q, 120. I22 

Prepared by: PJ Igoc, BS; Industrial llygiene Review: UJ Wilson. Clli; hledic;rl Review: MJ Hartlics, MD 1. 

+yi*k 0,919 ly &nwm hhlbhm* Cnrpmlirn Am cnnrrrrr*al uc n rrp~l~~r!vm rc!hwl d% phli*k.‘l pwIi**irn I* vhshm& luA~ml* U In Ih IusUhility Of IdmllUlim kITin ItW lb puC)rrr I pJII”*. 
LIC twa.uIIy em pdllrr’. “-‘hlNy AllhruJl r-.-“-a* .-,,“- IY. k,l!,k,” ,,,r,r yryr.lmln,.urh ml..rnlfvn ~ill,“m~~;.b~n(~‘,.~~.,*.,e.~“,,n”~.m~’r,.m~r,mrr~-m~.~,.n~, umisairr. 

_.__ I. ._. L _.__. _. _i.._ ,_,l.I_. . . ..I.._).., ,. I.. * .-. , . . ..F” c I” ,w.- . I . . ..?. ,-..r., r ., c 



k' i T C 0 MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET ------ ------1=3F=E-55==31Z==~- --l-y- --I-~-=-~-==--------- 
KEWALL NON-DETERGENT MOToR OIL, ALL SAE GRADES PAGE 1 

NFPA HAZARD RATING Fire 

4 
- Extreme 
- High 1 

2 - Moderate Toxicity I 0 

* @ 

Reactivity 
1 - Slight 
0 - Insignificant 

Special -m--I_ ---SW --- --w-y-- _I-- --P-W 
DI'JISION A.XD LOCATION---SZCTION I 
--- ------m- -I-. - - -r 
Ci-/isions XENOALL REFINING COMPANY 
Location: 8f?ADFORD, PENNSYLYANId 

77 N, KENDALL AVE.,f3RADFORD,PA,16701 
&aercrenc-7 TeleDkone Number: (814) 368-6111 
T=3ir?sportation merqencv: CHEMTREC l-(800) 424-9300 (U.S. and Canada) 

3 

petraleun hydrocarbon plus additives 
For?nu~ : not applicable 
c --T- 3E~dCUS . 1 LG. -. s 

carbon monoxfde and carbon dfoxfde from burning. 
oxides of phosphorous from burnfng 

-- oxides of sulfur G- mm 'kxxmatibilitv (Keep awav f ram : 
strong oxidizers such as hydrogen petvxide, bromine, and chromic acid. 

Toxic and Hazardous Inaredients: 
none 

FD~: 1 iquid 
Garance: liquid 

Odor: motor oil 
dark green- broun Coloy: 

Srsecific Gravitv (weter-11: .86 to .89 
Boilincr Point: greater than 330-C (625’F) 
Meltincr Point: less than -1Z’C (1O’F) 
Solubilitv in Water Tbv weic;ht 31: 0 at ZO'C 
'v'oiatlle fbv weiuht 41: 0 
gvaooration RaQ: 0 
,Vanor pressure (mm Her at 20°Cl : 0 
Vanor Densitv ( 'r-11. not volatile 
pH (as is): not :iplicahle 
Stabilitv: Product is stable under normal condftions 
Viscositv SUS at lOC)*~: Greater than or - to 100 

(Continued on next pagQ) 

- t 
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WITCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET -----~===p'------ =--- _ -w-B-i=-a,,, --=4--r- ___e 
KENDALL NON-DEKRG;EM HOI-OR OIL, AU SAE GRADES PAGE 2 - 

-1 
- p--- 

FIRE AND EXPMSION DATA---SECTION III 

Special Fire Fiahtins Procedures: 
Do not use water except as fog. 

Unusual Fire and Exulosion Hazards: 
none 

Flashwoint: (Method Used) Cleveland open cup greater than 19O'C (380-F) 
Flammable limits %: not applicable 
Extinouishina asents: 

Drychemical or Uaterfog or CO2 or Foam 
Closed containers exposed to fire may be cooled with water. 

-- - 

HEALTH HAZARD-DATA--SECTION IV 

Permissible concentrations fairl* 
If used in app7ications where a midst may be generated, observe a WA/PEL of 5 
tng/~$ for mineral oil mist (OSHA and ACGIH), 

Emerqency First Aid Procedures: --. Eves: Immediately flush with large quantities of water far at 
minutes and call a physician. 

itation) 

least 15 

Chronic effects of overexposure: 
Pro7onged or repeated skin contact may cause dermatitis (skin irr 

Acute toxicolouical properties: 
no data avai'lable 

skin Contact: Remove excess with cloth or paper. Wash thoroughly with soap and 
water. 

Inhalation: Remove victim to fresh air. Call a physician. 
.rf SwaIIowed_: Contact a physician immediately. 

SPECIXL PROTECTION INFORMATION---SECTION V 
- 

Tvr, euuired fLocal,mechanical, tx ralJ Vent' 11 ation 
. 

Local if necezsa", to maintain allowable PEL(pe$szble &osure timit).or 
TLV(threshho7d limit value) 

Reswirakorv Protection (Subcify t-1 
Use NIOSH/MSHA certified respirator with: dual organic vapor/mist and particulates 
cartridge if vapor concentration exceeds permissible exposure limit. 

Protective Gloves: 
neoprene type 

Eve Protection: 
chemical safety gaggles 

Other Protective Equipment: 
none 

(Continued on next page) 
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w I T c 0 HATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
xw=-x-lUIIII*Ie=---, ------- -=xzr2EL---=g==-- -am-- 

KEN0Ai.L NON-DEW!6ENT MOTOR OIL, AU SAE GRADES 
- PAGE 

; 

- d 
EANDLZNG OF SPILl,S OR LEAKS---SEmON VI 

Procedures f r lean-lJn 
d 

Transfer bDuJk'of mixturi into another container. Absorb residue with an inert 
material such as earth, sand, or verm<culite. Sweep up and dispose as solid waste 
in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations. 

waste DislM 1 . 

Dispose ,"f"ik accordance with all applicable federal, state and local 
reguiatiotts. 

SPECIAL PRBCAUTIONS--SECTION VII 
-pp 
PYXCaUtfons to be taken in h.andlinq and storage: 

Do not handle or store at temperatures over 
Maximum Storaae Temgeratvfe: 38'C (1OO*F) 

TRANSF'ORTATION DATA---SECTION VIII 
-- 

D-0-T.: Not Regulated 
RePortable Quantitv: not applicable 
Freiaht Classif ication: PetruJeum Lubricating Oil 
tiecial Trans?mrkation Notes: 

&e- none 

- -- 
ENVIRONMENTAL/SAFETY REGULATIONS--SECTION IX 

a-. 
Section 313 (Title 111 SuPerfund v Reauthorization Act) : 

This product does not contain any chemical in sufficient quantity to be subject 
to the reporting requirements of Section 313 of Tit7e III of the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 and 40 CFR Part 372. 

= 
CQMKENTS 

.: :.. * STATE REGUJATORY INFORMATION: 
Pennsylvania Marker And Corrrmuntty Rfght To Know Act: This product contains the 
following ingredient(s). 
Hydrocarbon oils CAS. NO. 8020-83 -5 
The additive mixtures in this product have been declared a trade secret by the 
additive manufacturers. 

(Continued on next page) 
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WITCO MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
w----SE=-,r-u---l- a-- -~33===--,===-3--~-=--------= 

JXIALL NON-DEKRGENT HOTOR OIL, AU SAE GRADES PAGE 4 

(CDMMENTS continued) 

mts Testins. Maintenance. and Safety 

We believe the statements, technical information and recomendations cantained herein 
are reliable, but they are given without warranty or guarantee of any kind, express 
or implied, and we assume no responsibility for any loss, damage, or expense, direct 
or consequenti al , arising out of their use- 



. . u LIQUID AIR CORPOAATlON 
a9wyuz awsmrc 

=- 

ALPHAGAZ 

Material- Safety Data Sheet 

I 9namJcT IdAM9 

Pen tane 

W~A~=~~-T~ rime MYI Am - 
Clllfod8 Pl888. rnutl. 390 Pentane; n-Pentane 

2121 II. Caltfomta 9tu4. CW8MlCAL MYI Ano rmewrma k+wfbl-cwrr, 

wdlut cr9.t. cdffornl8 94594 Pentane; n-Pentane 0 4 0 
IssurE DATE A,wu911,1m7 M~Arrmmblt CMMhzAL FlyILl 
*MD mEvwoM8 COFIPORCIE SAFftt DEPT. c I Al’b 72,15 -- 

: HEALTH iiAa#D DATA 
’ Ttuc wcfam AVEPAOL mPoww LIMIT 
600 Molar PPM; STEL = 750 Molar PPM (ACGIH 199647). OSHA (1985)TWA = 
1,000 Molar PPM. 
rrwnorn 09 Exr08uRI Vapors may cause mild Irritation of the eyes, skfn or lungs. 
Inhalation: Hfgh concentratfons of pantane so as to exclude an adequate supply of 
oxygen to the luhgs causes dizziness, deeper breathfng due to air hunger, possible 

-t-=- nausea and eventual unconscfousness. 

Contact with rapidly evaporatfng liquid can cause cryogenic *burns" or frostbjte. 

Pentane fs fnactfve blologically and essentially nontoxic; therefore, the rii.ijor 
property Is the exclusfon of an adequate supply of oxygen to the lungs, 

Frostbite effects are a change In color of the sktn to gray or white, possf’?liy 
followed by blistering. 

Pentane fs not llsted in the IARC, NTP or by OSHA as a carcinogen or ti pot?;;Lial 
carcinogen. 

Usted a9 Carelnogen NatlonPl Toxlcokqy Ybr 0 I.A.R.C. ))r Cl 
of Pctontlal Carclnogon Plagm No m MowrghL No D OS? 2 z 

~~~~~~~i"N IS MANDATORY IN ALL CASES OF OVEREXPOSURE TD PENTAR; RCSCU 
PERSOt4NEL SHOULD BE EQUIPPED WITH SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUSb 

Inhalation: Conscious persons should be assisted to an uncontaminated area and jnhal 
fresh air. Quick removal from the contaminated area Is most important. Utwnscious 
persons should be moved to an uncontaminated area, Avon mouth-to-mouth resuxitation 
and suppl mental oxygen. Further treatment should % e symptomatic and supportive. 

Oennal contact or frostbite: Remove contaminated clothing dnd flush affected areas 
with lukewarm water. DO NOT USE HOT WATER. A phystclan should 8ee the at?ent 
pr.ofiptly if the cryogenic "bum" has resulted In blistcrltIg of the dernla ! surface or 

,deep tissue freerlng. 



soluMa COIWT uolno 0mT-f 4 15 S'C 1 

' 97°F (36'C) ( j = . 
aubULPT*rlTm 1m0 

J ( 
@ 6PF (15 FC) = 

,201s lb/ft 3.228 kg/m3) ' 
SuLwfLln IM VATen Fnc~@owr 
Negl iolble _ -201 .5aF (-729.7*c) 
bwiuaben rra) worn Colorless liquid and vapor uith 'Id paraffinlc odor. 

I Soecific 9rujtv (afr-1) = 2.4:' 

FIRE AN0 U(PLOSION HAZARb DATA 
nJlrc COlHT (YElnoo u8eot 
e-40* F b C (C.C.) 
mulsw1wa YCO~4 

4~10 towmu mma4naae 
Unknown 

FuyyIlLtUUTS(IffTwcult 
LEL = 1.4 UEL = 8.3 

maAL rm FlannMa Pnocmlmcf . . 
If possible, stop flow of pentane, Use water spray to cool surroondtng containers. 

UNWUU Fllrl bM0 IOICLO~ MUALOS 

, None 

Oxygen, other oxidizers 
ll4amow occonr~ mooucn 
None 

X 1 N/A 

SPILL OR LEAK PROC~OURES .: 

8Tccs TO 88 TAK2n IY CA86 YITUILL n IcLL*LLp on Vlum 
Evacuate all personnel frm affected area. Use approprjate prot-ectlve equipment. 
If leak is in user's equlpment, be certain to burg& gipfhg With an inert gas prfot to 
attempting repairs. Xf leak Is in container or container valve, contact yadr closest 
Liquid Air location or call the emergency teleflh,oce number listed herein. 

VAsls elswoYc UmMw Do not attempt to dispose of waste or unUsc~~niItfcs. return In 
,-, the' shipping container properly labeled, with any valve Outlet PlucS Or caps secured 
E and’valve protection cap in place to your supplier. For emergency disposal 

, assjstance, contact your closest Ljquid Air location or call the emergency telephone 

1 

1 number listed herein: 
I . . .._ 

EMERGENCY KESPONSE INFORMAlION - 
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY IWOLVING THfS MATERI& aL!m DAiY c)fl kM?i-il (WO) 231-1366 

OR CALL CHEMTREC Al (800) 12MXI0 



J 

,J 

SPECIAL PROlECfONINFORMAtlON Page 3 

I- q c~lua? MOlEcTmW l3w-m ‘78-l Positive Dressufe air 116G35 mask or self-cont4ineo 1 
breathing apcaratuq should be avaIlable for emercrency use. 

~*~e-ufl To prevent accumulation mcu 

Hood wfth forced OVP thP TblA. N/A 

vefltllation h8scwrwaAL (a-4 OTMW 

In accordance with electrical codes N/A ' 
morccma aLow 
Plastl c or rubber 
MmomnaM 
Fafetvaes or alaszp5 
own rwncnn saurrwn 

,Safety shoes, safety shower, eyewash "fountdIn" , I 
SPECtAL PRECAUTIONS’ 

amcaa uma mcoau*nan 
DOT Shlppfng Name: Pen tane DOT Hazard Class: Flammable liquid 
DOT Shfpping Label: Flammable liqujd DOT I.D. No.: UN 7265 - 
HCUL H*bmLlw aCcauui!WAnmt 
Use only In well-ventilated areas. Valve protection caps must remain in place unless 
container is secured with valve outlet piped to use point. Do not drag, slide or ral 
cylinders. Use a suitable hand truck for cylinder movement. Use a pressure reducing 
regulator when connecting cylinder to lower pressure (40 psig) piping or systems. 
Do not heat cylinder by any means to increase the discharge rate of product from the 
cylinder. Use a check valve or trap in tr'le discharge 11~ tc prevent hazardous back 
flow into the cylinder. Do not tamper with (valve) safety device. Close valve 
after each us? and when empty. 

For OddWoml hanallng recvmfmndatlmr cmsull L’Alr Uqdddr EncldaooQl de QU or Co-sad Qu ksahdm ,%.+zhbl P-1. 

. 
~~CI*LS~~~*QC~ECOY~~O(Q 

rotect cylinders from physfcal damage. Store !n cool, dry, well-ventflated ar2a of 
non-combustible construction away from h::avtly trafficked areas and me er~:y exits. 
Do not allow the temperature where cylintiers are stared to exceed 130F '4 54). 
Cylihders should be stored upright and finly sacured to prevent falling OI being 
knocked over. Full and empty cylinders zhauld be segregated. Use a "firs: in - 
first out" inventory system to prevent full cylinders being stored for kxcessive 
periods of time. Post "No Smoking or Clp.?n Flams" signs in the storage or tise ZPZ. 
There should be no source of ignition In the storage or use area. 

Pentane is noncorrosive and may be used wjth any cormon structural material. 

. 
. 

DnacI acQyyMo*IKwu oa PaCUUTK)YJ 
Earth-ground and bond all lines arid equipment associated with the Pentane system. 
Electrfcal equipmnt should be non-sparking or explosion proof. Compressed gas 
cylinders should not be refilled except by qualiffed producers of compressed gases. 
Shfpnent of a compressed gas cylinder which has not been fIlled by the owner or with 
4jS (written) consent Is a violation of Federal Law (49CFR). 

I 
.Iways secure cylinders in an upright positlon before transporttng them. NEVER 

transport cylinders in trunks of vehicles, (Continued on last page) 

. 
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OTHER RECO+Wf!NDATION.S OR PRECAUTIONS: (Continued) enclosed vans, truck cabs 
or in paspenger compartments. Transport cylinders secured in open flatbed or In 
open pick-up type vehicles. 

. 



FFiESTCNE’ Ensine Stxing Fiuid 

III. HAZAiiCCUS INGFiE3IENY-S 

3-ke?ta.le 2.5-50 142-32-S 400 ?pn TWA (3) 
500 ?p sz (3) 

Eethylc-ploheraze 25-50 103-37-z 400 ?-1, rim (3) 

S-10 124-33-3 (:I 

(2) 
(3) 

n 

: NON-?mOCS ZNG?cE>~~S > ( 4 

‘.. 
None 

IV. FIRE AND MPLOSlON HAZARD DATA 

FLASH P0m-r 
Tag Opcz Cup: Not dc*mmkd 
Pxsk-j&farms Closed CT: 49°F 

AEROSOL FtctME EXTIDSION , - Grexc @an 18 inckes 

!XASEBXCS 
.C- Yes 
i 

P3ge 2 



AEROSOL FIRE PRO-iTCTI0.U LEt-EL 
Lzfei 3 AC:: SO1 ih7.4 3CEj 

SPECIAL FTRE FIGHTmG PROCEDLZES 
Use seIffconuiced brsrhhg mpanns. To.xic hes my; 3e eairxL 

TJWJSUXL FIRE AM3 E,?Z’LOSIO3- KiZARDS 
Exrreaeiy :l~1~13bie c?nrezn. ~ress’c,- ‘-4 cxx3iners. V3cors 3re he3vier ‘&3n ti 12d 

- F may rwel or be moved by air c.~rrears jnd be i-tired by pilot Light.% other &.CXS. 
sxnoking, sparks, hure.-s. e!e&al equipmeaL stxic dixhxges or orher @idOn sources 

/ - ac Ioc3ciorLs disrvlt from prodwr haldling painr 

V. HEALTH HAZARD DATA 

EFFECTS OF SINGLE OVEREX?OSURE 

SWALLOWING 

sax imsomoN 

NHALATTON 

May cmse signs ad rppcoms of sysrernic intoxiudoe with 
incw~on. blurred visioa badxhe. analgesia. uncon~cio~~ne~~ and 
respimory faiiuze due to depression of tit centi venous sysrca. Due 
to b$h volatility. may rapidly disrezxd rhe stomach., uusing discomfort 
axd may make breathing cfifCuk May aIso case pneumonicis if 
asptied. 

SignZcmt 3bsorpcion not ew:ed 

Acts 3s 3 azucoric or gescal anesrhedc. May ause irrintion of the 
respirarory uacr with cough yld aiso signs and symptoms of inroxiudon. 
with iXWdElLiOU bIuxred vision, haAche. adgesia 
uncoc~dousaess. cardiac inqdarides. and respiratory faihue dus TV 
dqression of tie ceani nervous systesl. Bra&g high moor 
couct3P3dons my uuse hem cace ineplarides. possibly tital, 
~3z&xhr~y ‘in persons wirb be2.x disae. 

. 

SKIP4 COh-I’ACT 



i.: 

E.FFEC-73 CF RE?CATE3 OVE3EX?GSUAE 

Rqexed sjdll. cxpxxure an ause cxckkg md drying. Rued inktkicn my c:ue !oss of xppetire. 
cxh.amio~ kcU.ches. dmwsi.ness. mess. cardiac tiythnif cmrd aercvous sysen scinbility. md 
psycrzic disru.rb3ncts. 

OTHE3 E “‘ECTS OF OVEZEXPOSURE 

MEDICAL CCNDlTlONS AGGRAVATE3 i3Y OVEAEXPOSURE 

Beuuse of ifs izirxing and deisning properries. ti mare&l may ag,gva!e an misting demadtis. 
Existig arti conditions may be aggrmed 5 inhakd in high concenfrxions and may be ktl as 3 
rcdt of se?ous Yrsw and czrdiac decompenssion 

. SIGNIFICANT LABORATORY DATA WlM POSSIBLE HEL%ANCE TO HUMAN HEALTH 
HAZARDS 

None csrezxll hove. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES 

EYES 

NO-ES TO PEIYSICIXY 

Give Y lusr 2 ghses of ari.i& or rattr if the paIienI is COnSdous. DO 
MC induce vomiting. 0l.l a physician immediafcfy. 

Wash with soap and warn. 

Remove to fresh air. Give ~cbi respinfion if aot brexbing. C?R 
may be mp&ed if unlix arrest ocxus. Oxygen may be givc~ if 
nccrsq. Cd.I a physic-k- 

Immediartfy flush eyes wiim pknty of water for lust 15 minues. Seek 
mediaI ~rczioe prefmbly an oph&lmoIogisr 

$f3y pm&c: tiydank eipziiy in a person with .z irrita.tIc 
myocxdium. Beause of possible arhychmogetic ezfeces. 
sympatiomimetics should be used with audoe Avoid the use or’ 
e?inqhriic. 



STABELlTy Sabk 

HxwxDous POLl3fERJzATION 
Wd nor occ-Jr. 

COhDITIONS TO AVOLD Hew sparks ud oy bxs. 

INCO~MPXTIBILITY (M2ttrhfs to Avoid) 
Strong oxkiitig 3genr 

~OC’S CO~MBUSnON OR DECOMPOS~ON TRODKTS 
Exreme!y fhmmablc. n?lI Sum to form utboo dioxide. c&on 
monoxide. May form oxides oi airiagea. 

Vlt SPllL OR LEAK PROCEDURES 

STEPS TO BE TAKE.3 E HATERUL IS EIELEASED OR SPW 
Wear qpmprixe personal pmcecrive equipmur aad remove a.U soux~ 
of igirioa Csnti spill using sbsorbcx marerki and coke: rnxeki 
far c&pal in I coaniner suinbie for flammable wzrz See Seczion IV, 
7Jnunui Fm and Explosion ~&uxds.” 
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Material Safety Data Sheet 

FRESXNE3 Ensice Stzfiing Fiuid 

VIII. S?E*Z:AL PFiOTECTiCN INFORMXTiCN 

(for manufacturing ar;d bulk sqill c!eanup) 

RESPIRxTORY PRO-l’ICTIOti 

VE?TILXTION Use lcxd ezcham velion for OpexiOIls which m3y r&t in 
empioyet es~osure above the P!ZL 

PRO7ICTn-E GL0k-E.S Xone required under aoti w. PVX (polyvinyl alcohol) gioves are 
reaxnmencled for operzkom rtrich m3y result in rcpested skin confact 

JZYE PROTECTION Safer-y glasses are considered 3defpate for nod use 

OTEIER PR0TECTn-E EQC?P.MEX 
.None .required 

IX. SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORlNG 

l DAiiG% ExrremeIy &mmabie. Do not srore nur heaL sparks or opea flame. 

. Do not inhale qors: use in weU ven&xed xrez 

. Avoid eye and prolonged sti coruci 

. Do not drink or swailow conumrs. 

. Caroms under pressure; do aot store z 7 above UOOF. 

OTHEFl PRECAUTIONS 

Observe aII requiremeza of piant company or 3ovemmem rquMoas. 

m OUT OF REVZH OF mm. 
.- 



hlateria I Sziery Dsta Sheet 

FFiESTCNE’ Engine S;ar:ing Fiuid 

XI. ENVlRONhlENTALDATA 

EMERGENCY PLANNING AND COMMUNITT’ RIGHT TO KNOW INFORMATIQN 

This produc: con&~ rhe !bUowing ckniuls subjec: :o SAXA lirr III. Section 513 re?ortingz 

This MSDS is direczd m professional users and bulk handlers of the product Consumer 
products arc Iabded in accordance with Fedczl EIazarc!ms Subscancr Xct regulations. 

While Fm Brands Coqxxarion beiieves &a.t rhe data coaraincd herein are f5cma.i and rk 
opinioas exprused arc those ofwed experts rqarding rhc ruuks of he curs conducted, the 
dataarcnottobcmkcnasa vmxanry or rqrrcse.ntion for which Frnr Brands Corporation 
assumes Iegal hspomi-iliry. They are offered soieiy for your amsidemxion., inwsrigarion and 
v~op. Any use of rbue data and information must be dc:amincd by the user to be in 
accordax~~~ with qpliui~ie fedazl. stare and local laws md rquiarions. 

If more tiormatioa is rurrlrrf plase conrxc 
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APPENDIX D 

SPECIFIC OHM HEALTH AND SAFETY PROCEDURES 

SOP No. 2- 1 Vehicle Safety 
SOP No. 2-3 Personal Lifting Safety 
SOP No. 2-4 Slip, Trip, Fall Prevention 
SOP No. 2-5 Electrical Safety 
SOP No. 2-7 Equipment Inspection 
SOP No. 2-9 FaJl Protection 
SOP No. 3-4 Heat Stress Prevention 
SOP No. 4-2 Respiratory Protection 
SOP No. 5-4 Decontamination 
SOP No. 6-5 Excavation 
SOP No. 7-l High Pressure Washers 
SOP No. 7-14 Equipment Operator Qualification 
Regional SOP - Buried Utility Location and Associated Subsurface Field Activities 



-- HEALTH & SAFETY PROCEDURES 
*N OH31 Remediation 

\# Services Corp. VEHICLE SAFETY (OVER THE ROAD) 

PROCEDURE NUMBER 2-1 Page 1 of 5 

LAST REVISED 6196 APPROVED BY: J-FKFHH 

1.0 QBJECTIVF, 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) is greatly concerned about safe operxion of 
motor vehicles. Motor vehicle usage presents the most significant work risk to employees. 
United States Department of Labor statistics indicate that motor vehicle death and 
injuries continue to be the number one cause of work-related death and serious injury. 
Accordingly, it is essential that OHM have an effective vehicle safety program. 

2.0 PURPOSE 

. . , . 
-:; . . . - This section establishes requirements for safe operation of vehicles and equipment. This 

procedure is an overview of the guidelines in the proposed OSHA Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard 29 CFR 1910.140. 

-- I 
c. : . 

3.0 RESPONSlBILITTES 
3.1 Driver’s a. Operation of a vehicle without a valid operator’s license is 

prohibited. Personnel operating vehicles regulated by the United States 
. -. . . Department of Transportation (DOT) shall have a current commercial drivers 

license (CDL). Employees must notify Human Resources ifthey lose their 
driver’s license for any reason. 

3.2 The driver of a Company owned, rented or leased vehicle is responsible for: 

l Operating the vehicle in a safe and legal manner. 

l The safety of passengers. 

. Reporting immediately any motor vehicle that is found to be defective or not 
operating properly. 

3.3 The supervisor is responsible for the following: 

l Ensuring that all vehicle accident reports are processed and the required 
number of copies submitted in accordance with OHM accident investigation 
procedures to local, state, and federal agencies, to the resource manager -and 
to the insurance carrier. --- . 

&ffecrive Dare: I Augvrt 1996 



VEE?ICLE SAFETY (OVER THE ROAD) Procedure Number 2-l Pace 2 of 5 
A 

. Assuring that appropriate individuals, including the corporate vice president 
of health and safety, are notified by telephone of accidents that involve 
fatalities or multiple serious injuries. 

. Assuring that all accidents are documented and investigated. The 
investigation should be of sufficient depth to determine the cause and action 
reqt,’ -ed to prevent recurrence. Copies of all motor vehicle investigations 
shall be forwarded to the regional health and safety director and the regional 
resource manager. 

4.0 SEATBELTS 

OSHA has determined that the use of seat belts in motor vehicles can significantly reduce 
the number and seriousness of occupational motor vehicle accidents, including crashes, by 
requiring employers to ensure that each employee uses occupant safety belts. 

1 Accordingly, all OHM employees driving motor vehicles on company business (including 
._ rental can, pick-up trucks, personal vehicles which are used for company compensated 

business travel, etc.) shall ensure that all occupants use seat beits at all times. 

5.0 T AT. T.AWS 

. . 

. . 
,- 5.1 

5.2 

All drivers shall drive OHM vehicles in accordance with the law. 
\ 

Drivers shall not operate OHM vehicles which are known to be defective or not in 
compliance with the law. 

5.3 Drivers of OHM vehicles are personally liable and responsible for the 
consequences of state and community violations. 

5.4 The use of devices designed to identify active police speed detection systems (i.e. 
radar detectors) is prohibited in all OHM owned, leased and rented vehicles and 
in personal vehicles used for company compensated business travel. 

6.0 SAFE= 

6.1 Personnel shall operate vehicles in a defensive manner, i.e., being always on the 
alert and txying to anticipate what might occur under the existing conditions and 
driving in such a manner as to avoid hazards. 
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6.2 Personnei operating vehicles shall be considerate of, and courteous to, the 
traveling public and/or pedestrians and should yield the right-of-way to avoid 
accidents. 

6.3 Personnel shall drive at speeds consistent with posted speed limits and prevailing 
conditions, such as weather, t&Tic and road conditions. 

6.4 Personnel shall drive at all times wi;h sufflclent space around the ylehicle to 
provide time to see conflicts arising, to react quickly, and to stop. 

7.0 GENERAL 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

_. . . . - . . 
7:4 

7.5 Laws and Rewlations. Learn 2nd obey all local, state, and federal laws. 

7.6 Parking. Equipment and vehicles shall be parked off roads and highways 
whenever possible. When it is not possible, the vehicle shall be marked by red 
lights or flares at night and red flags during the day. Wheels should be blocked or 
chocked. 

7.7 

7.8 

7.9 

7.10 

Blind Curves. Slow down and sound horn when approaching a blind curve. 

School Buses. Obey school bus laws. Slow down and prepare to stop when 
approaching school buses, children on foot or on bicycles. 

ancv Vehi&. Give ambulances, fire fighting equipment and other 
vehicles the right-of-way during emergencies and lend assistance if required. 

m. Gasoline and other flammabl&ombustibIe liquids shall not be carried 
in or on vehicles other than in permanent gas tanks or in approved safety cans. 
Approved safety containers must,be! properly secured when being carried in the 
back of pick-up truclcs. 

m. Do not pass when visibility is restricted for any reason. 

strsans. Be constantly alert for pedestrians. Remember they have the right- 
of-way. 

mw Down. Slow down and use caution at blind intersections and crossings 
when visibility is limited or when passing work crews. 

Speeding. Speeding is strictly prohibited. 

Eecrrve Dare: 1 Augw 1994 
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7.11 ( Visibilitv. Make sure all windshields, side and rear wind W, mirrors and lights 
are clean before moving vehicles. 

7.12 Warning Signs and Traffic Sienals. Be alert for and strictly obey all directiond 
and warning signs and signals. 

7.13 Seat Belts. If unit is equipped with seat belts, operator and passengers must keep 
seat beIts fastened at all times during operations. 

.-. 8.0 POT R!ZGUL.ATED VF- 

8.1 

8.2 

8.3 
-. / 

8.4 

8.5 

8.6 

8.7 

8.8 

All OHM personnel operating a DOT regulated vehicle must hold a valid CDL 
from their state of residence. 

. 
mHose Periodically check air hoses and couplings and 
compressor hoses for worn or damaged parts. Do not crimp air hose to 
disconnect couplings; shut off air at the valve. 

&Q&U&&. Never start or back up equipment or vehicles until you are sure the 
way is clear. If necessary, have another person guide you safely. Back up alarms, 
when required, must be working and audible over the surrounding noise. 

. 
Fuellnn and Repair. NO fueling or repair shall be made to equipment while it is i.n 
operation. 

. 
HousekeeDlng. Operators should keep de&plates, steps, rung and hand rails on 
equipment free of grease, oil, ice, and mud. The inside of the cabs shall also be 
kept clean and fi-ee of flammable items. 

Insuectiou. Equipment and vehicles shall not be used until known defects or 
discrepancies are corrected. Inspections shall be made at the start of each shift 
and defects or discrepancies shall be reported to the supervisor immediately. 

Jumping. Jumping on or off equipment is prohibited. When climbing on or off 
equipment or vehicles, face the unit and use secure hand and foot holds to prevent 
slips and fails. Always look where you are stepping. 

. 
&QW your Equpmat or Vehi&. It is your responsibility to be thoroughly 
familiar with all features and manuals and if you are in doubt as to correct 
operating techniques or safety features, ask your supervisor at once. 
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8.9 

8.10 

8.11 

8.12 

8.13 

8.14 

8.15 

8.16 

8.17 

8.18 

8.19 

8.20 

Overloading. Avoid overioading vehicle beds. Excessive material cm damage 
the unit and falling material can cause serious injury. 

Power ISineS. When operating trucks, cranes, shovels or other units, dways use 
caution around power lines and maintain a minimum safe clearance of 10 feet or 
more depending upon the voItage. 

Riders. Only authorized persons nil1 be permitted to ride in equipment or 
vehicles. 

Securing LoadS. The operator of tile vehicle is responsible for ensuring that their 
load is secure and will not shifi during transport. All equipment must be secured 
by at least two (2) tie-down devices. 

w Hauls. On long hauls, tie-down chairs and binders should be checked 
periodically (at least during each rest or service stop) to make sure they are still 
secure and tight. 

Overhe and Oversize I.oads. When it is necessary to transport overhanging 
or oversize loads, the OHM resource manager must obtain the appropriate permits 
and make sure the appropriate signs and red flags and red lights will be used. 

. 
m . Safety chains of sufficient size and strength shall be instailed on 

all tilers being towed. ’ 

szlfety Hooks. Use safety hooks with latches on all trailer safety chains. 

. 
e Roa& and Railroad Tracks . Stop and look both ways before crossing 

railroad tracks or before driving onto a highway Gram a side road. 

&gpi,ng. Do not stop vehicles in the middle of the road to talk to occupants in 
another vehicle. &vays pull to the side or off the road to maintain a clear, safe 
road. 

w. Always use turn signals, emergency and other signals as 
appropriate when turning, stopping, passing, or performing other vehicle 
opemions. 

de MalnteDance . It is the driver’s responsibility to see that his vehicle is in 
god merhanical condition before and during operation. Special emphasis should 
be placed on ensuring the brakes, lights, horn, windshield wiper, tires and steering 
assembly are in good order. Defects must be reported and corrpr,ted immediately. 

--w - 

Eflecrrw Dare: I Augw 1996 
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<zs OH&! Remediation 

= Semccs Corp. PERSONAL LIFTING SAFETY 

> PROCEDURE NUiHBER 2-3 

LAST REVISED 6/96 APPROVED BY: ~vIDH/J-FK/-FHH 

1.0 OBJECTIVE 

All OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) emr’oyees uiil use the proper lifting 
techniques and will utilize mechanical means when 111 objecu’ weight or bulk cannot be 
safely lifted by manual means. Generally, employees will nor be expected to lift more than 
60 pounds. 

2.0 puRPosE 

This procedure provides the general guidelines to be used by OHM empIoyees. By utilizing 
proper technique, OHM employees can avoid debilitating lower back injuries. 

3.1 Use mechanical material handling equipment whenever practical; however, 
mechanical lifting equipment shall be used only by qualified personnel. 

3.2 If the material must be lifted manually, the following procedures apply: 

3.2.1 Make certain that the load lifted can be safely handled. Consider the size, 
weight, and shape of the load. If necessary, get help. 

3.2.2 Warm up for the lifi by bending, stretching, and turning. 

3.2.3 Do not attempt to Ii!? more than 60 pounds. 

3.2.4 Ensure proper lifting technique as follows. 

. Place feet about shoulder width apart. 

. Place one foot alongside the object being lifted and the other foot in 
front of the object. 

l Bend at the knees to grasp the load. 

. Maintain slight arch in the back when positioning over load. 

--- . 

Eflecmrvc Da&: I Augw I996 



PERSONAL LIFTING SAFETY 

. Draw the load close to the body, keeping the .m., and elbows tucked ( 

into the side of the body. 

. Take a firm hold on the load with the palms of the hands, not just the 
fingers. 

. Maintain same slight arch in the back. 

. Lift gradually, using your leg muscles. Make sure you draw the load 
close to your body. 

. Do not twist the body when lifting. If you have to change direction, 
turn with your feet, not your trunk. 

. . l Carry the object close to the body and watch where you are going. Do 
not carry objects in a manner that obstructs your vision. 

l Avoid throwing or dropping objects. When lowering, maintain a firm 
grip. Watch out for pinching of the fingers. Use your leg muscles to 
lower the object by bending at the knees and keeping your back 
straight 

4.0 BACKBELTPOLlCY \ 

This section addresses the Company’s position in regards to the use of industrial type back 
belts. 

The routine issuance for general use of industrial-type back belts (i.e., those designed for 
use in the workplace, as compared to medical or therapeutic orthosis) is not sanctioned by 
OHM. This position is based upon the May 1994 issue of NIOSH Workplace Use of Back 
Belts, Review and Recommendations, which concludes there is insufficient data to indicate 
that typical industrial-type back belts significantly reduce the biomechanical loading of the 
trunk during manual lifting. 

It is recommended that intervention strategies other than back belts be used to reduce 
biomechanical loading on the spine during manual material handling. 

I- 

\ 

--- . 
Effective Dare: I Augurt 1996 

-. 
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This -foes not prohibit the use of medical or therapeutic devices prescribed by a physician 
as part of a comprehensive rehabilitation program. Individuals may purchase back belts for 
their personal use. However, they are stiongly encouraged to consult with their personal 
medical physician on the selection and use of back belts prior to purchasing these devices. 

The use of back belts does not excuse the individual from complying with the requirements 
set forth in this procedure. 

--- 
e 

Eflecrk Dare: I AU~IU~ I996 
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X% OHM Remediation 

Sewiccs Corp. SLIP, TRIP, AND FALL PREVENTION 

PROCEDURE NUMBER 23 

LAST REVISED 5196 

Page I of 2 

APPROVED BY: DL- 
4 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

All OHM Remel’4on Services Corp. (OHM) will prevent injuries or “near misses” which 
could occur from slip, trip, or fail hazards by identification and control for these hazards. 

This procedure describes work practices that will reduce or eliminate slips, trips, and faIIs 
and thereby reduce or prevent the injuries associated with these types of accidents. The 
intent is to prevent injuries and maintain an efficient and healthy workforce. 

The following requirements detail a number of rules and methods to prevent slips, tips, 
and falls. 

311 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

. 
m . Personnel shall keep the working area clean and orderly. 
Tools must no; be left lying on the floor or decking where they present tripping 
hazards during a job or after a job is completed. 

JJebriS. Small, Ioose items such as, disconnected joints of pipe, wood chips, other 
small objects and debris shall not be left lying around in any place, particularly in 
areas where personnel walk. 

-W&ways and m. Waikways and grating shall be kept free of obstacles. 
Openings in walkways and grating shall be repaired immediately if possible. If not 
immediately repaired, the section must be roped off or closed untii repairs can be 
made. 

Access to&. Access points or holes in gratings shall be covered or surrounded 
by an adequate guard rail. 

S.,g&. Oil spills and spills of other materials slippery materials shall be cleaned up 
immediately. 

Steel Decka. Personnel shall take extra precautions when walking on steel decking 
or catwallcs during wet weather such as establishing firm hand holds wearing --- -.-* . 

-F--- fJtcrlw Dart: I Augun I996 
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SIJI’, TRLP, AND FALL_PREVENTION Procedure Number 2-4 

- 

PsgeZof2 ! 

* ; 

-.. 

3.7 

3.8 

3.9 

3.10 

3.11 

3.12 

I ,* 3-13 . .-. . “-A . 

suitable footwear, and waking siowIy. c 

Jumpi~. Personnel &al1 not jump from elevated places or the backs of trucks or 
equipment. 

Personnel using hand and mechanical tools shall position thealselve~ Tools. 
properly, consider leverage, and events if a tool is suddenly moved 

CIimbino, Surfaces. Personnel shah not wti or cIimb on piping, valves, finings or 
any other equipment not designed as walking surf&es. 

Stairwavs. WafkQvers. and Ramps . Stahways, walkovers or ramps shail be 
installed where personnei must walk or step over equipment in the course oftheit 
normal duties. 

v . Electrical extension cords and electrical wiring must be kept clear 
of walking and working areas and/or covered, buried or otherwise secured. 

. . 
J&f&jer Co- . Walking and working surfaces shall be properly maintained 
during inclement winter weather. 

w. Running is prohibited on job sites unless under emergency conditions. 
F 

- . <, 

4.0 E&,.ILPRO?ECTIO~ ; . ’ 

Fail hazards of 4 feet or more must be evaluated by a competent person. Fall protection is 
required at heights of 6 feet or greater. Refer to SOP 2-9, Fall Protection, for firther 
infonllation. 

- . . - a . - - -  - -  
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sm= OHM Remediation 

\# Services Corp. ELECTRICAL SAFETY 
, 1 

PROCEDURE NUMBER 2-5 Pagelof4 I 1 
LAST REVISED 7196 APPROVEDBY: J-F- 1 

:: 

1.0 

2.0 

.,: . . ‘.I: ..;.,.; 

3.0 

4.0 

CTIVF, 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) personnel performing work on electrical systems 
and equipment will control electrical hazards by following standards set by 0SI-W. 

PURPOSF, 

This procedure specifies the requirements for electrical equipment and methods and is a.u 
overview of the requirements of 29 CFR 1910, Subpart S-Electrical. If work is to be 
perfkmed on any electrical circuit, Lockout/Tagouflry may be required. Refer to the 
Lockouflagout/Try procedure. 

r 

3.1 Only approved electricians will be permitted to work on electrical equipment or 
permanent electrical wiring. 

3.2 Use proper clearance and grounding procedures. AlI electrical circuits and 
equipment shall be de-energized and LockouVIagoutII’ry accomplished before 
maintenance or repair work is star&A 

3.3 Single-phase electric hand tools and other single-phase portable electrical 
equipment must be approved by a recognized testing agency, and all exposed non- 
current-carrying metal parts must be grounded, or be double insulated. 

3.4 Before each use, portable electricai appliances are to be examined for obvious 
deficiencies in the appliance, cord, and piug. If any deficiency is noted, the 
appliance is not to be used. 

PWTABLE N.XTRILW~ WlEMENI . 

4.1 Double insulated portable industrial type electric tools meeting the requirements of 
the Underwriters Laboratory are authorized for use (ground wire not required). 
Where such a system is employed, the equipment must be distinctly mark& 

4.2 All portable electrical appliances and equipment where the non-current carrying 
metal parts are exposed to contact by personnel shah be grounded b~continuous 

1 
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=fl, 
,. 

conductor of adequate capacity from the device to a grounded receptacle. The site ( 
safety officer shall resolve any question which arises as to whether or not a 
particular appliance should be grounded. , 

4.3 Grounding of receptacles shall be accomplished in one of two ways: 

l A built-in ground wire of green color may be attached to the ground pole of the 
receptacle. 

l The conduit system, if installed in an approved manner, may be relied upon for 
grounding of a receptacle serving single phase appliances with ratings up to 
230 volts. 

4.4 All single-phase 15 and 20 ampere receptacle outlets operating at 120 and 240 
volts which are not a part of the permanent wiring of the building or structure must 
have GFCI for personnel protection. The GFCI should be located at the power 
source so that all extension cords and tools are protected by the GFCI. In situations 
where GFCI protection is not practical for 240 volt equipment, the supervisor must 
follow the procedures for assuring grounding conductors on all equipment. 

-- 
.The outlet box for portable extension cords for outdoor use shall be of 
weatherproof type maintained in good condition. 

5.0 jiLE(TRICALGUARDMG 
\. 

i 

5.1 Suitable access and working space shall be provided and maintained about all 
electric equipment to permit ready and safe operation and maintenance of such 
equipment. 

5.2 The dimension of the working space in the direction of access to energized parts in 
switchboards, control panels, tied switches, circuit breakers, panel boards, motor 
controlIers, and similar equipment which require examination, adjustment, 
servicing, or maintenance whiie energizd, shall not be less that 36” in depth (30” 
for installations built prior to 198 1) and the side being 30” or the width of the 
equipment, whichever is greater. 

5.3 The working space shall not be used for storage purposes. The “keep clear” area 
may be identi6ed with suitable floor markings and/or posting of signs or decals on 
the equipment. 

5.4 Energized parts of eIectrical equipment operating at 50 volts or more shall be 
guarded against accidental contact by the use of approved cabinets or enclosures. -- . 

./-I 

L... 

- 
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5.5 Entrance to rooms and other guarded location containing exposed energized parts 
shall be marked with a conspicuous warning sign forbidding unqualj<ed persons to 
enter. Doors shall be kept locked. 

5.6 Temporary covers, warning signs, and/or barricades are to be used when it is 
necessary to,remove covers of electrical panels during construction., major 
refurbishment, or for the purpose of providing temporary power to an area. 

=- 

i- 
‘... 

5.7 All openings in boxes, enclosures, or fittings shall be effectiveIy guarded or closed 
to afford protection substantially equivalent to that of the wall of the box, 
endosure, or fitting. 

5.8 All elect&l components over 230 volts shall have signs stating “High Voltage” 
240 voIts (or whatever voltage is present). 

6.0 EXTENSION CORD REOUIREMENTS 
I. ’ 

6.i Extension cords are designed for and will be used for TEMPORARY USE ONLY! 
All other electrical connections will be made permanent by proper construction 
methods. 

6.2 Extension cords are to be kept clean, dry, f?ee of kinks, and protected f?om oil, hot 
or sharp surf&es, and chemicals. Extension cords used on construction and 
hazardous waste sites shall be Ground Fault Circuit Intermpter (GFCI) protected, 
AlI extension cords shall be f?ee fkom damage and are not to be placed across 
aisks, through doors, through holes in a wall, or in areas where the cord may be 
damaged or become a tripping hazard. Extension cords must not be placed in 
walkways, or on stairs or steps where the cords may pose a tripping hazard. 

6.3 If a cord is damaged through use or abuse, it must be de-energized, destroyed, and 
discardeci. OHM will not repair extension cords. 

6.4 Cords shall be protected against contact with oil, hot surf&es and chemicals. 

6.5 Cords must not be hung over nails or other sharp edges or placed where vehicles 
may run over them. 

7.1 Circuits must be de-energized by LockoutRagouUI’ry procedures before 
attempting to replace fuses. 

--- * 
-- 

\ 
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_fl~ 

7.2 Bridging of fuses or circumventing the normal operation of circuit breakers is 
prohibited. 

8.0 ASSURED ET.FgTRIQ4L GR!XJNDING STATFMENT 

In limited circumstances, and only with the approval of the RegionaI Heahh and Safety 
Director will Assured Equipment Grounding be used at OHM projects or facilities. If 
implemented, all requirements of the OSHA regulations will be required. 

9.0 ORARY LIGHTING 

7.3 Blown fuses shall not be replaced with fuses having a higher amperage or voltage 
rating. Fuses should be replaced in kind to maintain proper circuit protection. 

7.4 Use a fuse puller to remove fuses. 

Exposed bulbs on temporary lights shall be guarded to prevent accidental contact, except 
where bulbs are deeply recessed.in the reflector. Temporary lights shall not be suspended 
by their electric cords unless designed for this use. Explosion-proof bulb covers shall be 
used when contact with flammable vapors or gases is possible and shall meet Class 1, 
Division 1 requirements. 

-- . 
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LAST REVISED 6/96 APPROVED BY: JFK/Fm 

1.0 OBJEClTVE 

2.0 

I 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) cCll provfde equipment for use that it is proper 

working order and free from all safety deficiencies. One component to accomplish this 
objective is routine equipment inspection. 

PURPOSE 

The procedure provides for the systematic inspection of mechanized equipment including 
heavy equipment and other diesel or gasoline powered equipment to ensure periodic 
maintenance is conducted, safety equipment is operable, and if necessary, the removal from 
service units which are found to be defective. OHM shall maintain a comprehensive 
equipment inspection plan that meets the requirements for heavy equipment as found in 
29 CFR 1926, Subpart 0. 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

Before any piece of heavy equipment. or other diesel or gasoline powered 
equipment is used, it must be inspected by the equipment’s operator and 
determined to be in a safe operating condition. 

The equipment operator shall use the heavy equipment inspection form similar to 
the sample which is attached in Appendix A. Records of inspection shall be 
maintained at the project site and be available upon request of client 
representatives, regulatory agency officials, and OHM auditors. These records 
shall become part of the offlcial project file. 

All machinery and equipment shall be inspected daily (when in use) to ensure 
proper working order. A thorough weekly inspection will be performed and 
documented using the form in Appendix A. The equipment operator is designated 
as the competent person to conduct the daily inspections. 

Any piece of equipment which have deficiencies found during the daily or weekly 
inspection which would create a hazardous ~ndition for the operator or other 

*i .‘. . * . . personnel on the job must be removed from service and repaired before allowing it 
to operate. Examples of this type of deficiency would include brake problems; 

-f--- drifting hydraulics; broken, shut down, or dead man switches. 
--- * 
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4.0 HEAVY EOUIPMENT RENJUUMENTS c 

The equipment operator is responsible to make daily inspections of their equipment and to 
note any deficiencies. These deficiencies, no matter how minor, should be reported 
immediately to the site supervisor. In this way, many potential breakdowns of the 
equipment or potential safety hazards can be avoided by corrective maintenance. 

Test shall be made at the beginning of each shift during which the equipment is to be used 
to determine that the operating systems are in proper working condition and that all 
required safety devices are in place and functional. 

4.1 -Checks: 

l Check the engine oil level. If low, add enough to bring the level to the full 
. . . . mark. 
,.. . 

,;::;-: ,‘I.? ‘7’ ‘I.‘ ,,- 
Chick the coolant level. Add water coo!ant if level is low. i:.: . _. .-., . _. . ..I :. 

i:: l . - l - I’ Check fuel level. Refiil if necessary. 

-. 

. i 

T- 

l Check tires for proper inflation, worn spots, cuts or breaks and objects 
imbedded in or between the tires. Correct or report conditions when found. 

1-a. .I* ‘C&k under the vehicle for si&s of oil, water, tieI, or other leaks. If leaks are 
AIC hL:-&& qofi them b your mar. ., . d’ _ 

Check head, tail, and clearance lights. If any are burned out, damaged, or 
missing, report them at once. 

Check batteries at least once a week for proper electrolyte level, leaks, and 
loose connections. 

Report any change in steering play or vibration in the steering mechanisms. 

Check the horn. If inoperative, have it repaired. 

Check the condition of the windshield, rear view mirrors and other glass. 
Report broken, cracked or missing glass. Clean all dirty or wet glass. Adjust 
rear view mirrors. 

. .’ 
l ” Check belts on air compressor, generator, water pump, and any other. If loose * 

or tom, report to your supervisor. 
-- d 

T’ c . . 
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. 

. 

. 

. 
. . 

Check special equipment such as wrenches, jacks, fire extinguisher, etc. 
Report any that are missing or unserviceabIe. 

Check the tracks for any loose bolts, nuts, proper adjustment, unusual wear 
patterns, cracks etc. 

Check the boom and buckets for cracks, bent members, worn teeth and cutting 
edges. 

Check fluid level of the hydraulic system. 

Check for dirty or inoperative air cleaners and filters. 

Check for proper brake operation. 

Check to make sure the equipment is equipped with a back-up alarm and the 
alarm is working properly. 

Make a complete walk-around inspection of the unit. In this manner damage 
may be detected before the machine is put into operation. 

1.; l when walking up to or around the unit, observe its condition and notice if -.. . . 
anyone or anything is on or under it By checking now, you may prevent injury 
or damage when you start out.’ 

l If applicable, drain water off of the lubricating oil sump daily. 

l In cold weather, bleed the air tank and, if equipment is equipped, use the 
alcohol injector pump. 

l All guards protecting rotating shafts, pulleys, and pinch points are in place. 

4.2 Of Deficknt hug Whenever any machinery or equipment is found 
to be unsafe, or whenever a deficiency which affects the safe operation of 
equipment is observed, the equipment shall be immediately taken out of service 
and its use prohibited until unsafe conditions have been corrected. 

- I 

4.2.1 A tag indicating that the equipment shall not be operated, and that the 
tag shall not be removed, must be placed in a conspicuous location on 
the equipment. Where required, lockout procedures shall be used. On 
the back of the tag, the problem with the equipment, inspectois name, 
employee number and date should be written. 

--- . 



4.2.2 The tag must remain in its attached location until it is demonstrated that c 
the equipment is safe to operate. 

4.2.3 When corrections are complete, the machinery or equipment shall be 
retested and reinspected prior to being returned to service. 

4.3 Equipment Requirements 

. Y 

4.3.1 

4.3.2 

. 4.3.3 :. ..\L 

. . . I. 

4.3.4 

. . . * ‘. 

. ..-I’. ,.. : . . . . . .,..: 

4.3.5 

4.3.6 

4.3.7 

4.3.8 

.) . 

Seats or equal protection must be provided for each person required to 
ride on equipment. 

Equipment operated on the highway shall be equipped with headlights, 
taillights, brake lights, and backup lights and turn signals visible from 
the front and rear. 

All equipment with windshields shall be equipped with powered wipers. 
Vehicles that operate under conditions that cause fogging or frosting of 
windshields shall be equipped with operable defogging or defrosting 
devices. 

Motile equipment, operating within an off-highway job site not open to 
public txaf&, shall have a service brake system and a parking brake 
system capable of stopping and holding the equipment while fully 
loaded on the grade of operation. 

All vehicles which will be parked or moving slower than normal trafEc 
on haul roads shall have a yellow flashing light or four-way flashers 
visible from all directions. 

No one shall be permitted in the truck cab during loading operations 
except the driver and then only if the truck has a cab protector. 

Steering or spinner knobs shall not be attached to the steering wheel 
unless the steering mechanism prevents road reactions from causing the 
steering handwheel to spin: when permitted, the steering knob shall be 
mounted within the periphery of the wheel. 

The controls of loaders, excavators, or similar equipment with folding 
booms or lift arms shall not be operated from a ground position unless 
so designed. . 

- -  

M  
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4.4 Parking 

4.4.1 Whenever equipment is parked, the parking brake shall be set. 

4.4.2 

4.4.3 

4.5 Towing 

4.5.1 

4.5.2 

Equipment parked on an incline shall have the wheels chocked or track 
mechanism blocked znd the parking brake set. 

* II equipment left uxttended at night, adjacent to a highway in normai 
use or adjacent to construction areas where work is in progress, shall 
have lights or reflectors, or barricades equipped with lights or reflectors, 
to identify the location of the equipment. 

In the event that a disabled piece of heavy equipment requires towing, 
towtig devices used on any combination of equipment shall be 
structurally adequate for the weight drawn and securely mounted. 

Persons shall not be permitted between a towing vehicle and the piece 
of towed equipment until both have been completely stopped with all 
brakes set and wheels chocked on both vehicle and equipment. 

5.0 ?!QuNTmANCE AND RFLPAIBS 
:I . . 

5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

.1 - ..- 5.5 *- 

r- 

* 

Preventive Ma. Preventive maintenance procedures recommended by the 
manufacturer shall be followed. 

. 
Egulpment ReDairs. All machinery or equipment shall be shut down and positive 
means taken to prevent its operation while repairs or manual lubrications are being 
done. Equipment designed to be serviced while running are exempt from this 
requirement. 

m. All repairs on machinery or equipment shall be made at a location which 
will protect repair personnel from traffic. 

Heavy machinery, equipment, or parts thereof which are suspended or held apart by 
slings, hoist, or jacks shall be substantially blocked or cribbed before personnel are 
permitted to work underneath or between them. 

Bulldozer and scraper blades, end-loader buckets, dump bodies, and similar 
equipment shall be either fuIly lowered or blocked when being repaired or when 

--- . 
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not in use. All controls shall be in a neutral position, with the engines stopped and c 
brakes set, unless work being performed on the machine requires otherwise. 

5.6 Mechanized Fquipment. Mechanized equipment shall be shut down prior to 
tieling operations. 

5.7 No modifications or additions which affect the capacity or safe operation of 
machinery or equipment shall be made without the manufacturer’s wrircen 
approval. 

5.7.1 If such modifications or changes are made, the capacity, operation, and 
maintenance :&truction plates, tags, or decals shall be changed 
accordingly. 

5.7.2 In no case shall the original safety factor of the equipment be reduced. 

6.0 QJ&LN-NG A,NQLQETY IXWCF~ 

6.1 (Rack-w . All self-propelled construction and industriaI 

:.ti . . ’ . equipment, whether moving alone or in combination, shall be equipped with a 

11~Jl . . reverse signal alarm. Note: Equipment designed and operated so that the operator 
is always facing the direction of motion does not require a reverse signal alaxm. 

6.1.1 r Reverse signal alarms shall be audible and sufficiently distinct to be 
L 

.:...’ . heard under prevailing conditions. 

6.1.2 Alarms shall operate automatically upon commencement of backward 
motion. Akms may be continuous or intermittent (not to exceed 3- 
second intervals) and shall operate during the entire backward 
movement. 

6.1.3 Reverse signal alarms shall be in addition to requirements for signal 
persons. 

6.2 War&g Device. A warning device or signal person shall be provided where there 
is danger to persons from moving equipment, swinging loads, buckets, booms, etc. 

6.3 Mac- Repair. No guard, safety appliance, or device shall be removed from 
machinery or equipment, or made ineffective except for making immediate repairs, 

. . . lubrications, or adjustments, and then only after the power has been shut off. All 
guards and devices shall be replaced immediately after completion of repairs and 
adjustments and before power is turned on. 

-- . 
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6.4 Seatbelts and Anchorage. Seatbelts and anchorages meeting the requirements of 49 
CFR 571 shall be installed and worn in all motor vehicles (installation and usage 
on buses is optional); two-piece seat belts and anchorages for construction 
equipment shall comply with applicabIe federal specifications or SAE J 336a. 

6.5 Protection. Suitable protection against the elements, falling or flying objects, 
swinging loads, and similar hazards shall be provided for operators of all 
machinery or equipment; glass used in .tindhhields or cabs shall be safety glass. 

6.6 Guarding 

6.6.1 

A _ ._ .;> 
6.6.2 

6.6.3 
:. 

6.6.4 
m. ,‘< . : 

6.6.5 

6.6.6 

All belts, gears, shafts, puile)s, sprockets, spindles, drums, flywheels, 
chains, or other reciprocating, rotating or moving parts of equipment 
shall be guarded when exposed to contact by persons or when they 
otherwise create a hazard 
-. . .- 

AU hot surfaces of equipment, including exhaust pipes or other lines, 
shall be guarded or insulated to prevent injury and fire. 

Platforms, foot walks, steps, handholds, guardrails, and toeboards shall 
be designed, constructed, and installed on machinery and equipment to 
provide safe footing and access ways. 

Substantial overhead protection shall be provided for the operators of 
fork lifts and similar material handling equipment. 

Fuel tanks shall be located in a manner which will not allow spills or 
overflows to run onto engine, exhaust, or electrical equipment. 

Exhaust or discharges from equipment shall be so directed that they do 
not endanger persons or obstruct view of operator. 

6.7 &lkgObject Protective Structures (FOPQ . All bulldozers, tractors, or similar 
equipment used in clearing operations shall be provided with guards, canopies, or 
grills to protect the operator from falling and flying objects as appropriate to the 
nature of the clearing operations. 

6.7.1 FOPS for other construction, industrial, and grounds-keeping equipment 
will be furnished when the operator is exposed to falling object hazards. 

:. .* . . . - :. I . . . m. 

6.7.2 FOPS will be certified by either the manufacturer or a licensed engineer. 
8-7 

--- . 
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6.8 Pollover Protective Structures CROPS>. c 

6.8.1 Seat belts and rollover protective structures (ROPS) shal1 be installed 
on: 

l Crawler and rubber-tire tractors including dozers, push and pull 
tractors, winch tractors, and mowers; 

. Off-the-highway self-propelled pneumatic-tire earth movers such as 
trucks, pans, scrapers, bottom dumps and end dumps; 

l Motor grades; 

. . .- . 
l Water tank trucks having a tank height less than the cab; and 

l Other self-propelled construction equipment such as front-end 
lo$ers, backhoes, rollers, and compactors. - .: . . . . 

6.8.2 ROPS are nat required on: 

L;C;: . . ,..- i. . ._ . . . . 
. - I”“. -,.: . ..I , ,. .. . . Trucks designed for hauling on public highways, ,..- 

l Crane-mounted dragline backhoes, 

‘f-2 ..,c;,w.- - c,.i- ---. ’ ::.y- .- - . 
l , Sections of rollers and compactors of the tandem steel-wbeelexl and 

self-propelled pneumatic tired type that do not have an operator’s 
station, 

7.0 

l Self-propelled rubber-tired lawn and garden tractors and side boom 
pipe laying tractors operated solely on flat terrain, not exposed to 
rollover hazards, and 

l Cranes, drag lines, or equipment on which the operator’s cab and 
boom rotate as a unit. 

m&&I-II JDSED HEAVY EQUIPMENT 

All equipment either rented or leased for use on OHM project sites and facilities must 
comply with aLI of the requirements in this procedure. In addition, before any piece of 
equipment is accepted for use on an OHM project site or facility, a competent person must 
perform a thorough inspection using the form in Appendix A to ensure that the equipment 
-&ill be safe to use and operate within the requirement for that type of equipment. -- . 

c 
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>as OllM Rcyediulion 
\m ptrvic~~~~L DAILYHEAVYEQUI-PMENTSAIWI'YINSPECTIO.~ CHECKLIST 

,.j 
EQUIPMENT I.D. NO.: EQUIPMENT NAME: WEEK OF: 

ITEM INSPECTED MONDAY TUESDAY WED. TIHJRSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

Falling Object Proleclive Swclure (FOP) 

Roll-Over Protective Sticture (ROP) 

Sent Bells 

Operator Seal Bar(s) 

Side Shields, Screens or Cab 

Grab Handles 

Back-Up Alarm - Working 

Lighls 

Guards 

SUNDAY 

I 

Horn 

Anti-Skid Trend Steps Clear of Mud 

Safety Signs (i.e. counterbalancz swing ares) 

Fire Extinguisher 

Oil (full and no leaks) 

Clear Of Extra Materials 

Controls funclion p -0perly 

Hydraulic System (‘ull and no leaks) 

Parking brake 
rl 

LiR h ond Bucket 

Tires/Tracks 

Slccring 

u~~r~~li~f;wlory condition to Ihc slle lupcrvllnr Inllllcllllllcly. 
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= B OHM Remediation 
<# Services Corp. FALL PROTECTION 

PROCEDURE NUMBER 2-9 Page 1 of 10 

LAST REVISED 6196 APPROVED BY: GMR/FHH 

1.0 OB.JECTIVE 

OHM Remediatiorl Services Corp. (OHM) employees, subcontractors, and visitors will be 
protected from fall hazards, such as unprotected edges 6 feet or more above the next lower 
level, by learning to recognize fall hazards and implement controls including the appropri- 
ate selection, use, and maintenance of fall protection equipment. Note: OSHA regulation 
requires fall protection at a height of 6 feet; however, a competent person (i.e. site 
supervisor, site safety officer) will evaluate fall hazards at OHM projects/facilities 
for work involving any potential fall of 4 feet or more, determine appropriate 
controls, document the hazard evaluation ia the site safety log, and implement 
control measures. State OSHA programs may also impose more stringent fall 
protection requirements. 

2.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedure is to address the elements of the Fall Protection Program 
and to conform to the requirements found in 29 CFR 1926.500 - .503 (Subpart lvi) - Fall 
Protection. In some cases this procedure incorporates specific OHM requirements, which 

. are more stringent than the OSHA regulation. 

The following are common definitions used to describe fall protection systems. 

3.1 

3.2 

.%a -4.t 

--=, 

3.3 

I .  ,  i 

te-Off Pow. A secure point of attachment for lifelines, lanyards, or 
deceleration devices must have 5,000 pounds tensile strength per employee. 
Common examples of adequate anchor points include eye bolts, beams, confined 
space retrieval tripods, etc. Acceptable anchorage points should he selected under 
the advice of the site competent person. The site competent person may seek the 
advice of a structural engineer in any situation where the anchor point strength is 
in question. 

wBelt. AstrapthatcanbebothsecuredaroMdthewaistandattachedtoa 
lanyard, lifeline, or deceleration device. Body belts are intended to he used as a 
restking device which in conjunction with a lanyard would keep an employee f .. 
away from an unprotected edge or other fall hazard. Body belts must never be 
used in situations where personnel are actually exposed to a fall hazard situation. -- . 

E&&J-s. Straps that can be secured around the employee to distribute the 
fall arrest forces over the thighs, pelvis, waist, chest, and shoulders with a dee- 



, 
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3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

3.7 

/?\ -.; . -.- 

3.8 : 

3.9 

3.10 

3.11 

C. _ . - : 3‘ - 

,- 3.12 

ring in the middle of the back to attach it ‘0 other components of a personal fall 
arrest system. 

i 

Comuetent Person. A qualified individual (such as the site supervisor or site 
safety officer) will serve as the competent person to oversee all job activity 
involving fall hazards. The competent person will identify and evaluate fall 
hazards at work, and will select the appropriate fall protection system to eliminate 
or control the fall hazard. 

Deceleration Device. Mechanism such as a rope grab, a self-retracting lifeline, or 
a shock absorbing lanyard that serves to dissipate a large amount of energy during 
a fall arrest. 

Guardrail Svstem. A fixed barrier erected in compliance with Section 5.1 of this 
procedure as an engineering control to prevent employees from falling to a lower 
level. 

Liyyard. Flexible line of rope, wire rope, or synthetic web with a connector at 
each end to connect a body belt or harness to a deceleration device, lifeline, or 
anchorage. Lanyards must have double-locking snaphooks, 5,000 pounds of 
tensile strength, and are usually limited to 6 feet in length. 

. 
mEdae. Edge of a floor, r?of, or framework that changes location as 
additional material is formed/constructed. The edge is considered an unprotected 
or leading side/edge when not actively and continuously under construction. The 
wall or bank of an excavation can be considered a leading edge during periods of 
non-activity. An acceptable anchorage point (5,000 pounds of tensile strength) is 
not required if personnel are not exposed to a fall hazard. 

,-. 

‘. 

J,ow Sloped Roof. A roof having a slope less than or equal to 4:12 (vertical to 
horizontal). 

m Fall m. A system used to arrest an employee in a fall from a 
working level. A complete system consists of an anchorage, connectors, body 
harness, and may include a lanyard, deceleration device, lifeline, or a combina- 
tion of these. OHM prohibits the use of body belts for a fall arrest system. 

ble vss a . A synthetic web with metal Dee- 
rings which can be used in a choke hitch around a structural building member 
used to connect the lanyard to an anchorage member when there is no eye bolt or 
other means for diit attachment; must have 5,000 pound tensile strength per 
employee -- . 

. . . m Device. A body belt/positioning belt or harness used in 
combination with an anchorage and connectors to support an employee on an 
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3.13 

3.14 

3.15 

3.16 
_ l̂h. 

3.17 

3.18 

eievated surface with both hands free an&or prevent an employee from approach- 
ing a leading edge. A positioning device system must limit employee free fall to 2 
feet or less. A positioning device must not be used in a fail arrest system. 

poll Out. The accidental disengagement or opening of a snaphoolr, which occurs 
when there is an improper use of a snaphook \vith an attachment point. The force 
of the fall arrest rebounds through the lanyard. the hook is driven up and around 
the attachment, the gate is depressed. and the snaphook opens or rolls out. This 
disengqemenr can be prevented b>. using locking snaphooks. 

Roof. The exterior surface on the top of a building; m including floors or frame- 
work serving as the temporary top surface lvhile building construction is being 
completed. 

Rope Grab. A deceleration device that travels on a lifeline and automatically 
engages the lifeline and locks to arrest the employee’s fall. Operates by friction 
and employs the principle of inertial locking and/or cam/lever locking. 

Safetv Monitorinp Svstern. A fall protection system that employs a competent 
person, the “safety monitor”, to monitor the safety of employees during leading 
edge work at elevated heights. This system is administered as part of a fall 
protection plan, to be implemented only when the use of conventional fall 
protection equipment would create a greater hazard for the existing situation. 
Only personnel covered under the fall protection plan are allowed in an area 
where a safety monitoring system is being used. 

w. A pendulum-type swing resulting from a fall. A large swing arc is 
produced from lateral movement away from the anchorage point, momentum 
builds and the victim usually strikes an obstruction or sharp object, which stops 
the swing fail. Swing fall hazards can be controlled by maintaining an anchorage 
point, which at a minimum is at or above the employee’s shoulders. 

e System. A barrier erected on a roof to warn employees that they 
are approaching an unprotected roof side or edge, and which designates an area 
where roofing work may take place without the use of a guardrail, safety net, or 
fall arrest system to protect employees in the area. 

4.0 GFALLHAZARDS 

Fail hazards and falling object hazards may be encountered by OHM personnel in the 
foIlOwing SitUatiGiG: 

--_- 
4.1 Working on levels 6 feet or more above the next lower leve!/grourd with an open 

side. Common situations might include work on top of fiat tanks, carbon cells, 
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pipe racks, open floors, Pxcavations, wells, shafts, pits, tank trucks, rail cars, 
manlifts or other elevated platforms. 

f 

4.2 Falling object/overhead hazards such as those encountered during work in an 
excavation, during tank cleaning operations, working below scaffolds, or during 
demolition activities. 

4.3 Trips, falls, or tangles in fall protection equipment. 

5.0 GUARDRAIL SYSTE.MS 

Guardrail systems shall be used as an engineering control to eliminate hazards of unpro- 
tected edges or open holes, such as work near the edge of an excavation, well, shaft or pit. 
Note: OSI-IA prefers the use of engineering controls over personal protective equipment 
for controlling hazards at work. 

._ . . 
5.1 System Specifications 

l Height of the top rail edge must be 32 inches + 3 inches above the working 
level. 

’ .:. 
‘i, 

l Midrails &XL be installed midway between the top rail and working level. 
.: 
s -. .s.. , . 

l _. .’ Guardrail system must be &able of withstanding 200 pounds of force 
?“” 

applied outward or downward within 2 inches of the top edge of the guardrail 
at any point. (Midrails must have 150 pound capacity.) 

,-- 

k. 

l Guardrail system shall be constructed to prevent puncture or laceration to 
personnel or equipment, or snagging of clothing. 

l Top rails and midrails shall be at least one-quarter of an inch-thick to prevent 
cuts/lacerations. If wire rope is used, it must be flagged every 6 inches. Metal 
strapping and rope are not acceptable for use. 

l Toeboards shall be installed whenever personnel are working above other 
personnel to prevent tools or debris Corn being kicked out, falling, and 
striking the people below. 

. Inspect guardrails regularly for defects, and replace/reebctive compo- 
nents immediately. L 
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6.0 COVERS 

Holes (including skylights) in walking/working surfaces that present a rv;slrtial for 
employees to fall 6 feet or more must be protected using guardrails, personal fall arrest 
systems, or covers. Holes that could permit objects to fall and strike personnel below must 
also be protected with covers. 

6.1 Covers shall be capable of supporting at least twice the maximum axle load of the 
largest vehicle expected to drive over the cover. 

6.2 Covers shall be capable oi supporting at least twice the weight of employees 
expected to walk over the cover. 

6.3 Covers shall be secured to prevent displacement by wind, equipment, or employ- 
,’ ees. 

6.4 Covers shall be marked with signs or other hazard warnings such as “Do not 
remove - open hole.” 

.!,-.7.0 EBSOWLEALL AR.RJ?ST SYSTEMS 

‘C. These systems shall be used when engineering controls are not feasible to control a fall 
.:, . hazard of 6 feet Improper selection and t&e of fall protection equipment, or failure to use 

fall protection equipment can lead to serious accidents or fatalities resulting from unpro- 
tected falls, swing falls, rollouf or failure of fall axrest system components. 

7.1 

l Components of a personal fall arrest system include a body system (harness), 
connecting device (rope or web lanyard, shock absorbing lanyard, self- 
retracting lifeline), and a tie-off or anchorage point (5,000 pounds per worker; 
eye bolt or beam). 

l Only ANSI approved fall protection equipment shall be used. 

l Use lanyards with locking snaphooks only. Non-locking snaphooks are not 
acceptable, since they may contribute to roll out. 

. 
.1 .,4’. , . % . (.. Duxings, snap hooks, and attachment straps must have 5,000 pound tensile 

-gth- 

--- -- 
d 
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( 
7.2 Svstem Use 

l Use a portable anchorage point (cross arm strap) to connect the lanyard to the 
anchorage point when there is no eye bolt for direct attachment. Hitching the 
lanyard onto itself as a choker is never allowed. 

. Attach connecting devices to the dee-ring in the middle of the back. 

. Locate anchorage points at or above the dee-ring attachment point in the 
middle of the back. 

l Do not work above :&e tie-off anchor point. If it is necessary to work above 
the tie-off point, reposition the tie-off anchor point to a point above the 
middle of the back. 

l Choose an anchor point that is lncated well above the lower level. A 6 foot 
man, with a 6 foot lanyard, plus 3.5 foot maximum shock absorbing exten- 
sion requires a minimum clearance of 15.5 feet from anchor point to ground 
to avoid striking the ground during a fall. 

l When no overhead structures exist or qualify as acceptable anchorage, a crane 
or forklift may be used if it has sufficient capacity. L. 

l Do not tie off around sharp edges, which may cut anchorage straps and 
lanyards. 

l Destroy and discard all components of a fall arrest system (e.g. harness, 
lanyard) after a fall, and replace them with new fall arrest equipment. NOTE: 
Specific fall arrest components like retractable lifelines may be sent to the 
manufacturer for testing and returned to service with approval of the regional 
health and safety director. 

l Maintain fall arrest systems that are fke of debris, rusk and corrosion; protect 
them from crushing and sharp surfaces. Appropriately ciean and dry compo- 
nents before storing them in a safe place. 

l Dispose of chemically contaminated components properly at the conclusion 
of a project or when the chemical contamination could have an adverse effect 
on the device. 

/..* 

-- 

_, a./. 3. ;. . . . . * . .-.v.v.-. . _- . v -, , .- ..; _ , 
l System co&onent.s shall be used only for employee fall protection and not to 

hoist equipment or materials. -- . 

L 
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7.3 bsnecting Comoonents 

Inspect systems using the following guidelines: 

Harnesses and Dee-Rings 

. 

. 

. 

. 
n 

Hold with two hands, bend, and look for broken fibers, cuts, and pulled 
stitches. 

Dee-rings shall pivot freely. Inspect for distortion, cracks, and breaks. 

Inspect for wear, frayed or cut fibers, or distortion of buckles. Rivets must be 
tight and immovable with the fingers. Bent rivets may fail under stress. 

Inspect for frayed or broken strands. Look for tufts on webbing surface. 

Inspect for wear of repeated buckling and unbuckling on the tongue or billet. 

Look for loose, distorted grommets. There shall be no additional punched 
holes. 

\ 

l Inspect for tiys by twistirig the rope. 

l Inspect for failing hook latches, absence of locking latches, or a change in 
shape of the metal eye on I~yards or hooks. 

l Examine for rips or tears in shock absorbing lanyard sections. 

l Self-retracting lifelines must be inspected annually by the manufacturer. 

8.0 -LINE 

Warning line systems are often combined with other fall protection systems to provide fall 
protection for work on low-sloped roofs. Personnel working on low-sloped roofs with 
unprotected sides 6 feet or more above the next lower level must implement fall protec- 
tion to include one of the following: 

f=- 

.~. ._, 
l War&g line and guardrail system” 

Iv 

. Warning line and safety net system 

. Warning line and personal fall arrest system -- . 

. Warning line and safety monitoring system, or 
l Guardrail, safety net, or personal fall arrest system 
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8.1 Svstem Soe cifications 

. -,ti’arning lines consist of ropes, wires or chains, and supporting stanchions. 

l Flag warning lines every 6 feet with high visibility material. 

. With the warning line erected, stanchions shall be capable of resisting at least 
16 pounds applied horizontally, perpendicular to the warning line, without 
tipping over. 

. The lowest point (sag) of the lines must be at least 34 inches from the work 
surface and no more than 39 inches from the work surface. 

l The warning line shall have a minimum tensile strength of 500 pounds. 

8.2 System Use 

l Erect warning lines around all sides of the roof work area. 

l Erect warning lines at least 6 feet from the roof edge when mechanical 
equipment is not being used. 

l When mechanical equipment\is in use, erect warning lines at least 6 feet tirn \ 

the edge parallel to equipment operation, and at least 10 feet from the edge 
that is perpendicular to equipment operations. 

l No employee is allowed in an area between a roof edge and a warning line 
unless performing designated work tasks in that area. 

l Mechanical equipment can be used and stored only in areas where employees 
are protected by warning lines, guardrails, or a personal fall arrest system. 

l Access points, storage and hoist areas shall be connected to the work area by 
a path formed with two warning lines. When this path is not in use, it shall be 
barricaded with rope, wire, or chain, equivalent in strength and height to the 
warning line, to prevent employees Corn walking directly into the work area 

9.0 F,TY MONITORING SYSTEM 

This system may be used in combination with a warning line system to provide fall 
protection during work on low-slope roofs. It may be used alone as a fail protection 
system during work on low-sloped roofs 50 feet or less in width, or as otherwise specified 
in a fall protection plan. Use of this system requires approval of the-m Health and 
Safety Director. c 
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9 .: 

9.2 

9.3 

9.4 

9.5 

9.6 

A competent person such as the site safety officer or the sit, supervisor shall be 
designate1 as the “safety monitor” to recognize fall hazards and warn employees 
of these hazards or unsafe acts. 

The safety monitor shall be on the same walking/working surface and within 
visual distance of the employees being monitored. 

The safety monitor shall be close enough to communicate orally with employees. 

The safety monitor shall not have other job responsibilities that wouId distract the 
safety monitor’s attention. 

Mechanical equipment shall not be used or stored in areas where safety monitor- 
ing systems are used for roofing operations on low-sloped roofs. 

No employees other than those performing roofing work covered under the fall 
protection plan shall be allowed in an area covered by the safety monitoring 
system. 

10.0 QyHU3EE 

Employees are required to wear hardhats in areas where faUi.ng object hazards exist., and 
to implement one of the following: 

10.1 Erect toeboards, screens or a guardrail system to prevent objects from falling 
Corn the work surface. 

10.2 Erect a canopy structure or a debris net, to catch objects if they do fall, and keep 
objects away from the edge of the work surface. 

10.3 Barricade areas where objects could fall, keep employees out of barricaded areas 
and keep objects away from the edge of the work surface. 

11.0 QIHER FAI,L PROTKXION SYS.IT’E&Q 

11.1 Work on manlifts or other elevated platforms can expose personnel to fall 
hazards. Guardrails, midrails and possibly toeboards shall be installed on manlifts 
or other elevated platforms, and personnel shall tie off to the boom or basket 
during work activities. A personal fall arrest system &all be used when the above 
engineering controls cannot be implemented due to clearance restrictions. 

11.2 A number of other fall protection systems can be used withapprayal of the 
Regional Health and Safety Director. T&se systems include safety-nets, con- 
trolled access zones, a fall protection plan, or a combination of these. These 
systems are less likely to be used on OHM projects due to the nature of the work 
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and the selection of guardrails, covers, an-l personal fall arrest systems to better c 

provide fail protection. 

11.3 Other industry standards that involve fall hazards are 29 CFR 1926 
Subpart L, the Scaffolding standard, Subpart X, Floor arrd Wall Openings and 
Stairways and Ladders. 

11.4 If a fall hazard situation arises at an OHM project site or facility, and is not 
addressed by this procedure, then it will be the responsibility of the site supervi- 
sor to contact the regional health and safety director to determine what method 
will be used to control the fall hazard. 

12.0 TRAl-NTNG 

The following statements describe the requirements of the OHM fall protection training 
Program. 

_ . 

12.1 

12.2 

L 

12.4 

Training must be provided to all employees who may be exposed to fall hazards 
during the course of their work. Training will teach employees to recognize fall 
hazards and falling object hazards at work and to implement procedures to controi 
these hazard.s. 

The program shall address procedures for erecting, maintaining, disassembling, 
inspecting and storing fall pro&&on equipment, as outlined in sections 5 through 
11 of this procedure. 

Retraining shall be conducted for situations where an employee is believed to 
lack the skill and understanding to recognize and control fall hazards at work, 
which may include changes in the workplace or changes in the types of fall 
protection systems or equipment to oe used. 

.‘.L. -_ -4 : - , .-; .I . . ; . .:,. .- : ,_ 

--- * 

=e=-- c 
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LAST REVISED lo/95 APPROVED BY: JFK/Fm 
4 

1.0 QBJECTIVE 

2.0 

3.0 

In work situations where heat stress may be a factor, OHM Remediation Services Corp. 
(OHM) will attempt to prevent heat related illness by use of work-rest schedules, 
physiological monitoring and/o1 personal cooling devices. 

PURPOSE 

This procedure describes the causes, symptoms, treatmen< and prevention of heat-related 
illness. 

LiEN-J-Ar+ INFORMATION 

3-c Heat-related illnesses are caused by the body’s inability to dissipate metabolic heat :.:‘.d’ i - 
in conjunction with excessive environmental heat and wearing PPE. 

, * ‘. 3.2 . . . A period of adjustment or acclkakation is necessary before maximum tolerance 
to heat is acquired- Most workers require 7 to 10 working days of gradually 
increasing workload to become Wly acclimatized. 

4.0 a-RET,ATEDI.NJYSSES 

4.1 Heat rash can be caused by continuous exposure to hot and humid air and skin 
abrasion from sweat soaked clothing. 

and &LIQJXE: The condition is characterized by a localized red skin rash 
and reduced sweating. Aside from being a nuisance, the abiIity to tolerate heat is 
reduced. 

Treatment: Keep skin hygienically clean and allow it to dry thoroughly after using 
chemical protective clothing. 

r” 

4.2 Heat cramps are caused by profuse perspiration with inadequate fluid intake and 
salt replacement This often robs the larger muscle grckps (stomach and 
quadriceps) of blood which can make them cramp. 

&gns aid Svmotm: Muscle spasm and pain in the extremcmxbdomen. 
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4.3 

_. I. 4.4 

Treatment: Remove affected person to a cool plac, ;ld give sips of ciear water or 
an elecuolyric drink (for example, Garorade). Manual pressure may also be applied 
to the cramped muscles. 

Heat exhaustion is a mild form of shock caused by sustair,ed physical activity in 
heat and profuse perspiration without adequate fluid and salt replacement. 

Signs and Svmurom: Weak pulse; shallov+ breathing; pale, cool, moist (clammy) 
skin; profuse sweating; dizziness; fatigue 

Treatment: Remove affected person to a cool place a!d remove as much clothing 
as possible. Give sips of water or electrolytic solution and fan the person 
continually to remove heat by convection. CAUTION: Do not allow the affected 
person to become chilled - treat for shock if necessary. 

Heat stroke is the most severe form of heat stress; the body must be cooled 
immediately to prevent severe injury and/or death. THIS IS A MEDICAL 
EMERGENCY!! 

:-, 
. 

;::d :::.. s ,. 1. - 
and Syw: Red, hot, dry skin; body temperature of 105 degrees 

.’ -.‘. Fahrenheit or higher, no perspiration; nausea; dizziness and confusion; strong, rapid 
puIse; coma 

::-;, * m: Heat stroke 6 a true m&al emergency. Transportation of the victim 
.,I;- ,,..., - . . to a medical facility must not be delayed. Prior to transport, remclve as much 

clothing as possible and wrap the victim in a sheet soaked with water. Fan 
vigorously while transporting LLI help reduce body temperature. Apply cold packs, 
if available; place under the arms, around the neck, or any other place where they 
can cool large surface blood vesseis. If transportation to a medicaI facility is 
delayed, reduce body temperature by immersing victim in an ice/water bath 
(however, be careful not to over chill the victim once body temperature is reduced 
below 102 degrees Fahrenheit). If this is not possible, keep victim wrapped in a 
sheet and continuously douse with water and fan. 

:\ 

5.0 SPECIFICREOUIREMENTS 

5.1 The environmental hazards section of site health and safety plans will address heat 
stress if the ambient temperature is expected. to exceed 65 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Guidance for heat stress prevention can be found in the American Council of 

P . Governmental Industrial Hygienists’ (ACGIH) current year edition of the TLV _., . , 

(ThresholdLimitValues). 

5.2 The site health and safety plan will discuss work-rest cycles+proGisions for 
monitoring the level of heat mess (i.e., pulse rate). c 
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5.3 

5.4 

5.5 

5.6 

5.7 

Workers are to be advised not to drink ctieinated or alcoholic beverages because 
they increase the rate of body water loss. 

Increased dietary salt or lightly salted (0.2 percent) water is adequate to replace lost 
salt. Salt tablets are not to be used. 

If juice or electrolyte drinks are used, they should be diluted prior to drinking. 

Thirst is not an adequate indicator of body water loss. Workers are to drink at least 
small amounts of water on each break. 

Workers are to rest when any of the symptoms described above are present. The 
buddy system is mandatory, as most often the potential victim will not be aware of 
any symptoms. Watch out for each other. 

-3 
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OHM Remediation 
Services Corp. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION 

PROCEDURE NUMBER 4-2 

LAST REVISED 8196 

Page 1 of 13 

APPROVED BY: DLM/FHH 

2.0 

C-- 3.0 

/I- 

\. 

No individual will enter an area where the use of respiratory protective equipment is 
required unless the person has been trained in the selection, use, care and limitations of 
the respirators, and the proper respirator has been selected for the task, and the individual 
is fit tested for that respirator. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedure is to provide information and guidelines for the selection, 
use, and care of respiratory protective equipment for all OHM Remediation Services 
Corp. (OHM) and contractor personnel. This procedure complies with the requirements 
of 29 CFR 19 10.134 Respiratory Protection. 

3.1 The use of engineering controls should be the primary method to limit employee 
exposure to respiratory hazards. . 

3.2 Respirators shall be worn when engineering controls are unsuccessful and: 

. The established PEL (Permissible Exposure Limit) or TLV (Threshold 
Limit Value) for the particular material is approached or exceeded, as 
measured by direct reading and/or integrated air sampling applicable for 
the suspected contaminant. 

. As deemed appropriate by the regional health and safety 
director or designee. 

3.3 Respirators can only be issued and worn by individuals who have been properly 
trained and fit tested. 

3.4 The respirator program coordinator for each region will be the regional health and 
safety director. 

3.5 The regional health and safety director will evaluate annually the effectiveness of 
the respirator program and denote deficiencies to the vice presidentpf health and 
safety. 

4 
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3.6 Only respirators approved by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and ( 

Health (NIOSH) and the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) which 
are appropriate for the potential hazard shall be worn when potential exposure 
involves a toxic material. 

4.1 Engineering controls should always be the primary control method of employee 
exposure to airborne contaminants (i.e. elimination of contamination source, 
ventilation of area, barriers, remote handling methods, etc). 

4.2 Once the need for respiratory protection has been established, the respirators shall 
be selected on the basis of the hazards to which the worker is exposed. 

4.2.1 Selection criteria should include: 

_ 

. . <. 
- 

l Identity of airborne hazard 

l Physical form of contaminant 

,---‘.. 

l The current concentration of the contaminant 

l Potential maximum concentration of the contaminant \ 

l Whether the contaminan t may be present in concentrations to be 
immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) 

. The possibility of oxygen deficiency 

l A suitable approved cartridge is available 

l The usefid life of the respirator cartridge 

. The escape routes available 

s Whether the respiratory devices are intended for emergency use, for 
periodic use, or for stand-by purposes 

4.3 Other relevant information based on site conditions may be considered to 
dcterminetypcofmpimtortobeused. 

4.4 OHM does not routinely permit the use of one half face piece air purifying 
respirators and disposable dust masks. The regional hea.l&i~ director or 
designee must approve the use of either of these devices. 

c 
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c ’ . . 

5.0 &fEDICAL SCREENING 

5.1 Prior to assigning personnel to perform tasks requiring the use of respirators, the 
employee shall be medically qualified in compliance with requirements of 29 
CFR 1910.134(a)(lO) and 29 CFR 1910.120(f). 

5.2 Employees not physically and psychologically capable of wearing respirators 
shall not be assigned to work requiring the use of respirators. 

5.3 The medical status of each employee is to be periodically evaluated as outlined in 
SOP 3-1, Occupational Health Examination Program. Additional evaluations 
may be deemed necessary if the physical/medical status of the employee changes. 

6.0 FIT TESTTNG 

6.1 Fit testing will be performed in accordance with accepted fit test procedures by 
the regional health and safety director or their designated employee who has been 
trained and qualified to do so. Fit testing will take place at least annually or as 
required by other specific OSHA standards (i.e. 29 CFR 1926.62). Additionally, 
fit testing will be performed whenever a new respirator has been issued; there is a 

d. change in facial features, for etiple, weight loss/gain, accident or dental 
changes; or difficultly in achieving a satisfactory positive/negative fit test. Site 
specific fit tests will take place when requested by the client. A copy of the 

. . .,,-” Respirator Fit Test Record follows this procedure. 
, . . . . 

612. Records of fit testing shall be maintaked by the employee’s division office and/or 
the corporate health and safety department. These records will include the 
manufacturer, model, and size of respirator the employee used in the fit test and 
the procedures used to perform the ,clt test. 

7.0 TOR USE MSTRUCTIONS 

7.1 Respirators must be used only by those employees who have been properly 
trained and qualified on the specific type of respirator to be worn. 

7.2 All employees whose job assignment requires the use of respirators shall be given 
respirator training and be fit tested prior to being initially assigned to a field 
project or job requiring respirator usage. A review of operation and maintenance 
will be performed annually, typically during the HAZWOPER refresher, on each 
type of respirator worn by the individual. Documentation of this training will be 
maintained in the Corporate Health and Safety Office. 

7.3 Only respirators and/or cartridges approved by NIOSHIMSHA and appropriate 
for the hazardous atmosphere to be encountered will be used. 
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7.4 

7.5 

CAUTION: Air-purifying respirators are not to be used where an oxygen 
deficiency (less than 19.5 percent) exists. Only air-supplied full face respirators 
with an emergency escape cylinder or self-contained breathing apparatus will be 
worn when an oxygen deficiency exists. The regional health and safety director 
must approve any entry into an oxygen deficient atmosphere. 

OHM personnel will not enter atmospheres recognized exceeding the IDLH 
concentration for a particular material without approval of the regional health and 
safety director. Only air-supplied full face respirators with an emergency escape 
cylinder or self-contained breathing apparatus will be worn in IDLH atmospheres. 
CAUTION: A respirator does not protect against excessive heat or against 
hazardous substance that can attack the body through the skin. 

7.6 

7.7 

- . ._.. 

. 

7.8 

Contact lenses shall not be worn in contaminated atmospheres requiring *the use 
of respiratory protection. 

A person wearing a respirator must be clean-shaven in the area of the face piece 
seal. Long hair, sideburns, and skull caps that extend under the seal are not 
allowed. Glasses with temple pieces extending under the seal are not allowed. 
Persons with facial conditions that prevent a proper seal are not allowed to wear 
respiratory protection until the condition is corrected. Facial conditions which 
may cause a seal problem include missing dentures, scars, severe acne, etc. r’ 

‘\ 

A minimum of three (3) people must be assigned to each operation involving use 
of airline egress systems. That two (2) people operating in a buddy system and 
one (1) person as a cylinder watch. This person may have colIateral duties as 
long as they are in the same general vicinity and the duties would not interfere 
with monitoring the egress system. 

8.0 I!,EWU,A, 

8.1 Respirators shall be inspected by the user before and after each day’s use. 
Respirators not used routinely (e.g. emergency use respirators) shall be inspected 
once a month. 

8.2 Inspection procedure for air purifying respirators (full-face piece and one half- 
face piece cartridge/canister respirators) 

8.2.1 Examine the face piece for: 

. Excessive dirt. 

. Cracks, tears, holes, or distortion from improper storage. 

. Inflexibility. 

Efl-me Date: 1 August I996 
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l Cracked or badly scratched lenses. 

l Incorrectly mounted lens or broken or missing mounting ciips. 

. Cracked or broken air purifying element holder, badly worn threads, 
or missing gaskets. 

8.2.2 Examine the head straps or head harness for: 

9 Breaks or cracks. 

l Broken or malfunctioning buckles. Excessively worn serrations on 
the head harness which may permit slippage. 

8.2.3 Examine exhalation valve for the following after removing cover: 

. Foreign material. 

. 

. 

. 

Cracks, tears, or distortion in the valve material. 

Improper insertion of the valve body into the face piece. 

Cracks, breaks, or chips in the valve body, particularly in the 
sealing surface. ’ 

Missing or defective valve cover. 

Improper installation of the valve into the valve body. 

8.2.4 Examine the air purifying elements (cartridge or canister) for: 

l Missing cartridge adapter gasket 

l Incorrect cartridgehnher, or filter for the hazard. 

l Incorrect instahion, loose connections, missing or worn gaskets, 
or cross threading in the cartridge adapter. 

l Cracks or dents in outside case or threads of filter or cartridge 
/canister. 

8.2.5 If the device has a corrugated breathing tube, examine it for: 
-3 

l Broken or missing end connections. 
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! . Missing or loose hose clamps. 

l Deterioration, determined by stretching the tube and looking for 
cracks. 

8.3 Inspection procedure for air-supplied respirators (full face piece air line 
respirators and self contained breathing apparatus @CBA)) should be as follows: 

lh, 
. 

8.3.1 

8.3.2 

If the device has a tight-fitting face piece, follow the procedures 
outlined for air purifying respirators, except those pertaining to the air 
purifying elements. 

The inspection of air-supplied respirators should include checks on the 
following items: 

l Tightness of connections 

l Condition of all rubber parts 

l Air cylinder (SCBA & egress) must be fully charged and the 
1 hydrostatic test certification must be current(Fibergla.4 composite 

cylinders-3 years/steel cylinders-5 years). 

l Regulators and waking devices function properly. 

l Each unit (SCBA & egress units) must have a distinct identification 
number permanently affixed or engraved on the regulator. The 
manufacturers serial number may be used. 

f- 

8.4 A record of respirator inspections including date and inspectors initials and 
employee number will be maintained for all respiratory protective equipment 
designated for emergency response. Ergress units and SCBAs shall be inspected 
on a monthly basis. The SCBA inspection form follows this procedure. 

8.5 Inspection of hoop-wrapped air cylinders will follow the recommendations set 
forth in the Compressed Gas Association, Inc. publication CGA C-6.2-1988 
“Guidelines for Visual Inspecuon & Requalification of Fiber Reiiorced High 
Pressure Cylinders” and will be examined for the following five types of damage. 

8.5.1 Abrasion is damage caused by wearing, grinding, or rubbing away by 
fiction. Abrasions less than 0.005 inch (0.127 mm) deep are 
acceptable and should have no adverse effects on the safety of the 
cylinder. Abrasions with isolated groups of fibers expo%?l or flat spots 
with a depth greater than 0.005 inch (0.127 mm) but less than 0.0075 
inch (0.191 mm) are acceptable if the damaged is repaired. Cylinders 

c 
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abraded in excess of 0.0075 inch (0.19 1 mm) should be taken out of 
service until professionally inspected. 

Fs 
,.: c ._ 

8.5.2 Cuts are damage inflicted by a sharp objects. Cuts or scratches less than 
0.005 inch (0.127 mm) deep are acceptable regardless of length, 
number, or direction. For cuts greater than 0.005 inch (0. I27 mm) deep 
and up to a depth of 0.015 inch (0.038 mm) with a maximum 1 or 2 
inch (25.4 or 50.8 mm) length transverse to the fiber direction, the 
cylinder should be removed from service until repaired. Cylinders with 
cuts greater than 0.015 inch (0.038 mm) with a maximum greater than 2 
inches (50.8 mm) length transverse to the fiber direction or with bare 
metal showing through must be condemned. 

8.5.3 Impact damage is caused by a cylinder striking or being struck by 
another object. Impact damage is considered slight if a frosted area is 
noted in the impact area These cylinders may be returned to service. 
Impact damage is severe if evidence of fiber cutting, delamination, and 
possible structural damage is apparent, Cylinders sustaining severe 
impact damage should be evaluated using the guidelines for cuts and 
structural damage. 

8.5.4 Structural damage is damage which causes a visual change in original 
cylinder configuration.. This change can include any evidence of bulges, 
a cocked end fitting, concave areas on the domes or on the cylinder 
section, or, if by visual inspection of the cylinder interior, there is 
evidence of damage involving deformation of the liner. Structurally 
damaged cylinders must be immediately removed form service and con- 
demned. 

8.5.5 Heat or fire damage to a cylinder is evident by discoloration, chatring, 
or burning of the composite, labels, paint, or plastic components of the 
valve. Such damage would cause a cylinder to be removed horn service 
and condemned. Note: If the cylinder is only soiled from smoke or 
other debris and is found to be intact underneath, it may be returned to 
service. 

9.0 G OF WTORS 

9.1 Respirators assigned and worn by one individual must be cleaned after each day’s 
use. Visitors’ or multi-assigned respirators must be cleaned and disinfected after 
each use. 

9.2 Extreme caution must be exercised to prevent damage fiom~g%$?andling 
during the cleaning procedure. 

Effecrwe Dare. I Augur 1996 
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9.3 After cleaning, respirators must be reassembled. c 

9.4 A respirator spray disinfectant is approved as disinfectant between continuous use 
but not for cleaning and sanitizing after each day’s use. 

9.5 Cleaning procedure for individually assigned respirators. 

9.5.1 

9.5.2 

_ . 

.. 9.5.3 

., 

9.5.5 

Washing: The respirator must be disassembled and washed with a mild 
liquid detergent in warm water. A brush should be used. To avoid 
damaging the rubber and plastic in respirator face pieces, use a soft 
bristle brush and a cleaner/water solution preferably between 90 and 
100°F. 

Rinsing: The respirator should be rinsed thoroughly in clean water 
(140°F maximum) to remove all traces of detergent. This is very 
important to prevent skin irritation from the detergent. 

Disinfection: The respirator should be immersed in a solution of water 
and chlorine in a hypochlorite solution made from household bleach 
(50: 1 ratio or approximately 2 cap &Us per gallon) to disinfect the 
respirator. The immersion should last for at least two minutes. ,- 

. Rinsing: The respkator should be rinsed thoroughly in clean water 
(140” F maximum) to remove disinfectant solution. This step is 
important to prevent dermatitis. 

\ ._ 

Drying: The following drying methods may be used: draining and 
drying on a clean surface; draining and drying when hung from racks 
(take care to prevent damage); or towel drying with a soft cloth or paper 
towels. 

9.6 Cleaning procedure for visitor or multi-assigned respirators 

9.6.1 Washing: The respirator must be disassembled and washed with a 
brush in a cleaning solution in warm water. To avoid damaging the 
rubber and plastic in respirator face pieces, use a soft bristle brush and a 
cleaner/water solution preferably between 90 and 100°F. 

9.62 Rinsing: The respirator should he rinsed thoroughly in clean water 

(140°F maximum) to remove all traces of detcrgcnt This step is 
important to remove all traces of detergent. 

-3 

Effecriw Date: I Augw 1996 
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9.6.3 Disinfection: The respirator should be immersed in a solution of water 
and chlorine in a hypochlorite solution made from househoId bleach 
(50: 1 ratio) to disinfect the respirator. The immersion should last for a 
least two minutes. 

9.6.4 Rinsing: The respirator should be rinsed thoroughly in clean water 
(140°F maximum) to remove disinfectant solution. This step is 
important to prevent dermatitis. 

9.6.5 Drying: The following drying methods may be used: draining and 
drying on a clean surface; draining and drying when hung from racks 
(take care to prevent damage); and drying in steel storage cabinets with 
built-in circulation fans. (Solid shelves should be replaced with steel 
mesh). 

10.0 UkINTJWANCE OF RESPIRATORS 

10.1 Respirator maintenance shall only be performed by trained personnel. 

t-; 

-s-- 

10.2 Manufacturer’s approved replacement parts must be used. Substitution of parts 
I Corn a different brand or type of respirator invalidates the technical approval of 

the respirator. 
c ,. .- 8. l y .;. 

10.3 Maintenance performed on a selfkontained breathing apparatus shaU be done 
only by an individual who has been certified by the manufacturer. 

10.4 Sun&air air supplied respirators (SCBA and egress units) shall be flow tested on 
an annual basis and overhauled every three years by an authorized factory repair 
facility. It is OHM’s policy to test all air supplied respirators, without regard to 
manufacture’s requirement, on this basis unless the manufacturer’s requirement is 
more strict. 

11.1 When not in use, respirators must be stored to protect them from dust, sunlight, 
heat, extreme cold, excessive moisture, damaging chernicak, and physical 
d==w- 

11.2 Respirators must be stored in reusable plastic bags between shifts. 

11.3 The respirator storage environment must be clean, dry and away from direct sun- 
light Upright cabinets and wall-mounted cases are suggested. 

-- 4 
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12.0 BREATHING AIR 

12.1 Breathing air shall meet at least the requirements of the specification for Grade D 
breathing air or better (D, E, or G not A, K, or L) as described in the American 
National Standard Commodity Specification for Air ANSVCGA G-7. I - 1989. 

12.1.1 

12.1.2 

.- 

12.1.3 

. -  

.  
.b 

. -  - -  

Grade D breathing air, as per ANSI/CGA G-7.1 - 1989, shall contain 
between 19.5 and 23.5 percent oxygen with the balance predominantly 
nitrogen, a maximum of 5 mg/m’ oil (condensed), a maximum of 10 
ppm carbon monoxide, no pronounced odor, and a maximum of 1000 
ppm carbon dioxide. 

Grade E breathing air, as per ANSI/CGA G-7.1 - 1989, shall contain 
between 20 and 22 percent o--“yen with the balance predominantly 
nitrogen, a maximum of 5 mg/m’ oil (condensed), a maximum of 10 
ppm carbon monoxide, no pronounced odor, a maximum of 500 ppm 
carbon dioxide, and 25 ppm total hydrocarbon content (as methane). 

Note: The quality verification for oil is not required for synthesized air 
whose oxygen and nitrogen components are produced by air 
liquefaction. Carbon monoxide quality verification is not required for 
Grade D breathing air if synthesized air when nitrogen component was 
previously analyzed and meets National Foundry (NF) specification and 
when the oxygen component was produced by air liquefaction and 
meets United States Phaxnacopeia (USP) specification. 

12.2 mty Verification. Breathing air suppliers must provide certification of 
analysis staling conforman~, as a minimum, to Grade D breathing air standards 
as referenced in 12.1.1 for each cylinder and/or air lot. 

13.0 ~CHARGMG BREATHMG 

13.1 An egress cylinder is fully charged at a pressure of 2550 pounds per square inch 
(psi). A 45 cubic foot 30 minute low pressure SCBA unit is fully charged at a 
pressure of 22 16 psi. 

13.2 Recharge the cylinders with pure, respirable compressed air which as a minimum, 
conforms to ANSI/CGA G-7.1 - 1989 Grade D breathing air standards. Never 
recharge a cylinder with oxygen. 

133 Block or otherwise stabilize a cylinder to be recharged so that it will not fall or 
forcibly strike another object, cracking the cylinder connection during charging. 

.-3 
Cylinders do not need to be submerged in water during charging. c 

Eficriw Dnre: I Augw 1996 
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13.4 

13.5 

13.6 Close the cylinder valve. 

13.7 Slowly bleed pressure from the filling lines. 

13.8 Disconnect the filling line. 

A standard breathing connection should be used to recharge a cylinder. CGA 
connect;on No. 346 is used for SCBA units and CGA connection No. 13 10 is 
used for egress cylinders. 

Connect the filling hose and open the cylinder valve. Fill the cylinder slowly, at a 
rate not to exceed 600 psi per minute. Therefore, both types of cylinders (SCBA 
and egress) should take approximately 4 to 5 minutes to fill. Faster filling times 
may cause an excessive rise in temperature of the cylinder which results in a 
decrease of temperature when the cylinder cools. Cylinders may require a slight 
“top off’ when the cylinder cools. 

14.0 SUPPLTEDAIRBREATHTNG AIR SYSTEMj$ 

A+=- 

14.1 

1’ 14.2 

14.3 

14.4 

14.5 

14.6 

Air line couplings shall be incompatible with outlets for other gas systems to 
prevent inadvertent servicing of air line respirators with nonrespirable gases or 
oxygen. 

OHM standard air line couplings for breathing air systems is a Foster quick 
connect fitting with a locking dot. Hansen quick connect fitting may also he used 
but must not be used where they can be inadvertently actuated and disconnected. 
For example, Hansen fittings could be used at the regulator connection but not on 
the airline laying on the ground unless protected from disconnection by some 
other means. 

Other air line couplings fittings may be used with the approval of the regional 
health and safety director. 

The hose line length shall not exceed 300 feet from the air bank regulator to the 
user. 

No more than three co~ections, excluding the connection to the regulator and 
haI connection to the respirator, shall be between the breathing air cylinders and 
the user. 

Breathing air hose shall be protected from direct contact with chemical materials 
which may permeate the hose. Acceptable methods of protection include 
suspension of the hose from the surface or covering with a-dally 
available sleeve or visqueen. Breathing air hose which has become contaminated 
will be removed from service and disposed of properly. 
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14.7 The breathing air regulator shall be adjusted to provide between 50 to 125 psi ( 

pressure. 

15.0 COLOR CODE FOR RESPIRATOR CARTRIDGES 

NIOSH recognizes the following standard color codes for respirator cartridges. The color 
codes can be used as a general guideline, however, personnel should refer to the NIOSH 
technical certification (TC) to verify adequate protection. 

Acid gases White 

Organic vapors Black 

Ammonia gas Green 

n 

Acid gases and organic vapors 
High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) 
Dust, fumes, and mists (including asbestos 
and radioactive materials) 

Yellow 
Magenta (Purple) 

Particulates (dust, fumes, mists, fogs, or 
smokers in combination with any other of 
the above gases on vapors. 

A., ..a 

Canister color for 
contaminant above, with 
%-inch gray stripe 
completely surrounding the canister near 
the top. 

16.0 QHM R%WUTORY PROTFC~ON SXJZC~QtJ 

OHM has designated the following respiratory protection devices for use on OHM 
projects, shops, and laboratories. 

16.1 Air purifying respirators shall be the Mine Safety Appliance (MSA) full face 
piece twin cartridge silicon rubber Ultra-Twin respirator in sizes of small, 
medium, and large. The respirator should be issued with a nose cup. 

16.2 For employees who do not satisfactorily fit in the MSA Ultra-Twin respirator, the 
secondary respirator shall be the Survivair full f&e piece twin cartridge respirator 
in the sizes of standard or small. The respirator should be issued with a nose cup. 

16.3 Self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) shall be the Survivair Mark 2 low 
pressure 30 minute SCBA. 

16.4 Egress breathing apparatus shall be the Stivair HIP-PAC to be tid with a 5 or 
10 minute emergency escape cylinder. (. 
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16.5 

16.6 

16.7 

16.8 

16.9 

- 

OHM shall not use one-half face piece air purifying respirators on hazardous 
waste sites without permission of the regional health and safety director. 

The regional health and safety director may approve other types and 
manufacturers’ NIOSH approved respiratory protection devices to be used based 
on the particular special requirements of a project site. 

Subcontractors may use any NIOSHMSHA approved respiratory protection as 
long as it provides an equivalent level of protection as described in the HASP. 
Subcontractors may not wear one-half facepiece respirators if OHM employees 
are using 111 facepiece respirators. 

It is OHM company policy to provide either MSA or Survivair respiratory 
protection to OHM employees. Employees are not to use other manufacturers 
respirator without the approval of the regional health and safety director or his 
designee. 

OHM may rent supplied air respiratory devices other than Survivair on a case by 
case basis. Rental can occur only with the approval of the regional health and 
safety director or designee. 

Egccthe Dote: I August 1996 
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HEALTH & SAFETY PROCEDURES 
*x OHM Remediation 

\# Services Corp. DECONTAMINATION 

PROCEDURE NUMBER S-4 Page 1 of 2 

LAST REVISED 6196 APPROVED BY: DLIM/FHH 

.!- 

( L. 

1.0 OBJ-ECTIVF~ 

2.0 

3.0 

All personnel, tools and equipment which have entered the contaminated area (exclusion 
zone) on OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OJXivl) job sites involving hazardous 
materials require decontamination upon leaving the exclusion zone. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the minimum requirements for 
decontamination as required in 29 CFR 1910.120(k). 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

The Health and Safety Plan (HASP) will include a section on decontamination with 
specific requirements including procedures, methods, handling of used solutions, 
and disposal of used PPE. 

Every exit from the exclusion zonerequires decpntamination with the exception of 
emergency situations. If an employee is injured, decontaminate to the extent 
possible given the nature of the injury. 

Large equipment such as drill rigs and heavy equipment will be decontaminated by 
using a steam or hot water hose wash, high pressure water, or by detergent wash. 
The resulting water and material will be collected and disposed of in an acceptable 
manner. 

Personnel decontamination will be specified in the HASP. 

Personnel assigned to the decontamination process will assist workers and 
decontaminate equipment and reusable protective gear. Protection levels for 
decontamination personnel will be generally one level less than that of personnel 
exiting the exclusion zone. Specifk levels of protection will be specified in the 
HASP. 

An on-site shower facility will be provided when necessary. 

Effective Date: I August 1996 
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c 3.7 During hazardous waste site activities, the site supervisor will verify that proper 
decontamination procedures are being followed. Verification of decon+suninPTion 
for personal protective equipment and large equipment may be accomplished by 
visual inspection and/or direct reading monitoring instruments as it is brought out 
of the contamination reduction zone. In some cases, wipe samples may be collected 
to document that the decontamination effort is effective. 

- ‘. 

. . . . . \ 
~ . . . 

. . . . . 

c 1. 

--- 
4 
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HEALTH & SAFETY PROCEDURES 
EXCAVATION 

PROCEDURE NUMBER 6-5 

LAST REVISED 6196 

Page 1 of 12 

APPROVED BY: JFK/FHH 

OBJECTIVE 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) will control the hazards posed by open 
excavation through strict compliance with this procedure and the provisions of the 
excavation permit. 

GLJLATORY REOUIRWIIWTS 

This procedure will follow the guidelines of 29 CFR 1926, Subpart P-Excavations. In the 
event of a conflict between these referenced standards and specific client requirements, the 
more stringent will prevail. 

ON 

Most sections of this procedure apply to all excavations, including trenches made in the 
earth’s surf&e. The competent person must decide specifically which sections apply and 
how all hazards presented by the excavation are being controlled. 

ON COhQETENT PFXSON 

Before any excavation activity begins, OHM will designate an excavation competent person 
who will oversee all activity in and around the excavation. This procedure applies regard- 
less of whether personnel will enter a trench or an excavation. The competent person will 
determine the safety measures needed at all OHM projects which involve excavation. 

4.1 
. . . . 

1. The competent person is defined as one who is 
capable of identifying existing and predictable hazards in the surroundings, or 
working conditions which are unsanitary, hazardous, or dangerous to employees, 
and who has authorization to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them. 

Additionally the competent person must be on-site during any excavation activity for 
which he is responsible. The competent person must also perform or be capable of 
performing the following tasks: 

. Application of 29 CFR 1926 Subpart P to the excavation activity; 

. Daily inspections of the excavation including an inspection after a hazard 
increasing event such as a thunderstorm; 

. Classifying soil at the excavation; 

.‘$jecrive Date: I Augw I996 
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. Determining proper protective requirements; 

. Determining the need for excavation de-watering operations and monitoring 
all de-watering activity; 

. Complete the OHM excavation permit. 

5.0 SOIJ, CLASSIFICATION 

Appendix A of 29 CFR 1926 Subpart P outlines the minimum requirements for the 
classification of soil at OHM project sites. Upon determinin g the soil type, the competent 
person must then determine the protection system which will be used to protect any 
employee or subcontractor who may enter the excavation. 

Note: The competent person has the option of following the requirements in section 5 of 
this procedure to determine soil type QI assuming the soil to be Type C and following the 
protection requirements for Type C soil. 

5.1 
. . 

011 cl- . The following are the soil classifkations recognized by 

‘-I.: ‘1.. OSHA in 29 CFR 1926 Subpart P. The competent person must classify the soil ,:‘- 
based on the manual and visual tests conducted at the excavation site. ‘. .._ 

5.1.1 Type A soil means: 

Cohesive soils with an unconfined compressive strength of 1.5 ton per 
square foot (tsf) (144kPa) or greater. Examples of cohesive soils are: clay, 
silty clay, sandy clay, clay loam and, in some cases, silty clay loam and sandy 
clay loam. Cemented soils such as caliche and hardpan are also considered 
Type A. However, no soil is Type A if: 

l The soil is fissured; or 

. ‘Yhe soil is subject to vibration from heavy tra.fZc, pile driving, or similar 
effects; or 

l The soil has been previously d&&e& or 

l The soil is part of a sloped, layered system where the layers dip into the 
excavation on a slope of four hosi;tontaI to one vertical (4H: IV) or 
greater, or 

l The material is subjected to other factors that would require it to be 
classified as a less stable material. c 

.5@du Lb&: I Augurt I996 
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5.1.2 Type B soil means: 

l Cohesive soil with an unconfined compressive strength greater than 0.5 
tsf (48 kPa) but less than 1.5 tsf (144 kPa); or 

l Granular cohesionless soils including: angular gravel (similar to crushed 
rock), silt, silt loam, sandy loam and, in some cases, silty clay loam and 
sandy clay loam. 

l Previously disturbed soils except those which would otherwise be classed 
by Type C soil. 

l Soil that meets the unconfined compressive strength or cementation 
requirements for Type A, but is F.ssu.red or subjected to vibration; or 

. 
‘;“. . Dry rock that is not stable; or 

l Material that is part of a sloped, layered system where the layers dip into 
the excavation on a slope less steep than four horizontal to one vertical 

. . : 
;,y.' ,',. I * '-. ,.I.::l.i.j jiI:- . 

(4H:lV), but only if the material would otherwise be classified as Type B. 

.;I: :r _ - .; 2 : : 

51.3 Type C means: 

l Cohesive soil with an unconfined compressive strength of 0.5 tsf (48 kPa) 
or less; or 

l Granular soils including gravel, sand, and loamy sand; or 

l Submerged soil or soil from which water is fi-eely seeping; or 

l Submerged rock that is not stable; or 

l Material in a sloped, layered system where the layers dip into the excava- 
tion or a slope of four horizontal to one vertical (4H: 1V) or steeper. 

5.2 0. The competent person must be able to classify 
each soil and rock deposit associated with a trench or excavation as to stable rock, 
TypeA,TypeB,orTypeCsoil. 

5.3 w. The classification of soil type must be accomplished by at 
least one visual and one manual test There are several allowable tests that can be 
used to determine soil 

Effec~iw Date: I Augur 1996 
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/? 
! 

type. This testing must be done by the competent person and performed prior to and 
during the job. Refer to Appendix A of Subpart P for manual and visual test 

procedures. 

5.4 Reclassification. If, after the soil has been dassified, conditions change, the 
competent person is responsible for evaluating the situation and, if necessary, 
change the classification. 

5.5 OSHA Soil Types 

5.5.1 

p4. 

. . 

,y 
c. 5.5.3 

5.5.4 

Stable Rock 

Stable rock is not one of the texture classes. However, it is one of the OSHA 
classifications of soil. Stable rock is solid mineral material which can be 
excavated; and the sides stand vertical and -emain stable and vertical 
throughout construction. Coral is not considered stable rock. 

Cemented Soil 

Cemented soils are soils that are held together by a chemical agent such as 
calcium carbonate. Examples of cemented soils would include caliche and 
hardpan. Cemented soils are classified as Type A soils with an unconfined 
compressive strength greater than I.5 tsf. 

Cohesive Soil 

Cohesive soils are basically tine grained soils. Cohesive soils range from 
clay through clay loam. A cohesive soil will stand unsupported when exca- 
vated and is plastic when moist. That is, cohesive soil can be rolled into a 
ribbon. A cohesive soil is hard to break up when it is dry. Cohesive soils are 
classified as Type A soils with an unconfined compressive strength greater 
than 1.5 tsf. 

Granular soil 

Granular soils are composed of coarse grained material that have very little 
cohesive strength Granular soils include loamy sand, sand and gravel. A 
soil is class&d as granular if more than 65% of the grains are distinguish- 
able with the unaided eye.‘ .‘Granular soils, when excavated will not stand and 
the walls of the excavation can crumble easily. Some granular soils will 
exhibit cohesion when wet, but when dry will fall apart This type of soil is 
especially dangerous when found at a construction site bemuse the walls of a 
trench appear to stand with no support, however, when they dry they could 
crumble and fall into the trench bottom. Granular soils are classified as soil c 

Type B or C, and may require the highest degree of protection. Type C soils 
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would have an unconfined compressive strength of less than 0.5 tsf. 

5.4.5 Granular Cohesionless 

Soils that range from silt through sandy loam or are composed of angular 
particles are said to be granular cohesionless soils. These are difficult soils 
to work with because the group ranges from a very stable Type B to the 
unstable Type C soil. Course angular granular soils are classified as Type B 
soils and have an unconfined compressive strength range from 0.5 tsf to I .5 
tsf. 

5.5.6 Layered Soil System 

A layered soils system is composed of two or more distinctly different soil or 
rock types arranged in layers. Micaceous seams or weakened planes in rock 
or shale are considered layered. T’he layers may lay on a horizontal plane or 
be sloped. When they are sloped into the excavation they represent a col- 
lapse hazard to the trench wall. A slope greater than 4H: 1V would classify 
any soil as Type C. Sloped layers less than 4H:lV would be classified as 
Type B soil. No layered system can be Type A soil. 

29 CFR 1926.652 requires that each employee in an excavation be protected from cave-ins 

‘ by an adequate protective system unless excavations are made in stable rock or are less than 
five feet in depth and examination by the competent person provides no indication of 
potential cave-in. 

Additionally, whichever protective system is chosen must have the capacity to resist 
without failure all loads that are intended or could reasonably be applied to the system. 

6.1 & *- of- . The slopes and configurations of sloping 
and benching systems must be determined by the competent person in accordance 
with the requirements of 29 CFR 1926(b)( 1) through (b)(4) as well as 29 CFR 1926 
Subpart P-Appendix B. 

After the competent person has determined the soil type based on one visual and one 
manual test, he may design the sloping and benching system for excavations less 
than 20 feet deep using the following table. 

E&riw Lkre: I Augusr 1996 
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MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SLOPES 
BASED ON SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

( 

Soil Line 

Stable Rock 

Type A Soil 

Type B Soil 

Type C Soil 

Maximum Allowable Slope 
for Excavations 

I.ess Than 20 Feet Deep 

Vertical Sides (90”) 

3/4H: 1 V (53 “) 

IH:lV (45”) 

1 1/2H: 1V (34”) 

Note: Sioping and benching for excavations greater than 20 feet deep must be designed by 
a registered professional engineer. 

6.2 
. 

Q&,gn of suMp1s systdeld systotecti ‘ve svw . Ethe 
competent person determines that personnel will be protected from cave-ins by a 
protective system other than sloping and benching, the design of the support 
systems, shield systems, and other protective systems be based on the conditions at 
the project site and data provided by an OHM or subcontracted registered profes- 
sional engineer or f?om tabulated data provided by the manu&cturers of the protec- 
tive systems. 

c.. 
1 -e* i 
. .I 

The design of the protective system must be in accordance with the requirements of 
29 CFR 1926.652(c)(l) through (c)(4) and 29 CFR !926 Subpart P-Appendices C, 
D, E respectively. 

In large/deep excavations where traditional shoring and sloping are not practical, 
alternate protective measures may be implemented to protect personnel in the 
excavation. Additionally, the top of the excavation must be protected with stop 
logs, earthen berms, or other types of protective barriers which will keep pedestrians 
and vehicles from approaching the edge of the excavation. Any deviations from 
traditional protective systems must be approved by the regional health and safety 
director. 

7.0 EXCAVATION SAEVY REouIREMENTs 

Excavation activity exposes OHM personnel and subcontractors to many dangers which, if 
not recognized, can cause death or serious injury. 

c- 
Effecriue Date: I Augw I996 
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7.1 Surface Hazards. The excavation area should be inspected and any debris, struc- 
tures, and surface protrusions that are located so as to create a hazard to employees 
shall be removed as necessary to safeguard employees. Any buildings on the site 
should be evaluated for structural integrity and supported if necessary. 

7.2 und InstallationsAJtilit bm. Before conducting any excavation 
work, the location of utility installations, such as sewer, telephone, fuel, electric, 
water lines, or any other underground installations that reasonably may be expected 
to be encountered during excavation work, shall be determined. This requirement is 
in addition to the requirements in the procedure titled Buried Utility Location and 
Associated Subsurface Field Activity. 

Utility companies or the state utility protection service shall be contacted at least 
two working days prior to excavation activities to be advised of the proposed work, 
and asked to establish the location of the uti,.., underground installations prior to 
the start of actual excavation. 

OHM personnel and sub-contractors should be careful to protect and preserve the 
markings of approximate locations of facilities until the markings are no longer 

.)I . . required for safe and proper excavations. 

.?‘. .- * ., 
If the markings of utility locations are destroyed or removed before excavation 
commences or is completed, the OHM competent person must notify the utility 

-. .-, ,company or utility protection service to inform them that the markings have been 
destroyed and need replaced. Normally, it will take two working days advance 
notice for the utihty protection service to remark the locations. 

OHM equipment operators shall maintain at least 3-feet clearance between any 
underground utility aLld the cutting edge or point of powered equipment. 
When excavating with powered equipment within 36 inches of the markings of 
underground facilities, personnel should conduct the excavation in a careful and 
prudent manner, excavating by hand to determine the precise location of the 
fCIity/utility and to prevent damage. 

While the excavation is open, underground installations shall be protected, sup- 
ported or removed as necessary to safeguard employees. 

7.3 sand OHM will provide a safe means of access to and egress from all 
excavations. The following are considered acceptable methods of entering and 
exiting excavations. 

Effective Datw I Aupsr 1996 
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7.3.1 Structural Ramps 

Structural ramps that are used solely by employees as a means of access or 
egress from excavations shall be designed by the competent person. Strut- 
turai ramps used for access or egress of equipment shall be designed by a 
competent person qualified in structural design or structural engineering, and 
shall be constructed in accordance with the design. 

Structural members used for ramps and runways shall be of uniform thick- 
ness. Cleats or other appropriate means used to connect runway structural 
members shall be attached to the bottom of the runway or shall be attached in 
a manner to prevent tripping. Structural ramps used in lieu of steps shall be 
provided with cleats or other surface treatments on the top surface to prevent 
slipping. 

7.3.2 Means of Egress from Trench Excavations 

.; -7.4 

7.5 

7.6 

A stairway, ladder, ramp or other safe means of egress shall be located in 
trench excavations that are 4 feet or more in depth so as to require no more 
than 25 feet of lateral travel for employees. Any ramp used for employee 
egress must be sloped at an angle which would allow employees to walk 
upright out of the excavation. 

to VeB . OHM and subcontract personnel who may be 
exposed to vehicular tic both on projects and public highways shall be provided 
with and shall wear warning vests or other suitable garments marked with or made 
of reflector&d or high-visibility material. 

. 
to Falhng Loa&. No OHM employee or subcontractor shall be permitted 

underneath loads handled by lifting or digging equipment. Personnel must stand 
away hm any vehicle being loaded or unloaded to avoid being struck by any 
qdlage or falling materials. Truck drivers may remain in the cabs of vehicles being 
loaded or unloaded when the vehicles are equipped with over-e.& protective 
structures, in accordance with 29 CFR 1926.601(b)(6), to provide adequate protec- 
tion for the operator from falling objects during loading and unloading operations. 

tie FAU~. When heavy equipment and trucks operate 
adjacent to an excavation or when such equipment is required to approach the edge 
of an excavation, and the operator does not have a clear and direct view of the edge 
of the excavation, a waning system shall be utilized such as barricades, hand or 
mechanical signals or stop logs. If possible, the approach grade should be away 
from the excavation. 

Eff-ctrw Dorc: I August I996 
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7.7 dous Atmosphem. Because there is a likelihood that excavation activity at 
OHh4 project sites involve hazardous atmospheres, the OHM competent person 
must ensure that acceptable atmospheric conditions exist. 

The GHM competent person or his designee shall perform direct reading atmo- 
spheric monitoring in all excavations of zny depth into which OHM personnel or 
subcontractors must enter where a hazardous atmosphere exists or could reasonably 
be expected to exist. If there are any questions, the competent person should treat 
the excavation like a confined space and follow SOP 6-1, Confined Space Entry. 

Based on the competent person’s visual observation of the excavation and the soil 
and/or fill material, atmospheric monitoring may not be necessary. However, if 
conditions change, the competent person must re-evaluate whether atmospheric 
monitoring is required. 

1::. I ” ’ 7.7-l Atmospheric Monitoring 

When atmospheric monitoring is required, the site safety officer must check 
the atmosphere for the following in the order shown: 

. i’: ,.I. 
,.-,., I,, -- _ ..I‘. ‘,V 

l Oxygen Content-vble conditions: 21% 

l Flammable Conditions-acceptable conditions: less than 10% LEL 
t!B‘/t i.?;“‘. J f., ..i.-,s ..I. I , 

l Toxic Atmospheres-based on established PEL or TLV 

NOTE: Any oxygen reading other than 21% must be investigated prior to 
employees entering the excavation. 

7.7.2 Ventilation 

: : 

Adequate precautions shall be taken, for example providing ventilation to 
prevent employee exposure to harmU atmospheres. When controls are used 
that are intended to reduce the level of atmospheric contaminants to accept- 
able levels, did reading air monitoring shall be conducted periodically as 
determined by the competent person or SSO to ensure that the atmosphere 
remains safe. 

7.7.3 Emergency Rescue Equipment 

Emergency rescue equipment, such as self-contained breathing apparatus 
(SCBA), a safety harness and line, or a basket stretcher, shall be readily 
available where hazardous atmospheric conditions exist or may reasonably 
be expected to develop during work in an excavation. This equipment shall 
be kept close to the excavation for use in an emergency. 

Effectbe Dater I Augxut I996 
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7.8 Protection From Hazards Associated With Water AccumulatiQn. Employees shall 
not work in excavations in which there IS accumulated water, or in excavations in 
which water is accumulating, unless adequate precautions have been taken to protect 
employees against the hazards posed by water accumulation. The precautions 
necessary to protect employees adequately vary with each situation, but could 
include special support or shield systems to protect from cave-ins, water removal to 
control the level of accumulating water, or use of a safety harness and lifeline. 

If water is controlled or prevented from accumulating by the use of water removal 
equipment, the water removal equipment and operations shall be monitored by a 
competent person to ensure proper operation. 

;;- 

If excavation work interrupts the natural drainage of surface water (such as streams); 
diversion ditches, dikes, or other suitable means shall be used to prevent surface 
water from entering the excavation and to provide adequate drainage of the area 
adjacent to the excavation. Excavations subject to run-off from heavy rains will 
require an inspection by a competent person. 

-. 

Where the stability of adjoining buildings, walls, 
or other structures is endangered by excavation operations, support systems such as 
shoring, bracing, or underpinning shall be provided to ensure the stability of such 
structures for the protection of employees. 

., -7 . 
Exc&ation below the level of the base or footing of any foundation or retaining wall 
that could be reasonably expected to pose a hazard to employees shall not be per- 
mitted except when: 

. . . 

‘.__ 

. A registered professional engineer has approved the determination that such 
excavation work will not pose a hazard to employees. 

. A support system, such as underpinning, designed by a registered 
professional engineer is provided to ensure the safety of employees and the 
stability of the structure; or 

. The excavation is in stable rock; or 

. A registered professional engineer has approved the determination that the 
structure is sufficiently removed from the excavation so as to be unaffected 
by the excavation activity; or 

. If a support system has been put in place to stabilize an adjacent structure, it 
must be inspected for movement and structural integrity daily by the compe- 
tent person. 

c. 
. Sidewalks, pavements, and other structures shall not be undermined unless a 
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support system or another method of protection is provided to protect 
employees from the possible collapse of such structures. 

7.10 Protection of Employees From Loose Rock or Soil. Adequate protection shall be 
provided to protect employees from loose rock or soil that could pose a hazard by 
falling or rolling from an excavation face. Such protection shall consist of scaling to 
remove loose material; installation of protective barricades at intervals as necessary 
on the excavation face to stop and contain falling material; or other means that 
provide equivalent protection. 

Employees shall be protected from excavated or other materials or equipment that 
could pose a hazard by falling or rolling into excavations. Protection shah be 
provided by placing and keeping such materials or equipment at least 2 feet from the 
edge of excavations, or by the use of retaining devices that are sufficient to prevent 
materials or equipment from falling or rolli 7 7 into excavations, or by a combination 
of both if necessary. 

7.11 

.- , . F 

. 
ctrom. Daily inspections of excavations, the adjacent areas, and protective 

systems shall be made by a competent person for evidence of a situation that could 
result in possible cave-ins, indications of failure of protective systems, hazardous 
atmospheres, or other hazardous conditions. An inspection shall be conducted by 
the competent person prior to the start of work and as needed throughout the shift. 
Inspections shall also be made after every rainstorm or other hazard-increasing 
occurrence. These inspections are required when employee exposure can be 
reasonably anticipated. An ExcavationITrenching Permit must be completed by the 
competent person to document the inspections. Canceled excavation/trenching 
permits should be 1 p aced in the project file upon completion of the project. 

Where the competent person finds evidence of a situation that could result in a 
Possible cave-in, indications of failure of protective systems, hazardous atrno- 
spheres, or other hazardous conditions, exposed employees shall be removed from 
the hazardous area until the necessary precautions have been taken to ensure their 
safety. 

7.12 Fail Protech. Where employees or equipment are required or permitted to cross 
over excavations; walkways, or bridges with standard guardrails shah be provided. 

Since open excavations are often an attractive nuisance to the public, adequate 
barrier for physical protection shall be provided at all excavations. Remotely 
located excavations may require special protection including, but not limited to, 
highly visible snow fence, concrete “jersey” barriers, chain link fence and flashing 
warning light. All wells, pits, sha.fIs, etc., shall be barricaded or covered. Upon 
completion of exploration and similar operations, temporary wells, pits, shafts, etc., 
shall be covered or backfilled. 

.E#hie Date: I August I996 
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8.0 PERMITS 
( 

&I Excavation/Trenching Permit must be completed by the competent person each d ;y that 
an excavation is open and possesses safety hazards to personnel who work around or may 
have to enter the excavation. 

If a project site has several excavations open, and active, each excavation must have its own 
permit completed. Conversely, a project site which has an open excavation that is not 
active does not require a daily Excavation/Trenching Permit if the competent person 
determines that the excavation is NOT posing hazards to site personnel or the public, and is 
adequately guarded. The competent person must determine what type of inspections and 
documentation wiIl be required 

The Excavation/Trenching Permit should be retained in the project file and will serve as a 
record of daily excavation inspection. 

c 
E$fiutw Dcm: I Augur 1996 



EXCAVATION/TRENCHING PERMIT 

Project Name: 

Project Location: Project Nua~ber: 

PPRVI- . PBannThiPnntr clnly. 

LOYEE TRAINTNG AND PRE - WCA VATION BRIEFING 

1. Does this job require special training: y=-.- NO- 
2. Safe excavation and rescue training conducted on: DATE 
3. Mandatory pre-excavation briefing conducted on: DATE 

1. Will the competen! person classify the soil based cn its 
properties and site conditions? 

YES- NO- 

If yes, proceed to 2-6 of this section. If no, then soil is assumed to be Type C and the competent person will apply 
the requirements for Type C protective systems. 

2. 

3. 

Based on visual observation, which best describes the soil in this excavation7 
o Stable Rock 0 Cemented Soil U Cohesive Soil 0 Granular Soil 
0 Granular Cohesionless OLayered System 

Based on visual observation, which best describes the moisture condition of the soil? 
Cl Dty Soil 0 Moist Soil 0 Wet Soil OSafura@Soil 

4. Is a pocket penetromcter available for use on site? YES- NO,, N/A 

If yes, what is the average tons per square foot of the soil in this excavation? tsf 

5. Based on at least one manual test, what classification is the soil in this excavation? 
a Stable Rock 0 Type A Soil 0 Type B Soil 0 Type C Soil 

6. What manual test was used to determine the soil type? 
0 Piasticity 0 Dry Strength OThumb Penetration OOher 

1. Are al! electrical devices grounded and/or GFCI protected? YES- NO- - N/A 

ENCUMBRANCES 

I. Have a!! surface encumbrances that are located so as to create 
a hazard to employees been removed or supported, 
as necessary, to safeguard employees? 

my NO,, - N/A 

UND INSTALLA’I-IONS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Have the estimated locations of a!! underground installations 
been determined prior to excavation? 
Have utility companies been contacted and advised 
of proposed work? 
If underground installations are exposed, are they protected, 
supported or removed while excavation is open? 

es- NO- N/A 

YES- NO- N/A 

ES-- NO__ N/A 

1 



EXCAVATION/TRENCHING PERMIT 
(continued) 

ACCESS AND EGRESS 

1. Are stairways, ladders, or ramps provided every 2S feet? 
2. Are structural ramps that are used for access and egress of equipment 

and/or personnel designed by a competent perscn qualified in 
structural design and constructed in accordance with the design? 

f” 

( . . 

Are personnel exposed to public or project vehicular traffic wearing 
reflectorized or high visibility vests? 

OSU&E TO F&&.ING LQ,$J.JS 

Are employees prohibited from standing underneath loads 
handled by lifting or digging equipment? 

Are warning systems utilized when mobile equipment is 
operated adjacent to or at the edge of an excavation? 

YES- NO-- N/A 
YES- NO- N/A 

ES- NO- - N/A 

ES- NO- - N/A 

ES- NO- N/A 

If yes, which type is being used? 
0 Hand Signals ostop Logs 0 Earthen Berm 

G FQR&&WDOUS ATMQSPHERES 

0 Other 

1. 

2. 

Are the atmospheric hazards that can be reasonably expected 
to exist in excavations greater than 4 feet deep tested and 
controlled? 
Is testing conducted as often as necessary to ensure 
safety or personnel? 

ES- NO- N/A 

YES,, NO- N/A 

B 
TIMES& Tie: Tie: Tie: Time: Time: 
READINGS: LEL: % LEL: ‘& LEL: % LEL: O/Q LEL: % 

Oxygen:.>* tiygen: “/p Oxygen: “/o oxygen: “/o Oxygen: YQ 
Toxic- PPM -- Toxic- PPM -- Toxic PPM . Toxic PPM Toxic . PPM f- 
of- of- of of- of- . I f 

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS: 

I. Is emergency rescue equipment such as SCBA, safety harness 
and line, or basket stretcher readily available and attended 
when hazardous atmospheric conditions exist? 

FROM HAZABQ&+SSOCIATED WITH WATEBACWION 

Is water being controlled or prevented from accumulating 
ln excavation by the use of water removal equipment? 
ls water control equipment operation being monitored by 
a competent person? 

y-=- NO- N/A 

’ YES- NO- N/A 

3 



EXCAVATION/TRENCHING PERMIT 
(ccntinued) 

STABILITY OF ADJACENT STRUCTURES 

1. 

2. 

Are support systems such as shoring, bracing, or underpinning 
provided to ensure stability of adjoining structures (i.e., 
buildings, walls) endangered by excavaticn activities? 
Has the suppon system been designed by a registered professional 
engineer? 

TECTION OF EiMPLOYEES FROM LOOSE ROCK OR SOIL 

1. Are employees protected from excavated or other material and 
equipment by placing this material a minimum of two (2) feet 
from the edge of excavations or by the use of retaining devices? 

I. 

2. 

3. 

Are daily inspections of excavations where employee exposure can 
be reasonably anticipated being done by the competent perszr? 
Are inspections being performed by a competent person a . . Liiery 
rainstorm or other hazard increasing occurrence’? 
Are employees removed from the excavation if the competent person 
finds evidence at any time of a situation that could resuit in a 
possible cave-in, protective system failure, hazardous atmosphere 
or other hazardous condition? 

I. 

2. 

Arc standard guardrails provided on walkways and bridges that 
cross over excavations? 
An all remotely located excavations adequately barricaded 
or covered? 

PROTECTIVE SY- 

1. Has all shoring and/or other pr%ective system been designed 
by a registered professional engineer or accompanied by 
tabulated data from the manufacturer? 

2. Is shoring and other protective system checked/measured each day 
to detect movement and possible failure? 

I have inspected the excavation described in this permit: 

YES- NO- N/A 

ES- NO- N/A 

fis- NO- -. N/A 

YES- W--m N/A 

YES- NO- N/A 

ES- NO- WA 

YES- NO- N/A 

ES- NO- N/A 

ES- NO- N/A 

ES-- NOi N/A 

(Signature of Competent Person) 

Copy: Project file 

@ate) 

i- 
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HEALTH & SAFETY PROCEDURES 
*NY OHM Remediation 

\# Services Corp. HIGH PRESSURE WASHERS 

PROCEDURE NUMBER 7-l 
t 

Page 1 of 3 . 

LAST REVISED 7196 APPROVED BY: JFKIFHH 

1.0 QBJECTlVE 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) personnel who have been trained in the proper 
set-up, use, and care of high pressure washers will be authorized to operate this 
equipment. 

2.0 puRPosE 

.;: :a-. .’ ’ Safety shoes or boots 
! . -. - -. _ 

.- -:* i’ ;:;:!‘y -,’ .’ * . :. :. . . .J .’ : -. ..; ,’ f1.c .,> -,:’ 
.Jq. ...-I -;‘;’ : 

Metal foot and shih;&rds 
‘C, .’ ;,,.: :I:-: -.y:: e?.>‘“;! ,!;C! 

. . i- 
. ,* I 

L. 
.: . Eye protection (goggles and face ‘shield) 

l Hardhat 

. Heavy duty PVC rain suit or equivalent 

. Heavy chemical resistant gloves 

. Hearing protection 

4.0 OpERBTIilN 

This procedure describes requirements for the safe opekion ofthe high-pressure washer. 

3.0 CnvEE~ 
‘~.‘?..-r’~” I,Ts>,. . _ j, . : -,...I. _ , -.a.:,- :; _. e..>.- .- ..I . -- . . . 

The folloking equipment will be wo& by b;perators and assistants: 

. The operator should review the operating manual for the unit and follow all 
. ustmctions and precautions. 

. Before use, the operator should inspect the prcssum washer, the hoses, and the 
lanceto ensure that all equipment is in accqtable opuating condition. The 
operator should carefully inspect the relief device to ensure proper functioning. 

. No modifications can be made to the equipment except those authorized by the 
manufacturer. L 

E.-.ecth-e Dote: 1 Augur 1996 
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. Only trained, authorized personnel will operate the high-pressure washer. 

. The lance must always be pointed at the work area and never at the operator or 
other personnel. 

. The operator must maintain good footing. 

. The operator must have an assistant to aid in moving the hose to different areas 
and backing up the operator. The assistant must remain in back of the operator. 

. Non-operators must remain a safe distance from the operator. The distance must 
be a minimum of 25 feet. 

. The operating pressure should never exceed that which is necessary to complete 
the job. 

. No unauthorized attachment may be made to the unit. (The trigger should never 
be tied down.) 

. The operator should be changed at frequent intervals to avoid fatigue (at least 
hourly). 

. Equipment should be cleaned often to avoid oil or dirt build-up, especially around 
thetriggerandguardarea. 

. Always increase pressure slowly to inspect for leaks. All leaks or malfunctioning 
equipment must be repaired immediately or the unit taken out-of-service. 

. An assistant should always be standing by at the pressure generator to shut down 
the equipment and monitor the pressure. 

. All users must be trained in emergency shut down procedures and general 
equipment maintenance. 

. All lances must be made of seamless &in&~&& Do not use carbon steel 
which can corrode and result in weakening of the lance. 

. DO NO-Y IHEUKE. The lance bar&, f?om trigger block to the tip, 
should not be less than 48 as recommended by man- of 
hyclroblasting equipment. (This is to prevent the operator from inadvertently 
direding the lance at himself.) 

EfTecIiw Date: I AuguslI996 
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. A serious risk of infection and further complications is possible f+om a c- 
hydroblasting laceration. If an injection injury is suspected, the treating physician 
should be informed so he/she can request a surgeon who specializes in injection 
injuries. The specialist may have to perform surgery on the affected body part in 
order to remove the material (oil, particles) that was injected directly through the 
SkiIl. 

_d #. . . .: 

. 
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<is HEALTH & SAFETY PROCEDURES 
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR QUALIFICATION 

OHM Corporation 
PROCEDURE NUMBER 7-14 Page 1 of 3 

LAST REVISED 7196 APPROVED BY: JFK/FHH 
6’ 

1. - 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) w11l qualify personnel who operate heavy 
equipment at field project sites and OHM facilities. 

2. PURPOSE 

This procedure outlines the minimum requirement for the field qualification of OHM 
personnel who may have the desire, or are requirt: to operate OHM owned and rented 
heavy equipment. This procedure applies to the following pieces of heavy equipment: 

. 

. 

. 

. 

..I . 
. 

f 
. 

. 

Rubber tire backhoes 
Tracked and rubber tire excavators 
Bulldozers 
vacllum trucks 
Off-road dump trucks (straight body and articulating) 
Compactors 
Water trucks (straight body and articulating) 
Bobcats 
Tracked and rubber tire loaders 
Skid and truck mounted vacuum unit 

This procedure does not allow for the field certification of personnel operating sit-down 
counter balanced (warehouse) and rough terrain forkiifls and boom trucks or cranes. The 
operation of these pieces of equipment are regulated by OSHA and require more extensive 
training and certification. Refer to SOP 74, Fork Lifts, and SOP 7-2, Cranes and Hoisting, 
for specific operator requirements. 

3. GENERAL 

No OHM personnel may become field qualified to operate a piece of heavy equipment until 
they have received instruction on the inspection, proper use, safety features, and mainte- , 
nance requirements of the specific piece and/or type of heavy equipment which they wish 
to operate. This includes all pieces of equipment listed in section two of this procedure. 
For the purposes of this procedure, the following terms will be used for consistency: 
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l Supervisa - OHM representative who has the authority to field qualify OHM 
employees on various pieces of heavy equipment. 

l Operato - OHM employee with a job title other than equipment operator who 
wishes to or is required to operate OHM owned or rented heavy equipment. 

3.1 Per-s-a? Field Oualifv Persmei to Operate Equigm~. The project 
site supervisor or his/her designee (i.e., Senior Equipment Operator) will be the 
person responsible for the field qualification of OHM employees who wish to or are 
required to operate heavy equipment. The site supervisor is required to complete 
the following steps when qualifying personnel to operate equipment. 

- . 
3.1.1 Determine if the potential operator is physically capable of operating the 

equipment safely. 

3.12 Determine if the potential operator is willing to accept the responsibility 
which accompanies the operation of heavy equipment. 

- 

3.1.3 Provide instruction on the pre-startup as weil as periodic inspection of 
the equipment which is required to ensure that the equipment is operating 
safely and within normal parameters. 

3.1.4 Provide instruction on the safe operation of the equipment including all 
safkty features built into the equipment. This should include as a mini- 
mum the following items: 

l 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Safe start-up 
Use of safety disabling devices 
Use and application of seat belt/harnesses 
Location and inspection of horns, lights, and backup alarm 
Normal operating parameters 
Function and normal appearance of all gauges and meters 
Equipment travel procedures 
Approximate height and weight, including safe clearance heights 
Safe procedure for loading and unloading of equipment 
Normal shutdown procedures 
Emergency shutdown procedures 
Safe parking or storage of equipment 

c--. -._ 

c. 
Effectwe Dare: I Augusr 1996 
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1 

3.1.5 

,-- 

t 

3.1.6 

3.1.7 

3.1.8 

Provide instruction on the proper maintenance of the equipment required 
to keep it within safe and normal operating condition. This instruction 
should include, at a minimum, the following items: 

l Location of the vital fItid check and fill ports. 

l Location of all lubrication points and procedure for proper lubrication 
including frequency. 

l Cleaning and housekeeping requirements (i.e., procedure and fre- 
quency of track cleaning) 

l Other equipment specific maintenance procedures 

Observe the potential operator perform safe operations with the piece of 
heavy equipment including all tasks which are required to make the 
equipment operational induding such items as traveling with the equip- 
ment and loading and unloading it into its travel trailer. 

Durihg rhe qualification of the potential operator, the supervisor should 
use the “Heavy Equipment Fieid Operator Qualification” form as a 
checklist to ensure that all points have been covered with the operator. 

Once the supervisor has observed the potential operator demonstrate the 
safe operation of the specific piece of equipment, he/she must sign the 
Qualification form and forward it to Corporate Health and Safety for 
inclusion into the employee’s training file. 

3.2 Q . OHM employees who wish to or are required to 
operate heavy equipment must meet the following minimum qualifications. 

3.2.1 Possess the physical capability (i.e., adequate vision and hearing) to 
operate the equipment safety. 

3.2.2 Possess a valid and current drivers license. 

3.2.3 Experienced no “At Fault” vehicle accidents with OHM owned or rented 
vehicles within the last 12 months. 



Employee No.: 

Name ofEquipment on which employee wishes to Qualify: 

0 Review localion of all vital fluid reservoirs 
0 Review location of all lubrication points 
0 Review daily inspection checklist 
0 Review periodic maintenance requirements (e.g. oil change schaMcs) 

tvDcvices and Start-uo; 
0 Location and function of safety disabling device (if equipped) 
0 Location of fire extinguisher 
0 Location and function of back-up alarms 
0 Location and function of horn 
0 Location and function of lights 
0 Location and correct application of seat bcltskafety harnesses 
0 Proper start-up scqualcc 
0 Function and appearance of all gauges and meters 

f-Qsf.dQx \ 

1; 
0 Smooth and safe equipment WaveI procedure3 
0 Smooth and aafc operation 
0 Rev& weight and weight of equipment 
0 Demonstration of safe loading and binding of equipment for travel 
0 Normal shutdown procedures 
0 Emergency shutdown procedures 
0 Demonstxation of safe parking or storage of equipment 

I have rcvicwaI and understand all of the information listed above. I also tx&&and that as an opera&r ofthc equipma& I am responsible 
for daiIy inspection and maintenance as well as the safe and eficient operation of the equipment 

. 

Operator Signature Employee No. Date 

Suwnispr/Senior Eouioment Operator Acknowledgement; I have reviewed alI of the information listed above ~1 well as any other safety 
or operational features of this equipment with the above signal He/She haa demonstrated competenance in operating this piece of 
equipment safely. 

Supervisor/Senior Equipment Employee No. Date 
Operator Signature 

Onpmoi - Employee Twining File (Cofponte Health and Sdety) 

copy - Employee 
Regional Training File 
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

I SLBJECTE BURIED L.. LOCATION AND ASSOCIATED SLBSURFACE FIELD ACTIVPDB SI 

1.0 PURPOSE 
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) defines the responsibilities and procedures for utility identification, 
location and associated subsurface field activities at project sites. 

2.0 SCOPE 
This procedure applies to all subsurface field activities performed by OHM, including excavation and subsurface field 
investigations involving mechanical equipment (i.e., drilling) at project sites. 

3.0 REQUIREMENTS 
All subsurface field activities performed by OHM require buried utilities to be identified and located prior to 
performing subsurface field activities at the project site. Buried utilities required to be identified and located include: 
pressurized utility lines, telephone and electrical cable. Once the buried utility is identified and located, all 
associated subsurface field activities must be performed in accordance with this SOP. Any deviations from these 
pro-edures must be approved by the Regional Health and Safety Director. 

4.0 RESPONSIBILIIIES 
4.2 Project Manager 
The project manager is responsible for allocating adequate resources to implement this SOP, for coordinating buried 
utility location procedures with the utility and for directing the site supervisor to implement this procedure at the 
project site. The project manager is also responsible for verifying that required documentation be maintained in the 
Site Safety Plan and project files. 

4.2 Site Supervisor 
The site supervisor is responsible for impIementing this procedure at the project site. The site supervisor is also 
responsible for documenting the utility locations on the site map and listing the utility emergency contacts in the Site 
Safety Plan. 

5.0 PROCEDURE 
5.7 Butied UtiZity Location 
1. Contact the local utility company or utility service locator in your geographic area and identify which 

underground utilities (i.e., electrical, gas, water, telephone, cable) need to be identified in your proposed 
excavation/drilling area. 

2. Inform the utility company or utility service locator with the exact location of your proposed excavation/drilling 
area and depth. Provide suitable plans, drawings, and/or maps of the propoSed excavation/drilling area and 
depth. Provide the utility company or locator service a realistic over-estimate of the area to be cleared of 
underground utilities when the excavation area or depth is in question. Obtain “as built” drawings from clients 
showing utility locations on-site when available. In some cases, EIectroMagnetic (EM) or Ground Penetrating 
Radar (GPR) surveys of the proposed work area may be appropriate when little or no information is available on 
the proposed excavation /drilling area at abandoned industrial facilities. 

3. Where feasible, arrange for a responsible OHM person, familiar with proposed excavation/drilling activities, to 
meet each utility representative or locator service at the site prior to site mobilization. 

4. At a minimum, follow up with each utility company or locator service that was provided with suitable plans, 
drawings or maps and confirm that the proposed excavation/drilling area to be cleared is correctly interpreted by 
the utility company or locator service. 



/ Effective Date j Nutir 
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5.0 PROCEDURE - CONTIXWED 
5. Once buried utilities have been identified by the utility company or locator service, document their location on 

the site map and attach to the site safety plan. 

6. List the names and telephone numbers of each utility company and locator service representative used, attach to 
the site safety plan and use during site emergencies. 

5.2 Associated Subsurface Field Activities 
1. All identified buried utilities within 15 feet of subsurface field activities (i.e., excavations, drilling) will be 

manually exposed by hand excavation, hand augering or air knife techniques to verify the utility location. 

2. For excavation activities adjacent to the utilities, hand excavation is required at 15 feet intervals along the 
utility length until the identified utility location is 15 feet outside the excavation area. 

3. Hand excavations are required to expose 2 feet on either side of a low pressure line or telephone cable. 

4. Hand excavations are required to expose 4 feet on either side of a high pressure line or electrical cable. 

5. Heavy equipment/excavation operations must be prohibited 2 feet from a low pressure line or electrical cable 
and 4 feet from a high pressure line or electrical cable. A spotter is required in the immediate vicinity of these 
heavy equipment/excavation operations to warn operators as to their proximity to the utility. 

5. For drilling activities, hand augering or hand excavation is required to the anticipated depth of the buried 
utility, but at least 5 feet, when drilling operations are within 15 feet of an identified and marked buried 
utility. 

7. Excavation spotters and drillers must be made aware of the potential risk for encountering buried utilities, even 
after proper utility location procedures have been followed. 



APPENDIX E 

HEALTH AND SAFETY FORMS 

Accident/Injury/Illness Report Form 
Accident/Injury/Illness Status Report Form 
First Aid Log 
OHM Safety Rules 
Daily Safety Meeting Log 
Instrument Calibration Logs (LEL/PID) 
Air Monitoring Instrument (Direct Reading) Logs 
Heavy Equipment Inspection Forms 
Fire Extinguisher Checklist/Inventory Form 
SCBA/SAR Inspection Forms 
Project Site Safety Inspection Checklist (weekly) 
SSO Daily Report 
Air Sampling and Analysis Log 
Air Sampling Data Sheet 
Chain-of-Custody Record 
Activity Hazard Analysis 



A- -- - OHM Remediation <s 
- Services Corp. 

SUPERVISOR’S ACCIDE.YT 13VESTIGxTION REPORT 

Check 311 that apply: G irtj~:$:illlness C fmiiry C Cmplaint G Not ‘XOf< Reia& 

C! Auto Liability C Auto P5ysiul Damage 

!2 Gcnezl Liabiiiry C PropeT: Damage c! Environ;nen-41 

-am. -p.m. sh3 alst a2nd Q3:d Exad Da:e and Time of In&dent 

OHM CCRi’OR;\TlCN 
(Empbyee’s Home CivisiccRegional C!fica/sc&jiar/) 

Address 
City State 

PROJECT IDENTlRC/&TION (Project Related Incidents Only) 

. . Projed No. Pmjed start Dam Conpkxicn Date 

Location (Full Address) 

Telephone Project Manager 

E?.4PLOYEE INFORMATlON 

Empbyee’s Full Name Empkyee No. 

a Regular Full Time Q Regular Part Time 0 Temporary 0 Ncn-Employee 
-A 

! 
iddress 

Date of Biflh ha- Social Security No ----- Sex ClM QF 

Jab Title Department Date Hired 

Length of Employment Cl In Training, Cl- Mos. cl - Yrs. Time in Job Class Q In Training, a -Mas. Cl- ’ Yrs. 

Name of Employee’s Direct Supervisor 

Super&on at Tine of AC&dent a OireCty Supervised 0 Indirect!! Supervised Q Not Supervised 

: Sps+&fic LPcau’on Where Incident Occurred 

0 OHM FadliP/ 0 Project Site Cl Other 

To Whom Was Incident Reported? When7 

Witness Name/Address 

Witness Job TitlwReasm in Area 

Oescioe Employee’s Job Duties Being Performed When Injured 

- -=/-“a Fully the Events Which Resulted in the Accidenfflnjur~/lllness E 

PLEASE CONTINUE ON BACK OF THIS FORM 



- _.-. __ _ _ _ 
. 

(Use okra Pqe if Naedea) 

HasWiU Empbyoe So& Treamom7 C Yes C No Did hp.byea Oie? C Yes a No 

NamafAddross of HasptiYOocor 

Dasabe Treatment Gkon 

Was Employee AMe To Return To Work? 0 Yes QNa 

If YES: Q Regutar Work Q Work with Restied AcMias 

Aestrician 

If NO: Date insI The Began OataEsL Date To Return 

G&m ?iiy Persmal PrcGwAve Equipment Used by Injured Eqkyee 

WI-m Tdning or Inmtin Had Been Given? 

Haw cjukt This .kdecrt Have Been Pmvenml? 

Gamciva Action 

(SupvrIFAMagef) 

(Safocy cxkar) 

(Prcj. Managger) 

Oat0 

Oat0 

Date 

DI.5mIauTlON Original To: Otisian Slaotaly a( Gnplayee’s Home CKza 
s 

Ccpy To: 0 Caporate Heakh 6 Salary 0 Ro@o~~ Health & Safety Manager 
a Pfojecr Manager a Silo Safety f?le 
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. 

EMPLOYEE’S ACCIDEAXT REPORT 

C!wck ail tHzt apply: c1 Injury/Illness 0 Fatality Cl Compiaint Cl NOC Work Related 

0 Auto Liabiiity Cl Auto Physical Damage 

Cl Gcncrzi Liability 0 Ptiperry Damage a Erfimnmcntal 

Dare. Day. and Time of Incident OmDpm 

Your Nsmc: Your Ezlp. No.: 

: 

Home Address: Home Phone # 

Binh Dale: Ase: Social Security No.: sex: 

Job Title: Dept: Date of Hire: 

Accident location (If Project rcLtcd. give Project #. Client. Address and Phone x): 

On OHM premises? 0 Yes 0 No 

Witness Name/Address 
:f- . ‘ow did accident occur?: 

WY medicztl aacntion required? 0 Ya 0 No 

Did you rc:lurn 10 tvork? G Yes 0 No Your usual lob? Cl Yes Cl No If not cxpfain: 

WY the accident reponcd to a supervisor? Cl Yes 0 No Supervisor’s name: . 

Employee’s Signature . Date 

p-- 



Form CO85 
H & S Deot. 

2l95 

:: 

INJURY/ILLNESS STATUS REPORT 
Employee 

Home Address 

Job Title 

Date of Injury/Illness 

Social Security No. 

Phone 

Home Division 

Description of Injury/Illness 

AUtHORlZATlON TO RELEASE INFORMATION 

I hereby authorize all physicians, hospitals, clinics and all persons to discuss with, and release to OHM Remediation Services 
Corp. and its authorized agents, any information or copies thereof acquired in the course of my examination or treatment for 
the injury identified above. This authorization shall not extend to any other medical condition, past or present, unless the same 
is causally or historically relevant or related to the injury referred to above. 

Employee Signature Date 

PHYSICIAN OR MEDICAL PERSONNEL TO COMPLETE REMAINDER OF FORM 

WORK STATUS 
C; Employee may return to work with no llmltations 

,-. Date 

Cl Employee may rerum to worx on 

oat0 

with llmitrtions indicated. These restrictions are in 

effect until 
Date 

or untrl Aeevaluatlon 

on 

Date 

Emfmyw may work - hoon in a won day. 

0 Employee is totally incapacitated at this tlme. 

Patient will be rwvaluated on 
Oate 

DEGREE 
C Sodmttaty Work tilting 10 wunat max.~rnum 
and occa3lonally lifting andlor canylng such amcfea 
as dockets. ledgers. and small tools. Althougn a 
sedentary job is defined as one which Involves 
rittlng, a certarn amount o! walking and standing is 
often necessary in canytng out job duties. Jobs are 
sedentary if walklng and standing am required only 
occasionally and other sedentuy cnlbna are met. 

Cl Light Wart tiftlng 20 pounds maximum with 
fmquOnt liftho MdlOr carrying of objects welghmg 
up to 10 pounds. Even though the wetght llfted may 
be only a negligible amount, a lob IS in this calegory 
when it requires walkmg or rtandlng to a sigmficant 
degree or when bt invotvei rtttlng most of the time 
with a degree of pushing and pulling of arm andfor 
leg controls. 

0 Medium Work. Lifting 50 marlmum wrth frequent 
lifting UlOIOr carryng 01 OOlhCts waghlng up to 25 
pounds. 

C Huvy Work. Utmg 100 poundr maxtmum wcth 
frequent llftlng and/or c;lmlmg of obtectr wetghlng 
up to 50 pounds. 

0 Vary Horsy Wart Lfting objects in excess of 
100 pound:, wtth trcclucnt lifting and/or canying of 
OOlects wetghlng 50 Wunds or mom. 

LIMITATIONS 
1. me Employee may: 

a Stand/walk 

0 None 0 l-1 houm 
0 4.6 houn 3 6-S houn 

b. Sit 

0 l-3 hours 0 35 houn 
c 58 houn 

e. Drive 

0 13 houn 0 3-S h0un 
0 54 houn 

2 Employee may use hands for repetitive: 

13 Single grasping 0 Pushing 6 pulling 

Cl Fine manipulation 

3. Employee may use teet !or repetitive movement 

ad in operating foot contmls: 

0 Yes Cl No 

4. Employee is able to: 

Freq*..anty Occasionally Not all All 

a Bend .._....... Z 0 
b. Squat . .._._.. C C I- 

c. Climb . .._.... Z C E 

Diagnosis 

Treatment 

Other 

PHYSICIAN’S REPORT 0 Referred to company physician 
0 Employee referred/admitted to: 

Whom 

Address 

+=- 

Date of this Report 

Phone 

Date Time 

Physician’s Name 

Address 
White Company Copy 
r,anarJ 511n1c coov 

Print 
Physician’s Signature 

Phone 



OHM First Aid Log 
Project 

Date/Tin& Name Employee Number 

I I 

I-- 
. _ 

- - 

. - 

. _ 

-- 

_- 

.- 

Project No. 

Job Working When Injured Description of Injury/Illness and Trcahcnt 
--_____- --.-. -- --.__ ____-..- 

I 
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. 
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OHM REMEDWTION SERVICES CORP 
PROJECT SAFETY RULES 

PROJECT No. 

AIJ unsafe acts/conditions must be corrected promptly and reported to supervisor at first opportunity 

Participate in the Safety Observer Program 

Good housekeeping standards must be maintained at all times 

Non-work injuries that could become aggravated on the job must be reported to supervisor within l/2 
hour of s-g work 

Lockout/tagout procedures must be followed at a.U times 

Use fall protection where required 

Inspect all vehicIes and equipment before use 

Know proper emergency response procedures and location of emergency equipment 

Use safety guards on all machinery where required 

Know what contaminants are present in the work area and their exposure routes and symptoms 

Only authorized personnel may operate equipment 

Use the “Buddy System” at all times when working in an Exclusion Zone area 

Any person present in or passing through an area must observe the rules of that area 

Suit up and de-suit according to OHM procedures 

Wear proper personal protective equipment for the task 

Inspect, wash, store and care for respirator properly 

Eat, drink, smoke, chew only in designated areas of Support Zone 

Sign in and out whenever entering or leaving Exclusion Zone 

Be cIean shaven 

Site Supervisor 

Failure to compIy with these rules will result in disciplinary action. 
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DU.LYsxFETy~G LOG 
(CO~ATION PAGE) 



C0MBVSTIN.E GAS INDICATOR 
CALXBRXTION DATA s#F2r 



EINU4’ROTOIOEON DETECTOR 
CALIBUTION DiCU SEEIT 

. 

.: DATE: 
NsTRLTME?rr NO. 

: L?L.MP TYPE: 
CAUBRQION GM: 
C-RATION PERFORMED BY: 

! I 
1 I 

, I 

I ! 
/ I 

- I I I 



DIRECT READING INSTRUMENT LOG 

Date 

Operator 

InstNments 

Project 

Project No. 

Project Activities Being Monitored 

Instrument/Action Level Background Reading 



ITEM INSI’WTEI) L s 

l:;rlliug Ohiccl I’fofrclivc SlrllclUrc (FOP) 

Rdt-Over Protcclivc Structure (ROP) 

Seal IhAs 

Opcralor Scat Bar(s) 

Side Shictds, Screens or Cab 

I.ift Arm RestraininK Device 

Gral) I ladles 

Ilack-lip Alarm - Working 

I .iKhlS 

MONlMY TlJESI)AY WEDNESDAY 

I lorn 

Anti-Skid Tread Sfcps Clear of Mud 

Safcf:ly Signs (i.e. counlerhdancc swinE arca) 

b’irc Extinguisher 

~icncrd Candilion 

I+wl Connrclion 

()iI (full and no leaks) 

Clear Of Extra Malcriats 

(‘onlratr funcfion prapcrlr I I I 

Oarnancd Purls 

I IytIrauIic System (full and nn teaks\ 

Parking tw;rkt: 

I-ill Arm and Bucket 

. 

‘l’ircs/‘l’ratks 

SlccrinE 

TIIIIRSDAY PRIIIAY SATURIjAY SIINI)AY 

‘88 8, 
‘j 

DAILY IIEAVY EQUIPMENT SAIWTY INSPECTION CIfECKIJST 

lQUll-'MENT I.D. NO.: EQUIPMENTNAME: WEEKOF: 
I I I I I I I 

.I 

4 



ofEcz/snop Loueon 

MEt-iORY 

Seti No. LOcrdOIl 'SCkLHO. L4YclriOIl 

. 

Inspccrion Points 

INSPECIIONS COMPLETED 

----- June --- - -*- .-be- 
_. ?y%**. .-v,--- -- JL..-r.+-.. - - - .e- ‘__. . ,- 

. me . -_ -.- ..--. --i..a*--;--.- --u-u I -i.-- 

L- -; *. 
_._._ -?” z-_- --.- -- . . 

.-e-. - - 
-s-m.-. e-e. 

- -- 

-. -a-- 



-. SCUA MWWllLY INLJl’liCl’ION cliff CKLIS’C 

SCUA 111 NO. 

. 

I 
I 

YJ3A.J~ 

rmnl INSI’ECITW 

chrlllccllull~ 1110 JIghI 

I’aro.~tlcca Ill ~UWl 
tontllllon 

Jnn. Pcb. nh-d ApII Juna All& sqtt. ckl. Nor. UN. 

IIc~ulslor luncllonr 

hlnrn, bell lalltllull~ 

Cyllnilcr fully rltarp.d 

Cyllndcr Itydwlcsl 
cwrenl (wlllh 3 yen:c) 

Unll Is clcml 

UIllctgcnt~ Ity1tnsr 

UUI’ICIUNCI~ IN AWVU I’I’UMS RUUUIItU UNIT 1’0 UU ‘I’AUUW AND ilUMOVUO IWUM SURVICU 



s 
r) =- 

-\A# 

01 IM C~I~~I~~II~~II I 
BAR HONTIILY IN8i'ECTION CItBCKLI8T 

f3M ID NO. EQREf38 ID NO. YEM 

ITEH XNOPECTED 

Corlncclion!l nrc llgltl 

Pace-piece In good 
condillon 

Cylinder Idly cluqc:(l 
rre!isrlrc gaqy! inlacl 

Cylinder hyrlraslnlic 
Icnt crrrrenl (dac RI 5 yrs) 

Unll is clcsn, ~lrnlm In 
good condillon 

I!rlmlnlion vnlvc luncllons 
properly 

Cylinder rcclierged nllcr 
inspcclion 

Iqwt~t~rs lnilinls and 
encploycc nrrinbcr 

FED JUN OCT NOV DEC 



OHM Corpoladoa 
Projest Site Safety lmpectioa Chakiist 

Project Name: 
Project Number: 
Project Location: 
Site supcrvisoc 
Lnspeaor’s Name: 

MJ?DKAL AND FIRST MD YES NO 

L Arc First Aid Kits accwbk and identicd? 
2 Arc emergency eye wash and safety showers availabk? 
3. Arc daily logs for East aid present and up to date? 
4. Arc FKSC Aid Kits inspected weekly? 

PERSONAL PROTECI-WE EOUIPUE & ?rr 

L 
2 

- E 3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

a. 

Han lcvck of pcrscxmcl protection been established? 
Do ail employees know their lcvci of protection? 
Are respirators used deco&cd, inspect&, and 
stored according to standard procedures? 
Have Qnployeu been wtutcd? 
ISCidhiVCptrsodpr- quipmcnt tagged? 
Does cmnprcsscd breathing air meet CGA Grade P* 
minimlUIl? 
Are there sufkisnt quamitks of safety equipment 
and repair pal%? 
Does IxvcI D protestion consist of safety ghsscs, 
hardhayandstceltoeboocs? 

L Is smok@ prohibited in flammable stow arw? 
2 Are fire lanes established and ma? 
3. Are flammable dispensing sy%sms grounded and bonded? 
4. Arc approved safety cans available for storage of 

flammable liquids? 
5. Has the local he department been contadcd? 
6. Arc &c udinguishns awilablc near refueling areas? 

MONlTORINCr 

L Is air monitoring being conducted as rquircd by the 
site safety plan? 

A F 
2 Arc air monitoring instnmcnts calibrated daily? 
3. Is the air monitoring logbooks up to date? 
4. AX user manuals available? 
5. AK instruments clean aad charged? 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-. 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

- -  

-7 

- -  

- -  



r- 1. kc fire caiquishers present at welding and cuttiDg operations? 
2 Arc ux&cd spaces; such as, tanks, pipelines, and trenches; tutcd 

prior to cutting and welding operations? 
3. .-UC Hot Work Permits amble? 
4. AX proper hclmcrs, goggles, aprons, and gloves available for we1di.q 

and cutting opcrarions? 
5. Are welding machines properly ~oundui? 
6. &c oxygen and fuel gas cylinders stored a minimum of to feet apart? 
7. Arc only trained personnel permitted to operate weldiru~ and cutting 

equipment? 

EAND AND POWER TOOU (29 CFR 1926 Subpart I) 

L Arc defective hand and power tools tagged and taksn out of serk? 
2 k eye protection available and used when opera+ pcnvu teds? 
3. .ke guards and safety dcviccs in place on power tools? 
4. Arc power tools impcacd before each use? 
5. Are non-spartinp took available? 

MOTOR VEHTCLES. 

1. Arc vchiclcs inspected daily? 
2 Are pcrsonnci licensed for the quipmcnt they operate? 
3. kc unsafe vehicles tagged and reported to supcnision? 
4. AX vchiclcs shut down before fueling? 
5. When backing v&c& are sp~tua ptided? 

- 6. Is safety quipment on v&i&s? 
7. Are loads sculre on vchidcs? 
8 Art vchiclc ouupMts wing safety belts if provided? 

L Are emergency telephone numbers posted? 
2 Have emergency escape routes been designated? 
3. Art employus familiar with the cmcrgaq signal? 
4. Has the emergency route to the ho+tA been established and posted? 

TERL4LS HANDLING 

L Arc matczials stack& and storui as to prcnalt siidiq or mllap&lg? 
2 Are flammables and combustibks stcned in -0king ueu? 
3. Is machinery braced when personA arc performing maintman.a? 
4. Art tripping hazards labeled? 
5. Arc scnlidrs chocked? 
6. Arcfxcdjacksuscdundersuni~? 
7. Arcriduspmhibitcdon~~qnipmcpt? 
aArc -hquteduprc&lxdandloggcd? 
9. Arc OSHA approved mlnliht provided far the liffing of m? 
10. ArcpcrsannclinmanlZtswwingapprowdfaUprwcuhndcvias? 

F PROTECT?OFJ 

r- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
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-- 
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-- 
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-- 
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-- 

-- 
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-- 
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: :. 

1. Are ladders a Type I or Type II? 
--- - 2 AX a-ways, stairways, ramps, and ladders dean of ia, mud. snow, or debris? -- 

3. Arc ladders being wed in a safe manner? -- 
4. Arc ladders kept out of passageways doors, or driveways? PP 
5. AX broken or damaged ladders tagged and taken out of servia? -- 
6. AK metal ladders prohibited in clctical scrvia? -- 
7. AIC stainvays and floor openings guarded? PP 
a. kc safety feet installed on straight and crrcnsion ladders? -- 
9. Is general housekeeping up to OHM standards? m- 
10. Arc ladders tied off? -- 

SITF SAFt1 r’PL4Y 

L Is a site safety plan available on site or auessiilt to all cmpioyccs? 
2 Does the safety plan accurately rdled site conditions and tasks? 
3. Have potcntiaI hazards been described to employees on site? 
4. Is there a designated safety official on site? 
5. Have all employees signed the acknowicdgemcnt form? 

S-I-E POSTERS 

L Are the following documents posted in a prominent and acccssiilc area? 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

Ah4inimumWagt -- 
B. OSHA Health and Safety -- 
c. Equl Employment oppormnity -- 

L Axe work zones &a~ly d&uA? -- 
2 Arc support trailen located to nflinbk cxpsurc from -- 

a potential rcle;uc? 
3. kc support Q-ailcrs acuxiilt for approach by emergency vehicles? -- 
4. Is the site properly secured during and after work hours? -- 

tm EOUIPMEm (29 t3R 2726 Subpart 0) 

L Is huvy cqlipmalt inspztcd as prcxcriibythc mallufacrurcr? -- 
2 Is defective heavy qtipmcnt t+gcd and takm out of &a? 

- - 3. Are project roads u3d stn~ues &putui for Lxd upacitia and propa clcaranas? -- 
4. Is heavy quipma shut down for futliug and maintcnana? -- 
5. Arc back-up alarms installed and working on quipmcnt? -- 
6. AIC duipatcd operators only opuatiq qtipmcnt? -- 
7. Are riders prohibited on hy equipmcat? -- 
a. Artguardsandsafetyappliamxsinpka~uscd? -- 

L Has a ‘competent person’ been drsignatcd to supavisc this excadon activity? -- 
2 Have tity companies been advised of ercavadon adivides? -- 
3. Prior to opening cxcaMti0~ arc Iltilib located and ma&d? 

- - 4. Has a professional engineer evaluated aIl excaYatons greata than 20 feet deep? -- 
5. Isthcrct-cscuc equipment on& and -ile to czavation? -- 
6. Is excawed material placed’ a minimum of 24 inches from the cnmafions? 

--- - 7. Are the sides of cxcavxions sloped or shored to prwzt cam@ in on employees? 



PROTECl-IO?J (Continued) 

4. kc combustible materials seipt+cd from open fLamcs? 
-- 

5. Have 6re cxxing&hen been profcsionally inspcacd during &e last year? 
-v 

6. tic Erc cxrin@shen visually inspected monthly? 
-- 

L 
z 

3. 

2 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

Is cL&cai equipment and wiring property guarded? 
Are eiectrid lines, exxcnsion cords, and ublcs guarded and mainuincd 
in good CondiLions? 
Arc axcnsion cord!i kcpc out of wxc art3s? 
Is damaged eIeariul equipment wed and taken out of se&a? 
Hartz underground elesuicai lines ban identified by proper autharick.s? 
Has positive lock-auf system been established by a ccrtificd prujcu cixtriti? 
An GFCX’s being used as needed? 
Are &on cords being inspeud daily for ground continuity and 
strudural intcgity? (it, group pin in pIa=, no unapproved spiias) 
Arc warning s&s cxhiiitcd on high wltagc equipment (25OV or grater)? 
Is extension cord inspection documented? 

L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a 
9. 

Arc cram inspcacd daily? 
Arc crane wing areas barricaded or dcmarkcd? 
Is alI ri&ng equipment tagged with an identification numba and rated capacky? 
k rigging equipment inspection documented? 
Art sliqp chains and rigging inspcacd before each use? 
Arcdamagedslings,~andriggingtaggcdandtaktnoutofxti~? 
Arc dings padded or protected from sharp corners? 
Do employees keep ckar of sqaldcd loads? 
Arcallployc&nthclihucawcaringMhao? 

L Are brcAc.lxing air CyliJldcrs charged only to pcsuii prcsiura? 
2 Arelib$indcrsscgr~inwen~arcas? 
3. Is smoking prohibited in cyhier storage areas? 
4. Are cylinders stored secure and upright? 
5. Arc qlindcrs prokctcd from mow, rai4 ctc? 
6. Arc cylinder caps in plaa before @in&n are moved? 
7. Arefuclgasand02cylin&naorcdaminimumof20fcczapart? 
8. Arc propane cylinders stored and used outside the structure? 

-ING (29 CFR 1926.451) 

L 
2 
3. 

:: 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
lo. 

Is s.caEolding plaad on a flak, firm sufaa? 
Art scaffold planks free of mud, ice, grease, ctc? 
Is scaffohiing inspcucd lxforc each use? 
Are defective scaffold parts taken out of scrvia? 
Does mobile scaffold height exceed 4 times the width or base dimension? 
Does scaffold planking overlap a minimum of l2 inches? 
Does scaffold planking &end over end supports bctwcen 6 to 18 inches? 
Arc employees restricted horn working on scaffolds during storms and hi.@ winds? 
Art aR pins in plaa and wheels locked? 
Is pxirnctcr guarding (top rail, mid rail, and toe board) present? 

-. 
-- 

1 .c c 



=CAVATION (29 CFR 192.6 Subpart P - Continued) 

8. Has excavation greater than 4fcct deep been monitored for hazardous atmospheres 
(ic. EL/O2 d&iency)? 

9. Are ladders used in cxca~dom over s-feet deep? 
10. Arc ladders prestnt every 25 feet? 
11. Arc barrks, i.e. guardrails or fences piaccd around cxcwadons near 

pedcsuian or vehicle thoroughfaru? 
I2 Is cxca~cion inspected && by competent persons and documented? 

CONFNED SPA- (Proposed Regulation 29 CFR 1910.146) 

L Have imploycu been kd in the hazards of coniincd spaces? 
2 Are cwfined space permits availabie on project site? 
3. Is the conixauors co&cd space safety procedure on the projecr? 
4. Has a rescue plan been established? 

L Arc decontamination stations scc up on site? 
2 Are waste rcceptaclcs available for contaminated clothing? 
3. Arc steps taken to contain liquids used for deco&&nation? 
4. Have dcconcamination steps and procedures been covered by the 

site sup-z-visor or safety oEicial? 
5. Lr a.il personal prot& equipment and respiratory equipment 

being cleaned on a daily basis? 

DFCOWTAMXNA~ 

L Has equipment deco- beea estabkihui? 
2 Is-onwashwataprqxrfyanltainedanddispmcdof? 
3. Arc all piccu of equipment inrpeckd for proper decoataminlrtrn 

kfore la&g the site? 
4. Is ail equipment being cleaned on a daily basis? 

&&iRD COMMTJNTCATION (29 CFR D2659) 

L Is there a written progam okitc? 
2 L there a MSDS FOR present on-site? 
3. &can amtaincrs properly lab&d, ;LS to content, hazard? 
4. Have unphyus been !xailxd on cixmkaI hazards? 
5. Are employee’s Bained on chuIlic3l hS.ards while doklg lie ta!Sks? 
6. Do employees (iiduding subcontractors) know and understand the acute and 

chemical effects of exposure from the chrhls on-site? 
7. Have ail subcontradors sign4 the Haz-Comm achcwlcx&mcnt form? 

-- 

-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 

-- 
m- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

I have rwiwvd this inspection chckht with tbc safety irupector and fully understand the rccommcndation 
and will make every attempt to corrax than immcdiatiy. 

site supcnisor: 

Projec! Manager 

OHM Compliance 
InspectOf: 
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Care: 

i 
PeiTcrvw Monrtolinq cltk 

1 

Job Tde /Work Ctiex 

PPE used: 

work Lcc3rion: 

Am5aMonitorinqOata 

pr-- ' AC%* 

LCCiUiOn: 

1 weetiterccnc!itiorrx 

?llmp No. 

AvgG!ow Rate (L”M) 

Start L-no (Min) 

Stop The (Min) 

Total Tke (Min) 

- 
Tcr :‘/clume ( I-) 

Sampling Me&x ! 
I 

I Notax I 

! 
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APPESDIN D 

HE.ALTH AND SAFETY FORMS 

Accident/Injury/Illness Report Form 
Accident/Injury/Illness Status Report Form 
First Aid Log 
OJ331 Safety Rules 
Daily Safety Meeting Log 
Instrument Calibration Logs (LEL/PID) 
Air -Monitoring Instrument (Direct Reading) Logs 
Heavy Equipment Inspection Forms 
Fire Extinguisher Checklist/Inventory Form 
SCBNSAR Inspection Forms 
Project Site Safety Inspection Checklist (weekly) 
SSO Daily Report 
Air Sampling & halysis Log 
Air Sampling Data Sheet 
Chain-of-Custody Record 



&Z 

< zs OH31 Remediation =- 
= benices Corp. 

SUPERVISOR’S XCCIDELVT INVESTIGATION REPORT 

Check 311 that zpply: G Injuri/lIlness G Fatality G Csmplaint G NO: ‘Ji~rk Related 

Q Auto Liabilily G Euro Physiul Damage 

0 Genzzl Liabiiir)l G PropeT Dzmase C! Environmental 

Exact Da:e and Time of Incident - am. - p.m. Shift a 1st 0 2nd Q 3rd 

OHM CCJRPCRAT~ON 
(Employee’s Hcme OivisiorJIegional Cffice/SL;~sidiaq) 

Address 
CQ State 

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION (Projec Related Incidents Only) 

Pmjed No. Project Start Date Camplaricn Date 

Location (Full Address) 

Telephone Project Manager 

&UPLOYEE INFORMATION 

Empbyee’s Full Name Empbyee No. 

2 Regular Full Time Q Regular Part Time Q Temporaq 0 Ncn-Employee 
. .r^ 

iddress 

Date of Birth Age- Social Security No. .- - - - Sex CIM OF 

Jab Tile Depaftment Date Hired 

Length cf Empbyment Q In Training. a- Mos. cl- Yrs. Time in Job Ckss 0 In Training, 0 - Ma: Cl- ’ Yrs. 

Name of Employee’s Direct Supervisar 

Super&an a! Time of A&dent a Direc!y Supervised 0 Indirec!! Supervised [1 Not Supervised 

Sptific Location Where Incident Cccuned 

Q OHM Facility Q Pmject Site 0 Other 

To Whom Was Incident Reported? When? 

‘titness NarnelAddress 

Fitness Job Title/Reason in Area 

Oescbe Enrployee’s Job Duties Being Performed When Injured 

-“-% Fully rhe Events Which Resulted in the AaidenVlnjurf/lllness $- 

PlZASE CONTINUE ON BACK OF THIS FORM 



Name of C-kje~~Sukzsstulca Whicii Oiro~?~ Injured E:pbyae 
, 

HavWiU &TpbyeO Seek ~reatmmt7 a Yes a No Oid E=npbyee Oie? aYes ONa 

NamdAddross of HospitaYOocor 

Was E-npbyoe XMo To Return To Work? Q Yes ONo 

If YES: a Rog~lar w0d a work with ktrir.ed k5~iii8~ 

Restrkbn 

If NO: Oar0 bst TTmo Began OamEa Oate To Return 

I-$fy Persanal Pmt&e Equipment Used by Injured En~piqee 

What Training or lnsmdon Had Been Given? 

Haw cl&i This k&dent Have Boon Preventad? 

Signatur 0 

Sqnature 

S&ature 

(SupMw4anqor) 

(Safety ofkar) 

(Prcj. Manager) 

Oat0 

Oato 

Oille 

DISTRIBUTION Original To: O’tisim Stiolary at Gq~loyeo’s Home Ofka 
I 

coy To: a carpararo Hoafrb 6 wary Q R~&~nal Hoafth & Safety Manager 
a Pro+ Manager a She Safely ne 



- -----_ 

A’==- -- _ = OHM Remediation ,‘. 

~“\ / w Services Corp. = 

EMPLOYEE’S ACCIDENT REPORT 

CSeck aIl ttfat apply: Cl InjuryAIIness Cl Fatality a Complaint Cl Not Work Re!aced 

0 Auto Liability a AUCO Physic31 Dafnag 

13 General LiabiIity 0 Prdpcrzy Da.mase 0 f%ronmenul 

Date. Day. and Time of Incident @amOp 

7 Your Name: Your t%p. No.: 

Home Address: Home Phone # 

Eirrh Date: Age: Social Security No.: sex: 

Job Tiitlc: Dept: Date of Hire: 

Accident location (If Project relad. give Project Z. ClienL Address and Phone #): 

ofl OHM premises? a k5 a N0 

Witness Name/Address 
/-x 

low did accidem occur?: 

WY medical ancntion rquircd? a Yes 0 No 

Did YOU rcwn (0 tvork? Cl Yes 0 No Your usual Job? 0 Yes 0 No If not explain: 

n!as the accident reponcd (0 a supervisor? Cl Yes 0 No Supcrvisofs name: 

Employee’s Signature Dare 



Form 0085 
H a S Dept. 

2195 

INJURY/ILLNESS STATUS REPORT 
Employee 

Home Address 

Job Title 

Date of Injury/Illness 

Social Security No. 

Phone 

Home Division 

Description of Injury/Illness 

AUTHORIZATION TO RELEASE INFORMATION 

I hereby authorize all physicians, hospitals, clinics and all persons to discuss with, and release to OHM Remediation Services 
Corp. and its authorized agents, any information or copies thereof acquired in the course of my examination or treatment for 
the injury identified above. This authorization shall not extend to any other medical condition. past or present, unless the same 
is causally or historically relevant or related to the injury referred to above. 

Employee Signature Date 

PHYSICIAN OR MEDICAL PERSONNEL TO COMPLETE REMAINDER OF FORM 

WORK STATUS 
C Employee may return to work wtth no limltallons 

#- 1. 

Oat0 

0 Employeu may return to work on 
Oate 

with llmitatlons indicated. These restrictions are in 

effect until 

Date 

or until Awvaluatlon 

on 

Date 

Gnployee may work houn in a work day. 

0 Employee is totally incapacitatrM at this time. 

Patient will be reevaluated on 
Oat0 

DEGREE 
C Sedentary Work. LIFtmg 10 pounds maXImum 
and OCcastonally lifting andlorcarymg such amcles 
as dockets, ledgers. and small tools. Although a 
sedentary job is defined as one vhxh Involves 
sitting. a certam amount of walking and standing IS 
nften necessary in caqing out job duties Jobs are 
sedentary if walking and standing are required only 
occaslonally and other sedentary cnterfa are met. 

0 Ught Work. Lihlng 20 pounds maximum wtth 
frequent lifting and/or cqtng of obiects weighing 
up to 10 pounds. Even though the weight Ilfted may 
be only a negligible amount, a job is tn this category 
when it requtres walkmg of standing lo a slgmficant 
degree or when it involves slttlng meet of the tlme 
with a degree of pushing and pulling of urn andlor 
leg controls. 

C Medium Woct. LiFting M maxtmum wtfh frequent 
lifting and/or canymg of oblects weqhmg up to 25 
pounds. 

ii Heavy Work bftmg l@l pounds maximum wth 
frequent llftlng and/or carrying of obFec!s weqhlng 
up to 50 pounds. 

Cl Very Horsy W&L Uting obpcts in excess of 
100 pounds wlh frequent lifting andfor carrymg of 
OlJpcta weqhlng %I pounds or mom. 

LIMITATIONS 
1. me Employee may: 

a. Standlwalk 

C None 0 14 houn 

t! 4-6 hours C 64 houo 

b. St 

C 1-3 houn 0 35 houn 
G 5-8 houn 

c. Drive 

0 l-3 houn 0 15 houn 
a 5-a houn 

2 Empl0yU-a may use hands for repetitive: 

Q Singfe grupmg a Pushing 6 pulling 

Cl Fine manipulation 

3. Employee may use Feet Formwtrtive movement 

ad in operating Foot controls: 

q Yes 0 No 

4. Employee is able co: 

Free-..enty Occasionally Not all All 

a Send .._.__.._. 2 0 3 

b. Squat . . . .._.. t 0 L 

c. Clim0 . . . . . . . . C C - 

Diagnosis 

Treatment 

Other 
- 

j= 

PHYSICIAN’S REPORT a Referred to nomnany physician 
0 Employee referred/admitted to: 

Whom 

Address 

Phone 

Date of this Report 
Date Time 

Physician’s Name 

Address 
Whale. Company COPY 
P,m.cy f-‘,e,r P.-“V 

Print 
Phystcian’s Signature 

Phone 



I 

“1 

j 

OHM First Aid Log 
Project 

Date/Time Name 1 Employee Number [ Job Working When Injured 

---l---i 

------I 

_- 

_ _ 

. - 

.~.- 

.- 

.- 

Project No. 

Description of Injury/Illness and Treatn~ent 

- 



OHM REMEDUTION SERVICES Cow 
PROJECT SAFETY RULES 

PROJECT No. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

l 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

All unsafe acts/conditions must be corrected promptly and reported to super&or at first opportunity 

Participate in the Safety Observer Program 

Good housekeeping standards must be maintained at all times 

Non-work injuries that could become ag,olavated on the job must be reported to supervisor within l/z 
hour of smg w-ork 

Lockout/tagout procedures must be followed at ail times 

Use fall protection where required 

Inspect all vehicIes and equipment before use 

Know proper emergency response procedures and location of emergency equipment 

Use safety guards on all machinery where required 

Know what contaminants are present in the work area and their exposure routes and symptoms 

Only authorized personnel may operate equipment 

Use the “Buddy System” at all times when working in an Exclusion Zone area 

Any person present in or passing through an area must observe the rules of that area 

Suit up and de-suit according to OHM procedures 

Wear proper personal protective equipment for the task 

Inspect, wash, store and care for respirator properly 

Eat, drink, smoke, chew only in designated areas of Support Zone 

Sign in and out whenever entering or leaving Exclusion Zone 

Be clean shaven 

Site Supervisor 

Failure to compIy with these rules wiU result in disciplinary action. 





DAXLYSSET~MEETIXGLOG 
(CONTIXCS'XOIU'PAGE) 

Dtrr 

S@zc LaaLims 

. 

Soi3 Xa 



COMWS-KBLE GiG NDICATOR 
C-RXI-ION DATA SEEET 

NSiXFMEXT NO.: CALBaXTION GAS 5 LEL 

CALBIUTION GAS: -CAL MONITORD: 

CAL GA3 02 CONCDTXxTI~N: CO-ON FACTOR: 



ENG-PHOTOIOhlUT’ION DETECXOR 
CALIBFUI‘ION DKLd SBEET 

- 

CAIIBRATON GAS: 
CAUBRATION PERFORMED BY: 

I I 



DIRECT READING INSTRUMENT LOG 

Date 

Operator 

Instmments 

PrOject 

Project No. 

Project Activities Being Monitored 

Instrument/Action Level Background Reading 

InstNment Time LocatlorVActlvlty Reading Duration Comments 

I 

[ 

: 
I 



“* 

1 

DAILY IIEAVY &QUIPMENTSAli'!%'lY INSP&CTION CIiECKLIST 

QUIPMENTI.D.NO.: EQUIPMENTNAME: WI?EKOP: 

I’IXM INSl’Wl’EI) . a MONIMY T’IJESI)AY WFXNESI~AY TIIORSDAY FRII)AY SATIlRI)AY SlINI)AY 

;.lllinr: Ol~iccl I’rtrlcclivc Slrwlure FOP) 

toll-Over Prolectivc Struc~urc (ROP) 

eal Ilcll!i 

Ipzralor Seal IIar(s) 

itlt: Shields. Screens or Cat3 

.ifi Arm Reslraining Device 

;ral, llandles 

lack-lip Alarm - Workiw 

i&Is 

iuartls 

lorn 

\nti-Skid Tread Sleps Clear of Mud 

,afcty Signs (i.e. co~lnlcrt~alancc swine area1 I 

:ire Exlinguishcr 

;cncral Cwlilion I 

Cucl Conneclinn 

)il /full and nn leaks) ! 

‘Iear Of Extra Malerials 

‘onlrols funclinn prnperly I 

jamawed Pert.3 

Iyrlradic System (full and no IcaksI I 

‘arkinp brake . . I 

.ift Arm and Ruckrl 

I’ires/Tracks I 

;Iccring 
. 

nspeclors Name and Ernpl~~~~. I -.- -- _______ ---- --- 
jS;]‘~l JmlI)p& _ ~,rrlXc~ ull ~ppllc&le Items iucllcutrd cuch 41 ft. If an ~~~~lisfuc~o~ CWI~R~I 1~ damped, ~uspml uperu~lu~~ uf IIN rqt~l~mtm~ md rep-t IIIC 
I~III~s~~~cI,~~~ cl,llllttl~l~~ IO ihe SI~C supwviw l~~1111rtlh1~ Y. I 



Inspdon Points 

June ____ - --- ..L&LDeulba . -- 
- ‘- . - . e. ( - . 4s-i .,_. ,-,--- -- A-.;.::. - ._ _ __. ,. - 

. _. _ __ -.- r-e----&..a.--.--. ----*Y. -- z - i. a-, 
. . 

- - ._ ..‘-.- _ -.. z-;=4s.-yL - -- R.&e3 
--~--.-.--e. 

- - 

-w-u-.-m-w ~ --_-- __-- 



i 

SCAM MWWlLY IN611’lCCI’IoN ClIUCKLl8’A’ 

Jnn. hlny Nor. hlnrxh Al’III 

C~llldcr ItpI UlCRI 
cuIIeIll (wlllllll 3 ycq 

Unlr 19 clean 

hlIogcnq Ilyp"" 

htnchs ptuply 

Ittapclnrr Inlllnls ad 
cnl$~Jyca JllJnlllcr 

. 

~IUIWUNCIUS IN AUOVU I’I’UMS ItUUUiItU UNIT 1’0 UU ‘I’AUUUU AND ltUMVVl.W I’ItUM SUItVICU 

, c,. ( c 



I 
CIAR HONTltLY IH8i'ECTION CttttCKLIf3T 

BAR ID NO. EQREEIf3 ID NO. YtmR 
--__-~.-. __ .~ __ 

ITEM INCJPECTED 

t’rcc-piece In good 

contlillon 

Rcgulnlors fllnct/on 

properly/willloul llullcr 

0r he ilow 

Qlintlcr lully chnrgcrl 

Prcssurc gauge inlacl 

C’ylinrlcr hyclroslnllc 

lcal currenl (due RI 5 yrs) 

Untf Is clew, ~lrnp in 

good condillon 

F,dIAlnlion vnlvc lunclions 

pI”pctly 

Cylinder tcchargcd nllcf 

Itiapxlion 

Inslwxlors lnilinls and 

enrploycc nutiibcr 

--- 
JAN AUO BEP OCT NOV DEC 



OHM Corpaatioa 
Project Site Safety Inspcsfioa Chazklht 

Project Name: 
Projea Number 
Project Location: 
site supcnisor: 
Inspcaofs Name: 

~TCtU AND FIRST AID YES NO 

L Are First Aid Kits acsssiik and idcntificd? 
2 Are emergency eye wash and safety showers available? 
3. Are daily logs for fist aid present and up to date? 
4. Arc Fusr Aid Kits inspcatd WC&~? 

PERSONAL PR0TEClT.T EOUTP- I VT 

L 
2 

-- 3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

a 

Have lcv& of pcrs~nnci protection been established? 
Do ail employees know their level of protcuion? 
Are respirators used dcconramjnat cd, inspeacd, and 
scorui according to standard procedures? 
Have unployeu bcal fit-t&ad? 
ISd&CliVCpcrsolldprotCdhC quipmcnt tagged? 
Dou comprcsscd breaching air meet CGA Grade P* 
minimU.lIl? 
Art there sticicnt quantitk of safety cquipmcnt 
and nzpair pa? 
Does Level D prorccrion am&t of safety gLa.ws, 
hardha&andstccitocboocs? 

L Is smom prohibited in 5mmablc storage amu? 
2 Are Erc lams cstablishcd and maintainrA? 
3. Axe flammable dispensing systsms grounded and bonded? 
4. Arc approved safety cans available for storage of 

ilanlmable liquids? 
5. Has the local fire department been contacted? 
6. kc fire w available near refueling arcas? 

L Is air monitoring being conducted as required by the 
site safety plan? 

2 Are air monitoring instruments calibralcd daily’? 
3. Is the air monitoring logbooks up to date? 
4. AC user manuais availabtc? 
5. Arc instruments &an and charged? 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

.- 

-- 
-- 
-- 



P. i 1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

he &c cxxing&hcrs present at asIding and cutting operations? 
AXC confmed spaces; such ag tanks, pipelines, and trenches; tuted 
prior to cu% and welding operations? 
AXC Hot Work Permits available? 
ac proper helmets, goggles, aprons, and gloves availabic for welding 
and cuts+ operations? 
Arc weMing machines properly grounded? 
AR oxygen and fuel gas cylinders stored a minimum of 20 feet apart? 
/%.re only trained personnel pcrmincd to opcratc welding and cutting 
equipment? 

HASD AND POWER TOOU (29 CFR 1926 Subpart I) 

L AK defective hand and power tools tagged and taken out of xtic.c? 
2 Is cyc protection available and used wkn operpting powu took? 
3. Art guards and safety devices in plaa on power tools? 
4. Are power tools i.nspcUed before each use? 
5. kc non-sparking tools available? 

L Arc vehidcs inspected daiiy’! 
2 Are pcnonnci liared for the equipment they operate? 
3. Arc unsafe vchiclcs tagged and reported to supervision? 
4. Arc vchick shut down before fu&ng? 
5. 

n 
When backing v&i& axe spot%rs provided? 

6. k safety equipment on v&i&s? 
7. Arcloadssculrc on vehicles? 
8. Arc vehicle ocsupants using safety belts if provided? 

L Arc emergency t&phone numbers pasted? 
2 Have emergency escape routes been designated? 
3. Arc employees familiar with the emergency signal? 
4. . Has the emergency route to the hospital been established and posted? 

L 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 
9. 
10. 

Are material5 stacked and stored as to prevent sliding or CoIlapsing? 
Axe flammabiu and combustibles stored in nun-smoking arms? 
Is machinery braced w-hen pcnom~I arc performing maim-? 
Are tripping hazard.5 lab&d? 
Arc semi&n chocked? 
Arc fixed jacks used under semi-? 
Are riders prchibited on materials ham&g equipment? 
kUUlCSiKUpUtUiZUpl-CSddprtsaibcddloggcd? 
Are OSHA approved manM.s proviM for the lifting of pcsonxl? 
Arepcrsonnclinmanlifuwcaringapprovcdknp~devicu? 

E PROTECnOY 

1. Hasafxcaiarm~established? -- 
2 Do cmpIoyces h~ow the loution and USC of all Erc cx@hkrs? -- 
3. Arc 6.x .cdq@ha lo&ons marked? -- 

-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
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W cm 

P 1. Are ladders a Type I or Type II? 
2 Arc a-ways, stairways, ramps, aad ladders dean of ice, mud, saow, or debris? 

3. tic ladders being used ia a safe mannrr? 
4. arc ladders kept out of passageways, doors, or d&ways? 
5. PLTC broken or damaged ladders tagged and taken out of service? 
6. Are metal ladders prohibited ia elccvical service? 
7. he stairways and floor openings guarded? 
8. Arc safccy feet installed on xraight aad cxtcasion ladders? 
9. Is general housckcepiag up to OHM standards? 
10. MC ladders tied off? 

S-l-E SAFETY PMN 

L Is a site safety plaa available on site or aacssible to all empIoyees? 
2 Does the safety plaa accurately r&xt sire conditions and tasks? 
3. Have potential hazards bcea descrbcd to employees on site? 
4. Is there a dcsignatcd safety official oa site? 
5. Have all employees signed the ackaowicdgcmcat form? 

SITE POSTERS 

L Arc the folIowing documents posted ia a prominent aad acctssibic area? 

AMi&llUIlWagc 
B. OSHA Health and Safety 
c. Equal EmployIacnt opportunity 

CO 

L Arc work zones &arIy de&d? 
2 Arc support tra&rs iocdtui to niaiak exposure from 

a potential release? 
3. Arc support Wailers auzssiblc for approach by emergency vehicles? 
4. Is the site properly scared duriag aad after work hours? 

~~(29cm1926Subpart0) 

L Is heavy qtipmezlt ipspccted as presuii by the mamlfacnuu? 
2 lsdef~heavyquipment~aadtakcnoutofsavia? 
3. Arc project roads and stru.u.rcs iqxctcd for load apadtia and popa dcarancts? 
4. Is heavy quipmcnt shut down for fueling and maintcnana? 
5. Arc back-up alarm6 installed and Wrkiag oa quipmcnt? 
6. Are d.uipatcd cqe.rata only open+ quipmeat? 
7. Arc riders prohibited on heavy equipmtnt? 
8. MC guards and safety appliamxs in pka aad used? 

ExcAvm (W CFR 1926 subput P) 

L Has a ‘cumpctcnt pa-son’ been designated to supavisc this utavation activity? 
2 Have uiiity companies been advired of cxcavaCioa a&ities? 

G 3. Prior to opxing caavations, are u&tics located aad marked? 
4. Has a profcssioaal cagiaecr evaluated all cxcatioas greater than 20 feet c@? 
5. Is there rescue quipmcnt op-sjtt and aacssiile to acawion? 
6. Is excavated material placed a minimum of 24 khes from the excavations? 
7. Arc the sides of excavations slope-d or shored to prcvcat caving in on employees? 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 



PROTECnON, (Continued) 

4. Art combusciilc materials segregated Erom open flames? 
5. Have fire miquishcrs been proksioaaily inspcaed during the last ye? 
6. Arc fire uainguishen visually inspected monthly? 

&EcrIucAL (29 CFR 19-Z subpart K) 

L Is elcctricai equipment and wiring property guarded? 
2 Arc eicccrical lina cxxcnsion cords and ubles guarded and mainrained 

in good condifions? 
3. Are aIction cords kept out of wet arc=? 
4. Is damaged eieaz-iui equipment wed and t&en out of xrvisc? 
5. Have underground eLectrical lines been identi&d by proper authorities? 
6. Has pc&ivc lock-out system been cstabiished by a certified proju~ elearician? 
7. Arc GFCI’s being used as needed? 
8. Arc exftnsion cords being inspeaed daily for ground continuity and 

sKruUud integrity? (ix, group pin in place, no unappruvcd spiias) 
9. Arc warning S+S exhibited on high ~01~ equipment (ZOV or gtatcr)? 
10. Ls extension cord inspection documented? 

AND RIGGING (29 CFR 1926JM) 

L Arc cranes inspected daily? 
2 Arc crane swing arm barricaded or dwnarked? 
3. L5 all rigg+ equipment tagged with an identification number and rated capadty? 
4. Is rigging equipment inspection documented? 
5. Arc slingq chain+ and rigging inspected before each use? 
6. Arcdamagcdslinm~and~taggtdandtaktnoutofscrvicc? 
7. Are dings pad&d or protected from sharp corners? 
a Do anployecs keep clear of slqmdd loads? 
9. ArtUXlploytcsinthelifK~~hardhU? 

L Arc breathing air @in&II charged only to prcscnbed pr-es? 
2 AdikecyiiIIdcnscgc#cdinwcilvcntilatedarcas? 
3. k smoking prohibited in cyhdcr storage arc-as? 
4. Art cylinders stored suaarc and upright? 
5. Arc cyiiudcrs prottx&d from snow, ra.& etc? 
6. Arc cylinh caps in pbcc before @den arc moved? 
7. Are~lgasand02~&nstortdaminimumoEMf~apart? 
8. AIT propane cylinders stored and used outside the sauc?ure? 

v (29 CFR l.926.451) 

L Is sAT0ldin.g placed on a fl& lirm surface? 
2 k scaEoId phks fru of mud, ice, grease, c.tc? 
3. Is scaffolclillg inspected before cadl use? 
4. AX clef& scafiold parts taken out of sexvia? 
5. Does mobiIc scaffold height exceed 4 timu the width of base dimension? 
6. Does scaffold planking overlap a minimun.l of I2 ill&? 
7. Does sca.Bold pw mend over end supports between 6 to 18 in&~? 
8. AX employees restricted from working on scaffolds during storms and high win&? 
9. Art aIl pins in plaa and wheels locked? 
10. Is perimeter guardinp (top rail, mid ra;i and toe board) prucnf? 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
- -- 

-- 

-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 



E,WIXVAl-ION (29 CFR 19.26 Subpart P - Continued) 

- a. Has acavation geatcr than 4fctt deep been monitored for hazardous atmospheres 
(ix. EL/O2 dcfidcncy)? 

9. Art ladders used in exzavadons over A-feet deep? 
10. Are ladders present every 3 feet? 
11. kc barkers, ic. guardrails or fenas piacxd around excavations near 

w- 

p&s&an or vchidc thorouhfaru? 
l.2 is excavation inspected &,&-by competent pcrsoas and documented? m- 

CONFINED SPACQ (Proposed Rcgdadon 29 CFR l910.146) 

L Have cmpIoyccs been trained in the hazards of confined spaces? 
2 Art confined space permits available on project site? 
3. Is the cnntracton coniined space safety procedure an the project? 
4. Has a rescue plan been established? 

L Arc decontamina tion stations set up on site? 
2 Are waste receptacles available far cantaminatcd ciaching? 
3. Arc steps taken to contain liquids used for dccodtami&on? 
4. Have decontamination steps and procedures been covered by the 

site supervisor or safety 05&i? 
5. Is ail personal prot& equipment and respiratory equipment 

being cleaned on a daily basis? 

L Has eqlipmuu dccoe bun w.abGshed? 
2 Isccmmmh&onwashwaterprcqmlyamtakdanddkpasedof? 
3. Arc all pieces of equipment inspected for proper deco-n 

before leaving the site? 
4. Is ail equipment being cleaned an a daily basis? 

-- 
-- 

-- 
-- 

-- 

-- 

m- 

v- 

m- 

B&&iRD coMM-uwT~TroN (29 CFR 192639) 

L k there a written program a&k? 
2 IsthcrcaMSDSFOR~~ prtscnt on4&c? 

v- 

3. AnallaYntaiws 
m- 

properly hbci4 as to conten& hazard? 
4. Ha= arlployus been tied on chmiml hazards? 

m- 
-- 

5. Arc employee’s aained on ch.mical hazards while doing notl-mutine tasks? -- 
6. Do employees (iidu~ subcontractors) know and undcrstaad the acute and 

chemical effects of expcsurc from the chemicals on-site? w- 
7. Have a.U subcontractors s&cd the HazCamm ackmwkdgement form? -- 

I have rrtictwxl ti iqxstion chcklht with the safety inspam and fully understand the recommendation 
and will make every attempt to corm3 than bzumdiatiy. 

Projezt Manager 

OHM Compliance 
IUSpCUOr: 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

QUALITY STATEMENT 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. (OHM) is committed to excellence in our work and will 
deliver quality products and services to our Customers. We will continually strive to anticipate 
and fully understand customer requirements, and will perform services that meet or exceed 
customer expectations in a cost competitive manner. 

Achieving desired levels of quality requires the total commitment of all OHM employees to 
our ethic that quality, health and safety, and compliance must come before profits. The 
successful implementation of our quality policy and ethic requires a formal, documented 
quality system to ensure quality standards are established and achieved in all activities. 

The following principles are the foundation and basis of our quality system. 

l Senior management takes full ownership of the quality system and will 
create an environment that ensures quality objectives are met, standards are clearly 
established, and performance is measured and evaluated. 

l Line management is responsible for implementation of the quality 
system. Each organization shall adhere to all requirements of the quality system 
(which includes requirements under this Standard Construction Quality Plan) that apply 
to their function. 

l Every employee is responsible for quality. Each employee will be trained in 
the quality system as appropriate to their function and will be held responsible for the 
quality of their work. 

. Quality will be addressed and verified during all phases of a contract or 
project, from proposal development through closeout. 

l Continuous quality improvement will be an ongoing process. 

Any activity not performed in accordance with the quality system 
requirements (and the requirements of this standard plan) must be corrected 
immediately. If an employee feels that his or her concerns are not being adequately 
addressed by management in regard to quality compliance, the employee is urged to contact his 
or her general manager. 

Our quality ethic and these quality principles will constantly guide our 
actions. With vigilance, commitment, teamwork, and persistence, we can meet our own 
quality expectations and exceed those of our customers. 

OHM Project 19668QCP Ranges D-29 and A- 1 May 1998 
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=- ce_ OHM Remediation 
B Services Corp. INTRODUCTION 

OHM will provide and maintain an effective Contractor Quality Control (CQC) Program as 
required by contract clauses. This program will be performed in conjunction with the Program 
Quality Control Plan (OHM, December 14, 1995) as applicable and in accordance with the 
requirements of Contract No. N62470-93-D-3032, Atlantic Division, Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command, dated August 1993. OHM will perform the inspection and test 
required to ensure that materials, workmanship, and construction conform to drawings, 
specifications, and contract requirements. OHM will perform each test or inspection specified, 
unless the required inspection and/or test is specifically designated to be performed by the 
Government. 

OHM Project 19668QCP Ranges D-29 and A- 1 
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2.0 PURPOSE AND CONTENT 

This Quality Control Plan (QCP) presents, in specific terms, the policies, organization, 
function, and Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) requirements designed to achieve 
the data quality objectives for the maintenance at the smalI arms target practice ranges D-29 and 
A-l at Marine Corps Base (MCB) Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. This work will be 
performed under Delivery Order (D.O.) No. 0151, Modification (Mod) No. 02, of Contract 
Number N62470-93-D-3032 for the Navy Atlantic Division (LANTDIV) at the MCB Camp 
Lejeune, North Carolina. 

The QCP is a tier three document to OHM’s Corporate Quality Management Manual 
(CQMM). As such, this QCP is written to comply with policies set forth by the CQMM which 
incorporates the International Organization of Standards (ISO) Quality Systems Requirements 
that are issued as IS0 9001 and its United States equivalent ANSI/ASQC Q91-1994. The 
“Specifications and Guidelines for Quality Systems for Environmental Data Collection and 
Environmental Technology Programs,” ANSVASQC E4-1994 was used as a guideline to 
prepare this CQP. 

The work plan for this project describes the remedial activities to be undertaken by OHM. 
This QCP serves to document, but does not repeat, project information or excavation 
requirements provided in this project documentation (e.g., work plan, contract specifications, 
drawings, site safety and health plan, and field sampling plan). This plan references these 
requirements and provides a record that those plans are being followed. As necessary, this 
plan may have attachments that provide further instructions, specifications, or requirements not 
provided in other project documents. 

OHM Project 19668QCP Ranges D-29 and A- 1 
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n - 3.0 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

The ranges D-29 and A-l are currently active ranges used for small-arms target practice at 
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. General locations of each range are indicated on the attached 
maps. Both of these ranges are located immediately adjacent to the New River, and without 
adequate maintenance, may represent a potential source of contamination to the New River 
sediment. As specified in the Military Munitions rule (MMR), 40 CFR266, Subpart M of 12 
February 1997, and as interpreted in the DOD Interim Policy developed to prepare the services 
for MMR implementation, munitions on an active range are not considered “discarded 
material” (thus not solid waste) for RCRA purposes until the range is closed or transferred. 
However, active ranges should participate in a range management program that addresses 
periodic small arms range maintenance in order to minimize the potential for environmental 
releases. The Scope Of Work (SOW) is defined to meet the requirements for cleanups in 
order to minimize the potential for environmental releases. prepare this CQP. 

OHM has been tasked to perform maintenance of the berms at both ranges. In addition, a 
bullet trap is to be installed at Range A-l to further prevent potential future releases of lead to 
the environment. Berm soils are to be screened to remove bulk lead and then processed on-site 
to stabilize residual metals and allow combined use of the range. 

/” The following tasks will be performed at each site: 

Range A-l 
1. Based on Range D-30 results, lead particles will be screened to a 5 mm size. 
2. Process 260 cubic yards of soil from existing berm, and recycle 08 cubic yards of lead 

bearing oversize material. (The processing of soil is based on excavation until no lead 
particles remain visible.) The amount of soil to be processed is for negotiations purposes 
only. 

3. Existing berms will be raised 2 feet and made 100 feet in length (requiring approximately 
100 cubic yards of fii). 

4. Remove existing front retaining wall. 
5. Hydroseed entire disturbed area. Provide erosion control netting on berm banks. 
6. Provide 6-inch thick, 4,000 psi concrete pad for the bullet trap foundation. 
7. Provide an Action Target Total Containment Trap (approximately 80 feet long) with active 

lead filtration/vacuum system with light weight roof system using GSA costs. Trap is 
designed for fourteen 5-foot wide shooting bays. (Trap manufacturer and model requested 
by station range personnel.) Provide approximately 1,000 feet of overhead electrical 
service (including transformers and poles) for the trap lead filtration motor. 

/- OHM Project 19668QCP Ranges D-29 and A- 1 May 1998 
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SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

In addition, the following sampling and analysis should be performed for each range upon 
completion of field work: 

1. Determine lead content of the recovered lead 
2. Determine total and leachate lead content of berm soil after completion of stabilization. 

Range D-29 
1. Two active ranges are to be built, with 14 firing bays 5 feet apart. 
2. Based on Range D-30 results, lead particles will be screened to a 5 mm size. 
3. Total amount of berm material to be processed is estimated to be 900 cubic yards. This 

includes processing 311 cubic yards of soil from existing berm in the active area (we will 
assume in the active area that the front face gets cleaned to a depth of 4 feet,and the top face 
gets cleaned to a depth of 3 feet) and processing of approximately 589 cubic yards in the 
intermittent area. (The processing of soil in the intermittent area is based on excavation 
until no lead particles remain visible. We will assume that the front face gets cleaned of 3 
feet in the intermittent area and the top face gets cleaned of 2 feet in the intermittent area.) 
The amount of lead overbearing material to be recycled is estimated to be 11 cubic yards. 

4. Raise the berm height from the 12 feet height to 14 feet high, with a 14 to 16 feet top access 
trail. Side slopes on the front of l-112 to 1. This will require approximately 500 cubic 
yards of borrow material 

5. No repairs will be required to the existing retaining wall (perpendicular to front berm). 
Provide a new 3 feet high wood retaining wall parallel to the front berm at the front of the 
new active range (which used to be part of the old intermittent range). 

6. Hydroseed entire disturbed area. Provide erosion control netting on berm slopes. 

In conjunction with berm remediation at both ranges (and bullet trap installation at Range 
A-l), OHM has also been tasked to perform the following tasks to restore the site and provide 
minor improvements. 

l Repair/replace retaining wall (railroad ties) between berm and drainage ditch 
(approximately 3 feet high). 

l Repair/replace retaining walls (railroad ties) at right and left-hand limits of range 

l Reconstructed berm must maintain integrity of original configuration (per drawing in 
Attachment 3 - this may not be the same as current configuration due to weathering) 
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. Range A-l will have bullet trap installed in front of berm. Berm will remain in current 
location, but entire shooting area will be pushed back approximately 20 feet to allow 
for installation of bullet trap in front of berm. Trap will be placed between berm and 
drainage ditch. Trap will require construction of a concrete pad for support, per trap 
specifications. 

l Remove large, visible lead fragments from debris and smaller screened soil particles 
less than 3/16 inch. 

l Collect and analyze samples of screened soil which passed through a 5 mm screen to 
determine whether or not they can be used for backfill operations. 

l Collect and analyze samples of soils stabilized with a suitable stabilization reagent 
based on the treatability test to determine whether or not they can be used for backfill. 

l Collect and analyze recovered lead fragments for recycling purposes. 

=n 
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4.0 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 

-- 

The overall responsibility for implementation and enforcement of the QCP is assigned to 
the Project Manager and a Site Quality Control Officer (SQCO). Designated qualified 
individuals will assume execution responsibility of this plan. These individuals may include 
the Site Superintendent, Field Chemist, Field Engineer or QC personnel. The Program 
QA/QC Director has quality assurance responsibility for verification of the effectiveness of the 
project’s quality control. 

The project manager is the primary focal point for control of the project activities. The 
project manager will be supported by the regional support personnel who will provide 
reviews, guidance, and technical advice on project execution issues. Members of this staff 
will be on an “as-needed” basis to assist in smooth project execution. 

The project manager will be supported by the project team consisting of a supervisory, 
health and safety, technical and QA/QC staff to ensure that the project is safely executed in 
compliance with applicable laws, regulations, statutes, and industry codes. Individuals of the 
project team are responsible for fulfilling appropriate portions of the project QA program, in 
accordance with assignments made by the project manager. The project manager is 
responsible for satisfactory completion of the project QA program. Specific responsibilities 
may be assigned by the project manager to the deputy project manager and other members of 
the project staff. An organizational chart of the project team is shown on Figure 4.1. 
Positions are reflected to show organizational interface and lines of communication. Solid 
lines indicate direct reporting functions. Dashed lines represent indirect reporting functions. 
Depending on the scope, size, and complexity of the project, the Site Superintendent may also 
fulfill the duties of the SQCO when approved by the Navy. 

The responsibilities of the key members in the project organization are: 

Project Manager - James Dunn, Jr. 
The project manager is responsible for the overall direction of this project executed under 

his supervision. He provides the managerial administrative skills to ensure that resource 
allocations, planning, execution, and reporting meet contract requirements. He is ultimately 
accountable for all work activities undertaken on this project. The global quality-related 
responsibilities of the project manager can include, but are not limited to, the following: 

. Organization of the project staff and assignment of responsibilities. 
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Understanding of contract and scope of work for a specific project. 
Communication to the project staff regarding client requirements and QA practices. 
Identification, documentation, and notification to the client and project staff and QA 
personnel of changes in the scope of work, project documentation and activities. 
Supervision of preparation and approval of project-specific procedures, work plans, and 
QA project plans. 
Approval of project design bases, design parameters, drawings, and reports. 
Approval of project remedial action/construction methodologies. 
Dissemination of project-related information from the client such as design bases, input 
parameters, and drawings. 
Liaison for communications with the client and subcontractors. Liaison between the 
project staff and other internal groups. 
Decision of whether or not drawings require independent review. 
Investigation of nonconformances, notification of QA personnel, and implementation of 
corrective actions. 
Determination of the effect of nonconformances on the project and the appropriateness for 
reporting such items to the client, and providing appropriate documentation for reporting. 
Determination that changes, revisions, and rework are subject to the same QC requirements 
as the original work. 
Serve as final reviewer prior to release of project information. 
Approve and sign outgoing correspondence. 
Custodian of all project related documents. 

Some of these responsibilities may be assigned by the project manager to the Site 
Supervisor, who will remain on site throughout the project field activities. 

Site Supervisor - Randy Smith 
The site supervisor is responsible for the day-to-day management of this specific-delivery 

order. He will ensure sufficient resource allocations to maintain project schedule and budget. 
He will provide daily feedback to the project manager on project progress, issues requiring 
resolution, etc. The quality-related responsibilities of the site supervisor include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 

l Notification to the project manager if the project cannot be completed with regard to quality, 
schedule, or cost. 

l Oversight and control of subcontractor services. 
l Liaison for communications with OHM project staff and other internal groups as well as 
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with the NTR and on-site inspector. 
l Supervision of day-to-day site activities in accordance with project and program 

requirements. 
l Preparing the Contractor Production Report. 
l Preparing the Quality Control Reports. 
l Initiating corrective actions for non-conformance identified on-site. 

Project Chemical QA Officer - Theresa D. Rojas 
The chemical QA officer is responsible for implementing the project chemical QA program. 

She is responsible for informing the project manager of any site-specific QA issues. Her 
responsibilities include, but is not limited to, the following: 

l Reviewing subcontractor’s QA Manuals and/or Laboratory Quality Management Plans 
(LQMPs) and if possible, performing audits on the labs. 

l Certifying the level of QA that has been achieved during the generation of analytical data. 
l Initiating and overseeing all audit functions. 
l Stopping work if quality objectives are not being met. 
l Initiating investigations for nonconformances, identifying appropriate corrective actions, 

and performing follow-up audits to ensure that the corrective actions were successful. 

Project Chemist - Terence Whitt 
The project chemist is responsible for implementing the project plans and ensuring that the 

quality assurance and data quality objectives are being met for the project. He is also 
responsible for informing the chemical QA officer of any site-specific problems and for 
coordinating QA efforts with the contracted laboratory. His specific responsibilities include, 
but are not limited to, the following: 

l Determining if the project and data quality objectives are being met. 
l Evaluating chemical data for technical validity and ensuring adherence to published 

guidelines. 
l Analyzing and interpreting all subcontracted technical and laboratory results. 
l Implementing QA/QC procedures. 
l Assuring the continuity of chain-of-custody evidence 
l Working with the QC engineer to compile and submit required QA Reports (QARs). 
l Compiling, revising, updating, and submitting the CQP and field sampling plan (PSP) 
l Implementing corrective actions as required by the QC engineer or chemical QC officer. 
l Ongoing QA/QC training of new and current personnel. 
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l Reviewing laboratory invoices for completeness and accuracy. 

Laboratory Coordinator - Elena Rodriguez 
The laboratory coordinator is responsible for procuring a certified laboratory based on the 

requirements needed for the project. Her responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

l Selection of qualified laboratories and control of laboratory services requests. 
l Assist coordination of laboratory with field sample shipments. 
l Management of laboratory data in conjunction with the project and field chemist, 
l Liaison between the field and the laboratories when changes are required in the CQP and 

CSP and Purchase Orders 

Field Chemist - Ruse1 Henderson 
The field chemist will: 

Implement the FSP and designated QA/QC procedures. 
Oversee all field sampling activities. 
Report all QC data to the project chemist for review. 
Implement corrective actions as required by the project chemist. 
Perform on-site screening and analyses of samples, if needed. 
Fii out sample tracking forms and related analytical and QC forms and logbooks. 
Ensuring that the samples are handled, packaged, and shipped according to the FSP. 
Ensuring that the laboratory supplies the sample containers, shipping supplies, 
chain-of-custody records, and the required QC samples (i.e., trip blanks). 

Sample Technician - TBD 
The sample technician will be responsible for: 

l Carrying out all sampling in accordance with approved procedures and methodologies as 
defined in the FSP. 

l Generating field blanks, equipment rinsate blanks, and acquiring field duplicate samples as 
required by the FSP. 

l Completing sampling logbooks, sampling forms, labels, custody seals, and 
chain-of-custody forms and other paperwork as required by the FSP. 

l Packaging and Shipping of samples to appropriate laboratories. 
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Program QC Manager - Pete Hunter 
The Program QC Manager will be responsible for developing, maintaining, and enforcing 

the quality control program. 

Site QC Officer (SQCO) - TBD 
The SQCO will be responsible for the management and implementation of the Program QC 

Plan and the delivery order specific C Plan for both on and off-site activities. Specific duties 
include: attend the Coordination and Mutual Understanding Meeting; conduct the schedule QC 
meetings; perform the three phases of control; perform submittal reviews; perform submittal 
approval except for submittals designed for Contracting Officer approval; ensure tests are 
performed; and prepare QC certifications and QC documentation as required by this plan. 
Except for managing and implementing the QC program, the SQCO will perform no other 
duties without the authorization of the Contracting Officer. The SQCO will also be responsible 
for delivering the following documentation to the Contracting Officer. 

. Combined Contractor Production Report/Contractor Quality Control Report, original 
and one copy, by 10:00 a.m. the next working day after each day that work is 
performed. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Testing Plan and log, three copies, at the end of each month. 

Monthly Summary Report of Field Tests, original and two copies attached to the 
Contractor Quality Control Report at the end of each month. 

QC meeting minutes, three copies within two calendar days of the meeting. 

Rework items list, three copies at the end of each month. 

Completion Certification attesting that “the work has been completed, inspected, tested 
and is in compliance with the contract” 

Attend the daily safety meetings and abide by al site rules and regulations. 

4.2 APPoINTMENT LETTERS 

The appointment letter for the SQCO is included in Appendix A. The appointment letter for 
the Program QC Manager can be found in the Program QC Plan. 
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4.3 ICATIONS AND TRAINING 

All key project personnel will be qualified to perform the task to which they are assigned. 
Appraisal of the qualifications of additional personnel assigned to the project will be made by 
the Project Manager. 

Personnel responsible for environmental sampling must have undergone OHM’s 
“Environmental Sampling Training” and have documented on-the-job training. Personnel 
responsible for evaluating analytical data must have undergone OHM’s “Data Evaluation and 
Management Training.” 
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Figure 4.1 

OHM Remediation Services Corp. 

QA/QC Organizational Chart 

Program Manager 
John P. Franz, P.E. 

Program QC Manager 
Pete Hunter 

Site QC Officer 

Senior Project Manager 
James A. Dunn, Jr., PE 
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5.0 PROCUREMENT OF ITEMS AND SERVICES 

5.1 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS 

The procurement of purchased items and services that directly affect the project quality 
program will be planned and controlled to ensure that the quality of the items and services is 
known, documented and meets the technical requirements and acceptance criteria of the client. 

Procurement documents will contain information clearly describing the item or service 
needed and the associated technical and quality requirements. The procurement documents 
will specify the quality system elements for which the supplier is responsible and how the 
supplier’s conformance to me project requirements will be verified. 

5.2 ION OF SUPPLIERS 

The financial and quality management systems of suppliers will be evaluated to ensure that 
they are able to meet the requirements of the project. The qualifications of these suppliers will 
be submitted to the Contracting Officer prior to their use on the project. 

5.3 TING LABORATORY RE-ENTS 

Testing services will be provided by an independent accredited testing laboratory qualified 
to perform sampling and tests. When the proposed testing laboratory is not accredited by an 
acceptable accreditation program, as described by the paragraph entitled “Accredited 
Laboratories,” submit to the Contracting Officer for approval, certified statements signed by an 
official of the testing laboratory attesting that the proposed laboratory meets or conforms to the 
following requirements: 

1. Sampling and testing will be under the technical direction of a registered professional 
engineer (PE) with at least five years of experience in sampling and testing. 

2. Laboratories engaged in testing of concrete and concrete aggregates will meet the 
requirements of ASTM C 1077,199O. 

3. Laboratories engage din testing of bituminous paving materials will meet the requirements 
of ASTM D 3666,199O (Rev. A). 

4. Laboratories engaged in testing of soil and rock, as used in engineering design and 
construction, will meet the requirements of ASTM D 3740,1988. 

5. Laboratories engaged in nondestructive testing (NDT)/nondestructive examination (NDE) 
will meet the requirements of ASTM E 543,1989 (Rev. A). 

6. Laboratories performing work in connection with specific sampling and chemical analysis 
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of contaminated media according to the delivery order specification will be handled as 
defined in the Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP). 

7. All off-site samples will meet OHM’s minimum requirement for the QA/QC as specified in 
OHM QP-650. A copy of QP-650 is included in Appendix B. On-site air measurements 
will be non-definitive field screening analysis. 

TED LABORATORIES 

Acceptable accreditation programs are the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(MIST), National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP), the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) program, and the 
American Association for Laboratory Accreditation (AALA) program. Furnish to the 
Contracting Officer, a copy of the Certificate of Accreditation, Scope of Accreditation and 
latest directory of the accrediting organization for accredited laboratories. The scope of the 
laboratory’s accreditation shall include the test methods required by the contract. 

A Naval Facilities Engineering Service Center (NFESC)-certified or U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers-Missouri River Division (USACE-MRD)-approved laboratory will be used for all 
environmental sample analyses. The laboratory will also be North Carolina-approved. A copy 
of the laboratory’s QA Manual, statement of qualifications, and appropriate certificates of 
approval are kept on file in the Norcross office and are available upon request from the NTR, 
LANTDlV, or other regulatory agencies. A copy of this document and the approved Sampling 
and Analysis Plan will be forwarded to the laboratory selected to perform chemical analysis of 
the samples. 

5.5 ECUON OF TESTING LABOBATORIES 

Prior to approval of non-accredited laboratories, the proposed testing laboratory facilities 
and records may be subject to inspection by the Contracting Officer. Records subject to 
inspection include equipment inventory, equipment calibration dates and procedures, library of 
test procedures, audit and inspection reports by agencies conducting laboratory evaluations and 
certifications, testing and management personnel qualifications, test report forms, and the 
internal QC procedures. 
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6.0 DOCUMENTSAND RECORDS 

6.1 SIJRMITTAU 

OHM will control and schedule all submittals for the project. The following sections 
describe the submittal process. 

6.1.1 Reviewing, Approving and Managing Submittals 

9 A. QHl’vi s 
. . . 

ResppnslblltQ 

The following tasks are included for the purpose of providing an understanding of the 
OHM’s responsibility. While the OC organization is expected to assist OHM in fulfillment of 
Us resuonsibilities. no Dart of these resnonsibilities shall be assumed bv the OC organization 
without the exnressed written net-mission of the Contracting Officer. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Coordinate preparation and processing of submittals with performance of work so that 
work will not be delayed by submittal processing. Allow for potential requirements to 
resubmit. 

Except as specified otherwise, allow a review period, beginning with receipt by the 
approving authority, that includes at least 15 working days for submittals for SQCO 
approval and 20 working days for submittals requiring Contracting Officer approval. 
The period of review for submittals with Contracting Officer approval begins when the 
Government receives the submittal from the QC organization. The period of review for 
each resubmittal is the same as for the initial submittal. 

Determine and verify field measurements, materials, field construction criteria; review 
each submittal; check and coordinate each submittal with requirements of the work and 
contract documents. 

Transmit submittals to the QC organization in orderly sequence, in accordance with the 
submittal register, and to prevent delays in the work, delays to the Government, or 
delays to separate contractors. 

Correct and resubmit submittals as directed by the approving authority. Direct specific 
attention, in writing or on resubmitted submittals, to revisions not requested by the 
approving authority on previous submissions. 
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6. Furnish additional copies of submittals when requested by the Contracting Officer, to a 
maximum limit of 20 copies. 

7. Complete work that must be accomplished as a basis of a submittal in time to allow the 

submittal to occur as scheduled. 

8. Ensure no work has begun until submittals for that work have been returned as 
“approved” or “approved as noted” except to the extent that a portion of the work must 
be accomplished as a basis of the submittal. 

Format of Submittals 

Transmittal Form. Transmit each submittal, except sample installations and sample 
panels, to the office of the approving authority utilizing transmittal forms standard for the 
project. The transmittal form shall identify the Contractor, indicate the date of the submittal, 
and include information prescribed by the transmittal form and required in the paragraph 
entitled “Identifying Submittals”. Process transmittal forms to record actions regarding sample 
panels and sample installations. Transmittal forms for submittals of sample panels and sample 
installations shall record any actions and locations of the samples. 

Identifying Submittals. Identifying submittals, except sample panel and sample 
installation, submittals shall be identified with the following information permanently adhered 
to or noted on each separate component of each submittal and noted on the transmittal form. 
Mark each copy of each identically, with the following: 

1. Project title and location. 

2. Construction contract number and delivery order number. 

3. The section and paragraph number of the section for which the submittal is required. 

4. The Submittal Description (SD) number (Table 6.1) of each component of the 
submittal. 

5. If a resubmittal, add an alphabetic suffix to the submittal description, for example, SD- 
lOA, to indicate the resubmission. 
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6. The name, address, and telephone number of the subcontractor, supplier, 
manufacturer, and any other second tier contractor associated with the submittal. 

7. Product identification and location in project. 

Format of Product Data 

1. Present product data submittals for each section as a complete, bound volume. Include 
a table of contents listing page and catalog item numbers for product data. 

2. Indicate, by prominent notation, each product that is being submitted, indicate the 
specification section number, and paragraph number to which it pertains. 

3. Supplement product data with material prepared for the project to satisfy submittal 
requirements for which product data does not exist. Identify this material as developed 
specifically for the project. 

Format of Shop Drawings 

,- 1. Shop drawings shall be not less than 8 l/2 by 11 inches nor more than 30 by 42 
inches. 

2. Present 8 l/2 by 11 inches sized shop drawings as a part of the bound volume for the 
submittals required by the section. Present larger drawings in the sets. 

3. Include on each drawing the drawing title, number, date, and revision numbers and 
dates, in addition to the information required in the paragraph entitled “Identifying 
Submittals.” 

4. Dimension drawings, except diagrams and schematic drawings; prepare drawings 
demonstrating interface with other trades to scale. Identify materials and products for 
work shown. 

Format of Samples 

1. Furnish samples in the sizes below, unless otherwise specified or unless 
manufacturer has prepackaged samples of approximately the same size as specified: 
- Sample of equipment or device: Full size. 

the 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

- Sample of materials less than 2 by 3 inches: Built-up to 8 112 by 11 inches. 
- Sample of materials exceeding 8 l/2 by 11 inches: Cut down to 8 l/2 by 11 inches 

and adequate to indicate color, texture, and material variations. 
- Sample of linear devices or materials, such as conduit and handrails: IO-inch length 

or length to be supplied, if less than 10 inches. 
- Sample of non-solid naturals, (e.g., sand, paint, etc.): One pint, unless specified 

otherwise in technical sections. 
- Sample panel: 4 feet by 4 feet. 
- Sample Installation: 100 square feet. 

Samples showing range of variation: Where unavoidable variations must be expected, 
submit sets of samples of not less than three units showing the extremes and middle of 
the range. 

Reusable samples: Incorporate returned samples into the work only if so specified or 
indicated. Incorporated samples shall be in an undamaged condition at the time of use. 

Recording of sample installation: Note and preserve the notation of the area constituting 
the sample installation but remove the notation at the final cleanup of the project, 

When a color, texture, or pattern is specified in naming a particular manufacturer and 
style, include one sample of that manufacturer and style, for comparison. 

Format of Administrative Submittals 

1. When the submittal includes a document which is to be used in the project or become a 
part of the project record, other than as a submittal, do not apply the Contractor’s 
approval stamp to the document, but to a separate sheet accompanying the document. 

2. Operation and Maintenance Manual Data: Submit in accordance with the section entitled 
“Operation and Maintenance Data” of the individual delivery order. 

Number of Copies of Product Data 

1. Submit six (6) copies of submittals of product data requiring review and approval only 
by the QC organization and seven (7) copies of product data requiring review and 
approval by the Contracting Officer. 
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Number of Copies of Shop Drawings 

1. For shop drawings presented on sheets larger than 8 112 by 14 inches, submit seven 
(7) prints of each shop drawing prepared for this project. 

2. For shop drawings presented on sheets 8 l/2 by 14 inches or less, conform to the 
quality requirements for the product data 

Number of Samples 

1. Submit two (2) samples, or two (2) sets of samples showing range of variation of each 
required item. One (1) approved sample or set of samples will be retained by the 
approving authority and one will be returned to the Contractor. 

2. Submit one (1) sample panel. Include components listed in the technical section or as 
directed. 

3. Submit one (1) sample installation, where directed. 

4. Submit one (1) sample of non-solid materials. 

Number of Copies of Administrative Submittals 

1. Unless otherwise specified, submit administrative submittals which are 8 l/2 by 14 
inches or smaller in size in the quantity required for product data. 

2. Unless otherwise specified, submit administrative submittals larger than 8 lj2 by 14 
inches in size in the quantities required for shop drawings. 

. . . . . . 
B . DC Organlzatlon Resnm 

The Quality Control (QC) organization shall be responsible for reviewing and certifying 
that submittals are in compliance with contract requirements. The approving authority on 
submittals is the SQCO unless submission to the Contracting Officer is specified for the 
specific submittal. The specific QC responsibilities for submittals are as follows: 
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1. Note the date on which the submittal was received from the contractor on each 
submittal for which the SQCO is the approving authority. 

2. Determine and verify field measurements, materials, field construction criteria; review 
each submittal; and check and coordinate each submittal with requirements of the work 
and contract documents. 

3. Review submittals for conformance with project design concepts and compliance with 
the contract documents. 

4. Act on submittals, determining the appropriate action based on the review of the 
submittal. 

- When the QC Manager is the approving authority, take the appropriate action on the 
submittal from the paragraph of “Possible Actions.” 

- When the Contracting Officer is the approving authority or when a variation has 
been proposed, forward the submittal to the Contracting Officer with the certifying 
statement or return the submittal marked “Not Reviewed” or “Revise and Resubmit” 
as appropriate. 

5. Ensure that the material is clearly legible. 

6. Stamp each sheet of each submittal with the appropriate stamp, except that data 
submitted in bound volume or on one sheet printed on two sides may be stamped on 
the front of the first sheet only. When agreed to by the Contracting Officer, a single 
cover sheet containing the required certification wording (see submittal descriptions in 
Appendix A) may be utilized instead of the above. The stamp or cover sheet shall 
contain the following wording: 

- When the approval authority is the Contracting Officer, the QC organization will 
certify submittals forwarded to the Contracting Officer with the following certifying 
statement: 

I hereby certify that the (equipment) (material) (article) shown and marked in this 
submittal is that proposed to be incorporated into Contract Number N62470-93-D- 
3032, is in compliance with the Contract drawings and specification, can be installed 
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in the allocated spaces, and is submitted for Government approval. Government 
approval of proposed variation, if any, is recommended. 

Certified by Submittal Reviewer , Date 

Certified by SQCO , Date 

- When approving authority is the SQCO, the SQCO will use the following approval 
statement when returning submittals to the Contractor as “Approved” or “Approved 
as Noted”: 

I hereby certify that the (equipment) (material) (article) shown and marked in this 
submittal is that proposed to be incorporated into Contract Number N62470-93-D- 
3032, is in compliance with the Contract drawings and specification, can be installed 
in the allocated spaces, and is - approved for use, - approved for use subject 
to Government approval of proposed variation. 

Certified by Submittal Reviewer , Date 

Approved by SQCO , Date 

7. Sign the certifying statement or approval statement. The signatures shall be in original 
ink. Stamped signatures are not acceptable. 

8. Update the submittal register as submittal actions occur and maintain the submittal 
register at the project site until final acceptance by the Contracting Officer. 

9. Retain a copy of approved submittals at the project site, including the contractor’s copy 
of approved samples. 

10. When the approving authority is the SQCO, forward two copies of each approved 
submittal, except “Samples”, where only one set is required, to the Contracting 
Officer. 

Actions Possible 

Submittals returned to the contractor shall contain one of the following notations: 
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1. “Not Reviewed” shall indicate the submittal has been previously reviewed and 
approved, is not required as a submittal, does not have evidence of being reviewed and 
approved by the Contractor, or is not complete. A submittal marked “Not Reviewed” 
shall be returned with explanation of the reason it is not reviewed. Returned submittals 
deemed to lack review by the Contractor or to be incomplete shall be resubmitted with 
appropriate action, coordination, or change. 

2. Submittals marked “Approved” or “Approved as Submitted” authorize the 
Contractor to proceed with the work covered. 

3. Submittals marked “Approved as Noted” authorize the Contractor to proceed with 
the work as noted provided the Contractor takes no exception to the notations. 

4. Submittals marked “Revise and Resubmit” or “Disapproved” indicates the 
submittal is incomplete or does not comply with the design concept or the requirements 
of the Contract documents and shall be resubmitted with appropriate changes. 

- 
6.1.2 Personnel Authorized To Review and Certify Submittals 

In addition to the SQCO, the personnel listed in Table 6.2 are authorized to review and 
certify submittals as indicated. Any additional personnel required to review and certify 
submittals will be submitted in writing to the Contracting Officer for approval. 

6.1.3 Submittal Register 

The submittal register is shown in Table 6.1. The submittal register shall be maintained as 
follows: 

1. Column (a): List each specification section in which a submittal is required. 
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Table 6.2 - List of Personnel Authorized to Review and Certify Submittals 

ipecijication Section Submittal Type Authorized Personnel 

11010 Equipment and materials James A. Dunn, Jr., OHM 
All others Randy Smith, OHM 

OHM Project Engineer (TE3D) 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Column (b): List each submittal description (SD No. and type, e.g., SD-04, Drawings) 
required in each specification section. Follow each submittal description with the list of 
material of products to be addressed in each submittal description. 

Column (c): List one principle paragraph in the specification section where a material or 
product is specified. This listing is only to facilitate submittal reviews. Do not consider 
entries in column 0 as limiting project requirements; do not consider that a blank must 
be filled in by the Contractor or the Government. 

Column (d): Indicates approving authority for each submittal. A “G” indicates approval 
by the Contracting Officer; a blank indicates approval by the SQCO. 

Column (e): Indicates for submittals to be approved by Contracting Officer, specific 
reviewers other than the QC organization. This column may or may not be filled out on 
the copy supplied by the Government. 

Columns (f) through (0) will be completed by the QC organization as follows: 

_- 6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Column (f): As submittals are processed, list a consecutive number assigned by the 
Contractor for each group of submittals. Place this same number in the appropriate 
block on the “Submittal Transmittal Form”. For a resubmission, repeat transmittal 
control number of the original submittal with a suffix; e.g., No. “100B” is second 
resubmission of material originally transmitted under No. “100”. 

Column (g): List dates scheduled for approving authority to receive submittals. These 
dates are the scheduled beginnings of submittal review period. The Contractor 
proposes these dates and the Contracting Officer approves them to establish the 
approved submittal register. 

Columns (h) and (I): Use to record Contractor’s review when forwarding submittals to 
the QC organization. 

Column (i): Enter date QC organization receives submittal from contractor. 

Columns (k) and (1): If approving authority is Contracting Officer, enter date QC 
organization forwards certified submittal to Contracting Officer. 
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11. Columns (m) and (n): If approving authority is Contracting Officer, enter the 
Government action and date of action as shown on returned submittal. If approving 
authority is SQCO, enter QC action and date of action. 

12. Column (0): Enter date QC organization returns submittal to Contractor, regardless of 
who is approving authority. If QC Manager is approving authority, it is also the date 
the information is forwarded to the Government. 

5.2 mTING DA’.U 

As tests are performed, the SQCO will record on the “Testing Plan and Log,” the date the 
test was conducted, the date the test results were forwarded to the Contracting Officer, any 
remarks and acknowledgment that an accredited or Contracting Officer approved testing 
laboratory was used. Attach a copy of the updated testing plan and log to the last daily 
Contractor Quality Control Report of each month. 

--. 

In development of the Testing Plan and Log, consideration will be given to the use of 
multiple Testing Plans and Logs subdivided by definable features of the specification and/or of 
different materials within a definable feature section of the specification. When materials are 
tested on a specific frequency, accumulated material totals will be recorded in the remarks 
section or on an attachment to each specific Testing Plan and Log to provide assurance that the 
tests are conducted at the required intervals. 

Testing will be performed as stated in the SAP and the specifications. 

Test reports will cite applicable contract requirements, tests or analytical procedures used. 
Provide actual results and include a statement that the item tested or analyzed conforms or fails 
to conform to specified requirements. Conspicuously stamp the cover sheet for each report in 
large red letters “CONFORMS” or “DOES NOT CONFORM” to the specification 
requirements, whichever is applicable. Test results will be signed by a testing laboratory 
representative authorized to sign certified test reports. Furnish the signed reports, 
certifications, and other documentation to the Contracting Officer via the SQCO. The SQCO 
will furnish a surnmary report of field tests by attaching a copy of the report to the last daily 
Contractor Quality Control Report of each month. 
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6.2.1 Sample Custody Records 

In order to generate legally defensible data of the samples collected throughout the project, 
the possession of samples must be traceable from the time the samples are collected until they 
are introduced as evidence in legal proceedings. To maintain and document sample 
possession, chain-of-custody procedures are followed as described below: 

A sample is under your custody if: 

1) It is in you actual possession, or 
2) It is in your view, after being in your physical possession, or 
3) It was in your physical possession and then you locked it up to prevent tampering, or 
4) It is in a designated secure area 

Sample custody documents include, at a minimum, the following documents: 

- .- 

-- 

l Sample Log Book 
l Sample Label 
l Custody Seal 
l Chain-of-Custody Form 
l Sampling Map 

These are described in the following sections. 

6.2.1.1 Sample Log Book 

It is necessary for the sampling crew to maintain daily field notes. Items that must be 
included are sampling protocol, any changes to the procedures, meetings, instructions, safety 
precautions, personnel protection, and activities pertaining to the samples. The person taking 
notes must be knowledgeable enough about these activities to know which details are 
important. 

l Repetition of information recorded in other permanent logs should be avoided, but enough 
should be recorded to present a clear and accurate picture of technical activities. At a later 
date, should a question arise concerning a specific event or a procedure used, it will be 
answered from these notes. The following information should be logged into the logbooks 
and/or database: 
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. Details concerning any samples split with another agency 
. Details of QC samples collected 

Date and time of sampling 
Sample number, locations, type, matrices, volumes, sample ID and descriptions, type and 
number of sample containers, names and signatures of individuals performing sampling 
tasks, Chain-Of-Custody (COC) and air bill numbers, preservatives, and date samples 
were sent 
Name of laboratories and contacts to which the samples were sent, turn around time (TAT) 
requested, and data results, when possible 
Termination of a sample point or parameter and reasons 
Unusual appearance or odor of a sample 
Measurements, volume of flow, temperature, and weather conditions 
Additional samples and reasons for collecting them 
Levels of protection used ( with justification) 
Meetings and telephone conversations held with LANTDIV, NTR, regulatory agencies, 
project manager, or supervisor 

These notes must be dated and signed (each page) for validity. All logbooks will be bound 
and pre-numbered. All log book entries will be made with indelible ink and legibly written. 
The language will be factual and objective. No erasures will be permitted. If an incorrect 
entry is made, the error will be crossed out with a single strike mark, initialed, and dated. 
When audits are performed, the auditor’s remarks and decisions must also appear in these 
notes. These audits should be followed up by written report submitted by the auditor, 
including opinions and conclusions. A copy of this report should be placed in the project file 
and one copy kept in the sampling file for easy reference. This information will also be 
entered in to the data base program that been prepared for the site. It will be entered daily by 
the field chemist or sample technician. This person will be the point of contact for all sampling 
and analytical information. Report outputs from the database is an acceptable substitute for the 
sample logbook. 

6.2.1.2 Sample Labels 

Any samples placed into a sample container will be identified by a sample label. Sample 
label will identify the following information: 

(1) PROJECT NUMBER 
(2) DATE- Month, day, year 
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(3) TIME- Military time 
(4) SAMPLE NUMBER 
(5) SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
(6) SAMPLER- Sampler’s name 
(7) PRESERVATIVES 
(8) ANALYSIS REQUIRED 

The information described above should be printed neatly using an indelible marker. After 
the sample is taken and the label is securely attached, the sample is logged into the sample log 
book. An example of a sample label is presented in Appendix B. 

6.2.1.3 Custody Seals 

Custody seals are narrow strips of adhesive tape of glass fiber used to demonstrate that no 
tampering has occurred. They may be used on sampling equipment, sample transport 
containers, and individual sample containers. They should be signed and dated by the sampler 
and placed from one side, across the top, and to the other side of the sample container or 
across the openings of the sample transport containers. An example custody seal is presented 
in Appendix B. 

An example of a COC form is included in Appendix B. The following information is 
required on the COC, 

Item No. Heading Project Information/Value I 
1 OHM’s Lab Coordinator Elena Rodriguez 

2 Lab Coordinator’s Phone (770) 734-8060 

3 Lab Coordinator’s Fax (770) 453-7716 

4 Project Name Camp Lejeune 

5 Project Location Camp Lejeune. NC 

6 Project Number 19668 Mod. 2 

I 7 I Project Contact Elena Rodriguez/Russell Henderson I 

8 Project Phone Number (910) 451-2390 

9 Project Fax (910) 451-1809 

10 Project Address 203 Holcomb Blvd. 
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Item No. Heading Project Information/Value 

11 City, State and Zip Code Camp Lejeune, NC 28542 

12 Client LANTDlV 

13 Project Manager James A. Dunn, Jr., PE. 

14 Project Manager’s Phone (770) 734-8072 

15 Project Manager’s Fax (770) 453-7743 

16 Laboratory’s Service ID (to be completed by the lab) 

17 Laboratory contact 

18 Laboratory Phone 

19 Laboratory Fax 

20 Laboratory Address 

21 City, State, and Zip Code 

22 Mail Report (Company Name) OHM 

23 Recipient Name Elena Rodriguez 

24 AddtW 5445 Triangle Parkway, Suite 400 

25 City, State and Zip Code Norcross, GA 30092 

26 Sample Identifier (Sample ID - must be a unique identifier for the project) 

27 Matrix (soil, water, air, sludge, product, etc.) 

28 @- sampled) 

29 Tiie (time samples) 

30 Preserved (check here if pteserved) 

31 Number of Containers (number of sample containers) 

32 QC Level (OHM minimum, standard, maximum, etc.) 

33 T.A.T. (turnaround time requested) 

34 Analyses (include description and method (e.g., aromatic volatiles - 

8021) 

Comments (include any field readings or screening results and any 
observations about the sample) 

36 Samples Collected By 

37 Courier and Air Bill Number 

(pint name and signature) 

(nx@red) 
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Item No. Heading Project Information/Value 

38 Relinquished By 

39 Received By (include the courier’s name) 

40 

41 

42 

Time 

Sample Point Location 

(date relinquished to the receiver) 

(time relinquished to the receiver) 

(information about the sample including the sample 
number for which the field duplicate or split is 
iS.SOChti) 

43 Sample Type (check one for G or C and one of F or QC) 

44 Comment 

6.3 DOCUWNT STOBBGEIBECORD STORAGE AND ARCHIVE 

3 
After OHM has completed its work for the project, all documents generated will be 

assembled in the project file. Individuals may retain clean (no handwritten comments) copies 
of documents for their personal files but only after personally verifying that the original or 
similar copy is in the project file. The project manager/supervisor is responsible for ensuring 
the collection, assembly and inventory of all documents relative to the project at the time the 
objectives are met. The file then becomes accountable. Any records leaving the file must be 
signed out. 

When the project objectives have been met, all documents will be reviewed and submitted 
to the central Ne. The project file contains the following document classes: 

A. Project logbooks 
B . Drum logs and other forms 
C . Sample identification documents 
D. Chain-of-custody records 
E. Analytical logbooks, laboratory data, calculations, graphs, etc. 
F . Correspondence 

- Inter-office 
- Regulating agencies 
- Record of confidential material 

G . Report notes, calculations, drafts 
H . References, literature 
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I. Sample (on-hand) inventory 
J. Check-out logs 
K. Litigation documents 
L. Miscellaneous - photographs, maps, drawings, etc. 

Once deposited in the file, documents must be checked out. The final report is usually 
generated by use of computer. A back-up copy of the report on diskette is filed along with the 
project file. The original report remains in the hard drive of the computer until such time is 
required to download onto a diskette. This diskette is also archived. 

All information under the corresponding project number is maintained in the archive system for 
a minimum of five years. All archives are accessed by the archives file master list which is 
maintained in a separate location from the archives. 

-- --- 
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r Table 6.1- Submittal Register - Ranges D29 and A-l 

spec. 
NO. 

a 

0101a 

01010 

01010 

01010 

01010 

01010 

01010 

01010 

01010 

01010 

DlOlO 

31010 

11010 

11010 

)lOlO 

11010 

)I010 

)I010 

Mailed to 
Contr./Recd. 
from Appro. 

Auth. 

Remarks Date of 
Action 

I I .  . I .  “ . . . .  . , r -  - .  - y - - .  

Submittal Material Para. 
or Product No. 

Approval 
by CO 

YY.. Y. ..“..m. 
A/E Control Planned Sub. Action Date of APPLY Forwarded Received Action 

Reviewer No. 
Date code Action Au&t/Date to Other from Other Code 

Received from Reviewer Reviewer 
Contr. 

b 

Site Work Plan 

C d e f 8 h 1 i k I m 

1.2 G I WP 11/7/97 

n 

Material Safety Data 
Sheets 

Shop Drawings 

3.6.3 G WP 11/7/9? 

1.2 As received 

36.1 CR 

3.6.2 CR 

3.6.4 
I I 

WP 11/7/97 
I I I 

Record Documents/ 
Drawings 

As-built Record for 
Materials 

EnvIronmental 
Protection Plan 

QC Meeting Minutes 3.6.9 1 I AS held I 
Test Results 
Summary Report 

3.6.11 Monthly 

3.6.12 Daily Daily Report to 
inspector 

QC Report 3.6.13 

3.6.10 

3.6.15 

Daily 

Monthly 

Prior to 
mobilization 

Non-Compliance 
Check-Off List 

S~teZZsport I “2’1 I I I I CR I I I I I I 
Waste 
Characterization 
Sample Analyses 

1.2 CR 

Site Health and 
Safety Plan 

3.6.3 G WP II/?/97 

Field Sampling and 1.2 G WP 11/7/97 
Analysis Plan 

Waste Shipping 
Documentation 

1.2 CR 

Waste Delivery 
Documentation 

1.2 CR 
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SF. 
No. 

SD No. and Type of spec. 
Submittal Material Para. 

or Product No. 

Approval 
by CO 

Table 6.1- Submittal Register - Ranges D-29 and A-l Page 2 of 2 

aate 

Gw. or Trans. Forwarded to Date Date Mailed to 

A/E Control Planned Sub. ACth Dateof Appro. Forwarded Received Action Date of Contr./Recd. 
Reviewer No. Date Code Action Auth./Date to Other from Other Code Action from Appro. Remarks 

Received from Reviewer Reviewer Auth. 
Contr. 

CQC Plan 3.6.7 WP 11/7/97 
01010 

01010 Testing Lab 3.6.8 Prior to 
Qualifications mobilization 

0 IO 10 Electrical Site Layout 1.2 c WP 11/7/97 
and Details 

31010 MIS Reports 

31010 Submittal Log 
P rlncon,., I)on,.w, 

3.6.6 

3.6.14 

Monthly 
Reports 

CR 

WP - Work Plan 
A - Approved 
AN - Approved as noted 
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7.1 COORDINATION AND MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING MEETING 

After submission of the QCP and prior to start of construction, a meeting will be arranged 
with the Contracting Officer to discuss the QC program required for this contract. The 
purpose of this meeting is to develop a mutual understanding of the QC details, including 
forms to be used; administration of on-site and off-site work, and coordination of the 
Contractor’s management, production and the SQCO’s duties. A sample agenda is included in 
Appendix A. As a minimum, the Contractor’s personnel required to attend shall include the 
Project Manager, Project Superintendent and SQCO. Minutes of the meeting shall be prepared 
by the QC Manager and signed by both the Project Manager and the Contracting Officer. 

7.2 DC MEETINGS 

After the start of construction, the SQCO shall conduct QC meetings once every two weeks 
or as required scheduled by the SQCO or delivery order. The meetings will be held at the work 
site, or where specified, with the project superintendent and the foreman responsible for the 
upcoming work in attendance. The SQCO shall take steps as may be necessary to prevent the 
QC Meeting from becoming a production meeting. Often it is convenient to hold a production 
meeting following the QC meeting, however the minutes of these meetings shall be maintained 
separately. The SQCO shall notify the Contracting Officer at least 48 hours in advance of each 
meeting. The SQCO shall prepare the minutes of the meeting and provide a copy to the 
Contracting Officer within two working days after the meeting. As a minimum, the following 
shall be accomplished at each meeting: 

1. Review the minutes of the previous meeting. 

2. Review the schedule and the status of work. 

- Work or testing accomplished since last meeting. 
- Rework items identified since last meeting. 
- Rework items completed since last meeting. 

3. Review the status of submittals. 

- Submittals reviewed and approved since last meeting. 
- Submittals required in the near future. 
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4. Review the work to be accomplished in the next two weeks and documentation 
required. Schedule the three phases of control and testing: 

- Establish completion dates for rework items. 
- Identify Preparatory Phases required. 
- Identify Initial Phases required. 
- Identify Follow-up Phases required. 
- Identify Testing required. 
- Identify status of off-site work or testing. 
- Identify documentation required. 

5. Resolve QC and production problems. 

6. Address items that may require revising the QC plan such as or changes in procedures. 

In addition to the normal project distribution which includes the Contracting Officer, a 
copy shall be forwarded to the C.O.T.R., LANTDIV, the Program QC Manager, and the 
OHM Program Manager. 

- i 
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8.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF WORK PROCESSES 

Table 8.1 contains a list of definable features of work for this delivery order. A definable 
feature of work is a task that is separate and distinct from other tasks and requires separate 
control requirements. As a minimum, each division of the specification is considered a 
definable feature of work. However, at times there may be more than one definable feature of 
work in each division of the specification or a definable feature of work may include several 
specification sections. The SQCO shall discuss the list with the Contracting Officer for 
possible expansion of the list. 

All sampling and analytical activities will be performed in accordance with federal, state and 
location regulations. Sample tasks, procedures, handling and shipping protocols are defined 
in the Field Sampling Plan (FSP) included in Appendix C. 

Table 8.1 - Definable Features of Work 

Specification Section Definable Feahtre of Work 

01010 - 1.2 Work Plan Submission 

01010 - 1.2 Mobilization 

01010 - 1.2 Berm excavation 
Soil stabilization 
Recycle lead 

01010 - 1.2 Bullet trap and dust collector installation 

01010 - 1.2 Contractor’s closeout report 
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9.0 ASSESSMENT AND RESPONSE 

Site activities and materials will be assessed using the three phases of control. Data will be 
assessed using the three tiers of review. Overall performance of the project tasks will be 
assessed by executing system and performance audits. These are discussed in the following 
sections. 

9.1 THREE PHA,W OF CONTROL 

The SQCO shall perform the three phases of control to ensure that work complies with 
contract requirements. The three phases of control shall adequately cover both on-site and off- 
site work and shall include the Inspection Plan activities (see Table 9.1) of each definable 
feature of work as listed in Table 8.1. 

9.1.1 Preparatory Phase 

Notify the Contracting Officer at least two working days in advance of each preparatory 
phase. Conduct the preparatory phase meeting with the superintendent and the foreman 
responsible for the definable feature of work. Document the results of the preparatory phase 
actions in the daily Contractor Quality Control Report (Appendix A). Perform the following 
prior to beginning work on each definable feature of work: 

. 

Review each paragraph of the applicable specification sections. 
Review the contract drawings. 
Verify that appropriate shop drawings and submittals for materials and equipment have 
been submitted and approved. Verify receipt of approved factory test results, when 
required. 
Review the testing plan and ensure that provisions have been made to provide the 
required QC testing. 
Examine the work area to ensure that the required preliminary work has been 
completed. 
Examine the required materials, equipment and sample work to ensure that they are on 
hand and conform to the approved shop drawings and submitted data. 
Review the safety plan and appropriate activity hazard analysis to ensure that applicable 
safety requirements are mef and that required Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are 
submitted. 
Discuss construction methods. 
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Table 9.1 - Inspection Plan 

MCB Camp Lejeune Maintenance of Ranges D-29 and A-l 

DO 0151 Modification No. 2 Project No. 19886 

Three Phase QC Inspection Checklists check 

(Check each applicable checklist in Appendix A and complete according to the three phase QC applicable 

inspection instructions. Checklist items that do not apply to the work and/or to the particular checklists 

inspection phase shall be indicated as not applicable by checking the NA block.) 

Clearing and grubbing X 

Cast in place concrete X 

Decontamination X 

Berm excavation X 

General earthwork X 

Electrical X 

Bullet trap and dust collector installation X 

Erosion and sediment control X 

Site restoration/landscaping X 

Surveying X 

Soil stabilization X 

Dismantling/demolition X 

Project closeout X 

Other: X 
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9.1.2 Initial Phase 

Notify the Contracting Officer at least two working days in advance of each initial phase 

meeting. When crews are ready to start work on an a definable feature of work, conduct the 
initial phase meeting with the personnel responsible for that definable feature of work. Observe 
the initial segment of the definable feature of work to ensure that the work complies with 
contract requirements. Document the results of the initial phase in the daily Contractor Quality 
Control Report. Repeat the initial phase for changes in personnel assigned responsibility for 
the work, or when acceptable levels of specified quality are not being met. Perform the 
following for each definable feature of work: 

l Establish the quality of workmanship required. 
l Resolve conflicts. 
l Review the Safety Plan and the appropriate activity hazard analysis to ensure that 

applicable safety requirements are met. 
l Ensure that testing is performed. 

9.1.3 Follow-up Phase 

Perform the following for ongoing work daily, or more frequently as necessary, until the 
completion of each definable feature of work and document in the daily Contractor Quality 
Control Report: 

l Ensure the work is in compliance with contract requirements. 
l Maintain the quality of workmanship required. 
l Ensure that testing is performed. 
l Ensure that rework items are being corrected. 

9.1.4 Notification of Three Phases of Control for Off-site Work 

Notify the Contracting Officer at least two weeks prior to the start of the preparatory and 
initial phases. 

9.1.5 Receipt Inspection 

The QC organization shall conduct Receipt Inspection of materials and equipment procured 
in accordance with the delivery order specification. In addition to the submittal documentation, 
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which will be reviewed and approved as required under Section 6.1, Submittals, the following 
attributes will be inspected for each order/shipment as applicable: 

Material is same as specified by the Delivery Order Specification 
Quantity as specified by the procurement document 
Dimensions as required by the procurement document 
Shipping Damage 
Physical Damage 
Identification and Marking 
Protective Covers and Seals 
Cleanliness 
Workmanship 

Materials and equipment found to be unacceptable at receipt inspection shall be rejected and 
“RED Tagged” (see Appendix A) until correction or replacement can be made. This 
material/equipment shall not be used until the corrective action results in satisfactory 
reinspection. 

The results of the receipt inspection, by attribute, will be included in the Contractor Quality 
Control Report (Exhibit 8.1) for the date of inspection. 

9.1.6 Inspection Report 

Included in Appendix A are the applicable inspection reports for this project. These reports 
will be utilized to ensure that tests are performed and definable tasks are implemented in 
accordance with the specifications and project plans. 

9.1.7 Contractor Quality Report 

Reports are required for each day that work is performed and for every seven consecutive 
calendar days of no work and on the last day of no work periods. Account for each calendar 
day throughout the life of the contract. The reporting of work shall be identified by 
terminology consistent with the construction schedule. Contractor Quality Control Reports are 
to be prepared, signed and dated by the SQCO and shah contain the following information: 

l Identify the control phase and the definable feature of work. 
l Results of the preparatory phase meetings held, including the location of the definable 
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feature of work and a list of personnel present at the meeting. Indicate in the report that 

for this definable feature of work, the drawings and specifications have been reviewed, 
submittals have been approved, materials comply with approved submittals, materials 
are stored properly, preliminary work was done correctly, the testing plan has been 
reviewed, and work methods and schedules have been discussed. 

l Results of the initial phase meetings held, including the location of the definable 
features of work and a list of personnel present at the meeting. Indicate in the report 
that for this definable feature of work, the preliminary work was done correctly, 
samples have been prepared and approved, the workmanship is satisfactory, test 
results are acceptable, work is in compliance with the contract, and the required testing 
has been performed and include a list of who performed the tests. 

l Results of the follow-up phase inspections held, including the location of the definable 
features of work. Indicate in the report that for this definable feature of work that the 
work complies with the contract as approved and that required testing has been 
performed and include a list of who performed the tests. 

l Results of the three phases of control for off-site work, if applicable, including actions 
taken. 

l List the rework items identified, but not corrected by close of business. 
l As rework items are corrected, provide a revised rework items list along with the 

corrective action taken. 
l Include in the remarks section of the report pertinent information including directions 

received, quality control problem areas, deviations from the QC Plan, construction 
deficiencies encountered, QC meetings held, acknowledgment that as-built drawings 
have been updated, corrective direction given by the QC Manager and corrective action 
taken by the contractor. 

l When the SQCO believes that an attribute list type inspection is more appropriate for 
the inspection of specific definable features of work, he/she may use any type of form 
desired for this purpose. However, this or any other form utilized shall become an 
attachment to the daily Contractor Quality Control Report and shall not preclude any 
other requirements of the contract or this plan. 

9.2 THREE TIERS OF DATA ASSESSMENT 

Data will be assessed by the three tiers of data assessment: 1) laboratory data reduction, 2) 
laboratory data, and 3) validation and project data review. These tiers are discussed in the 
following sections. 
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9.2.1 Laboratory Data Reduction 

Data reduction includes the identifications and calculations necessary to convert the raw 
instrument readings to the final reported compounds and their respective concentrations. 

Responsibilities of Analyst 
Each analyst is responsible for converting raw data into reportable values. These specific 

duties include: 

l Proper identification of the analyte 
l Generation of calculations 
l Checking associated calibrations to ensure support of data 
l Associated QA/QC checks are supportive of data 
l Associated documentation is complete and accurate in respective log books 
l Associated chromatograms and strip chart recordings are labeled with data, instrument 

number, run parameters and analyst 

9.2.2 Laboratory Data Validation 

All data generated for the project within the laboratory will be extensively checked for 
accuracy and completeness. The data validation process consists of data generation, reduction, 
and three levels of review. 

The analyst who generates the raw data has the prime responsibility for the correctness and 
completeness of the data. All data generated and reduced will follow protocols specified in the 
laboratory SOP. Each analyst reviews the quality of his work based on an established set of 
guidelines. The guidelines are: 

Sample preparation information is correct and complete 
Analysis information is correct and complete 
The appropriate Standard Operating Procedures have been followed 
Analytical results are correct and complete 
Analysis is performed within prescribed holding times. 
QC samples are within established control limits 
Blanks are within appropriate QC limits 
Special sample preparation and analytical requirements have been met 
Documentation is complete 
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The next level of review is performed by the section supervisor or data review specialist. 
The review is structured to ensure that: 

. Calibration data are scientifically sound, appropriate to method, and completely 

documented. 
QC results are within established limits. 
Reporting units are consistent with the method and the matrix. 
Quantitative results are correct. 
Data results are consistent with information on the COC. 
Documentation is complete. 
The data is ready for incorporation into a final report. 
The data package is complete and ready for data archive. 

The second level of review is structured to ensure all calibration data and QC sample results 
are reviewed and all of the analytical results from 10 percent of the samples are checked back 
to the bench sheet. If no problems are found with the data package, the review is complete. If 
problems exist, an additional 10 percent is reviewed, the process continues until no errors are 
found or the package has been reviewed in its entirety. 

The final level of review by the laboratory comes from the program administrator or 
laboratory QA Officer. He/she reviews the report to ensure that the data meets the overall 
objectives of the project. 

Once the data has been validated, it is ready for report production. The report will contain: 

. 

Description of sample types 
Tests performed, problems encountered during testing 
Dates sampled 
Date received 
Date extracted 
Date analyzed 
Analytical results 
Reportable limits 
QC information: percent recovery, relative percent difference, control limits, blanks 
analyses, matrix spikes, and other additional special QC information 
Qualifiers for data falling outside of QC limits 
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l Methodology 
l Name of the analyst 
l Signature of laboratory representative 
l Dual column confirmation results 
l Calibrations (when requested) 
l Instrument performance checks (when requested) 
l QC Batch number 

The report from the laboratory will be paginated and will also include a copy of the original 
COC for the samples analyzed. 

9.2.3 Project Data Review 

Project Chemist Data Review Responsibilities 
The project chemist is responsible for initial review of the data from the laboratory. This 

review includes: 

Verifying that all requested data are reported 
Verifying that samples are analyzed according to the contract specified method 
Verifying that all analytes requested are reported 
Verifying that holding times are not exceeded 
Verifying that matrix spike, matrix spike duplicate, and surrogate recoveries fall within the 
laboratory’s acceptable criteria 
Reviewing blank data for contamination 
Reviewing field quality control results for inconsistencies 
Verifying that the data generated meet the project Data Quality Objectives. 

The project chemist is responsible for informing the Project Manager and Project Chemical 
QA/QC Officer of any laboratory and/or sampling deficiencies or issues. These issues and 
subsequent decisions will be documented on the data evaluation report produced by the Project 
Chemist for each data package. 

Project QC Engineer Data Review Responsibilities 
The Project QC Engineer is responsible for interfacing with the project chemist, project 

manager, and the laboratory’s QA Officer to resolve any QA/QC issues affecting the data. 
He/she is also responsible for finalizing any QAIQC issues with the laboratory and/or the 
project chemist. This includes obtaining a corrective action from the parties involved. 
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9.2.4 Data Reporting 

The preliminary data will be faxed to the project chemist. This data may or may not have 
undergone the full laboratory review process and may contain errors and discrepancies. Prior 
to the use of data results for any decisions, the data will be reviewed by the project chemist 
and assessed against the project goals and data quality objectives. A copy of the preliminary 
data, including review comments from the project chemist will be submitted to the site and/or 
the project manager. 

The hard and final copy data will be evaluated by the project chemist and assessed against 
the project goals and data quality objectives. Any errors, discrepancies, and nonconformances 
will be brought to the laboratory’s and project manager’s attention. 

When QA issues have been satisfactorily settled and data evaluation has been completed, 
the project manager may release the data to the client and/or regulating agencies. 

9.2.5 Data Assessment Procedures 

Reliability in analytical determination is maintained through strict adherence to quality 
control procedures. Procedures are designed to control both the accuracy and precision of 
analytical results. For the validation of the data, a known method spike is routinely analyzed 
to ensure the accuracy of results. The procedure is to run the standard QA/QC and sample 
analysis with each lot of samples sent to the laboratory. If more than ten individual analyses 
are made, additional standards will be analyzed at a rate of one standard per ten analyses. 
Some procedures call for the use of either a surrogate spike or the standard addition of a 
known quantity of the analyte to a split of the sample being analyzed. 

Control charts will be prepared using an estimate of the spike recovery obtained from the 
literature or determined by repeated analyses run in the laboratory. Each time the analyst runs 
a method spike, the results is entered on the control table. If a standard addition technique is 
used, a plot of instrument response versus added analyte concentration is made in order to 
determine analyte concentration in the original sample. These are further explained in the 
laboratory’s QAM. 

Replicate analyses will be performed on at least 10 percent of the samples processed by the 
laboratory. A record of the precision of most analyses is kept by calculating and plotting the 
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industrial statistic I (which is equivalent to the coefficient of variation). Blanks are also run 
with each batch of samples or individual sample analyzed regardless of the level of certification 
of the data. 

The purpose of spikes, blanks, and replicates is to provide a sound scientific basis from 
which the degree of certification of the resultant data can be objectively concluded. These are 
not management decisions, but follow naturally from the results of the above QC procedures. 
The minimum project quality control objectives are included in Appendix B. 

9.2.5.1 Accuracy 

Data accuracy is a reflection of the efficiency of the analytical procedure. It is determined 
by use of spiked samples and standard reference materials or laboratory control samples 
performed at the rate of one set every 20 samples. A control chart is generated using historical 
laboratory data where warning and control limits are established to assess data accuracy. 

The accuracy (check standards) samples will have concentration values of the mid- 
standard. During analysis, a minimum of 10 percent of samples are accuracy samples. The 
accuracy samples are staggered through the analysis, not placed one after another, After a 
minimum of seven accuracy samples are analyzed, the percent recovery is calculated for each 
sample. 

The accuracy criteria is determined by calculating the standard deviation of seven or more 
percent recovery values and setting the upper and lower control limits using the following 
equations: 

Upper control limit = p + 3 SD 
Lower control limit = p - 3SD 

Where: 
p = Average percent recovery 
SD = Standard deviation 

After the standard deviation, for the seven or more samples has been calculated, the 
accuracy control limits are generated and are then used to determine if the analysis is out of 
control. This is done by checking the results against the control limits. If any values are 
above the upper control limit or below the lower control limit, all sample results after the last 
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qualifying accuracy sample must be repeated or discarded. If seven consecutive values fall 
below the lower control limit, new limits are calculated using the new accuracy check values. 
If the values fall between the upper and lower limits, then conditions are reported as “within 
limits. ” 

Recovery Control 
Recovery control is necessary to determine if the sample matrix is interfering with the 

constituent being analyzed. A minimum 5 percent of samples will be recovery check samples 
(matrix spikes). Samples involving different types of matrices will have at least one recovery 
check sample for each matrix. 

Control limits will be determined for each matrix, determining the deviation for seven or 
more percent recovery values. 

9.2.5.2 Precision 

Duplicate and replicate samples analyzed by the laboratory assess the precision of the 
sampling effort. Control limits for duplicate/replicate RPDs are listed in Appendix A, Table A- 
2. Once a sufficient amount of replicate data becomes available, field precision control charts 
are constructed similar to the laboratory precision charts. For any given concentration, the 
mean and the standard deviation(s) of the replicates are calculated. Data from each sample set 
are pooled with the previous sample sets to generate control and warning limits for the next 
set. Control and warning limits for water samples are set at + 2s and + 3s, respectively. 
Control limits for solid samples are more liberally established due to matrix heterogeneity. 
Data outside any control limit are subject to QA review. 

Precision is based upon the results of the relative percent differences as calculated from the 
percent recoveries of the matrix spike and duplicate samples. The control limits for precision 
is based on historical laboratory data. 

MS and MSD samples on a per batch or a minimum frequency of 5 percent are analyzed to 
assess precision. Duplicate results are compared and the relative percent difference (RPD) is 
then determined. The RPD will be entered into the laboratory’s data system and will be used 
to define the precision of the analysis. 
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9.2.5.3 Completeness 

The field supervisor must ensure all sites are sampled for all the specified analyses, that 
sufficient sample volume has been provided to complete those analyses, and that all of the QA 
samples have been included with each sample set. The goal for completeness for each sample 
set shipped to the laboratory is 100 percent. 

Completeness is expressed as the percentage of the amount of valid data obtained to the 
amount of data expected. For a set of data to be considered complete, it must include all QC 
data verifying its accuracy and precision. 

If samples analyzed do not meet all QC requirements in terms of accuracy and precision for 
any specific parameter, the sample preparation and analysis will be repeated pending adequate 
volume. 

9.2.5.4 Criteria for Rejection of Outlying Measurements 

There are many statistical tests for rejection of outlying data points obtained from a set of 
measurements from a single population. A test recommended in “Statistical Manual of the 
Associate of Official Analytical Chemists,” 2nd Edition, W. J. Youden and E. H. Steiner, 
1975, pg. 86, is the Dixon Test. This test is not dependent on the distribution of the data and 
can be used for as few as three measurements. A more complete description for this broadly 
applicable test can be found in the referenced text, 

Another reference is the USEPA National Functional Guidelines for Data Validation of 
Organics and Inorganics. Also, specific programs may have quality objectives with criteria for 
rejection of outlying measurements. 

9.2.5.5 Method Detection Limits and Practical Quantitation Limits 

Method detection limits (MDLs) must be established by the laboratory. This should, at a 
minimum, be established on a yearly basis. MDL is the minimum concentration of a substance 
that can be identified, measured, and reported with 99% confidence that the analyte 
concentration is greater than zero. 

Practical quantitation limit (PQL) is the lowest level that can be reliably determined within 
specified limits of precision and accuracy during routine laboratory operating conditions. The 
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PQLs are generally 5 10 times the MDL. The PQL is the most applicable limit of reporting for 
this program. 

9.2.5.6 Laboratory and Field Contamination 

It is not unusual to find the following analytes at trace levels in the samples: 

l Methylene chloride 
l Acetone 
l Freon (1,1,2-trichlorotrifluorethane) 
l Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 
l Hexane 
l Isopropanol 
l 2-Butanone 

These are common solvents used in the field and in the laboratory. 

In order to fully evaluate data containing trace levels of these contaminants, one must have 
data from trip blanks, field blanks, equipment blanks, and all applicable laboratory blanks for 
that batch of samples. 

The determination on the use of the data will be made during the Data Validation process. 

9.3 WRFORMANCE AND SYSTEM AWITS 

Audit is defined as systematic check to determine the quality of operation of field and 
laboratory activities. It is comprised of the following: 

l Performance audit 
l System audits 

These include a detailed review of each operating component of the network. Auditing will 
ultimately assist in determining if each element within a system is functioning appropriately per 
the QA program requirements. 
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9.3.1 Field Performance Audits 

Field performance audits are performed on an ongoing basis during the project as field data 
is generated, reduced, and analyzed. All numerical analyses, including manual calculations are 
documented. All records of numerical analysis are legible, of reproduction quality, and 
supporting to complete permit logical reconstruction by a qualified individual other than the 
originator. 

Other indicators of the level of field performance are the analytical results of the blank, 
duplicate, and replicate samples. Each blank analysis is an indirect audit of effectiveness of 
measures taken in the field to ensure sample integrity. The results of the field duplicate and 
replicate analysis is an indirect audit of the ability of each field team to collect representative 
sample portions of each matrix type. 

9.3.2 Field System Audits 

System audits of site activities are accomplished by an inspection of all field activities by 
the QC organization. This audit is composed of comparisons between current field practices 
and standard procedures. The following is a list of criteria to be used in the evaluation of field 
activities: 

Overall level of organization and professionalism 
All activities conducted in accordance with work plan 
All procedures and analyses conducted according to procedures outlined in this document 
Sample collection techniques versus the site sampling and analysis plan 
Level of activity and sample documentation 
Working order of instruments and equipment 
Level of QC conducted by each field team 
Contingency plans in case of equipment failure or other event preventing the planned 
activity from proceeding 
Decontamination procedures 
Level of efficiency which each team conducts planned activities at the site 
Sample packaging and shipment 

After the audit, any deficiencies are discussed with the field staff, and corrections are 
identied. If any of these deficiencies might affect the integrity of the samples being collected, 
the SQCO informs the field staff immediately, so corrections can be made. The field 
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performance audit will be conducted at the start of the project, one before the end of the 
project, and as directed by the project manager. OHM will also submit to all requests by 
regulatory agencies, or other clients for external field systems audits. 

9.3.3 Laboratory Performance Audit 

The laboratory performance audit verifies the ability of the laboratory to correctly identify 
and quantitate compounds in blind check samples submitted by an auditing agency. If the 
laboratory participates in Performance Evaluation (PE) programs such as USEPA WS/WP 
studies, AIHA, PAT studies, etc., results from these studies will be generally acceptable by 
OHM. However, during the course of the project, it may be necessary for the Project QA/QC 
Officer to send PE samples to the laboratory to evaluate specific parameters. 

The contracted laboratories will undergo performance audits throughout the project 
consisting of field QC samples. Occasionally PE samples will be supplied by the client or 
external organizations which will be spiked with the same analytical parameters that are being 
investigated on site. External laboratory performance audits by auditing agencies such as the 
USEPA, USACE-MRD, DOD, NF’ESC, etc., are not routinely scheduled. However OHM 
and its subcontracted laboratories will submit to any external audit upon request by the USEPA 
or the client. 

9.3.4 Laboratory System Audits 

The laboratory system audit is a review of analytical laboratory operations to verify that the 
facility has the necessary equipment, staff, and procedures in place to generate acceptable data. 
It is also to determine that each element within an activity is functioning appropriately and 
within the guidelines of applicable methodology, approved procedures, and the site QAPP. 
An on-site inspection is routinely performed by the laboratory’s QA Manager and may also be 
frequently performed by the OHM Project Chemical QA/QC Officer. If the laboratory 
participates in certification programs, audits performed by the certifying agencies may satisfy 
the criteria of systems audits for the project. 

If the laboratory is in question, a system audit can be directed by the client and performed 
by OHM or the client’s representative. Any recommendations made will be considered for 
implementation and any corrective actions will be taken to correct any deficiencies found. 
Project-specific audit reports will be placed in the project files and laboratory audit reports will 
be kept by the laboratory for future reference. 
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10.0 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT 

In order to continuously develop and improve, the quality system procedures have been 
established and implemented to prevent as well as detect and correct problems that adversely 
affect quality during all phases of technical and management activities. 

10.1 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION 

To ensure that measuring equipment are operating properly, calibrations are performed and 
compared to acceptable operating limits. 

All calibrations on field instruments will be performed , as a minimum, on a daily basis. 
Every calibration will be recorded in the maintenance logbook for each instrument. Quality 
control check standards from a separate source will be used to check initial calibration, and 
acceptance and rejection criteria. 

Testing instruments at subcontracted of off-site laboratories will be calibrated in accordance 
with the standard methods. The acceptance and rejection criteria are as specified in the 
methods. 

10.2 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

Proper maintenance is critical to the performance of minimization of downtime of all 
equipment, whether it be for measurement or support. Inspection will be performed , at a 
minimum, prior to use of the instruments. Preventive maintenance will be performed as 
recommended by the manufacturer of the respective equipment. All routine maintenance and 
major repairs performed on field screening or analytical equipment will be recorded in bound 
maintenance logbooks that have been specifically designated for that instrument. Equipment 
that fails calibration or becomes inoperable during use will be removed from service and 
segregated to prevent inadvertent use, or will be tagged to indicate that it is out of calibration. 
Such equipment will be repaired and recalibrated or completely replaced. 

10.3 CORRECTIVE 

If deficiencies or problems are discovered through the assessment activities described in 
Section 9.0, corrective action will be initiated immediately. The appropriate field and 
laboratory personnel will be notified immediately and an investigative process will be 
implemented immediately to find solutions to these issues. The investigative process will 
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consist, but is not limited to, the following: 

. Documenting that the corrective action has eliminated the problem 

Determining when the problem occurred 
Determining which systems were affected by the problem 
Determining the cause of the problem 
Determining a corrective action to eliminate the problem 
Assigning the responsibility for implementing the corrective action 
Implementing the corrective action 
Evaluating the effectiveness of the corrective action 
Investigating alternative corrective actions if the original action was not sufficient in 
eliminating the problem 

The SQCO has the authority to require that all site activities threatened by the problem be 
stopped or limited until the corrective action has been implemented and satisfactorily verified to 
eliminate the problem. 

Corrective actions may include, but is not limited to: 

l Replacement of products 
l Modifications to procedures 
l Recalibration of instruments 
l Replacement of solvents, reagents, and/or standards 
. Additional training of personnel 
l Reassignment of personnel 
l Rework 

10.3.1 Corrective Action Report 

A Corrective Action Report (CAR) is necessary documentation of the investigative process. 
Depending on the issues, the CAR may be generated by the laboratory or the field personnel. 
Copies of the CAR will be given to the SQCO and Project Manager, who will distribute it to 
the client. A copy of the CAR will be placed in the project files for future reference. 

The CAR should include, but is not limited to: 

l A description of the problem, deficiency, or issue 
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l Proposed resolutions 
l Resulting actions 
l Effectiveness of the resolutions 
l Personnel responsible for implementation of the corrective actions 
l Personnel responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of the actions. 

A copy of the CAR form is included in Appendix B. 

10.4 REWORK DOCIJMENTATTON REOUTRF,MFNTS 

The SQCO shall maintain a list of work that does not comply with the contract, identifying 
what items need to be reworked, the date the item was originally discovered, and the date the 
item was corrected. There is no requirement to report a rework item that is corrected the same 
day it is discovered. Attach a copy of the Rework Items List (Appendix A) to the last daily 
Contractor Quality Control Report of each month. The Contractor shall also be responsible for 
including items needing rework including those identified by the Contracting Officer. 

10.5 WTY ASf,X!&.ANCE RJLl’ORT 

The Project Manager, SQCO, and Project Chemist will converse on a regular basis to 
review possible and potential problem areas and to ensure that all QA/QC procedures are being 
carried out. It is important that all data abnormalities be investigated to ensure that they are not 
a result of operator or instrument deviation but are a true reflection of the methodology or task 
function. The project final report will contain a separate section that covers the data quality and 
validity. At a minimum, the following information will be included in the report: 

l Assessment of measurement data precision, accuracy, and completeness 
l System and performance audit results 
l Significant QA problems and corrective actions implemented 
. Copies of documentation such as memos, reports, etc. 

The SQCO will be responsible for preparing this report weekly or daily, as well as monthly 
written QA reports to OHM QA management. The Program QC Manager will be responsible 
for reviewing and approving these monthly reports. Verbal reports will be made on a more 
frequent basis. All reports will be made available to the Project Manager, LANTDIV, and 
regulating agencies. If no project audits were performed and no significant QA/QC problems 
occurred, a letter stating these facts will be submitted to the referenced parties in lieu of a QA 
Report. 
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SUBMITTAL DESCRIPTIONS 

TESTING PLAN AND LOG 
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CONTRACTOR QUALITY CONTROL REPORT 
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Exhibit 2.4 

September 1997 

TBD 
OHM Remediation Services Corp. 
P. 0. Box 8116 
Camp Lejeune, NC 28547 

Re: Site QC Officer, Maintenance at Ranges D-29 and A-l 
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 
Contract N62470-93-D-3032 
Delivery Order 0151, Modification No. 2 

Dear TBD: 

This letter will serve as your appointment as the Site Quality Control Officer (SQCO) on the 
referenced project and will also clarify your duties and authority in this position. In this 
position, you will be authorized to use available resources to satisfy alI applicable requirements 
of the Program and Delivery Order Quality Control Plans. 

This authorization specifically gives you the authority to direct removal and replacement or 
correction of nonconforming materials or work and stop work authority when continuation 
would be unsafe to personnel, harmful to the environment, or result in a significant degradation 
of quality. 

You will be expected to work closely with the Project Manager, Site Supervisor and other 
project personnel, but you will not be directly responsible to anyone but myself for resolution of 
quality issues when working in the capacity of SQCO. 

If you have any questions in this matter, please call me at (609) 584-8900. 

Sincerely, 

Pete Hunter 
Program QC Manager 
LANTDIV RAC Program 
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D-01. Data 

Submittals that provide calcula,tions, descriptions, or other documentation regarding the work. 

Data composed of catalog cuts, brochures, circulares, specifications and product data, printed 
information in sufficient detail and scope to verify compliance with requirements of the contract 
documents. A type of product data. 

Preprinted illustrations displaying choices of color and finish for a material or product. A type of 
product data. 

. Draw- 

Submittals that graphically show relationship of various components of the work, schematic diagrams 
of systems detail of fabrications, layout of particular elements, connections, and other relational 
aspects of the work. A type of shop drawing. 

/““- Design calculations, mix design, analyses, or other data written in nature and pertaining to a part of 
the work. A type of shop drawings. 

. 
06. Instructions 

Preprinted material describing installation of a product, system, or material, including special notices 
and Material Safety Data Sheets, if any, concerning impedances, hazards, and safety precautions. A 
type of product data. 

07. S&g&& 

A tabular list of data or tabular list including location, features, or other pertinent information 
regarding products, materials, equipment, or components to be used in the work. A type of shop 
drawing 

A document, required of the Contractor, or through the Contractor by way of a supplier, installer, 
manufacturer, or other lower tier contractor, the purpose of which is to further the quality or orderly 
progression of a portion of the work by documenting procedures, acceptability of method or 
personnel, qualifications, or other verification of quality. A type of shop drawing. 

Reports of inspection and laboratory test, including analysis and interpretation of test results. Each 
report shall be properly identified. Test method used and compliance with recognized test standards 
shall be described. 
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m-10. Test Rena 

A report signed by an authorized off55a.l of a testing laboratory that a material, product, or system 
identical to the material, product or system to be provided has been tested in accordance with 
requirements specified by naming the test method and material. The test report must state the test was 
performed in accordance with the test requirements; state the test results; and indicate whether the 
material, product, or system has passed or failed the test. Testing must have been within three years of 
the date of Contract award. A type of product data. 

W-11. Factorv Test Ramis 

A written report that includes the findings of a test required to be performed by the Contractor on an 
actual portion of the work or prototype prepared for this project before it is shipped to the job site. 
The report must be signed by an authorized official of a testing laboratory and must state the test was 
performed in accordance with the test requirements; state the test results; and indicate whether the 
material, product, or system has passed or failed the test. A type of shop drawing. 

A written report that includes the findings of a test made at the job site, in the vicinity of the job site, 
or on a sample taken from the job site, on a portion of the work, during or after installation. The 
report must be signed by an authorized official of a testing laboratory or agency and must state the 
test was performed in accordance with the test requirements; state the test results; and indicate whether 
the material, product, or system has passed or failed the test. A type of shop drawing. 

.  

ertlficates 

Statements signed by responsible officials of a manufacturer of a product, system, or material 
attesting that the product, system, or material meet specified requirements. The statements must be 
dated after the award of this contract, name the project, and list the specific requirements that it is 
intended to address. A type of shop drawing. 

Samples, including both fabricated and unfabricated physical examples of materials, products, and 
units of work as complete units or as portions of units of work. A type of sample. 

. 
15. Color 

Samples of the available choice of colors, textures, and finishes of a product or material, presented 
over substrates identical in texture to that proposed for the work. A type of sample. 

An assembly constructed at the product site in a location acceptable to the Contracting Officer and 
using materials and methods to be employed in the work; completely finished; maintained during 
construction; and removed at the conclusion of the work or when authorized by the Contracting 
Officer. A type of sample. 

. 
W-17. SamDle 
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A portion of an assembly or material constructed where directed and, if approved, retained as a part 
of the work. A type of sample. 

Documentation to ensure compliance with an administrative requirement or to establish an 
administrative mechanism. A type of administrative and close-out submittal. 

Data intended to be incorporated in an operations and maintenance manual. A type of administrative 
and close-out submittal. 
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SAMPLE DOCUMENT 
COORDINnTION .Q’D XIUTUxL UNDERST.tVDI;VG +ETING AGE3D.4 

FOR 
DELIVERY ORDER $0. 

. 
AT THE 

U.S. NAVAL STATION, 

,I996 

The purpose of this meeting is to develop a mutual understanding of the QC details, including 
forms to be used; adminisuation of on-site and off-site work, and coordination of the 
Contractor’s management, production and the QC Manager’s duties with the Contracting Offker. 

The QC program consists of a QC Organization, QC Manager, a QC Plan for this Delivery 
Order, this Coordination and Mutual Understanding Meeting, QC meetings, three phases of 
control, submittal review, submittal approval except for submittals designated for Contracting 
Officer approval, testing, and QC certifications and documentation necessary to provide 
materials, equipment, workmanship, fabrication, construction and operations which comply with 
requirements ofthis contract. 

- _ 

QC Manager duties (contract pam 6.6.1) 

Attend this meeting 
Conduct the QC Meetings 
Perform the three phases of control 
Perform submittal review 
Perform submittal approval 
Ensure testing is performed 
Prepare QC certifications and documentation 
Perform other activities when approved by the Contracting Offker 

Submittal Reviewers Duties and Qualifications (contract pam 6.7) 

. Provide submittal reviewers qualified in the disciplines being reviewed other than 
the QC Manager, to review and certify that the submittals meet the requirements 
of the contract. 

QC Plan (contract para. 6.5) 

. (as specified therein) 



SAMPLE DOCUMENT 

Coordination and >1urual Understanding Meeting (contract para 

. (see purpose above) . 

Exhibit 7. I 
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6.9) 

QC meetings (contract para. 6.10) 

. The QC ,Manager shall conduct QC meetings once every two weeks or as 
o*then\ise directed by the Contracting Officer. 

. Meeting minutes to be prepared by the QC Manager in accordance with the 
contract outline and a copy provided to the Contracting Officer within two 
working days of the meeting. 

. A copy will be distributed to the Program QC Manager. 

Three phases of control (contract para. 6.1 I) 

. _. 

. Preparatory Phase Meeting 

. Initial Phase Meeting 

. _ FoIIow-up Phase Inspection 

--. r* Submittal review and approval (contract parz 6.12 and Part 7.0, “Submittals”) 

. Review 

. Approval 

. Certification 

. Submittal Register 

Testing (contract pam 6.13) 

. Testing Laboratory Requirements 

. Accredited Laboratories 

. Inspection and Testing Laboratories 

. Capability Checks 

. Test Results 

QC certifications (contract para 6.14) 

. Contractor Quality ControI Report Certification 

. Invoice Certification 

. Completion certification 

,F‘- 
Documentation (contract para. 6.15) 
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SANlPLE DOCUMENT 

. Contractor Production Report 

. Conuactor Quality Control Report 

. Testing Plan and Log -. 

. Rework Items List 

. As-built Records 

. Report Forms 

1. Contractor Production Report 
2. Contractor Quality Control Report 
3. Testing Plan and Log 
4. Rewbrk Items List 

. . . 

-- 
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OHM Corporation 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE 

Title: Standard Analytical Data Deliverable Document #: QP-650 

Date Issued: June 20, 1996 Rev: 0 Date: 

1.0 PURPOSE 

1.1 The purpose of this procedure is to set forth guidelines for the standardization of 
hard copy analytical data packages provided to OHM by Analytical Laboratories. 
This procedure defines the specific deliverable requirement to be include when a 
minimum data packages, standard data packages and maximum data packages is 
requested by OHlM employees. 

2.0 m- 

3.0 

SCOPE 

2.1 These procedures applies to all purchases of analytical services and the analytical 
data packages provided to OHM by all analytical laboratories. 

RELATED DOCUMENTS 

QP-650 REV.00 1 

@Copyright 1993 OHM Remediation Services Corp. 

20 June 199G 

3.1 HAZWRAP, July 1990. Quality Control Requirements for Field Methods 
DOEfHWP69IR1, 

3.2 HAZWRAP, July 1988. Requirements for Quality Assurance of Analytical Data. 
DOE ‘HWP-65. Rc\,. 0. July 19SS. 

3.3 USEPA . Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste Physical/Chemical Methods 
SW-846 

3.4 United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1984. User’s Guide to the 
Contract Laboratory Program, Office of Emergency and Remedial Response, 
Washington, D.C. 



5.9 Data Assessment - A systematic review of the analytical data to assure all method 
specific requirement were performed. 

5.10 Data Quality Objectives - The established quality of the data required to support 
specific decisions or regulatory actions. DQOs must take into account sampling 
considerations as well as analytical protocols. 

5.11 Data Validation - A systematic effort to review data for identification of errors for 
the purpose of flagging suspected values to assure the validity of the data for the 
user. 

5.12 Deliverables - Analytical Report Package provide by the analytical laboratory 
which includes the analytical data and a specified set of supporting 
documentation. 

5.13 Hold Times - The time stipulated in the method or regulations which is allowed 
to elapse from the time of sampling to the time of extraction and/or analysis. 
Samples analyzed after the hold times are of questionable usefulness. 

5.14 ICP - Inductively coupled argon plasma (also referred to ICAP). An instrument 
used for metals analysis. 

5.15 Internal Standard - A compound added to every standard, blank, matrix spike, 
matrix spike duplicate, sample and/or sample extract at a known concentration, 
prior to analysis. Internal standards are used as the basis for quantification of the 
target compounds. 

5.16 Initial Calibration - Instrument calibration performed before any samples are 
analyzed. 

5.17 Laboratory Control Sample - An artificial sample usually prepared in the 
laboratory, which either contains all or some of the compounds of interest. The 
sample is processed through the entire procedure including sample preparation 

and analysis. This sample is used to verify that the method is being performed 
properly. One laboratory control sample should be analyzed with each analytical 
batch. 

5.18 Matrix Spike - An Aliquot of a sample that has been spiked with a known 
quantity of specified compounds of interest. The matrix spike is used to measure 
the accuracy of the analytical system. 

QP-650 REV.00 3 20 June 1996 

OCopyright 3993 OHM Remediation Services Corp. 



5.19 Matrix Spike Duplicate - A second aliquot of the same sample used for the matrix 
spike spiked the same way as the matrix spike. The matrix spike duplicate is 
used to measure the precision of the analytical system.. 

5.20 Maximum Deliverable Package - Specific requirement set forth in this document 
to be provided to OHM by the Analytical Laboratory when a Maximum 
Deliverable Package is requested. 

5.21 Minimum Deliverable Package - Specific requirement set forth in this document 
to be provided to OHM by the Analytical Laboratory when a Xlinimum 
Deliverable Package is requested. 

5.22 Precision - a measure of the analytical method’s ability to reproduce analytical 
results. 

5.23 Preparation Logs - An official laboratory record of the sample preparation 
procedures used in processing a sample prior to analysis. 

5.24 Standard Deliverable Package -Specific requirement set forth in this document to 
be provided to OHM by the Analytical Laboratory when a Standard Deliverable 
Package is requested. 

5.25 Surrogate - An organic compound that is similar to the analytes of interest in 
chemical composition, extraction and chromatography, but are not normally found 
in environmental samples. These compounds are spiked into quality control 
samples, calibration and check standards and samples prior to analysis. 

5.26 Tentatively Identified Compounds (TICS) - Compounds detected in samples that 
are not target compounds. Usually TICS consist of up to 30 peaks identified that 
are greater than 10 percent of the peak areas or heights of the nearest internal 
standard are subjected to mass spectral library searches for tentative identification. 

5.27 Tuning - A technique used in gas chromatography/mass spectrometry procedures 
to verify that the instrument is properly calibrated to produce reliable mass 
spectral information. 

a=-=- 
QP-650 REV.00 4 20 June 1996 
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6.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

-- 

6.1 Regional Field Analytical Manager - Responsible for the management of the 
Regional Field Analytical Department. Responsible for distributing these 
requirements to all subcontract laboratories used within there 

7.0 PROCEDURE 

7.1 All laboratories providing analytical services to OHM will be provided with a 
copy of these specification for minimum, standard and maximum data deliverable 
packages. 

7.2 The desired data deliverable package will be selected at the time of procuring the 
analytical services. All price quotations must include providing OHM with the 
requested deliverable package. 

7.3 All Data packages received must meet the requested requirements as specified in 
the Data Deliverables Package Requirements. 

8.0 ATTACHMENTS 

8.1 Data Deliverables Package Requirements Table 

QP-650 REV.00 5 20 June 1996 
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ATTACHMENT 8.1 

DATA DELIVEFkABLE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS TABLE 

QP-650 REV.00 6 
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DATA DELIVERABLE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS TABLE 

nlctllod Deliverable Requirement Equivalent OllM OllM mmi 
EPA Form Minimum Standard Maximuul 

Level Lcvcl I .cvt!l 

Metals Case Narrative X X X 

Corrective Action Rqwt X X X 

Cross-reference of 01 IM Sa~uplc Numbers, Lab IDS, and analytical QC batches X X X 

Chain-of-Custody Form, Cocllcr Receipt form X x X 

Ihta Summary for Iiach Sample (See Note I) I-IN X X X 

Blank Spike or Lab Control Sample (KS) results (including concentration spiked, VII-IN X X X 

percent recovered, percent recovery acceptance limits) 

Matrix Spike (MS) Report (including concentration spiked, percent recovered, percent V (PART X X X 
recovery acceptance limits) I)IN 

Post-digestion Spike Recovery for ICP V (PART X X X 

2)lN 

Duplicate Sample Rcpon X X X 

Blank Results Ill-IN X X X 

Initial Calibration Data III-IN X X 

Continuing Calibration Data II (PART I)- X X 

IN 

ICP Interference Check Sample Report II (PART l)- X X 

IN 

Standard Addition Results IV-IN X X 

ICP Serial Dilution Results VIII-IN X 

Copies of Preparation Logs IX-IN X 

Copies of Analysis Run Logs XIII-IN X X 

Copies of Standard Preparation Logs XIV-IN X 

Raw Data and Instrument Printouts X 

Percent Moisture X X X 

Pll X (Note 2) 

QP-650 REV.00 7 20 June 1996 

@Copyright 1993 OHM Remediation Services Corp. 



DATA DELIVERABLE PACkiCE REQUIREMENTS TABLE 

I!, 

,> 

MCtllod Ikliverable Requirement 

1rganics by Case Narrative 

X or IlPLC Corrective Action Report 

Cross-reference of 01 IM Sample Numbers, Lab IDS, and analytical QC batches 

Chain-of-Custody Form, Cooler Receipt form 

Data Summary for each blalll\ and sample (See Note I) 

l3lank Spike or Lab Control Sample (LCS) results (including concentration spiked, 

percent recovered, pcrccnt recovery acceptance limits) 

Equivalent OllM OIIM Ollhl 

EPA Form Miuimum Standud M;lrimunl 

Level Level Lcvcl 

X X X 

X X X 

IV X X X 

X X X 

I X X X 

X X X 

Surrogate Rccovcry Report (including concentration spiked, percent recovered, and 

percent recovery acccptancc limits) 
II X X X 

Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicate (MS/MSD) Report (including concentration spiked, Ill X X X 
percent recovered, percent recovery acceptance limits, relative percent difference (RPD), 

and RPD acceptance limits) 

Initial Calibration Dana for c~h column (indicate which column was used for VI X X 
quanlitation) 

Continuing Calibration Data (indicate which column was used for quantitation) VII X X 

Chrornatograms for each snnlplc (and reruns), confuniation runs, blank, spike, duplicate, X (Note 4) X 
and standards 

Raw Quantitation Report (arc;1 VS. retention time) X 

Copies of Sample Preparation Bench Sheets X X 

Copies of Standard Prrpnration Logs X 

Copies of Run Logs VIII X 

v 

I 

- 

QP-650 REV.00 8 
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$ ) .I 
DATA DELIVERABLE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS TADLE 

nlcthod Deliverable Requirement Equivalent Olin4 OllM OllM 
EPA Form Minimum Standard Maximum 

Level Level Level 
hganics Case Narrative X X X 

by GUMS Corrective Action Report X X X 

Cross-reference of 01 IM sample numbers, Lab IDS, and analytical QC batches IV X 
I 

X 

Chain-of-Custody Form, Cooler Receipt Form X X X 

Dilta Summary for ci\cII hhlh and sample (See NOIC I) I X X X 

Tentatively Identified Compounds (TICS) for each sample (ten peaks) I,TIC X X 

l3lank Spike or Lab Control Sample (LCS) results (including concentration spiked, X X X 
pcrccnt rccovcred, percent recovery acceptance limits) 

Surrogate Recovery Report (including concentration spiked, percent recovered, and II X X X 
percent recovery acceptance limits) 

Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicate (MS/MSD) Report (including concentration Ill X X X 
spiked, percent recovered, percent recovery acceptance limits, relative percent difference 

(RPD), and RPD acccptancc limits) 

lnstrumcnt Performance Cllcck (Tuning) Report V X X 

Initial Calibration Data (including acceptance limits) VI X X 

Continuing Calibration Data (including acceptance limits) VII X I X 

Internal Standard Arcas nntl Retention Times Reports (including acceptance limits and VIII X X 
out-of-control flags) 

Reconstructed Ion Chrolll;ltopr;\l~l for each sample and rerun, blank, spike, duplicate, and X 
standard 

Raw Quantitation Report 
I 

X 

Raw and background subtracted mass spectra for each target analyte found X 

Mass spectra of TICS with library spectra of 5 best-fit matches X 

Copies of Sample Preparation I)ench Sheets X 
] 

X 

Copies of Standard Preparation Logs 
I 

X 

Copies of Run Logs X 

Percent Moisture X X X 

Pll X (Note 3) 

QP-650 RI:V.OO 9 
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DATA DELIVERABLE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS TABLE 

RlCtllOd Deliverable Requirement Equivalent OllM Ollhl OIIM 

EPA Form Minimum Stasdard Maximum 

Level Level Level 

norganic Corrective Action Report X X X 

Chemistry Cross-reference of OIIM sample numbers, Lab IDS, and analytical QC batches X X X 

Note 2) Chain-of-Custody Form, Cooler Receipt form X X X 

Data Summary for each blank and sample (See Note I) X X X 

IIlnnk Spike or Lab (‘ontrol S~tnple (ICS) results (including concentration spiked, X X X 

percent recovered, pcrcenl recovery acceptance limits) 

Malrix Spike/Matrix Spike IIuplicale (MYMSD) Report (including concentration spiked, 

percent recovered, percent recovery acceptance limits) 

Duplicate Sillllple RCpOn 

Calibration Reports Initial and Continuing 

Copies of Sample Preparation logs 

Raw Data and lnstrumcnl Primouts 

Percent Moisture 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X X 

NOICS: 
I) Must include: 01 IM sample ID, I.ah ID, d,ucltimc sampled, date received, extracted/analyzed, Practical Quantitation Limit, Method Detection Limit, Dilution Pacror, 

comments, approval signalure/dalc. 

2) For walrr samples only. 

3) MUSI include: OIIM sample ID, Lab ID. datsltime sampled, date received, extracted/analyzed, Practical Quantitation Limit, Method Detection Limit, Dilution I‘actor, 
commcnls, approval signatureldalc. 

4) I’or pctrolcum fuels analyses chromatograms for samples with positive results only. 

5) Deliverables depend on method’s QC. 

QP-650 RliV.00 IO 
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-- 

i 
CUSTODY SEAL 

Person Cdlectfng Sample Sample No. 
wv=m 

Date Callec:ed Tme Csllec:ed 

* 
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hlaintetmrce at Harrges D-29, A-I 
Camp Lejeurre, NC 
Projeci No 19668 

DO 151. Mod 2 

PROJECT QUALITY CONTROL OBJECTIVES 

Project Action Limits 
+ Minimum PQL Accuracy Limits Precision Limits Accuracy Limits Precision LimiLs 

MS/MSD Recoveries MSA4SD Deviation LCS Recoveries Field Dup Deviation 

I Method No Analyte / Component TCLP TCLP TCLP TCLP TCLP TCLP 

L,Cl’ 
Version I. (I 

12/I/97 

Completeness Limits 

TC1.P 

TCLP Volaliles (msn) (mg/L) (3 P4 (96) (%) (3 
826013 I 1.1 -Dichloroethylene 0.7 0.1 SO-150 <50 70- 130 <50 90 

82600 I .2-Dichlorocthane 0.5 0.1 SO-150 <%I 70-130 <SO 90 

I x2hnR I Rm7me 0.5 0.1 I so- 150 CXJ 70-130 <50 90 

05 01 so-150 <50 70-130 <so 90 

.._II__ 
8260B 

X26013 

X26013 

--.--..- 
Carbon Tetrachloride 

Chlorohenzene 

ChloroI’orm 

-._ _” 
100 20 50-.-- I - 

6 I 50-150 I <5U 

150 I <5n ! 70-130 <50 90 I 
70- 130 is0 90 

X260B I Methyl Ethyl Ketone 200 20 I 50-150 I <5U 70-130 <so 90 

X260B Tetrachloroelfiylene I 0.7 I 0.7 SO-150 <5O 70-130 <so 90 

<%I m-130 <50 90 

130 <SO 90 

X26013 Trichlorocthylene I 0.5 I 0.1 I 50-150 _ 1 ., 

826013 I Vinyl Chloride 0.2 0.0s 50-150 I <50 I 70- 

XfJXlA 

X0X l A 

X0X I A 

x0x 1 A 

X0X I A 

X0XlA 

TCI,P Pesticides (m%L) (mdL) (46) (9) (“0) (5) (“4 
Endrin 0.02 0.004 50-150 <5f) 70- I30 ‘Z 50 90 

Lindane 0.4 0.08 50-150 <SO 70-130 C’50 90 

hkthoxychlor IO 1 50-150 <SO 70- I30 <so 90 

Toxaphenc 0.5 0.1 50-150 <5U 70-l 30 c50 90 

Chlordane 0.03 0.005 50-150 <50 70-130 *‘50 90 

Heptachlor and its Hydroxide 0.008 0.001 50-I 50 <50 70-I 30 iSO 90 

N:\FAS\\Lejeune\l9668-mod 2\mod-2 tab A-2 Page I of 2 



hlahtenance at Xonges D-29, A-l 
Camp Lejerrne, NC 
Rojrct No I9668 

DO 151, Mod2 

‘11 
) 

PROJECTQUALITYCONTROLOBJECTIVES 

I Project Action Limits 
l 

I 

Minimum PQL 
I 

Accuracy Limits 
I 

Precision Limits 

MS/MSD Recoveries MS/MSD Deviation 

I hkthod No I Analyte /Component TCLP TCLP TCLP TCLP 

“8 
) 

fw 
Versiotr I. il 

12/l/9 7 

TCLP llerbicides (m&) (m&) w-1 W) (9 b) m W) 
I 2,4-D 10 2 50-150 <50 70-130 <50 90 

2,4,5-TP 1 0.2 50-150 <50 70-130 <50 90 

TCLP hfctnls @fl) b@-) w W) w cw (96) 

I Atwnic 5 I 50-150 <50 70-130 <50 30 

Barium 100 20 50-150 <50 70-130 <50 90 

GOIOB Cadmium 1 0.2 50-150 <so 70-130 <50 90 

GOIOB Chromium 5 1 50- 150 <5(J 70-130 <50 90 

GOlOB Lead 5 I 50-150 <50 70-130 <so 90 

7470 hlsrcurv 0.2 0.04 50-150 <SO 71). 1 XI cm 00 . . ._ _ .I , .I 
GO 1 OB I Selenium I 1 0.2 I 50-I 50 <50 70-130 <50 90 

601013 Silver 5 1 50-150 iSO 70-130 <50 90 

9095/l 

hlisccllmeous I I I rw I (%) w (?b) (96) 

I 
I I I 

Paint Filler Pass Pass/Fail N/A N/A N/A N/A 90 

Notes: 
* Since there are no action levels required for other analysis, only TCLP action limits are applicable to this project 

N:\FAS\\Lejeune\l9668-mod 2\mod-2 tab A-2 Page 2 of 2 



DEFICIENCY/NONCONFORMANCE AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS REPORT 

CAR No: 

Submitted to: 

Submitted by: 

Project Name: 
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4.0 GENERAL INFORAIATION 

3.1 In the past OHM has experienced that Each analytical laboratory has a different 
report format that they call their standard deliverable package. Many times the 
laboratory’s standard deliverable package does not include all of the information 
required to meet our client’s expectations in performing data assessment and data 
validation of the analytical deliverable. When the additional information has been 
requested from the laboratories often additional charges are levied. In order to 
better service our client and to assure each and every laboratory bidding on a 
given set of samples understands precisely what is required to be included within 
each analytical report, the following procedures have been developed. 

5.0 DEFINITIONS 

5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

5.5 

5.6 

5.7 

5.8 

Accuracy - A measure of how close a measured value is to a known true value. 

Aliquot - A measured portion of a sample taken for analysis. 

Analytical Batch - Batch size is determined the analytical method and project 
specific quality assurance requirements. Batch size is usually set at 20 or less 
samples of the same matrix being analyzed for the same parameters at the same 
time. All samples in a batch are prepared and analyzed together with a basic set of 
QC samples. Specific project requirements are listed in the Quality Assurance 
Project Plan (QAPP). 

Background Correction - A technique usually employed relative to metals 
analysis which compensates for variable background contribution to the 
instrument signal in the determination of trace elements 

Blank - An artificial sample designed to monitor the introduction of artifacts into 
the measurement process. 

Calibration - The systematic determination of the relationship of the response of 
the measurement system to the concentration of a analyte of interest 

Chain-of-Custody - A form used to track the custody of the samples from the time 
they are taken until the time they are analyzed. 

Continuing Calibration - Subsequent checks on the instrument calibration 
performed throughout the analysis of samples. 

- / 
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I.0 SAMPLING METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

The following sections describe sampling locations, frequencies, sample matrices, and measurements 

of parameters of interest. Table 1 .O ” Sampling Summary ” presents a summary of these items. 

Non-disposable sampling equipment will be thoroughly cleaned behveen samples using the 

decontamination procedures described in Section 5.0. Field sampling personnel will wear disposable 

sampling gloves during sampling and will change gloves behveen sample locations to minimize the 

potential for cross-contamination. Other PPE may be required for sampling as per the SSHP. Contact 

with the sample should be avoided to minimize the potential for cross-contamination. 

1.1 BERM SOIL EXCAVATION AND SCREENING 

The soil on the top and side face of the berm adjacent to the range will be excavated until no lead 

particles remain visible in the soil. Excavation will proceed with the removal of soil in layers of berm 

soil on the top and front surface of the berms. After each layer of berm soil is excavated, a visual 
inspection will be performed for metal bullet fragments. Additional layers will be excavated until no 

visible fragments are encountered. 

Excavated soils will be screened as indicated in the work plan. Sampling will be performed as 

indicated below. 

1.2 SOIL SAMPLE COLLECTION 

A five point composite soil sample will be collected from the soils that are passed through the 3/16- 

inch screen. Each composite sample will consist of five grab samples collected every 100 yards of the 

excavated screened soils. Soil samples will be collected by the following procedures: 

1) Using a stainless steel hand auger, auger down to I foot, collecting the contents of the bucket into 

a stainless steel bowl. 

2) Repeat until five grab samples have been collected in the stainless steel bowl. 

3) Using the stainless steel spoon, homogenize the soil in the stainless steel bowl thoroughly using the 

quartering technique. Fill the sample container with the homogenized soil. Cap and label the 

containers 

The soil samples will be sent to an off-site laboratory for TCLP analyses. Soils containing lead at 

levels exceeding the TCLP criterion ( 5 mg/L) will be considered contaminated. Soils with lead 

concentrations below TCLP criteria will not be considered contaminated and will be used for backfilling 

excavations. 
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1.3 SOIJ, SAMPLE COLLECTION AFTER CHEMICAL TREATMENT 

r- 

Soils containing lead at levels exceeding TCLP criteria will be considered contaminated and treated 

with triple super phosphate (TSP) or other equivalent reagent for stabilization. One five point composite 

sample will be collected from every 100 yards of the treated soil following stabilization. The sample will 

be collected from the stockpile to verify that characteristically hazardous lead soils have been 

decharacterized to below 5.0 mg/L lead. Soil samples will be collected by the following procedures and 

analyzed for the parameters listed in Table 1 .O. 

1) Using a stainless steel spoon collect a sample from each comer and put in a stainless steel bowl. 

Remove the top 6 inches of the surface soil before collecting the grab sample. 

2) With a bucket auger, collect one sample from the inside of the 1 00-cubic yard pile (4 to 5 feet deep 

into the pile) and add to the stainless steel bowl. 

3) Using the stainless steel spoon, homogenize the soil in the stainless steel bowl thoroughly using the 

quartering technique. Fill the sample container with the homogenized soil. Cap and label the 

containers 

1.4 COLLECTED LEAD METAL SAMPLE COLl,ECTION 

The metal fragments collected during the entire screening operation will be sampled for the total lead 

content assay determination. One five point composite sample will be collected from the metal 

fragments collected during the operation. The metal fragment sample will be analyzed for the parameters 

as required by the recycling facility. Metal fragment samples will be collected manually. Collect 

representative fragments from the screened container of metal. These fragments should represent the 

different caliber and types of projectiles recovered. Fill the sample container with the selected 

fragments. 

1.5 CONTRACTOR GENERATED WASTE SAMPLING - SOLIDS 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) like Tyvek, disposable sampling gloves will be sampled to 

select disposal options. The samples will be collected using scissors, and analyzed for the parameters 

listed in Table 1 .O. Depending on the disposal facility, additional analysis may be required. 

1.6 CONTRACTOR GENERATED WASTE SAMPLE: WOOD CHIPS ETC, 

Wood chips and other debris will be sampled to select disposal options. The samples will be 

collected using scissors, knives or stainless steel spoons, homogenized in a stainless steel bowl using 
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quartering technique, and sent to an off-site laboratory for analysis for the parameters listed in Table 1 .O 

Depending on the disposal facility, additional analysis may be required. 
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2.0 SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION 
n% 

The samples collected on-site will be provided with a unique sample designation. The number will 

serve to identify the site, location, and specific sample identification number. The sample designation 

format will be as follows: 

CLJXXX-2-NNN-DD 

where: 

CLJ = Camp Lejeune 

XXX-2 = Delivery Order and Mod No. 2 for the project (15 I-2) 

NNN = Sequential number starting at 00 1 

DD = QC identifier 

If sample is a field QC sample, the following designations will be added as a suffix 

FB - Field Blank 

RB- Equipment Rinsate Blank 

(Duplicates must not to be identified to the laboratory) 

Sample location information will be included in the sample description area of the COC. Sample 

sequential numbers are not to be duplicated. Duplicate samples will be sent to the off-site laboratory 

blind. The latest OHM COC has been designed so that the cross-reference of the duplicate to the original 

sample can be included on the last page of the COC that does not go to the laboratory. 
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3.0 SAMPLE PRESERVATION AND HOLDING TIMES 

Samples collected for off-site analyses will be sent to the laboratory within 24 hours after collection 

to ensure that the most reliable and accurate answers will be obtained as a result of the analysis. The 

holding time begins from the date and time of collection in the field. 

All environmental and treatment system samples, except for aqueous samples for metals, will be 

preserved to a temperature of 4”*2”C prior to shipment to the analytical laboratory, using ice or 

refrigeration. This temperature should be maintained during shipment by placing ice in leak-proof 

containers, and placing it above and below the sample containers. Other sample preservation 

requirements and holding times applicable to the sample matrix and analyses are listed in Table 1 .O. 

- 
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4.0 FIELD QC SAMPLES 
=- 

The appropriate number of field QC samples, as specified in the NFESC, 1996 document will be 

collected during this project. These samples will include field blanks, equipment rinsate blanks and field 

duplicate samples. These samples will be collected at the following frequencies and analyzed for the 

parameters listed in Table I .O. 

l Field Blanks ( Ambient Blanks) - Field blanks , sometimes referred to as ambient blanks, are 

samples of contaminant-free media ( reagent grade water) witch are prepared at the site and handled 

in the field in the same manner as a!! other field samples. Field blanks are collected during the 

course of field sampling and, to the extent possible, in the actual sampling locations. Field blanks 

are collected by placing contaminant-free medium ( reagent grade water) in the same type of 

container as field sample. Field blanks are preserved and stored in the same manner as field samples. 

At a minimum, one field blank per contiguous site from each sampling event is collected and is 

analyzed for those interfering contaminants that could potentially be present in ambient air at the 

sampling site. Approximate number of field blank samples planned to be collected is presented in 

Table 1.0. 

n 

l Equipment Rinsate Blank - Equipment rinsate blanks are the final analyte-free water rinse from 

equipment cleaning collected daily for each matrix sampled. An equipment rinsate blank is collected 

in the same type of sample containers, and in all other ways is handled in the same manner as other 

field samples. The equipment rinsate blank must be collected during the sampling event (after 

collection of at least one field sample) after the sampling equipment has been decontaminated and 

prior to collection of the next field sample. A!! equipment that comes into contact with field samples 

must be decontaminated prior to use. The use of disposable equipment is acceptable, but does not 

obviate the requirement for decontamination prior to use, or the requirement for collection of 

equipment rinsate blanks. Equipment rinsate blanks for disposable equipment are collected by 

passing contaminant-free medium through or over the decontaminated equipment. One equipment 

rinsate blank is collected per day, per sampling event for each matrix sampled that day. Equipment 

rinsates are analyzed for the same parameters as the sample collected that day. Approximate number 

of equipment blank samples planned to be collected is presented in Table 1 .O. 

l Field Duplicate - Duplicates for soil samples are collected, homogenized, and split. Al! samples 

except volatiles are homogenized and split. Volatiles are not mixed, but select segments of soil are 

taken from the length of the core and placed in 4 oz glass jars. The duplicates for water samples are 

collected simultaneously. Field duplicates must be collected at a frequency of one sample per day 

per matrix or 10% of the field samples per matrix. A!! the duplicates should be sent to the primary 

laboratory responsible for analysis, along with the samples. Approximate number of field duplicates 
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planned to be collected are presented in Table A-l, Appendix A. Duplicates will be sent to the 

off-site laboratory blind. 

l Trip Blank -- Trip blanks are defined as samples which originate from analyte-free water taken from 

the laboratory to the sampling site and returned to the laboratory with the volatile samples. One trip 

blank should accompany each cooler containing aqueous and non-aqueous volatile samples, should 

be stored at the laboratory with the samples, and analyzed by the laboratory. Trip blanks are only 

analyzed for volatile organic compounds and may not be required for this project if disposal samples 

are not taken. Approximate number of trip blank samples planned to be analyzed is presented in 

Table 1.0. 
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5.0 DECONTAMINATION 

All sampling equipment (hand augers, spoons, stainless steel/glass mixing bowls, etc.) will be 

decontaminated before sampling commences, between each sample location, and prior to leaving the site, 

The procedures for decontamination of equipment according to NEESA 20.2-047B are as follows. 

1) 
2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

7) 
8) 

9) 

Remove gross contamination by scraping or brushing. 

Clean with tap water and phosphate-free laboratory detergent (liquinox), using a stiff brush to 

remove all surface contaminants. 

Rinse thoroughly with tap water. 

Rinse with 1: 1 nitric acid (HNO3) metals grade (metal samples only). 

Rinse thoroughly with tap water. 

Rinse thoroughly with deionized/distilled water. 

Rinse twice with reagent grade isopropanol or methanol. 

Rinse thoroughly with organic-free water and allow to air dry. (Do not rinse with deionized/distilled 

water. If organic-free water is not available, allow equipment to air dry.) 

Wrap equipment with aluminum foil prior to storage or transportation to sample locations. 

Decontamination fluids will be collected in properly labeled Sgallon drums, and staged in a secure 

area until final disposal unless other arrangements are made. 
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6.0 CROSS-CONTAMINATIONMINIMIZATION 

Cross-contamination is the introduction of contaminants into the sample through the sampling and/or 

sample-handling procedures. It can cause an otherwise representative sample to become 

non-representative. The most important means of minimizing cross-contamination are as follows: 

l Sampling expendables, i.e., sample gloves, pipettes, string, dip jars, etc., must not be reused. Used 

expendables should be labeled so they are not confused with non-contaminated trash 

l Minimum contact should be made between the sampler and the sample medium. For example, a 

sampler should not touch the sample during while loading the sample in the container. 

l Sample collection activities should proceed progressively from the least contaminated area to the 

most contaminated area. 

l Sampling equipment should be constructed of Teflon, stainless steel, or glass that has been properly 

precleaned for collecting samples. Equipment constructed of plastic or PVC should not be used to 

collect samples for trace organic analyses. 

l Any tools used in sampling must be carefully decontaminated prior to first use and after each use. 

l Activities that could contaminate samples are prohibited in the sample handling and preparation area. 

These activities and the possible contaminants include: 

Activity Possible Contaminants 

I Smoking I Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons 7 
Spraying for insects 

Spraying for weeds 

Refueling 

Painting and paint stripping 

Pesticides, oils, solvents 

Herbicides, oils, solvents 

BTEX, hydrocarbons 

Solvents 

6.1 SAMPLE LOG BOOK 

It is necessary for the sampling crew to maintain daily field notes. Items that must be included are 

sampling protocol, any changes to the procedures, meetings, instructions, safety precautions, personnel 

protection, and activities pertaining to the samples. The person taking notes must be knowledgeable 

enough about these activities to know which details are important. 

l Repetition of information recorded in other permanent logs should be avoided, but enough should 

be recorded to present a clear and accurate picture of technical activities. At a later date, should a 
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question arise concerning a specific event or a procedure used, it will be answered from these notes. 

The following information should be logged into the logbooks and/or database: 

l Date and time of sampling 

l Sample number, locations, type, matrices, volumes, sample ID and descriptions, type and number 

of sample containers, names and signatures of individuals performing sampling tasks, 

Chain-Of-Custody (COC) and air bill numbers, preservatives, and date samples were sent 

l Name of laboratories and contacts to which the samples were sent, turn around time (TAT) 

requested, and data results, when possible 

l Termination of a sample point or parameter and reasons 

l Unusual appearance or odor of a sample 

l Measurements, volume of flow, temperature, and weather conditions 

l Additional samples and reasons for collecting them 

l Levels of protection used ( with justification) 

l Meetings and telephone conversations held with LANTDIV, NTR, regulatory agencies, project 

manager, or supervisor 

l Details concerning any samples split with another agency 

. Details of QC samples collected 

These notes must be dated and signed (each page) for validity. All logbooks will be bound and 

pre-numbered. All log book entries will be made with indelible ink and legibly written. The language 

will be factual and objective. No erasures will be permitted. If an incorrect entry is made, the error will 

be crossed out with a single strike mark, initialed, and dated. When audits are performed, the auditor’s 

remarks and decisions must also appear in these notes. These audits should be followed up by written 

report submitted by the auditor, including opinions and conclusions. A copy of this report should be 

placed in the project file and one copy kept in the sampling file for easy reference. This information will 

also be entered in to the data base program that been prepared for the site. It will be entered daily by the 

field chemist or sample technician. This person will be the point of contact for all sampling and 

analytical information. Report outputs from the database is an acceptable substitute for the sample 

logbook. 

6.2 SAMPLE LABELS 

Any samples placed into a sample container will be identified by a sample label. Sample label will 

identify the following information: 

*r- 

(1) PROJECT NUMBER 

(2) DATE- Month, day, year 
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(3) TIME- Military time 

(4) SAMPLE NUMBER- See Section 3.2 for designations 

(5) SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 

(6) SAMPLER- Sampler’s name 

(7) PRESERVATIVES 

(8) ANALYSIS REQUIRED- See Appendix A, Table A- 1 

The information described above should be printed neatly using an indelible marker. After the 

sample is taken and the label is securely attached, the sample is logged into the sample log book. 

6.3 CUSTODY SEALS 

Custody seals are narrow strips of adhesive tape of glass fiber used to demonstrate that no tampering 

has occurred. They may be used on sampling equipment, sample transport containers, and individual 

sample containers. They should be signed and dated by the sampler and placed from one side, across 

the top, and to the other side of the sample container or across the openings of the sample transport 

containers. 

6.4 CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY PROCEDURES 

In order to generate legally defensible data of the samples collected throughout the project, the 

possession of samples must be traceable from the time the samples are collected until they are introduced 

as evidence in legal proceedings. To maintain and document sample possession, chain-of-custody 

procedures are followed as described below: 

A sample is under your custody if: 

(1) It is in your actual possession, or 

(2) It is in your view, after being in your physical possession, or 

(3) It was in your physical possession and then you locked it up to prevent tampering, or 

(4) It is in a designated secure area 

The following information is required on the COC: 

(1) Project Name 

(2) Project Location- City and State in which the project site is located 

(3) Project Number 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(1% 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Project Contact-OHM employee responsible for overseeing the sampling operation. This person 

should be the individual to whom questions are to be directed or verbal results are given ( 

Project Manager, Site supervisor, or Project Chemist) 

Site Telephone Number- The telephone number of on-site offke trailer or number where person 

responsible for samples can be contacted. 

Sample Date-Month, Day, Year 

Sample Time- Military time 

Sample Identification- Sample number and location 

Sample Type-Designation of sample as grab or composite 

Sample Description- Sample matrix, and a brief description of the sampling location 

Sample Preservation- Preservatives used 

Analytical Parameters Requested -- Analytical parameter, method numbers, and specific 

compounds of interest, if applicable. 

Air bill Number 

Laboratory -- Laboratory where samples are to be sent 

Laboratory Phone -- Telephone number of laboratory 

Laboratory Contact -- Contact person for laboratory 

Relinquished By -- Signature of sender (OHM) 

Date Relinquished -- Date samples were relinquished 

Accepted By -- Signature of acceptor 

Date Received -- Date samples were accepted 

Turnaround Time -- Turnaround times requested or date the results are required from the lab 

Sampler’s Signature -- Signature of sampler 

The COC will be sealed in a ziploc bag and taped in place on the underside of the top of the sample 

transport container (cooler). 
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. 7.0 PACK4 GING, HANDLING AND SHIPMENT OF SAMPLES 

Samples will be packaged as to minimize shifting of the samples during shipment. An absorbent, 

such as vermiculite or kitty litter, will be placed at the bottom of the shipment container in order to 

absorb any liquids in the event of sample breakage. All samples will be individually placed into 

appropriately sized ziploc bags and sealed. 

Samples, which must be kept at 4‘3~2°C will be shipped on ice in insulated containers. Ice will be 

placed in a container such as a ziploc bag and sealed so that water will not fill the shipping container as 

the ice melts. The ice will be double bagged to insure the ice does not leak. Aqueous samples for metals 

analysis, except hexavalent chromium, shall not be shipped or stored under refrigeration. 

Samples will be shipped via an overnight shipping agency to the appropriate laboratory. IATA 

regulations will be followed as they are more applicable to OHM’s method of sample shipment. 

Instructions for filling out shipment documentation are included in Figure 7.1. These instructions are 

for shipping samples with unknown or limited hazards. All information will be entered as directed. No 

changes or substitutions to these instruction will be made irrespective of their significance. A copy of 

the OHM sample shipping label is included in Figure 7.2. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This Materials Handling, Transportation and Disposal Plan (MHTDP) was prepared for use during 

maintenance activities at Ranges D-29 and A-l which are located within the Marin Corps Base (MCB), 

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. 

The MHTDP objective is to specify the methods and procedures to be implemented by OHM to 

ensure that wastes generated during site remediation activities will be transported, stored, treated, and 

disposed of in full compliance with applicable federal, state, and local rules and regulations. 
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2.0 CHARACTERlzATION OF WASTESTREAMS 

Based on the information provided to OHM in the Statement of Work Design Package, OHM will 

generate various types of waste during performance of range maintenance activities which will require 

recycling, treatment, or disposal. These materials are listed in Table 1. OHM will collect samples and 

complete characterization and disposal analysis of the waste to be disposed of off-site or recycled in 

accordance with the Sampling and Analysis Plan. Final characterization and disposal alternatives are 

contingent upon these analyses. An addendum to this plan will be prepared if required when analyses 

are available. 

FT 

Table 1 - Waste Generated During Maintenance Activities at Ranges D-29 and A-l 

Waste 

PPE 

Description Estimated Quantity Disposal Method 

Personal protective 4 drums Subtitle D landfill 
equipment generated during 
onsite berm excavation 

Decontamination 
liquids 

Timber with lead 

Bullet fragments 

Decontamination water 4 drums Water treatment 
from equipment cleanup plan at Lot 203 

Timber from the demolition 900 cubic feet Subtitle C landfill 
of range retaining wall Microencapsulation 
containing high levels of or 
bullet fragments macroencapsulation 

Metal fragments and 40 tons Recycling center 
particles in the excavated 
range berm soil that will not 
pass through a 5 mm screen 

Construction 
debris 

Concrete debris, timber with 60 tons Subtitle D landfill 
few bullet fragments, rocks, 
roots, vegetation, tree 
branches, and other 
noncontaminated debris 
generated during range 
maintenance 

All trucks used for transporting material will be decontaminated prior to leaving the project site to 

prevent the off-site spread of contaminants. Prior to removing the excavation from the range site, OHM 

will remove residual soils from the excavator by scraping and brushing The excavator will then be moved 

to the decontamination area for final decontamination by an air brush. Personnel involved with 

excavation will be attired in Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as required by the site Health and 

Safety Plan. Used PPE will be placed in drums for off-site disposal. 

AT-- _ 
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CHARA CTERIZA TION OF WASTESTREAMS 

All hazardous waste destined for off-site treatment/disposal will be transported by licensed hazardous 

waste haulers. All trucks will pre-weigh at the base scales to establish their tare weight prior to being 

loaded with contaminated soil. After loading and prior to exiting the controlled area, an air brush will 

be used to decontaminate the truck’s tires and trailer sides. The timbers with bullet fragments shall be 

cover with a tarp or plastic. The trailer will then be weighed at the base scales. Each load will be 

properly manifested for the designated hazardous waste disposal facility. The Base will be responsible 

for signing manifests as the generator for each off-Base shipment. 
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3.0 WASTE DISPOSAL APPROVAL 

OHM will assign a Transportation and Disposal (T&D) Coordinator to this project who will report 

to the Project Manager acting as a single point-of-contact for all waste management activities. The 

individual assigned to this project will be familiar with all the applicable portions of RCRA, CERCLA, 

and SARA regulations--especially 40 CFR 261 (Identification and Listing of Hazardous Wastes). In 

addition, this individual will be familiar with the North Carolina regulations relating to hazardous and 

solid waste handling, treatment, storage, disposal, and transportation. This individual will review the 

existing analytical data as well as additional data collected by OHM and obtain pre-approval from the 

appropriate disposal facilities to allow direct load out of excavated soils. The T&D Coordinator will also 

be responsible for preparing waste profiles to be sent to the selected disposal facilities and coordinating 

disposal approvals. 

Based on the materials identified that will require off-site disposal, the T&D Coordinator, and the 

project manager and procurement personnel, have reviewed potential vendors to pre-qualify 

transportation and disposal vendors based on: 

. Notice of Violation (NOV) status 

. Ability to handle the wastes identified 

. Cost effectiveness of the available transportation and disposal options 

. Past experience 

At this time OHM has identified the following qualified vendors to provide transportation and 

disposal of wastes from this site: 

Disposal Transportation 

l Browning-Ferris Industries 

Roseboro, North Carolina 

l Chemical Waste Management 

Emelle, Alabama 

l Evotech Management Services, Inc. 

Belleville, Michigan 

l Laidlaw Environmental Services 

Pinewood, South Carolina 

l Waste Management 

Kemersville, North Carolina 

9 Hilco Transport Inc. (SB, WBE) 

Wilmington, North Carolina 

. Robbie D. Wood 

Dolomite, Alabama 

l SouthCo Enterprises Inc 

Greensboro, North Carolina 

l Terra First 

Jacksonville, FL 

l WTI 

Columbia, South Carolina 
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WASTE DISPOSAL APPROVAL 

All bids will be obtained based on a written solicitation and all bid responses will be in writing. All 

bids will be made in conjunction with OHM’s procurement department. A condition of OHM’s purchase 

order will be that the selected vendors must provide OHM with addresses, the name of a single point of 

contact, EPA ID numbers, permit verification, insurance verification, NOV status, and any other 

qualifying data necessary. 

- 
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4.0 PREPARATION OF REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION 

OHM will prepare (or oversee the preparation of) all paperwork associated with off-site disposal for 

review and signature by LANTDIV and Camp Lejeune representatives. This will include TSDF waste 

profiles, hazardous waste manifests, land disposal restriction (LDR) forms, labels and all other 

paperwork. The selected vendor(s) will be required to provide all labels, manifests, LDR forms, and 

other shipping papenvork. A completed example of these forms will be provided for OHM’s review and 

approval at least one week in advance of the scheduled start of shipments. After these documents are 

reviewed by OHM, they will be provided to the Navy’s representative for review and signature. Final 

copies of all labels, manifests, LDR forms and other shipping paperwork will be received by OHM’s 

on-site personnel at least 5 days in advance of the scheduled shipment dates. 

Written verification that the proposed disposal sites are permitted to accept the contaminated 

materials specified is required from the disposal vendors with their approvals. A written verification that 

all vehicles and containers were decontaminated prior to leaving the disposal site will be provided within 

three days of receipt of the waste materials. A written verification that wastes were actually delivered 

to the disposal site will be provided within seven days of receipt of waste materials. 
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5.0 WASTE PACK4 GING 

All drummed waste of personal protective equipment (PPE) that is collected in 55gallon (17H 

open-top) steel drums will be labeled and logged using OHM’s standard drum inventory procedures and 

Drum Inventory Log included as Appendix A. OHM will maintain these drum logs and a database 

summary of the type and quantity of wastes generated each day. Appropriate measures will be taken to 

keep off-site back-up copies of this data as well. 

Miscellaneous non-hazardous materials will be accumulated on-site until sufficient quantities are 

available for shipment of a full load (80 drums or 20-30 cubic yards). OHM will conduct weekly 

inspections of the waste storage areas. All temporary storage will be in compliance with the applicable 

North Carolina regulations. 

Any decontamination water generated by this project will be stored in drums or storage tanks. OHM 

plans to transport these liquids via truck to the groundwater treatment plant adjacent to Lot 203 at Camp 

Lejeune for treatment and discharge. 

- 
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6.0 SHIPPING 

The Site Supervisor will contact the selected vendor and schedule waste pick-ups in a timely manner 

to coordinate with the project schedule. Prior to shipment of wastes, OHM’s on-site personnel, in 

conjunction with the T&D coordinator, will complete the Waste Disposal Activities Checklist included 

as Appendix B. This checklist is to be completed for each waste shipment leaving the site. A copy of 

the completed form will be provided to the NTR prior to waste transportation and with the Contractor’s 

Closeout Report. 

OHM will maintain chronological organized files of weight tickets, manifest copies, LDR forms and 

other shipping paperwork for each shipment. OHM will also maintain a database of all pertinent 

information regarding each off-site shipment. Copies of the manifest file and database printouts will be 

provided to the LANTDIV and Camp Lejeune representatives upon request and at the completion of the 

project. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) has been prepared in accordance with standard OHM 

policies and procedures. The EPP provides specific information relating to the scope of work under 

Delivery Order No. 015 1 Modification No. 2, Maintenance at Ranges D-29 and A-l, MCB Camp 

Lejeune, North Carolina. The plan will provide site-specific information for: 

l Land resources management 

l Water resources management 

l Air and noise pollution contra! 

l Non-compliance/corrective action 

l Post-excavation clean-up 

The control of environmental pollution will consider air, water and land impacts, as well as noise 

and solid waste management. The land resources within the property of Range D-29 and A- 1 at MCB 

Camp LeJeune, but outside the limits of permanent work, will be preserved in their condition or restored 

to a condition that does not detract from the appearance of the area after completion of construction. As 

much as is practical, construction activities will be limited to areas defined by the plans and 

specifications. 
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2.0 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS 

Although the presence of historical artifacts is not anticipated, if a historical artifact is encountered 

during field operations, OHM will stop work and notify the Navy Technical Representative (NTR). The 

NTR will be responsible for contracting federal, state, and local authorities to determine if the site may 

contain other important historical artifacts, and whether this site qualifies for possible placement on the 

National Registrar of Historical Places. Field operations will not resume until the NTR issues a written 

authorization to proceed. 
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3.0 TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION ROADS 

If required, the construction of any temporary construction roads in and around the project site will 

be performed in a manner as to minimize the impact to the natural environment. Water will be used for 

dust control, as necessary. 
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4.0 PROTECTION OF TREES AND SHRUBS 
-0 

Prudent steps will be taken to protect trees and shrubs outside of the excavation zone as necessary. 

The trees and shrubs within the excavation zone will be removed by OHM. All trees and shrubs removed 

as a result of the construction activities will be cut into manageable pieces and moved from the project 

site so as not to interfere with operations. Precautions will be taken to minimize the construction 

activities’ impact on existing vegetation and will include but not be limited to: 

. Utilization of existing or temporary construction roads only 

l Closely supervised equipment operators with an emphasis placed on preservation of vegetation in 

non-work areas 

l Proper guidance of heavy equipment and truck operators by site personnel to minimize damage to 

adjacent vegetation not directly affected by construction activities 

l Utilization of equipment appropriately designed and sized for precise excavation 
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5.OSTORMPROTECTION 

If a warning of gale force winds is issued, OHM will take precautions to minimize any danger to 

persons, and protect the work and nearby Government property. Precautions shall include removing 

loose materials, tools, and equipment from exposed locations; and removing,or securing temporary work 

and structures. 
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6ORESTORATION 

Upon completion of the field construction activities, disturbed areas will be graded and compacted 

for proper site drainage. The ground surface will be restored to original conditions. 
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7.0 WATER RESOURCES PROTECTION 

The precipitation at the site drains into the adjacent New River. The New River could possibly be 

impacted by construction activities if proper sediment and erosion protection measures are not taken. 

To protect against damage, stormwater surface run-off leaving the site will be controlled by temporary 

erosion/sediment control techniques such as berms, silt fencing and grading. The area of bare soil 

exposed at any one time by construction activities will be minimized. 

7.1 EROSION SEDIMENT CONTROL, 

Prior to disturbance of native vegetation and soils, temporary erosion/sediment control will be 

established on the down gradient side of each excavation. Control techniques to be utilized will involve 

silt fencing. 

Silt fencing will be installed with the fabric a minimum of 6 inches below grade and extending 36 

inches above grade and fastened to posts no more than 6 feet apart. The posts will be installed with a 

minimum of 24 inches below grade and extend a minimum of 36 inches above grade. Fabric will be 

attached to the up-slope side of the posts using l-inch staples or tie wires. Silt fences will be inspected 

after every rain and daily during extended rain fall. Accumulated sediment will be removed before the 

depth reaches 12 inches. 

7.2 SPl-LL CONTROL 

Measures will be taken to prevent chemicals, fuels, oils, greases, bituminous materials and 

contaminated materials from entering streams, rivers or lakes. Absorbents will be available to solidify 

any leaks outside containment and any soil contaminated with fuel spills will be immediately removed 

and placed into appropriate containers and sampled to determine proper disposition. 
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8.0 DUSTAND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 

A-- 
= 

8.1 AIR AND NOISE MONITORING 

Personnel and ambient air monitoring will be conducted as necessary in order to determine airborne 

dust and contaminant levels. Ambient air monitoring will be conducted at working locations and on 

occasion at the perimeter of the project site. This ensures that respiratory protection is adequate to 

protect personnel against the contaminants that are encountered as we!! as ensuring that harmful levels 

of airborne contaminants are not leaving the site. 

OHM will only perform operations of heavy equipment during daylight hours to minimize the impact 

of off-site noise pollution. Noise exposure to off-site residents or personnel is expected to be minima!. 

Hearing protection for on-site workers will still be implemented if necessary as specified in the SHSP. 

8.2 PARTICULATE EMISSION CONTROLS 

Specific measures to be taken to minimize particle emissions for major activities during site 

construction include the following: 

Soil Excavation, Handling, Site Grading and Transportation 

l Apply water to work and traffic areas as necessary to minimize dust emissions 

l Cover stockpiles with sheeting to minimize wind and/or stormwater erosion 

l Move and load soil for transport within the site that limits free fall of material and is least likely to 

generate dust emissions 

l Halt dust-generating work when on-site wind conditions exceed 35 miles per hour 

Movement of Equipment 

l Water traffic areas as required to minimize dust emissions 

l Designate equipment traffic patterns to minimize travel distance and vehicular dust emissions 

l Limit vehicle speed to minimize dust emissions 

8.3 BURNING 

No burning will be performed on-site. In the event of an expected fire on-site, work will stop 

immediately and the MCB Camp LeJeune fire department will be notified. 

H=- 
z ! 
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9.0 POST-EXCA VATION CLEANUP 

All excavation equipment will be decontaminated prior to demobilizing from the site. 

Decontamination will consist of scraping and air brushing to remove visible soil and debris from tires 

and undercarriage of vehicles and heavy equipment. Decontamination fluids if required will be 

containerized for disposal. The site will then be turned over to the MCB. 

-A- 
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I.0 INTRODUCTION 

This Materials Handling, Transportation and Disposal Plan (MHTDP) was prepared for use during 

maintenance activities at Ranges D-29 and A- I which are located within the Marin Corps Base (MCB), 

Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. 

The MHTDP objective is to specify the methods and procedures to be implemented by OHM to 

ensure that wastes generated during site remediation activities will be transported, stored, treated, and 

disposed of in full compliance with applicable federal, state, and local rules and regulations. 
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2.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF WASTESTREAMS 

Based on the information provided to OHM in the Statement of Work Design Package, OHM will 

generate various types of waste during performance of range maintenance activities which will require 

recycling, treatment, or disposal. These materials are listed in Table 1. OHM will collect samples and 

complete characterization and disposal analysis of the waste to be disposed of off-site or recycled in 

accordance with the Sampling and Analysis Plan. Final characterization and disposal alternatives are 

contingent upon these analyses. An addendum to this plan will be prepared if required when analyses 

are available. 

Table 1 - Waste Generated During Maintenance Activities at Ranges D-29 and A-l 

Waste 

PPE 

Description Estimated Quantiy Disposal Method 

Personal protective 4 drums Subtitle D landfill 
equipment generated during 
onsite berm excavation 

Decontamination 
liquids 

Timber with lead 

Bullet fragments 

Decontamination water 4 drums Water treatment 
from equipment cleanup plan at Lot 203 

Timber from the demolition 900 cubic feet Subtitle C landfill 
of range retaining wall Microencapsulation 
containing high levels of Or 

bullet fragments macroencapsulation 

Metal fragments and 40 tons Recycling center 
particles in the excavated 
range berm soil that will not 
pass through a 5 mm screen 

Construction 
debris 

Concrete debris, timber with 60 tons Subtitle D landfill 
few bullet fragments, rocks, 
roots, vegetation, tree 
branches, and other 
noncontaminated debris 
generated during range 
maintenance 

All trucks used for transporting material will be decontaminated prior to leaving the project site to 

prevent the off-site spread of contaminants. Prior to removing the excavation from the range site, OHM 

will remove residual soils from the excavator by scraping and brushing The excavator will then be moved 

to the decontamination area for final decontamination by an air brush. Personnel involved with 

excavation will be attired in Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as required by the site Health and 

Safety Plan. Used PPE will be placed in drums for off-site disposal. 
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<> ~JSlJF$;di;tion CHARA CTERI-A TIOiV OF WASTESTREAMS 
/r- -’ 

All hazardous waste destined for off-site treatment/disposal will be transported by licensed hazardous 
waste haulers. All trucks will pre-weigh at the base scales to establish their tare weight prior to being 
loaded with contaminated soil. After loading and prior to exiting the controlled area, an air brush will 
be used to decontaminate the truck’s tires and trailer sides. The timbers with bullet fragments shall be 

cover with a tarp or plastic. The trailer will then be weighed at the base scales. Each load will be 
properly manifested for the designated hazardous waste disposal facility. The Base will be responsible 
for signing manifests as the generator for each off-Base shipment. 

A-- - 
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3.0 WASTE DISPOSAL APPROVAL 

OHM will assign a Transportation and Disposal (T&D) Coordinator to this project who will report 

to the Project Manager acting as a single point-of-contact for all waste management activities. The 

individual assigned to this project will be familiar with all the applicable portions of RCRA, CERCLA, 

and SARA regulations--especially 40 CFR 261 (Identification and Listing of Hazardous Wastes). In 

addition, this individual will be familiar with the North Carolina regulations relating to hazardous and 

solid waste handling, treatment, storage, disposal, and transportation. This individual will review the 

existing analytical data as well as additional data collected by OHM and obtain pre-approval from the 

appropriate disposal facilities to allow direct load out of excavated soils. The T&D Coordinator will also 

be responsible for preparing waste profiles to be sent to the selected disposal facilities and coordinating 

disposal approvals. 

Based on the materials identified that will require off-site disposal, the T&D Coordinator, and the 

project manager and procurement personnel, have reviewed potential vendors to pre-qualify 

transportation and disposal vendors based on: 

. Notice of Violation (NOV) status 

. Ability to handle the wastes identified 

. Cost effectiveness of the available transportation and disposal options 

. Past experience 

At this time OHM has identified the following qualified vendors to provide transportation and 

disposal of wastes from this site: 

Disposal Transportation 

l Browning-Ferris Industries 

Roseboro, North Carolina 

l Chemical Waste Management 

Emelle, Alabama 

l Evotech Management Services, Inc. 

Belleville, Michigan 

0 Laidlaw Environmental Services 

Pinewood, South Carolina 

l Waste Management 

Kemersville, North Carolina 

l Hilco Transport Inc. (SB, WBE) 

Wilmington, North Carolina 

l Robbie D. Wood 

Dolomite, Alabama 

l SouthCo Enterprises Inc 

Greensboro, North Carolina 

. Terra First 

Jacksonville, FL 

l WTI 

Columbia, South Carolina 
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WASTE DISPOSAL APPROVAL 

All bids will be obtained based on a written solicitation and all bid responses will be in writing. All 

bids will be made in conjunction with OHM’s procurement department. A condition of OHM’s purchase 

order will be that the selected vendors must provide OHM with addresses, the name of a single point of 

contact, EPA ID numbers, permit verification, insurance verification, NOV status, and any other 

qualifying data necessary. 
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4.0 PREPARATION OF REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION 

OHM will prepare (or oversee the preparation of) all paperwork associated with off-site disposal for 

review and signature by LANTDIV and Camp Lejeune representatives. This will include TSDF waste 

profiles, hazardous waste manifests, land disposal restriction (LDR) forms, labels and all other 

paperwork. The selected vendor(s) will be required to provide all labels, manifests, LDR forms, and 

other shipping paperwork. A completed example of these forms will be provided for OHM’s review and 

approval at least one week in advance of the scheduled start of shipments. After these documents are 

reviewed by OHM, they will be provided to the Navy’s representative for review and signature. Final 

copies of all labels, manifests, LDR forms and other shipping paperwork will be received by OHM’s 

on-site personnel at least 5 days in advance of the scheduled shipment dates. 

Written verification that the proposed disposal sites are permitted to accept the contaminated 

materials specified is required from the disposal vendors with their approvals. A written verification that 

all vehicles and containers were decontaminated prior to leaving the disposal site will be provided within 

three days of receipt of the waste materials. A written verification that wastes were actually delivered 

to the disposal site will be provided within seven days of receipt of waste materials. 
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5.0 WASTE PACXXGING 

All drummed waste of personal protective equipment (PPE) that is collected in 55-gallon (17H 

open-top) steel drums will be labeled and logged using OHM’s standard drum inventory procedures and 

Drum Inventory Log included as Appendix A. OHM will maintain these drum logs and a database 

summary of the type and quantity of wastes generated each day. Appropriate measures will be taken to 

keep off-site back-up copies of this data as well. 

Miscellaneous non-hazardous materials will be accumulated on-site until sufficient quantities are 

available for shipment of a full load (80 drums or 20-30 cubic yards). OHM will conduct weekly 

inspections of the waste storage areas. All temporary storage will be in compliance with the applicable 

North Carolina regulations. 

Any decontamination water generated by this project will be stored in drums or storage tanks. OHM 

plans to transport these liquids via truck to the groundwater treatment plant adjacent to Lot 203 at Camp 

Lejeune for treatment and discharge. 
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6.0 SHIPPING 

The Site Supervisor will contact the selected vendor and schedule waste pick-ups in a timely manner 

to coordinate with the project schedule. Prior to shipment of wastes, OHM’s on-site personnel, in 
conjunction with the T&D coordinator, will complete the Waste Disposal Activities Checklist included 
as Appendix B. This checklist is to be completed for each waste shipment leaving the site. A copy of 
the completed form will be provided to the NTR prior to waste transportation and with the Contractor’s 
Closeout Report. 

OHM will maintain chronological organized files of weight tickets, manifest copies, LDR forms and 
other shipping paperwork for each shipment. OHM will also maintain a database of all pertinent 
information regarding each off-site shipment. Copies of the manifest file and database printouts will be 

provided to the LANTDIV and Camp Lejeune representatives upon request and at the completion of the 
project. 
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APPENDIX A 

DRUM INVENTORY LOG 



.m. OHM Corporation 

PROJECT LOCATION LOGGER DATE 
PROJECT CONTACT SAMPLER TIME 
PHONE WEATHER b 
DRUM lYPE: FIBER n POLY-IJNED 0 s-E?- (-I POLY n STAINLESS STEEL fl NICKEL n 
UD TYPE: RINGTOP 0 CLOSED TOP 0 

, DRUM CONDITION: MEET DOT SPEC. 0 GOOD ‘.J FAlR (7 POOR 0 

DRUM SlZE: 110 cl 85 a 55 cl 42 0 30 0 16 c] 10 Cl 50 OTHER- 
DRUM CO-: VOLUME 

OW 

-LLSCS 
AIOEL uSE 

EEL” 
R I D ii COETS 

S D E 

T 

FULL 0 J/4 cl l/2 0 I/4 0 <l/4 cl MT0 
3PACKED: NO 0 YES 0 Owrpack Type: FBER 0 SEL 0 POLY 0 

PliE. !ZATEj COLOR FlELD ANALYSIS 

pHnl PLD wm 
E 0 A 
A U Q INCHES DOSIMETER 
R D U 

Y E se OTHER 

M DRUU UBElS/WRKlNGS 

B DOT HA2 UN/NA 

MFG NAUE 

CHEMICAL NAME 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

lABOf ?ATORY COMPATlBllJY DATA 

cl 
MARK IF PHYStCAL STATE AND COLOR MATCHES THE ABOVE 
INFORMATION. IF NOT. ROP ANALYSIS AND NOTIFY 
PROJECT CONTACT. FURTHER WORK WILL NOT BE PAJD FOR. 

RADIATION: POS q NEG 0 - MREM/HR 

HYS. SATE COLOR CuRllY WtoF 
I 

REACT pli ;y< PEFt 0 
PCB J 

CN SUL ‘$N k (Li) TEST 

i L S G S c c 0 
“i 

AIOEL 
YQLLU USE 

COCRS 

k b 1 SOLUWJTY 
Cr)CI I A=AlR Sm. & 

++ + ++ <6(rC + r: 
nR na na nF) 47s) I no U 

EUI 
R I D : . . - - 
S D E Y E 

n “IT L un 
ii 

T 

COMPATIBILITY CAT: 

ANALYsr3~ 
- .- ---_-. - 

f DATE PEXFORMED: 
I 

Y ! 
1 1 

B 

COMMENTS: 

PCB CONC. 

DATA REVIEWER: 

FIELD REVIEWER: 

PPM FL4SH POINT 

RANSFER TRACERS 

I 

TRANSERS 
NUMBER RELINQUISHED BY ACCEPTED BY 

1 DATE 1 llME 1 7 
-f-r- 

1 

2 

3 I 
F-21 2a 11-22-g: 
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WASTE DISPOSAL ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST 
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,= - ,r = 
= OHM Waste Disposal Activities Checklist 

A- S Corporation Page 1 of 6 

Job Name: 
Waste Name: 

ProfiIc Number: 
work ordcrz 

No. 

Shipment Form: 

Waste Type: 

[I 
11 

El 

I 
El 
[I 

Estimated Quantity: 

Number of Loads: 

Phone 

EPAIWC 

Contacfs 

Transporter: 
Phone 

EPAIIM 

Contacfs 

See chccIcIists The site supervisor 
attached Drum IzitAine insmlctions (if appIicabIe) should review this 
pages for: pp~&~J&~R forms material and the 

attached pages prior to 
shipping tracking forms performing work. 
special insuucdons 



Notifications, Forms, 
Manifests & other Shipping 
Papers C heckIist 

Waste Disposal Activities Checklist 
Page 2 of 6 

Checklist oi forms, noticarions, manifests. and 

chedctd off 
on 

[ ] Detexmineifspecialstatemanifesrsarerequired. (AL,ARL&SC / / 
& TX in the south) 

[ ] Verify current manifests are being used? Get cunxnt ones if not /A- 

I 1 Land Disposal Resuiicrion notification(s) - - 
[ ] Fa&ty LDR form required *‘[I~ GINO 
[] StateLDRfonnrtquirtd [I YES El NO 
[ ] Curnnt forms avai.l&le and atsached? 
[ ] 
[ ] 

Background information Br data to complete form(s) in place? 
Forms completed & reviewed for accuracy 

[ ] Forms signed by OSCKknt? 
[ ] Forms included with mat&al to be sent with shipment (k 

manifest, etc.) 

[ ] Verify inform&on or examples for manifests & labels is compiled h / / 
artached. 

[ ] Prepare manifests & LDR forms, and have them checked for //- 
accuracy. (The disposal facility will review and verify the accmacy 
and completeness of &esc forms.-SEND THEM ADVANCED 
COPIES ! ! !) 

[ ] Prepare drumlabels, hazard class labels, & compile list of drum 
markings required. Labeling insmxtion sheets attached? 

f ] Arrange for ctient/OSC signatures on manifests & LDR forms. 

/ / 

/I- 



OHM Waste Disposal Activities CheckIist 
Corporation Page 3 of 6 

Disposal Facility & 
Transporter Checklist 

[ ] [ ] AU approvals in pIace, or ail facilities chosen? AU approvals in pIace, or ail facilities chosen? 
[ ] [ ] Disposal windows lined up? Facilities have agreed to a .speciEc Disposal windows lined up? Facilities have agreed to a .speciEc 

receipt date, or have agreed to allow transporter to schedule mare&L receipt date, or have agreed to allow uansuorter to schedule mare&L 
Spoke with spoke with - 

. 

[ ] 
[ ] 

Project management inforrned of Enal scheduling plans? 

[ ] 
Client/OSC informed of final scheduling plans? 
Field personnel informed of final scheduling plans? 

[ ] 
[ ] 

Three bids obtained for all disposal facility? 
Disposal 3-bid approved Br signed by client? 33- 

[ ] PO quisition for disposal completed & submitted? A/‘- 
[ ] Disposal vendor(s) given POs? !/- 

[ ] Three bids obtained for all transportarion? 
[ ] Transportation 3-bid approved & signed by client? 53-- 
[ ] -i-c 
[ ] 

PO requisition for transponation completed & submitted? 
Transportation vendor(s) given POs? A!- 

[ ] Transporter(s) are clear on the following: !-A- 
[J Arrivaltimes&dates 
[ ] Delivery times & dates 
[ ] Equipment required 
[J Typesoftrucksexpected 
[] lxeaionstositt 
[ ] Road & driving conditions at site 
[ ] Site contam & phone numbers 
[ ] Subs are OK provided OHM infoxmed 
[ ] BiIling and conuacring details 



OHlM Waste Disposal Activities Checklist 
Corporation Page 4 of 6 

Drum Checkfist 

[I 

[I 

The site supervisor should review each of tfiese fo 

Drums have been chtcked against inventory-there are no extra or 
missingdrums? 

TNare&good shape--or they have been overpacked? 
a 

[] Nodentsgreaterthansilverdollarsize 
[] Nocx~sgnaterthaIlsixinches 
[J Nolid,tingorbungdamage 
[] Nodamagetotheseamsorchimes 
[ J No waste on the outside of the drum 
[ ] No large discolored areas on the drum 

ALL~artnumberrdwi~thcnumbtrson~c~pANDside? 

ALL drums have a complete waste label-either a yellow &red 
hazardous waste label or green non-hazardous label 

checked off 

-FL 

A!- 

//- 

Drums have hazard class Mels (iirequir~) on their tops AND sides? / / 

Drums have approval numbers written on the top AND side I/- 
Drums have the TSDF name wrimnontheside? /A- 

If multiple trucks are used, an inventory record of which drums were 
loaded onto each truck is being made? 

/ / 



. 

,- -- 
3 - OHM 
\ w - - Corporation 

Drum LabeIing Checklist 

Waste Disposal Activities Checklist 
Page 5 of 6 

chsked off 
Oil 

[ ] Site supervisor has sticient quantities of the appropriate drum A/- 
Id&? 
[ ] Hazardous waste labels (yellow & red) 
[ ] Non-hazardous labels (green) 
[ ] H.a+rd ciass labels (ix. flammable IiquicL etc) 

(which 1 
I \ 

H-i-- 

[ ] Information on the drum labels is complc~ and matches the I-J- 
information on the manifest-TIis particularly important to double 
check when more than one mar&x or truck is being used. Manifest 
numbers and other information will vary from truck to puck and 
manifesttornanifest. DmmlaIxlsmustma~hthcspec2ictnanifest 
and the specific truck they are loaded onto. 
[ ] Generator’s name 
[ ] Generator’s address 
[ ] Generator’s EPA ID number 
[ ] DOT shipping name (Hazardous wae labels only) 
[] EPAwastecodes (Hmrdous waste labels only) 
[ ] Manifest number(s) (Hamrdous waste labels only) 
[ ] Accumulation Start Date (Hazardous waste labels only) 

D-l-- 

J 
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+i. 
F\ = 3s OHM Waste Disposal Activities Checklist 

- = Corporation Page 6 of 6 

Manifest Checklist Aaivities condwed by the Site Supewisor nladng 
to manifests LDR forms and otherprc-shipment 

II 

El 

[I 

[I 

[I 

[I 

r1 

[I 

[I 

11 

Site supervisor has sufficient quantities of the 
approptiate man&& 

Site supcmisor has completed manifests or has 
reviewed manifest prcpararion instrwions? 

Isauniquemanifestnumberassignedtoeach 
manlfcst? 

Generator, Transporter, and Disposal fac&y 
information (including EPA id numbers, 
addresses, & phone numbers) complete & 
accurau-does it match sample manifests or 
manifest preparation insrruction.s? 

Number of containas, quantiti unites complete 
& accurate? Have the conwx abbrwiations been 
used? 

“Additional Description” section (incMing 
approval numbers and work order numbers) is 
compieu & acclxau? 

“Handling Codes” section (including emergency 
response guidebook codes) is complete & 
XCWLtC? 

“Special Handling” section (inciuding emergency 
phone number, and other special insuuctions) is 
compku & accurau? 

ScaioIl15. 

cIicnt has signed manifest? Section 16 

T-o-has signedmanifest? 

OHM has rctaincd last page or a copy of manifest 
for our records? 

where to look checked off 

-E- 

Section 1. 

sadoIls 3-9 & 
A-H 

SccIion 11 
linesad 

Sections 12-14 
lines a-d 

Section J 

Section K 

Section 17 

A/- 

//- 

I/- 

[ ] LDR form is cornplcre & included with manifest? I/- 

[ ] LDR form has been signed by client? /A- 



%)-DAY WASTE ACCLMULATION LAB ELIXG INSTRCCTIOSS 
(THESE LABELS AREREQUIRED WHILE DRLMS ARE STORED Ofi SITE BEFORE TRXYSPORT.iTIO3') 

Drum Numbers for 
these instructions: 

Comments: 

SEE EXxMPLE L.-EL BELOW.... 
IGOTE: Label layouts may differ 

40 CFR 262.33 sutes that a generator may 
accumulate hazardous waste on-site for 90-da1.s or 
less provided that: 

(1) The waste is placed in containers and the 
generator complies with subpart I of 10 CFR 265 
(See OHM’s drum inspection log): 

(2) The “Accumulation Start Date” is clearI>, 
marked on each container; and 

(3) Each container is labeled clearly with the words 
‘Hazardous Waste”. 

These labels comply with this rule and will be 
required on &I- drums OHM leaves on-site while 
conducting analysis and arranging disposal unless 
the drums are KNOW to be non-regulated. 

coNlEN 

ACCUMULATION 
START DATE 

HANDLE WITH CARE ! 



HAZARDOUS WASTE DRUM LABELING INSTRUCTIONS 
(THESELABELSAREREQUREDTOTRANSPORTWASTEDRUMS) 

Drum # 

DrumNumbers for 
these instructions: 

Comments: 

Waste Group 

Profile Number 

Hazard Category (check all applicable) 
[ ] Flammable Liquids (Class 3) 
[ ] Oxidizers (Class 5.1) 
[ ] Poison (Class 6.1) 
[ ] Corrosive (Class 8) 
[ ] Miscellaneous (Class 9) 
[ ] Other 

SEE EXAMPLE LABEL BELOW... 
NOTE: Label layouts may differ 

Drums must be in good condition, this means: 
- Noleaks 
- No dents greater than silver dollar size 
- No creases greater than six inches 
- No lid, ring or bung damage 
- No damage to the seams or chimes 
- No waste on outside of drum 

HAZARDOU§ 
WASTE 

FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL. 
IF FOUND, CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE OR PUBLIC SAFE-W 

AUTHORITY OR THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. 
GENERATOR INFORMATION: 

ADDRESS PHONE 

Cl-R 

EPA 
ID NO. / 

MANIFEST 
DOCUMENT NO. 

ACCUMULATION 
START DATE 

STATE ZIP 

/ 

EPA 
WASTE NO. 

0.0.1. PROPER SHIPPING NAME AND UN OR NA NO. WlTH PREFIX 

HANDLE WITH CARE! 
Sl-fLE CFWMB 



NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE DRUM LABELING INSTR~CTIOM 
(THESE LABELS ARE REQUIRED TO TRAiiSPORT WASTE DRC’MS) 

Profile # 

Profile # 

Drum # 

Drum Numbers for 
these instructions: 

Comments: 

Waste Group 

Profile Number 

SEE EXAMPLE LABEL BELOW... 
NOTE: Label layouts may differ 

Drums must be in good condition, this means: 
- No leaks 
- No dents greater than silver dollar size 
- No creases greater than six inches 
- No lid, ring or bung damage 
- No damage to the seams or chimes 
- No waste on outside of drum 



.- C 
- 

cm 

WEEKLY DRUM 
INSPECTION 

OHM CORPORATION 
f-3 LOG 

Site Name 

Project Manager 

Site Phone 

Generator 1 Client Name 

Site/Manifest Address 

OHM Job # 

Site Supervisor 

Site Fax 

Contract # 

SitcEPAID# 

Accumulation start date(s) 

A weekly inspection is required by stare and federal regulations for drums or containers of hazardous waste left at 

OHM job sites. (40 CFR 265 Subpart I). If the answer to any question is YES contact the project manager for 

instructions-immediate attention will be required to iix the problem 

YES NO 
Is there any evidence of leaking containers? 

I 

Are there any containers which show signs of damage caused by corrosion, dents, creases or any 
other problem? 
Arc there any containers which do not have a properly secured lids and bungs? 

I 
I I 

Are there any containers that are not labeled or that have labels which are not clearIy visible? 

I 
I I 
I Are any accumulation dates on labels over 90 days? 

I 
I I 
I Are the drums stored more than 15 meters (50 feet) from the property line? 

Are the containers stored near a source of ignition? (e.g. open flames, cutting or welding, hot 
surfaces, frictional heating, or sparks) 
Are “No Smoking” signs, “Hazardous Waste” signs, or caution tape around the storage area 
missing or not clearly visible? 
Are containers of incompatible waste stoz no7 each other or improperly segregated? (e.g. 
acids near cyanidts, oxidizers near orgaru . parsons near anythmg) 

COMMENTS: 

-. 

Date Time Name Signature 
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